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The 1945 Truman proclamation asserted control over the nonrenewable natural
resources of the US. contiguous Continental Shelf. That position was subsequently
adopted by ~ States and the principle was more fully developed in the 1958 and
1982 Law af the Sea Conventions. In the intervening years numerous governmental
initiatives have been enacted by thc United States aad other countries, pxovidiag a
policy framework for dealing with Continental Shelf isaxea Yet after 40 years,

portant issues remain concerning the jurisdiction, xnanagemeat, and distribution of
the benefits and costa of exploiting Continental Shelf resourceL

In order to sumxnarize the complex yet fundamental. issues which must be
addressed in assessing the Continental Shelf, one could suggest the following.

What are the ail and gas resources of thc Continental Shelf,
where are they, and haw much is there?

How can these xesouzces best be exploited, especiaoy thee in
deep water or in hostile or environxneatally seasitive areas?
What is the economic value of the oil aad gas resources of the
Continental Shelf, aad haw sensitive axe these estimates to
changes in oil aad gas prices?

What zale can Continental Shelf oil aad gas be expected to
play in national energy policy?

How should thc resauzces af the Coatiaeatal Shelf be
managed? This issue includes not oaly thc rate, size, and
order of lease sales but also the terms nader which leases are
granted.
How will gains aad lasses be distributed? This issue
encom~ among other things. thc determination of
international boundaries; resolution of state/federal resource
ownership conflicts, the setting of leasing termxr, and the
evaluation sad resolution of adverse environmental effects.

The above issues and others were addresed in detail in this conference, which
emzxalaed the resources. boundaries and management of the CantinmM Shelf. The
conference, in five separate sessions, exaxniaed various issues, moviag from the general
to the specific and from a prixnarily international perspective to a domestic focus.
We began with a braad view af resources, concepts of boundaries, and basic public
policy considerations. We next turned to a moze detailed consideration of boundary
disputes and their impact an shelf xnaaagement. The papers in this session drew upon
recent international experiences, including boundary issues facing the United States.



vl The Outer Conttnental Shelf

The following session of the conference addressed a variety of important
jurisdictional issues. Following a historical review of the jurisdictional implications
of major domestic federal legislation, specific attention was given to the
re-authorization of the Coastal Zone Management Act, the sharing of OCS oil and gas
revenues with coastal States and issues concerning resolution oF the Section 8 g!
dispute between the federal government�aad several coastal states, most nocably
Louisiana aad Texas.

The final two sessions of our conference focused on UA. OCS oil and gas policy.
The first of these dealt with the development of economic and environmental
information used as building blocks for the Interior Department's Proposed Five-Year
OCS Oil and Gas Leasing Program for the period mid-1986 through mid-1991. The
final session consisted of a panel discussion during which a variety of perspectives
were presented on domestic leasing policy.

The subject matter of this year's conference was both timely and important. We
were fortuaate to have such a distinguished group of speakers and conference
participants to share ia what was a very productive meeting,

THOMAS A. GRIGALUNAS
Conference Chairman, and Professor

Department o f Resource Zconomlcs
Untverslty of Rhode Island

Kingston, Rhode island

Please Note: These proceedings do not include the transcribed discussions as in past
proceedings. The participants were invited to comment on any session. The two
comments included here were the only ones received in writing.
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2 Internattonol Resources and Put4c Policy

This session is intended to provide:  I! an overview of Continental Shelf
resources, focusing on United States oil and gas; �! evolving definitional issues of
international boundaries; and �! public policy concerns with balancing multiple uses.
Our panel includes three excellent speakers, and we are indeed fortunate to have
them with us.

THOMAS A. GRIGALUNAS
Conference Choirman and Professor

Department of Resource Bconomics
Urdverkty o f Rhode Island

mngston, Rhode Island



A Seaatol's Overviem of Continental Shelf Issues

THE HONORAIILE CLAmORNE PELL
Usirsd States Senate

Washington, DC.

INTRODU~ON

lt is a pleasure to be with you today to participate in the Ninth Annual
Conference sponsored by the Center for Ocean Managexnent Studiea The subject of
this year's conference, rhe Continental Shelf.' Resources, Boundaries, and
Management" is quite interesting, but might have been cast somewhat differently if
the President had consented to sign the Mw of the Sea Treaty w'hen it was opened
for signature on December 10, 1982. Perhaps the title of today's conference would
have been something like Ihe lxnplications for Management and Exploitation of the
US. Continental Shelf with Entry into Force of the Law of the Sea Convention."

Much to my regret, the opportunity for the U5. to sign the txeaty has passed,
since the treaty was closed to signatuzes in December, 1984. Of course should.
President Reagan, or xnore likely some future President, dedde to baxxme a party to
the txeaty, the U5. could atways accede to it. I oontinue to believe that at some point
in time the US. will become a party to a comprehensive Law of the Sea Treaty since
it is m clearly in our national intexest. President Reagan hixnself, after a year-long
asscssnent of the then<raft convention, recognized that xnost provisions of the draft
convention  were! acceptable and consistent with United States intezestL"

During the two years that the treaty was opened for signature same 1S9
countries chose to sign, including some of our closest allies. To date only 18 nations
have ratified the txeaty-a far cry frozn the 60 required before the treaty wiH enter
into force. In the meantixne, the Pxeparatory Commission, commonly xeferred to as
the pxeICom, continues its work of drafting the rules and regulations which will
govern deep seabed mining. Here too the US, has ~ up an unportant opportunity
to parzicipate in the work of the PxepCom as an otserver, which we are entitled to
do by virtue of our aignatuxe of the Final Act of the Confezencc.

Some critics of the treaty may argue that the United States has survived quite
nicely without such a treaty to date, and that thezefoxe our participation is really
unne~ary, They might even point to the recent zesolution of an ocean-xelated
dispute between the VS. and Canada as indicative of the fact that other avenues are
available to the US. to resolve ocean-related pxoblexxsL
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You will recall that in October, 1984, the International Court of Justice  ICJ!
Finally rendered ita decision on the boundary dispute between the US. and Canada in
the Gulf of Maine after three years of consideration of that case. We zesorted to the
ICJ after years of effort ta resolve it bilateraily failecL We and one of our closest
allies were forced to turn to a third party ro resolve a long-standing, ocean-related
dispute which had become an increasing irritant to our overall relations.

Unfortunately, the decision by the ICJ was less than s. total victory for the
United States since it rejected the U8, assertion to total jurisdiction over the
resource-rich Georges Bank. Nor was it a total victory from the Canadian perspective
since it also rejected their claim to the entire northeastern half of the Georges Bank.
Not unexpectedly, and in keeping with past practice, the Court essentially split the
difference between the two claimants leaving the UX with jurisdiction over
approximately 75 percent of the Bank and Canada with 25 percent of the Bank.
Even with this final resolution of the boundary issue, the problem of haw to manage
joint fishing stacks still remains to be worked out between the US. and Canada.
believe that this, too, will take years before it is ultimately resolved.

While it is true that this boundary dispute has been resolved, it is hardly the
model of how to handle mast productively and efficiently every ocean issue that
ariseL I firmly subscribe to thc view expressed by the Former Secretary General ta
the United Nations, Kurt Waldhcim, namely, that "the nations of the world cannot
sensibly or safely face the future without a regime of law and order for thc sea ...
 nor can they! entertain any illusions that unanimity of practice on all aspects
pertaining to the peaceful uses of ocean space will develop in thc absence of a general
rule of Law."

THE PROBLEM OF CREEPING JURISDICTION

States' unilateral assertions of ever-advancing claims to the Continental Shelf
have been a serious problem for the United States and the world community as a
whole in the absence of a multilateral snd definite agreement on the matter, The
United States is, in part, resporuuble for the creeping jurisdictional claims in this arcs.
In 1945, recognizing the futuze importance of ofFshore oil and gas deposits, president
Truman made a unilateral declaration, the so-called Truman hclamation, reserving
to thc United States the exclusive rights over the nonrenewable resources of our
Continental Shelf beyond our territorial sca. As one would have expected, this set
the stage for other nations to assert, as well, seavrard extensions of their national
jurisdictions.

LAW OF THE SEA CONFERENCES

Thc need to reconcile the ever-growing number of newly asserted rights by States
over portions of the oceans with existing international law lcd to the convening of
the first United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea in 1958, and to the
au~ul negotiation of four conventions deahng with various aspects of ocean law,
including the Convention on the Continental Shelf. This convention attempted ta
codify the rights of the ~ States over their continental shelves, However, what
resulted was a very open-ended definition of what those rights are. This has led ta
confusion, overlapping claims, and confiicL

Yct it was not until 198? with the conclusion of the Third United Nations
Conference on the Law of the Sea  LOS!, that the world community was able to
agree upon a framework. for resolving the ambiguity of this definition. The
provisions in the treaty on this subject which finally emerged, after nine years of
negotiations, arc a microcosm of what the conference attempted to do with respect to
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other ocean issues, namely to construct a carefully balanced tradeoff bctwecn the
interests of coast@ States and those of thc larger world community. In this
particular case, articles 76 and 77 of the treaty recognize the interaror of some 40
~ States whose continental shelves extend beyond 200 miles by reccgni'nng the
jurisdiction of these coasud States up to 350 miles where the natural prolongation of
the Shelf is truly vast, At thc same time, thc treaty also recognizes the interests of
the world community by balancing thc explicit extension of thc jurisdiction of
certain ~ States with a provision, which would recluire these States to sharc up
to 7 percent of the revenue from the development of resources beyond 200 miles
with other nations.

Some critic of the treaty were unhappy with the revenue-sharing provision of
the treaty, suggesting that this is nothing more than a grab by thc developing world.
It is riuite easy, in fact, to pick out this provision or that provision in thc 192-page
text for criticism. I happen to agree with Ambassador Elliot Richardson � the LOS
negotiator during the Carter Administration-who observed that, "any treaty that can
win widespread acceptance is bound to have costs ss well as benefits Its measure
rs whether it serves all our lnteress as well ss or better than th Mre interests %I'ould be

served in a trcatyless world."
With respect to the revenue-sharing provision of thc treaty, it wss not the

dcvcloping world which first decided that some form of revenue.charing should be
the price for granting aoasbd States increasing jurisdiction over the far reaches of
their continental shelves beyond 200 milea. In 1970 during the deliberations of the
United Nations Seabed Committee it was the US, Representative who first proposed
that s socked "trurrtceahip zone be established on thc outer edge of the Continental
Shelf beyond 200 miles. This zone would have been administered by the ~ State
both for itself and for the international community with royalties to be paid into a
new international fund %mt proposal was not accepted and the ambiguity of the
outer limits of the Continental Shelf continues to exist today, and will until the Law
of the Sca Treaty enters into force.

JURISDICTIONAL UNCERTAiÃ1V AND RESUI.TING lHSXS

Unfortunately, so long as the US. remains outside of thc treaty, even with its
entry into force, US. jurisdiction over the outer limits of our continental shelves will
remain amhiguous. I say this became I do not concu.r with the Prerrident's prcmim
that he can pick and choose fmrn the treaty's pro>de'ups, as if from a bowl of
cherrie, declaring those which he favors as customary in.ternationsl law" asrd thcsre
which he does not as "contrrrctual obligations" binding only on those who become
parties to the treaty. Quite to the contrary, the provisions of the treaty which deal
with the Continental Shelf illustrate clearly that this document has been carefully
crafted as a "package deal" of rights and obhgations which must be adhered to in its
entirety, lest States' practices vis-a-vis the oceans revert to anarchy. ~ US. csn
clearly be challenged if it asert3 jurisdiction over our continental shelves up to 350
miles but refuses to participate in thc revenue-sharing aspects of the treaty.

While the United States might bc successful in defending its assertions to
jurisdiction over our Continental Shelf beyond 200 miles by virtue of the fact that
we are dealing with an area that is relatively close to horne, it will not be so simple
in the case of other ocean interests which may occur thousands of miles from our
shores. This will bc cspoMly the caw where navigation interests are concerned. Thc
Prasidcnt seems to have forgotten, when embracing the premise that cusoomary
international law is sufficient protection for US. ocean interests, that three earlier
presidents viewed customary international law as too uncertain and changeable to
guarantee protection cif UK interests. They chrxre instead to participate in
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multilateral efforts working toward the establishment of conventional international
law � law based upon formal international agreement � which would be subject to
change only through an agxeed-upon formal amendment process,

While the UA may assert its rights to the newly-defined Continental Shelf, the
possibility of legal actions by other States is not going to czeatc the appropriate
environment for the maximum exploration and exploitation of the resources located
on the far reaches of our Continental Shelf � resources which we believe to be
significant although the estimates of the quantities of these resources have varied
widely. In 1984, the US, Geological Survey estimated that possible, although not yct
discovered, oil and gas rcsouxccs off the east coast of the United States might amount
to 5.7 billion barrels of oil and 24,7 trilhon cubic feet of gas. A May 2, 1985 study
by the Office of Technology Assessmcnt is less optimistic with respect to the
quantities available, citing figures recently developed by the Minerals Management
Service which xeduce the USGS estimates by roughly 50 percent. In any event, we
will not know for sure until companies carry out extensive exploration activity, Yet�
I very much doubt that: companies are going to take thc chance of investing billions
of dollaxs to recover these resources from the outer edges of our Shelf if rights to do
so are subject to legal challenge.

THE FUTURE OUTLOOK

For the time being, the US. has chosen to pursue its oceans policy outside of the
framewozk. of the Law of the Sea Treaty. Over the longer term, once the treaty has
entered into force, it will become increasingly difficult to pxotect UX ocean interests
if we continue to pursue such a policy. This will be most unfortunate since I believe
that the oceans' will become increasingly important to our well-being. The report of
thc Stratton Coxnmisdon in 1966 on US. Oceans policy expressed this view best:
"How fully and wisely the United States uses the sea in the decades ahead will
affect profoundly its security, its economy, its ability to mcct increasing demands for
food and raw materials, its position and influence in the world community, and the
quality of thc environment in which its people live." Clearly, if nations of the
worid cannot agree on common goals for the peaceful use and exploitation of the
oceans' riches, including thee found on the outer lixnits of our contmental shelves,
then we as citizens of the world will be less secuxe, and our lives made poorer as
resources on land become increasingly scarce,
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instability was the trigger for the previous two disruptions. The spreading influence
of hlamic fundamentalism is a force wc little understand, but it certainly does aot
add to the stability of that ares. Although present discussions of the U.S. trade
deficit focus little attention on the cost of oil imports-they cost us $50 billion in
1984 and will altaost certainly grow � restricting import growth is powerfully
attractive.Eleven percent of domestic U5. production is now comiag from the OCS.
Estimates suggest that somewhere between 21 percent and 41 percent of undiscovered,
producible oil wIII come from offshore sources, Further, most estimators believe that
the offshore has the highest potential for giant new fields. Most of this potential is
thought to be offshore Alaska aad in deep water. In truth, if oil is produced in those
hostile areas, their contributions are likely to be signif icant smce only large
production will be abl.e to justify the expenditures rcciuired to produce that oil. Thus,
the OCS is a great unknown with regard to the nation's oil production future.
Reducing that uncertainty would bc particularly attractive. If large new discoveries
result, they will be positive contributors to both the nation's economic well-being and
its national security. Alternatively, if there is little or no oil to be had from the
offshore, the sooner thc nation knows it the better since we will either need to
modify our posture with regard to imports or, alternatively, work at developing
domestic substitutes.

Oae other major point needs to be made about where we arc. The nation is
committed to environmental protection. By this I mean that there is a built-ia
societal commitment to environmental protection that will be sustained for the
foreseeable future. First, Americans are now environmentalists. They are
environmentalists because they generally perceive that environmental degradation is
threateaiag to their health and wellbeing. Second, protection of the enviroameat has
now been broadly written into the law and translated into rcgulatioas. These
environraental laws are here to stay bccausc they are thc manifestations of the broad
public attitudes I just mentioned. To underline this, let me note that I can find few
people who believe there is anything like majority sentiment in the Congress for
major modifications of environmental laws. Third, we are committed to the
environment because there is a broad range of governmental agencies committed to
environmental protection aad there are organized and sustaining groups outside
government that exist wholly or in part for the purpose of environmental protection.

HISTORICAL SKETCH

What, if anything, docs the experience during the last decade and a half with
offshore oil aad gas have to tell us about how wc should procede from the present
into the future7 First. our experience with searching for oil and gas over the last 15
years has been strikingly disappointing, Two significant new OCS fields have been
found: 1! Point Aguello, California; and, 2! the new field in the Beaufort Sea.
Although they are significant� their total additioa to the nation's reserves is probably
only about 20 percent of that added by the North Slope discovery. East coast
exploration has been s total disappointment and the offshore ~ efforts, to date,
are less than encouraging. This experience has led the Minerals Management Service
to reduce 1981 USGS estimates of offshore oil resources by 55 percent from 27 billion
barrels to 122 billion barrels,

The search for ncw offshore reserves over the last 15 years has occurred in a
coatext of continuing controversy. This controversy was particularly intense from
the time of the Santa Barbara blowout until thc late 1970s. In the late 1970s, the
opposing forces began to establish some accommodations and we saw lease sales
occurring with increasing predictability aad stability. Beginning in 1981, the level of
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controversy increased again with the adoption by Secretary of the Interior James
Watt of a new five-year leasing program which proposed to offer for lease all of the
acreage within broad planning areas covering approxixnately one billion acres of
federal offshore landa

Although the controversy over offshoxe oil and gas activities has had xnany
facets, it has primarily focused on whet areas should be leased and the terms of that
leasing, The con trovexsy wss driven by two broad public concerxuc I! the perceived
need for new oil sources; and 2! the perceived need for environmental protection.
The controversy was especially intense over efforts to lease off CaUfoxnis and in
frontier areas, particularly Alaska and the east coast. 'Ihis controversy led to an
endless string of law' suits, the ultimate passage of a ma'am revision of the Outer
Continental Shelf Lands Act, the establishment within the Interior Department of an
Environmental Studies Prograxn, xnuch more stringent safety and environmental
regulations, and, finally, the new leasing pxogram based on broad planning areas,

When oae reviews this history of controversy, what strikes you is thar it
involved a tremendous amount of wasted effort. The effort was wasted because we
found so little oil. Both tham concerned with finding energy and those concerned
with protecting the envimnment could, it tuxns out, have used their resources much
more effectively in other arenas.

If soxneme from Mars were to coxne down and look at this history, he or she
would almost certainly come to a single and a simple conclusion. Major effort and
cxsu could have been saved if the leasing of offshore oil and gas resources involved a
two-phase procew, that is, an exploration phase and a production phase. The
perception of the envircuxmental threat flowing from offshoxe oil and gas operations
slruxree oil wiII be discovered and produced.

Under the ~ that has been and remains in place, offahoxe acreage is leased
under terms that authorize both exploration and production. Efforts to protect
against potential environmental degradation coming f rom oil discovery and
produetim4 then, must be mobilized at the leasing stage.

If the efforts over the last demure-and-a-half to understand and mitigate
environmental threats from offshore oil production had been restricte to thee
instances where pxoduciMe oil was discovered, the savings in tixne, money, Isusuon,
and psychic energy would obviously have been suhltantiaL We, of axuxrm, didn' t
know thiL But does this experience have any Iessxos for us for the future? In the
abstract, the lessms axe quite obvious. The nation should put in place a leasing
program which separates exploration from production. 'Hm maje focus on
environmental studim and designing mitigation actions should come afm it has been
detexxnined that producible oil and, therefore, a potential threat existL

Although this apprcsach same compellingly os,~sue snd would appear to be in
the interest of everyone involved, the facts are that everyone involved is oppcsed to
such a g~ The industry doesn't want to touch such a ~rstem with a 10-foot
pole. There is absolutely no enthusiasm for this approach within the Departxxsmt of
the interior. Tom states with a primary concern with the environment are opposed
The envixonxnental intexest groups axe oppcsscL In sum. aa this in' the otherwsm
contending parties are in u.nanimous agreement. How can this unanimity be
expiained7 All of the participants in the system see theam2ves as getting some
benefits out cxf the pxosent arrexlgcxnenuL, Difficult Cs it soxnetlnlcs ls to get the leases
and authorization to go ahead with exploration and production, the present system
eeuxcs the ail industry that if they find oil they csn go ahead and develop it. Tham
who axe concerned about the envtrccuxumt, on the other hand, axe fearful that if there
is a split between leasing and production ~ once oil hss been discxxvexed there
will be no stopping tbe producasxn. In sum, no one wants to talkee a gamble on an
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unknown set of arrangements, In a legalistic, bureaucratic society, the known is
almost always pzeferable to thc unknown.

Finally, what does our experience over the last decade-and-a-half teII us about the
safety of offshore operations? The answer is clear and coxnpelling. Offshore
operations have been carried out with strikingly few accidents. In truth, the zecord
is a good bit better than could be expected from activities carried out by human
beings. Where there is evidence of adverse environmental and social ixnpscts from
offshore operations, thcxxe impacts have been short-term and minimal, In truth,
offshore opezations have had significantly fewer impacts of an adverse kind than
onshore oil and gas operations.

Why has the record been so good? Most offshore operators appear to believe that
safe, accident-free operations are in their best interests. The potential for costly
repercussions from serious accidents are so widely perceived within the industry that
any other couzse of action would be contrary to its self-interest.

Second, the Department of the Interior's regulatory program has improved
significantly and has had thc effect of' putting a floor under the quality of
operations. This regulation has mean.t that those industry opezatozs who may not be
committed to high-quality performance have nonetheless been xequircd to perform
welL

WHERE SHOULD WE GO FROM HERE?

The OCS program should be oriented toward an elephant hunting goal.
Government should pursue a strategy of encouraging industry to carry out
exploratory drilling in these areas judged to have the highest potential for discovering
giant and super-giant fields. The record of the last i5 yeazs indicates that pzedrilling
exploration technology in frontier areas remains a highly ixnprecisc art. Experts do
not agree on where the gxcat potential is.

Given the lixnits of predriiling exploratory activities, the OCS program should
encourage industry to carry out exploratory drilling in those areas where the
industry thinks the greatest potential i' In principle, allowing the industry to select
and leaxe tracts in large planning areas at its discretion as proposed in Secretary
Watt's five-year schedule seems to meet these standards. Unfortunately, that
pxogram, because of the way it was implemented has generated much more opposition
than seems to me to be warranted. Nonetheless, that opposition and the concerns
about the new leasing program are facts and therefore some modification seems to be
111 Order.

According to the Mnerals Management Service, depending upon which definition
of theirs one wants to use, there are somewhere between 250 million and 500 million
acres with high potentiaL Given that is the case, the planning areas used for leasing
should be restricted to the broad boundaries of those high potential areas. Once again
the mexssxge is that the leasing program ought to be defined so as to reduce or
eliminate controversy over areas where no one thinks there is any oil or gas anyway.
Many of the areas where the states, the environmental interest groups, or the military
are opposed to leasing can be eliminated without any real restriction in the pursuit of
hydzocazboxat To the extent that this restricted leasing could eliminate some of the
controversy, it should bc followed

This, of course, takes us back to somethixxg like thc nomhxatioxxs process that was
in place before the new leasing program. The difference, however, should be that
blocks.
nomiuations follow structures rathez than consisting of the accum lat' f if'u 1on o spec 1c

The second thing that needs to be done is that the Federal Government should
think through undertaking a second-round leasing progrxxm. Recall that I indicated
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caxlicr xny belief that we need to accelerate a program which will find and produce
oil or alternatively convince us that the potential for additional large discoveries on
the offshore is slight. In areas such as along the Atlantic coast, whexe a first round
of leasing and exploration has been carried out, xny scnsc is that the Federal
6overnxnent should provide inoentivcs for getting the industry to go out on a second
round of exploratory testing. Such an effort probably means that the Federal
Gavcrnmcnt should xnove away from a leasing approach which requires large
frontwnd bonusea It seexns to me to be in the national interest for the Federal
Government to thin3t about some Itind of INuung program which has thc
characteristics of thae used by the British and the NorwegianL That is, companies
should. be allowed large acreage under terms that over a fixed pexiod of years require
substantia1 portions of that acreage be returned to the Federal Government. This
approach cncouragcs rapid exploration since companies naturally will want to retain
the most promising acreage.

So far as the Minerals Management Service is concerned thcrc are two things that
I thinjt are ixnportant. First, funding should be continued for an Environmental
Studies Pragatxn sufficient to give the environmental interest gxoups and the states
confidenoc that a serious effort to understand potential adverse effects and how those
might be mitigated is being conducteL Second, so far as its regulatory p~mun is
concerned, the Minerals Management Service needs to maintain a high professional
regulatory capability. Assuming that oil in producible quantities is found in the
fxnntier areas, it will be nec~r to utilize technologies that axe different than those
presently in usc. The Minerals Management Service needs to be able to stay abreast
of these dcvclopmcnts and develop a regulatory in~ycction sysunn which maxinxizes
the safety and xeliability of this new technology. This requires on the part of the
Minerals Management Service a high quality, professional organization axxd thc
capability to operate with flexibility.

I underline the regulatory point for two reasona First, I believe regulation of
operations has done morc to protect the environment than all of the environmental
studies and lease stipulations put together. Second, in a period of regulation bashmg,
the risks to all parties in weakening the regulatory ~paxn needs to be underlinecL

ln conclusion, it is my great hope that during this period when we have both an
oil surplus and the beginning of a new dialogue among those concerned with the
environment, the Department of Interior, and the industry we may establish soxne
worltable procedures for the future.
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INTRODUCTION

lt hae been said that to underetand the man, one must know hie memoriea and
that the same ie true of a nation. Lf that Le the eaea, then it would mam appropriate
4f not ttecemary! to provoke a few institutional cnemoriee when eceteiderittg evolving
definitional induce with respect co the Cont}nental Shelf, Lt ia with that in mind that
1 turct briefly to the hie@~ of Continental Shelf theory.

This paper is divided into four ~ ln the firet part 1 will examine the history
and evolution of Continental Shelf theory ae customary incarnational law.
Subeequently, the 195S and 19LLQ Conventlotta wLLL be examined with rcepet:t co chic
laeue, and, finally, l ehaLL make maa comments tet US. policy on cbe Shelf, ae a
non-aigttatory to the treaty,

HISIQRICAL EVOLUTION

LLeference herein to the ctnxepc of che Cancinental Shelf Le meant to refer to the
recognition of the Shelf ae a Legal entity rather than ae a geologicaL pheneenenon.
Although the geological Shelf e exietenc» hae been LUtown fram the earliest days of
ocean expioration, legal consequent of that Phernmaecet did not arise until recently.
Perhaps the earliest evidence of attempts to regulate aetivitim relating to the Shelf
wae the Portugueee prohibition againec trawling by steam vcmcis over the Shelf to
pmtoct fiahe6m rceouteee in 1910.' %hlla other inetanoee foLLowed, the United
Statee, ae early ae 1918, refused to recognize any Legal rights with respect to its own
Shelf' The Vnitei States cantinued co show Lntenec in the Shelf untLL the early
1940e, when the cochnology for extracting pecrolettm frten submerged Lands began to
evolvL %'hile Preee5eat Rooeevelt. ae early ae 1937. had shown interest in Uaiming
extended juriedletioa co protect the fieheriee in che Pacific, it wae noc until 1943 that
Harold Lckee recommetMLed to Rooeevelc that a ecudy be done to Lay the greandwork
"for availing oureel~ fully of the ridtee in this eu Land  The Continental
Shelf extending arne 100 or 150 mllee from our shores and in the wacere over
them "~ This hegact the prtcem whidt Led to the now famous Truman Proclamation
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of 1945, asserting that "the United States regards the natural resources of the subsoil
and seabed of the Continental Shelf beneath the high seas but contiguous to the coast
of the United States as appertaining to the United States and subject to its jurisdiction
and control."~

This proclamation contained elements that were subsequently to become
Iaw~tural prolongation and the concept oF coastal State jurisdiction over the
natural resources of the Shelf, While the proclaxnation itself made no xeference to
the outer hmit of the Shelf claimed, the accompanying press release' stated that
"Generally, submerged land which is contiguous to the continent aad which is
covered by no more than 100 fathoms �00 feet! of water is considered as the
Continental Shelf."

As might have been expected, the Truman Proclamation triggered a series of
sixnilar claims by other countries, Between 1945 and 1955, ten nations declaxed some
form of Continental Shelf jurisdiction.e Despite growing practice, it would yet be
some yeaxs before it could be said with assurance that the doctrine had been absorbed
into law. Early jurists were cautious. In Petroleum DeveIopmens  Qatar! Ltd. v.
Reer of Qatar,' ia 1950, Lord Radchffe decided that a concession granting to the
Anglo-Persian Oil Company sole oil and gas rights "throughout the Principality of
Qatar" did not include "the sea-bed or subsoil or aay paxt thereof beneath the high
seas of the Persiaa Gulf contiguous with such territorial waters, which sea-bed and
subsoil are more particularly mentioned in the aforesaid Proclamation. " And a year
later, ia Petroleum Development Ltd. v. Sheikh of Abu Dhabl,s Loxd Asquith was to
say that despite the desirability of such a doctrine in law, it had not yet taken on the
hard delineations required of a formal legal doctrine. Lord Asquith did not rule out
the possibility, evea probability, that such a doctrine might subsequently emerge. The
somewhat inchoate nature of the doctrine was noted by some writexs of the days
But the point in time at which a principle czystallizes into a rule of custoxnary
international law is difficult to discern in most cases. In any event, it was only a
few years later when the principle was incorporated into treaty by the adoption of
the 1958 Continental Shelf Convention.'e The mere adoption of a principle into a
treaty, however, does not resolve the question of that principle's status in customary
law, at least in the absence of a clear expression by the parties showing that to be
their intent, That is, the parties might either have been codifying prior custom, or
developing aew law, binding only upon them. It was not until 1969 that the
International Court of Justice had cause to lcok at this question."

In the North Sea Consinensal Shelf cases, the precise dispute involved maritime
boundaries oa the Shelf, but in the course of resolving the dispute, the Court was
drawn into a consideration of the state of the law xegaxding the Shelf in 1958.
While rejecting the contentioa that article 6 of the convention reflected a rule of
customary international law in 1958, the Court suggested that articles 1, 2 and 3
 article 1 deals with the outer limit! " were then  in 1958! regarded as zeflectiag or
as crystallizing, received or at least emergent rules of customary international law."
This view was based on the fact that the Convention did not permit reservations to
those articles, a rationale that rests on rather shaky ground. However, this somewhat
cautious opinion shows at least the probability that in 1958 the Continental Shelf
doctrine had Found a home in the law. With this background. in mind, let us proceed
to a consideration of the 1958 Convention.

THE 1958 GENEVA CONVENTION ON THK CONTINENTAL SHELF

The 1958 Conference struggled with a number of difficult definitional problems
zegaxding the Shelf. The first was the way ia which to define in legal terxas the
outer limit of the Shelf. During the conference, and in the International Law
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Commission   LC! meetings preceding it, there was an amount of confusion resulting
from the failure to r~ that there is a distinct difference between speaking of a
geological shelf, and the legal language used to establish jurisdictional rights, Thus,
attempts were made to define the latter utilizing physical attributes, such as depth.
The depth test, standing alone, was found to be insufficient to establish outer
jurisdictional limits due to the fact that many countries, having little or no physical
shelves, viewed themselves as disadvantaged by such an approach. This fact is well
reflected in the work of the ILC. In its 1951 draft, the ILC used only the
"expioitability" test: that is, the outer limit of the shelf was limited only by the
technology of exploitation, At that stage, the Commission was of the view that a
pure depth test would be unstable. In 1953, the Commission reconsidered the issue
and abandoned the exploitability test  favored by narrow-shelf countries! in favor of
a fixed depth of 200-meters, because, they said, the 1951 test lacked precision. It was
not until 1956 that the depth and exploitability criteria werc combined.'t It was this
combined test that found its way into the treaty as article I,'~

Much has been written on the meaning and application of this article. One
helpful presentation of the issues raised can be found in a 1958 U. N. Secretariat
study." That study posed and di~ the following questions:

1. Can the whole submarine area of the high seas become part of
the Continental Shelf?

2. What is the relation between the criterion of depth and the
criterion of exploitability?

3. What is the meaning of the criterion of expioitability?

The first question hss long since been laid to rest. While the language used in the
article could lend itself to thc interpretation that as tcchnical capability develops, and
enables exploitation to march seaward, the coastal State may correspondingly extend
its jurisdiction across the ocean floor until it encounters thc limit of similarly
extended jurisdiction of thc coastal State opposite. Such an interpretation, however,
ignores the ad!acency" requirement and disregards the geographical phenomenon of
the Continental Shelf suggesting contiguity.

As to the second question, three interpretive possibilities arise. First, the two
criteria could be considered to be independent of each other. If that were so, the
exploitability criterion would control since in all cases it would have to bc satisfied.
On the other hand, the two could be complementary, which would mean that the
coastal State would automatically have jurisdiction to 200 meters, and beyond that, to
the limit of the exploitability test. Finally, the cxploitability criterion could be
subordinate to the depth test, and, if so, the coastal State would be able to extend
exploitation activities if begun inside the 200-meter line. Conventional wisdom seems
to support the second interpretation.

The meaning of "expioitability" hss never been very clear, most likely because in
1958, technology was not forcing the issue and there were no conflicts requiring
resolution of the problem. The Secretariat study did, however, pose the appropriate
theoretical questions. Would exploitation by one nation ar. a depth in excess of 200
meters automatically extend Continental Shelf jurisdiction for all coastal States?
Would the exploitation of one resource beyond that limit automatically extend
jurisdiction for another resource ro the same depth? At what point in the process
does exploration end and exploitation begin? Fortunately, these questions have been
more theoretical than reaL

Article 1 is also silent on the matter of how to deal with irregularities in the
Shelf, such as depressions, troughs or canyons. The Norwegian Trench is an example
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of the first. The irregularity in the Cabot Strait is of the second kind, and canyons
abound along the Atlantic Seaboard of the United Stater Logically, unless otherwise
agreed, depressions should not be viewed as interrupting Shelf judson, unless
they are vast. The treatment to be accorded troughs is less dear. Canyons are
normally viewed as a part of the slope, and thus cause no real problems.'s

A further definitional issue concerning the 1958 Convention relates to the rights
that a coccus State may exercise with regard to the resources of the Shelf. Article 2
is thc controlling article;

1. The coastal State exercises over the Continental Shelf
sovereign rights for the purpose of exploring it and exploiting
its natural resources.

2. The rights referred to in paragraph 1 of this article are
exclusive in the sense that if the coastal State does not explore
the Continental Shelf or exploit its natural resources, no one
may undertake these activities, or make a claim to the
Continental Shelf, without the express consent of the coastal
State.

The rights of the coastal State over the Continental Shelf do
not depend on occupation, effective or notional, or any express
proclamation.

The natural resources referred to in these articles consist of
the mineral and other non-living resources of thc seabed and
subsoil together with the living organisms which, at the
harvcstable stage, either are immobile on or under the seabed
or are unable to move except in consumt physical contact
with the seabed or the subsoil,

3.

the coasnd State is entitled to construct and maintain or
operate on the Continental Shelf ~tions and other
devices necessary for its exploration and the exploitation of its

Mast of this language is quite clear. The coccus State's rights arc exclusive
whether utilized or not. All minerals on or beneath the Shelf are included, thus by
implication Shelf jurisdiction does not extend to non-mineral objects, such as wrecked
ships, that may be upon the Shelf.'~ Living resources are morc problematicaL
Clearly, the Conference intended that the relatively permanent sedentary species on
the Shelf should fall within coastal State jurisdiction. Clams, oysters, sponges and
thc like clearly fall into this category. The words "constant physical contact,"
however, create difficulties in accurately classifying some other species such as crabs
and lobsters. This causes disagreements. For example, while the U8, views crabs as
creatures of the Shelf, that claim has for years been rejected by Japan. Likewise, the
US. views its northern lobsters as sedentary species, but at one time took the
negotiating position that the spin.y lobsters on the BaharmLs banks were not because
they could, it was said, "jump farther." Prior to the adoption of the 200-mile fishing
zone, such definitional uncertainties caused very practical negotiating problems. In
the case. of Japan, its refusal to accord sedentary status to the King crab in the Bering
Sea complicated conservation negotiations between the two countries, frustrating the
U5. objective of terminating Japanese crab fishing in the arcs

Finally, there is the matter of construction of installations and structures on the
Shelf. Paragraph 2 oF article 5 of the Convention provides that:
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natuzal resources, and to establish safety zones around such
tions and devices and to take in those zones measures

necessary for their protection.

Paragraph 4 of the same article makes clear that while these installations and
devices fall under coastal State jurisdiction, they do not have the status of islands and
thus have no territorial sea of their own. Furthermore, they may not unjustifiably
interfere with navigation or fishing, nor may they interfere at all with fundazncntal
scientific research. Any installation which is abandoned or disused "must be entirely
rcDlovccL

This text makes reference only to those installations and devices necessary for the
exploration and exploitation of natural resources. It is silent with respect to other
types of construction, such as the emplacement of defense-related structures, or the
construction of artificial islands, Since, it can be argued, such installations or
construction aze not prohibited by the text, a coasnd State may establish chem if lt
desires. This interpretation is supported, at hast beyond the territorial sea, by the
general provisions regarding the freedom of the high seas. While the high seas
convention does not specifically mention such construction on the Shelf, the article 2
listing of fzeedoms is not meant to be exclusive and at least a credible azgumcnt can
be made for the right to construct thezn on the Shelf.»

Less clear, under international law, is the right of the coastal State to exercise
criminal and civil jurisdiction over foreign nationals at such sites. The United States
Congress, apparently sensitive to this element of uncertainty, has been careful m che
past to limit US. jurisdiction to resource-related activities. One exaznple of such
legislation is the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act  OCSLA!." This act, consistent
with the Convention, declares it to be the policy of the U8, that the subsoil and
seabed of the outer Continental Shelf appertain to the United States and arc subyxt to
its jurisdiction, controL and power of disposition. It extends thc Constitution and
laws and civil and political jurisdiction of the U5. to the subsoil and seabed of the
outer Shelf, and to all artificial islands and fixed structures which may be erected
thereon "fOr the purpcse Of explOring fOr, develOping, remOVing, and tranapOrting
resources therefrom."«And the act extends the authority of the Secretary of the
Army to prevent obstruction to navigation  through his permitting power! on the
outer Shelf as though it were navigable waters of the United States.«

A federal court, interpreting this statute, confirmed the congressional intent co
exercise jurisdiction only over resource-related activities In US. v. Ray," the court
held that it was iUegal to construct an artificial island on the Continental Shelf of
the US. outside of the territorial sea without a permit fmm the Carps of Engineers,
and that thc court's equitable powers encompassed injunctive relief to halt such
construction. To reach this result, since the island in question was not destined for
resource recovery as such, the court relied on the fact that the island was being
constructed of dredged coral and sand, and hence was an exploitation of the mineral
resources of the Shelf,

The distinction between resource and non-resource jurisdiction was emp~ in
a latez case, iVS. v. ALexander. Under Sec5 a! of the OCSLA, the Secretary is
authorized tO issue rules and regulatiOns "in Order tO pzOVide fOr the preVenCiOn of
waste and conservation of the natural resources oF the Continertal Shelf." Pursuant
to that section, thc Secretary issued a regulation prohibiting persons from damaging
coral without a permit. Alexander was convicted for a violation of that zegulation
when he damaged a coral reef while engaged in a marine salvage operation. On
appeal, his conviction was reversecL The appellate court said that the Secretary had
statutory authority to regulate only resource-related uses of the Shelf, and thus this
regulation under which Alexander was convicted was invalid.
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Another example of Congressional zestraint with respect to installations on the
Shelf is found in the Deepwater Para Act of 1975.» This act, authorizing the
construction and licensing of offshoxe ports, deals, btter atln, with the problem of
exercising civil and criminal juxisdiction over foreigners, by prohibiting foreign
vessels from calling at such installations unless the foreign State involved agrees ta
recognize the jurisdiction of the US, over the vessel and its personnel while at such
port. By this means, the Congress avoided the question whether, under Continental
Shelf doctrine, it could exercise such jurisdiction, substituting therefore an
international agreement as the legal basis far such exercise.

THE 1982 UNITED NATIONS CONVENTION ON THE LAW OF THE SEA

We now turn to the 1982 Convention.'~ While this convention resolves some of
the pxablems of the 1958 treaty discussed above, it also created some new ones. To
begin the analysis, let us see how the new treaty deals with the question of the outer
limit of the Shelf. Article 76 is the key article. The demarcation af the outer
boundary took oa a significance different from that in 1958. Because thc outer limit
now demazks the boundary between national jurisdiction and the seabed area covered
by Part XI of the treaty, the open-ended definition of the 1958 Convention
 depthlcxploitability! was no longer acceptable. It was necessary to create a more
precise legal description of where this line would fall in order to avoid potential
disputes with the International Seabed Authority  ISA!. Ia 1958, this was not the
case, Because of the more limited technology of thc time, exploitatioa was not
pressing seaward at a very rapid rate, and, secondly, there was no opposing seaward
regime for deep seabed mining, as xepxesented by ISA. But recognizing the need for a
more precise definition is not the same as achieving agreement on such a formula.
There were differences in views. Because States with the broadest geological margins
included both developed and developing States, this issue did not take on the
"nozth~uth" or "developed-developing" alignment so appaxent in the deep seabeds
negotiations, Rather, the contestants in this debate were the broad margin States
 referred to as the "Maxgincers"! on thc one hand, and, primarily, the land-locked and
geographically disadvantaged States  LLGDS!, oa the other. As could be expected, the
Margineers sought to extend their Shelf jurisdiction as far seaward as possible, while
the LLGDS sought to maxImirx thc area of the "canuaon heritage of mankind" by
limiting such broad claims.

The Single Negotiatiag Text  SNT! caatained but a single paragraph on the subject.
This paragraph was drafted to clarify the notion that coastal State jurisdiction aver
the Shelf extended to at least 200 nautical miles from baselines, but beyond that
throughout the natural prolongation of the land mass to the edge of the continental
margin, At this stage, the term "margin" was not defined, and because of this, it was
quite clear that this simple definition of the Shelf cauld not command a consensus.
The debates during the Caracas session of the Coaference in 1974 revealed a sharp
division of views, African States, with the exceptian of Mauritius  a broad margin
State! generally advocated the position taken by the Organization of Africaa Unity
 OAU! against jurisdiction beyond 200 nautical mileL The same type of opposition
came froxn the LLGDS and Japan, States arguing for broader jurisdiction included
numerous Latin Americans, Asians, Western Europeans, and Canada, Australia, New
Zealand, and Mauritius.»

The debate continued in the Third Session of the Conference at Geneva in 1975,
and in thc Fourth Session in New York in 1976. During these debatet, some new
ideas began to emerge. There was growing support for a compromise between the
two extreme positions by allowing broad jurisdiction, but creating sn obligation to
share some revenues fram mineral exploitation beyond 200 miles, The precise
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formulation for such revcnu~haring was yet to emerge, although some early
suggestions were made. While some Sta,tes preferred a system of profit sharing. the
US. proposed one based upon a percentage of the value of production at the weII
head. Also, during these meetings, debate was held over the formulation of the outcr
limit, and it was at Geneva that the US. proposed a formula that would permit the
~ State to sct thC Outer limit Of the margin within 60 nautical miles Of the foOt
of the slope.'4

While chc debates began to show growing support for thc elements of a final
formulation. this support was not strong enough Co result in a new text. As a result,
the SKI' formulation was carried forward in the Revised Single Negotiating Text
 RSNT! ' and the Informal Composite Negotiating Text  ICNT!.rs In Ncw York, in
1977, a further refinement of the definition of the outer hmit began to emerge w'hen
support appeared for thc socallcd "Irish formula." Under this formula, the outer
limit of the Shelf would be dercrrnincd ac 200 miles or by a distance criterion from
the base of the slope  VS. propoaaQ or by a depth of sediment test.rs When the First
Revision of the ICNT~s emerged, it contained the results of these negotiations, and the
new article represented the solid basis for a comprornie solution, only co bc slightly
modified in sulsequent text.

Thc informal Composite Negotiating Text, Rev. 1 contained a definition of
"margin" and placed morc precise limits on the outer edge of the margin by the use of
the combined U8. and Irish formulations. With regard to Chc Irish formula, or
thickness of sediment test, it ahouM bc understood that the broad margin States
intended this formula to be applied from seaward toward the shore, while the US.
proposal is applied seaward from the foot of the slope. The distinction is important,
because it is possible that the thickness of sediment test could be met in same areas ac
several diffcrcnt indications along a linc projecting seaward from the coach By
beginning seaward, and working in, the result would be that the outcr limit of the
Shelf would be located at the point farthest seaward at which the test is met,
regardless of whether this wOuld Cnclase a pOint or pOints shOrCWard ths.t wOuld not
meet the test

This revision also dealt with the view of some that the Irish formula, standing
alone, was Coo generouL During the Seventh Session, for example, the Soviets hsd
proposed an additional limitation.' that while ~ State jurisrUiction over the Shelf
could extend beyond 200 ~ in no case could it do so beyond an additional 100
miles, or up to 300 miles all told. The Soviet proposal did not suggest how the limit
should be ascertained in the area between 200 and 300 rnilea. ' The Soviet suggestion
was to be further modified, and emerge in this revision as a subsequent cutoff far the
Irish at 350 miles from the baselmcs or 100 nautical miles from the ~meter
isobath. This revision also provided for thc establishment of a boundary review
commisrion which would receive and review tunits declared by the meed State in
accordance wrth the Convention, and would make recornrncndatmns to Chose States.
The limits mt by the coastal State after taking these recommendations mto account
would be final and binding. Hm Ccsnninion was men as a neoawary mechanirrm to
achieve international stability of limits. A further problem had been raised with
regard Co the treatment of amu6c ridges, and this was noted as a footnote to the text

This problem was generated by a misunderstanding of the 2~meter plus
100-mile cutoff of paragraph 5 of article 76. A misapphcation of this formula might
be used by some States to claim extension of Continent Shelf jurisdiction over large
areas of oceanic ridges formed of oceanic crust, particularly mid-aean ridges, even
though these ridges in point of fact werc part of the deep embed. This situation
resulced in a Soviet proposal to limit the Shelf in areas af oceanic ridges of whatever
origin to a rnrmmurn of 350 miles. The Margincers countered with a similar
prcyaad, but narrowed the definition of the area of applicability to ridges formed
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only of oceanic crust  i~�mid-ocean ridges!." The resulting negotiations, in which
both the Soviet and UX delegations were heavily involved, resulted in further
changes at the end of the Ninth Session when the ICNT, Rcv. 2ss was issued.

Two changes were made, First, thc last sentence of article 76, paragraph 3 was
amended to reacL "it does not include the deep ocean floor wtth its oceantc rfdges or
the subsoil thereof"  emphasis added!. Secondly, a new paragraph 6 was added
reading:

Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 5, on submarine
ridges the outer limit of thc Continental Shelf shall not
exceed 350 miles from the baselines from which the breadth
of the territorial sea is measured. This paragraph docs not
apply to submarine elevations that are natural components of
the continental margin, such as its plateaux, rises, cape, banks
and spurs.

The last sentence requixes some explanation. Through much of the negotiations,
focus was upon two distinct kinds of submarine phenomena: the continental margin
proper and aceanic ridgeL These are geologically distinct. The amendxncnt to
paragraph 3 was added to make it clear that it was not the intention to extend coastal
State jurisdiction to anything but formations that wexe true geological prolongations
of the continental land mass. Oceanic ridges, being geologically different, vrere
excluded from such jurisdiction. But some were of the view  in particular, the USSR!
that there was a third underwater Formation that was yet diffexent from the first
two, These farmations, it was argued, were ridges that extended seaward from a
continental margin but were not geologically the same as that margin. An example
of such a ridge that was alluded to was the Walrus  or Walvis! ridge on the West
Coast of Africa. To deal with any objection to this conceivable extension of coastal
State jurisdiction, the 350-mile cutoff was added. To make absolutely clear that this
cutoff did not apply to shnilar formations that in fact were geologically thc same as
the margin, the reference to plateaux, etc�was added.

This, of course, creates new problems of interpreation. Gealogicany similar
formations are often given different names on charts, leading to confusion aver
exactly what a "cap" or "spur," far example, might be. The U5. was of the view
that the exclusion would apply to thc Chukchi Cap north of Alaska  Fig. 1!. To
emphasize this, Ambassador Richsxdson put the following statement on the xecard in
Plenary Session on Apxil 3, 1980:

Our support for the pxopasal regarding the Continental Shelf
contained in Ambassador Aguilar's report rests an the
understanding that it is reoqpuze$ � and to the best of our
knowledge there is no contrary interpretation that features
such as the Chukchi plateau situated to the north of Alas'
and its component elevations cannot be considered a ridge
covered by the last sentence of the pxopased paragraph

There were no contradictions to this statement.
Article 76 is to be read, and its provisions applied, in the order in which they

appear. Thus the provisions of paragraph 4 are to be applied first. If the application
of that paragraph does not result in a limit beyond 200 nautical miles, that ends the
issue, and na subsequent provision can serve to extend the jurisdiction of the coastal
State beyond tbe 200-mile limit permitted by paragraph 1. If the application of
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paragraph 4 does result in a shelf seaward of 200 miles, then the additional limits are
applied in sequence, where appropriate, to establish the final limit.

The only xcmaining change in the text was to appear in the Draft Convention
Onformal Text!  DCIT!x' in 1980. This change, relating to the functions of the
boundary review commission, changed somewhat the relationship of the commission
with the coastal State. The prior text spccificd that before setting the final limits, thc
coastal State should "take into account" the reconunendations of the commission, Both
the UX and the Soviets felt this to be too weak, undercutting the importance of the
commission's role. Accordingly, the text was changed to say that the final limits of
the coastal State must be "on the basis of" the commission's recomxnendations. While
the commission can set no limits against the wishes of the coastal State, this change at
least adds subszancc to the role of thc commission in this process

Linked closely to the question of the outer limits of the Shelf, as previously
mentioned, was the question of revenue-sharing on the outer Continental Shelf. Very
early in the negotiations, it became abundantly clear that there would be no
consensus on a relatively broad coastal State jurisdiction ovez the Shelf unless some
form of revenue-+haring was a part of the package. During the Caracas session of the
conference, there was little formal discussion of the package, although proposals
in.corporating one or another version of the principle were tabled by the US. and the
NetherlandL» During the Third ~ the U5. elaborated further on its ideas, and
suggestccl a schedule of payments that would call for payxnents after the first five
years of production beyond 200 nautical miles. The proposal suggested 1 percent of
the value of production at the site, increasing by 1 percent each year thereafter until
the tenth year, and from then on at the level of 5 percent, Illustratively, the U8,
explained that, assunung a field producing 700 million barzels of oil through a
20-year depletion period, and assuming a value of $11 pcr barrel, thc total revenue
would be $140 miIlion per field.» At the conclusion of the Third Session, the SNT
emerged containing an article which imposed s. basic obligation to make payments
froxn production beyond 200 miles. The rate of payment, however, was left blank,
since it did not yet appear that agreement had been reached on this issue. The
payments were to be made to the International Authority, which would also decide
the extent to which developing countries would bc obliged to make such payments.

The Fourth Session produced the RSNT which furthez refined the formula by
incorporating the five-year moratoriu~ and the principle of an annual increase for
thc sixth to thc tenth years, but, again, the rate of increase was left blank, to be
further negotiated. In 1977, the ICNT appeared, which included the rates proposeci
initially by the U5. However, discussions during that sexsdon indicated substantial
support for higher rates." In addition, thc ICNT introduced the thought that a
developing country which is a net importer of the mineral produced from its Shelf
should be exempt from making payments with respect to that mineral. This
foxmulation was not popular with some delegations, particularly that of the United
States which was of the view that removal of large areas of Shelf from the
revenue-sharing obligations would severely limit the total revenues available for
distribution.» A proposal by the United States that developing coastal States be given
an option of remaining within the revenuesharing system, paying in contributions
and receiving benefits, or of staying out of the system, neither paying nor receiving
benefits, did not receive sufficient support to be inserted in the texts,» The ICNT,
Rev. I, issued in 1979, pxoduced the final version of the revenue-sharing provision. It
was identical except that the maximum was incrcascd to seven percent in the tw'elf th
year.

Only one or two comments need be made with respect to these provisions. First,
the obligation to pay shares of revenues is a ~ State obligation and not one
falling upon the actual exploiter of Shelf minerals. Whether that State wishes to pay
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this obligation frOm ita genCral revenues Or pasa it alOng to the explOiter is a matter
for its internal law. Bacause exploitation beyond 200 miles is not likely to be
substantial for some years to come, this is not a pressing problem, and the sums
involved will bc small for the saxne period. Second. in the final tert, the obligation is
to be paid thxough the Authority" and not to the Authority. This means that the
Authority will serve as the distribution mechanism, but the funds will not become a
part of the Authority general. revenueL The Council of the Authority is charged
with xeconunending to the Assembly rules, regulations and pxoceduxes "on the
equitable sharing of financial and other economic benefits derived fram activities in
the Area and the paymeuta and contributions made pursuant to article 82, taking into
particular consideration the interests and needs of the developing States and people
who have not attained full independence or other self~verning status".~
language was one of the factors in the United States' decision not to sign thc treaty."

Moat of the other provisions contained in the Continental Shelf chapter arc
self~phnatory. Some of the prior pxoblems xcmxun. The language concerning the
rights of the aaastal State over the Continental Shelf'z was taken flan the 1958
Convention, thus the same dcfixutional problems are present, although tlNy axe
greatly ameliorated by the intxoductioa of the exclusive economic zone concept. Some
further commen.t is required, how ever, with regard to the question of instaUations on
the Shelf, previously discussed in connection with the 1958 Gmvention.

Article 80 Of the Convention provides that: "Article 60 applies xxturagQ mgrsxtd4
to artificial ialaxtds, instaUations and structures on the Shelf." Article 60, found in
Part V of the treaty dealing with the exclusive ccononuc zone, reads in part:

ln the exclusive econoxxxic zone, the ~ State shall have the
exclusive right to construct and to authorize and regulate the
construction. operation and um of:

 a! artifidal islandxr,
 b! ixusallations for the purposes provided for in article 56

and other economic pu~
 c! installations and struts which may interfere with the

CXeroiSC Of thC rights of the command State in the Zone.

The ~ State shall have exclusive jurisdiction over such
artificial iahuMhL, iastanationa and structures, including
jurisdiction with xegazd to customs, fiscal health, safety and
immigration laws and xegulationa.

Duc notice must be given of the coxxstxuction of such axtificial
islands, installations ox stntctuns, and pextmutent means for
gxvmg wqtxxung of thetr presence must be maintamctL Any
installations or stxuc~ which are abandoned or disused

shall be removed to ensuxe safety of navigation, taking into
account any gcnexally Nxeptcd international staadaxds
established in this regaxd by the competent international
oqexuzation. Such removal shall also have duc regard to
fishing, the proteron of the nuLrine environxnent and the
rights and duties of other Statea Appropriate publicity shaH
be given to the depth, position and dimemdons of any
installations or structures not entirely xexnovcd.
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Artificial islands, installations and structures do not possess
the status of islands. They have no territorial sea of their
own, «nd their presence does not affect the delimitation of the
territorial sca, the exclusive economic zone or the Continental
Shelf.

As can be seen, this article specifically addresses some of the problems r«ised by
the 1958 Convention. In the first place, the scope of the provision was enlarged to
include artificial islands, giving the ~ State thc clear right to construct thexn and
to exercise jurisdiction over them. This jurisdiction is not limited to artificial islands
constructed for reeurce puxposes, nor is the right to construct them. With respect to
installations and structures, however, the right to construct them is limited to those
established for the purposes provided for in article 56, «nd reference is made to
economic objectivaL Article 56 assigns to the coasts State "sovereign rights" for
exploration and exploitation of, Ixxrcr aHa, the seabed and subsoil of the exclusive
economic zone. This is consent with the provisions of articie 77 which gives the
coastal State sovereign rights over the Shelf for the purpose of exploring and
exploiting its natural xesourcm. It should seem, therefore, that in this Convention, as
in 1958, the right to construct installations or structures, and to exercise jurisdiction
over them remains «right related to natural resources, as defined by the treaty. The
exercise of coastal State jurisdiction over inst«II«tion and structures would have, of
course, important military consequences, and for that reason, the language of article
60 was deliber«tely and carefully drafted, The ~ State would not have
jurisdiction over ~tions and stxuctuxcs, either in the economic zone ox on the
Shelf having such characteristics,

The language concerning the removal of abandoned or disused installations or
structures is changed in the new Convention. No longer is complete removal required,
This change is in response to the new technologies developed to establish structures in
ever deeper water at high costa It was argued that complete removal may not be
necessary to safeguard navigation, and the costs would be prohibitive, Accordingly,
the language was changed to require removal only to the degree necessary "to ensu.re
safety of navigation," snd in connection with such removal, the coastal State is
required to take Into account generally accepted international standards established by
thc International Maritime Organization  IMO!. The development of such standards,
however, is not a precondition xo the duty to xcmove, but they would be useful in
assisting the coastal State in asuW«ining the kinds of stxucttms to be removed in
various locations, «nd the degree to which they must bc removed. It would be
important to xemcmbex, however, that it was always understood that the term
"navigation" includes submerged navigation, thus that factor should be considered
when making these decisions. prelimin«xy dlscuxmons had begun among interested
delegations with regard to a submission of ~ standards to IMO. It is to be
hoped that these disctumons would continue, and that IMO would take early action
on any proposals that might cxnerge.

The final new provision of importance that emerged in the new Convention was
article 83, relating to the delimitation of the Continental Shelf between States with
opposite or adjacent coasts. This new provision states that delimitation shall be
effected by agreemcnt on the basis of international law, as xeferxed to in article 38 of
the Statute of the International Court of Justice, in order to achieve «n equitable
solution. The history and meaning of this provision is long and complex and has been
the subject of other meetings. It will nox, therefore, be discussed here. Suffice it to
say that there is considerable jurisprudence on the subject.
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I now turn to the final section of this paper, in which I discuss questions arising
from the fact that the United States has not become a signatory to the Convention.
What will her policies be7

U.S. SHELF POLICY AS A NON-SIGNATORY

The outlines of future US, oceans policy as officially pxomulgated are quite
broad, leaving much of the detail to speculation. In his statemeat of July 9, 1982 the
President stated that those extensive parts dealing with navigation aad ovexf light and
most other provisions of the convention are consistent with U5. interests and serve
well the interests of all nations. This theme was echoed in the Fact Sheet issued by
the White House Office of the Press Secretary as an attachment to the President's
proclamation of an Exclusive Economic Zone on March 10, 1983. Jt said, ia part:

The President has also established clear guidelines for United
States oceans pohcy by stating that the United States is
prepared to accept and act ia accoxdance with international
law as reflected in the results of the Law of the Sea
Convention that relate to traditional uses of the oceans such as
navigation and overflight. Thc United States is willing to
respect the maritime claixns of others, including econoxaic
zones, that axe consistent with international law as reflected
in the Convention, if US. rights and freedoms in such areas
under international law are respected by the coastal State.

With specific regard to the continental shelf, the Fact Sheet states:

Since President Truman proclaimed U8. jurisdiction snd
control over the adjacent Continental Shelf in 1945, the US.
has asserted sovereign rights for the exploration and
exploitatioa of the resources of the Coatiaental Shelf.
Fundamental supplementary legislation, the Outer Continental
Shelf Lands Act, was ~ by Congress ia 1953. The
President's proclamation today incorporates existiag jurisdic-
tion over thc Continental Shelf.

These statements, read together, xaay on first glance appear somewhat
contradictory. The comxaeat with respect to the Shelf seems to suggest that the
continuatioa of UA. policy toward the exploration aad exploitation of the resources of
thc Shelf relics for its legal foundation upon the Truman Proclamation, and,
presumably, the 1958 Continental Shelf Convention, to which we are still a party.
Iu the strictest legal sense this is correct. Wc arc aot bound by the provisions of the
1982 treaty, but we are bound by the 1958 Convention. In addition, to the degree
that the 1958 Convention xeflects customary international law, that provides aa
additional legal foundation. In a recent letter,'~ Under Secretary of Defense Fred C.
Ikle statecl, " we are all working for the same objective � maritime stability, aad we
are in full agreemcnt that the best way to achieve that objective is to reinforce the
customary international law status of the Convention's noa-seabed miniag
provisions." Thc broader policy declaration with regard to the aon-seabeds provisions
of the treaty, however, would seem to suggest that the US. is prepaxed to respect the
new treaty with rcgazd to the Shelf, and will rccctipuze claims by others based upon
those provisions.
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The distinction between relying on the 1958 Convention and the 1982
Convention could, if emphasized, be significant for the development of UK policy in
the sense that the definition of the outer limit of the Shelf under the latter is more
restrictive. Adherence to the article 76 approach to that definition would mean that
the U5. presumably would abandon any intention of claiming the last grain of
sand," a claim that arguably could be supported by the 1958 definition. However,
from a policy perspective, it is not necessary to make that choice. Clearly the 1982
definition is compatible with that adopted in 1958, thus the UD�even if it formally
relied upon either customary international law or the 1958 Convention as its legal
basis would be free to shape its claim in a way that is consistent with article 76. For
many reasons, it would be wise to do so. As the Panel on the Law of Ocean Uses
recently advised, the Un' States should refrain from making any claim exceeding
article 76 limits because failure to respect that definition would create uncertainty,
engender disputes regarding the regime of the Shelf, and would have the potential of
inviting disrespect for other limits and rules set forth in the Convention. This would
disrupt the stated objective of reinforcing generally the customary law status of the
non~beds provisions of the treaty. Since the article 76 definition is generous
enough to pro~t at least domestic production of Shelf minerals, it would seem
foolhardy to risk disruption of other areas of the law of importance to U5. national
interests for a slight or moderate increase in Shelf jurisdiction.

Another question the U5, will have to answer, although not in the near future, is
whether it can, or should, avail itself of the services of the boundary review
commission when, and if, that commission becomes operative. It is my view, as to the
first question, that it can. While the U8, is not a party to the Convention, nor a
signatory, the provisions of the Convention and its annexes dealing with the subject
are not limited to States Parties, but instead speak of submissions by coastal States.'~
Thus the services of the commission seem to be open to all coastal States, whether
parties to the convention or not, This interpretation would be consistent with the
purpose of the conunlssion, which is to provide stabihty to the demarcation of
jurisdiction between coastal States and the International Seabed Authority. Gape
creatai by preventing nonsignatories from making submissions would not serve this
pu rpose.

With regard to the question whether the US. should make such a submission,
there are two possible points of view. It could be argued that utilization of the
commission, in the light of its objectives, might constitute an indirect recognition of
the legitimacy of the deep seabed regime, a concept rejected by the UK On the other
hand, international review of UK boundaries would be in the interest of the U8. in
that it would act as some restraint on extravagant claims of other States, and would
give potential investors in activities on the Shelf a measure of security. On balance,
the opportunity to utilize the commission should not be rejected out of hand. The
decision need not be made now, and, if the required ratifications are not obtained, the
question will of course be moot.

The question of US. policy toward revenue-sharing is much more difficult.
Again, however, there is no urgency in addressing the issue. Yet its implications for
overall policy and strategy is important enough to begin worrying about it. In
looking back on the conference, it is clear that there would have been no consensus on
the outer limits of the Shelf, if there had not been corresponding agreement on
revenue~ring, They were an important "mini-package" without which there could
have been no consensus on the treaty as a whole. If the United States is serious about
giving credence to the non~bed provisions of the treaty, either as customary law, or
emerging or crystallizing customary law, it would be extremely difficult to do
piecemeal, selecting some portions and rejecting others. Technically, of course, it
might argue that some provisions, being contractual in nature, like the duty to make
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paymeats, cannot become customary law. While this might be appealing on the
purely technical level, it may be bad policy.

Oa the other hand, the concept of distribution of Shelf revenues is closely tied to
the concept of an international authority, an entity the U8. would not wish to
rtxognize. In that sense, there may be political resistance to US. participation in any
xevenuesharing schcxne. In weighiag these considerations, the Panel on the I aw of
Ocean Uses concluded that the US. should accept the principle of revenue-sharing
beyond 200 miles, on the theory that failure to do so might create uncertainty
regarding global recognition of U5. title to seabed minerals of the Shelf seaward of
200 miles sufficient to deter or slow investment.

If the principle of sharing is accepted in order ro advance the entire package,
eventually the question will be xaised as to the mechanism that would be appropriate
for doing so. Again, this issue need not be addressed for some considerable time in the
future, but a few options do present themselves. Obviously, the U5, would not wish
to make paymeats through the Authority, as called for in the Convention. This is
particularly true because of the refexence, previously mentioned, to non-
self-governing bodies, One option for the United States might be to approximate the
treaty as closely as possible through the utilization of normal I'oreign aid channeLs,
The Congress, in appropriating monies for foreign aid could take into account the
level of exploitation on the outer Shelf along the lines of the formula contained in
the treaty. While such a mechanism would not satisfy the specific provisions of the
treaty, the U8. would not be seen as reneging oa an essential part of the package that
was carefully negotiated.

The issue of installations presents no policy decisions for the UK It must not
only exercise jurisdiction ia accord with the treaty, which it will because it is in the
US. interest, but it must insist that others do likewise, Policies with regard to the
conduct of marine scientific research on the UK Shelf should be developed in a way
that do aot invite more restrictive such policies by other countries.

CONCLUSION

In this paper I have attempted to briefly analyze the evolu.tion of Continental
Shelf theory, to discuss the way in which the Third United Nations Law of the Sea
Conference addressed certain definitional questions, and to make some recoxnxnenda-
tions for future U5. Shelf policy. Whatever the future of the treaty itself, there was
widespread recognition throughout the conference with respect to the acceptability
and the desirability of the rules reflected in the nonseabed provisions. Whether
international law now requires the application of any of them, these rules are
workable and practical, and provide an excellent basis for the development of
national policies on a global scale.

I view the shelf provisions of the treaty as a major key to the whole package.
Surely, no deep seabed regime, whatever its content, could have been agxeed to in the
absence of a clear understanding of the extent and nature of coastal State jurisdiction.
Oil and gas remain, for the foreseeable futuxe, as ixnportaat coastal State resources,
and thus a resolution of these problems was an essential prerequisite to the conclusion
of the conference and adoption of the treaty, Coastal States, whether signatories or
not, must understand that to depart in any significant way from the rules contained
in the treaty will only result in destroying any hope they might have for global
recognition of the extent of their own claims. We will then return to the great
offshore land grab, with all ixs attendant difficulties.
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INTRODUCTION

Wc are concerned at this conference with the resouxces on the Continental Shelf
and related problems, among which axe the need to balance conflicting interests and
the impact that new developments may have on established yracticeL Mis
contribution is focused on the Shelf of Western Eumpe and. particujaxly around the
United Kingdom. The resources of that area arc obvious and well rect~3. They
include fisheries with an annual yield in the North Sea alone of 3-4 million tons, and
ml, of which 2 1/2 million barrels pcr day were brought out last year making
Britain thc sixth largest producer. Thexe are also other xninerals although of
considerably less importance � sluxd and gravel, coal, and potash. ln addition, looking
at the concept of a resource in its 'teoadest terms, thexe ia thc use of the sea for waste
disposal, transpcet, recreation and defense.

I:~ands on these diverse rexayus~ from both public and private sectors are
complicated not only by conflicting interests within any one country. but also by
differences in international attitudes and xequirenMnts. While it could not be claimed
that the North Sea is unique in this reelect, it is undoubtedly complex in being
bordered by seven different countriea ~ complexity is enhanced by the existence
of the European Economic Community which, while in onc sense providing a
coherent framework for expression of joint policy from many of the countries
involved. adds another layer of negotiations which must be penetrated in attempting
to resolve resouxce management issues in the North Sea.

This brief contribution does not attempt to cover the field in a comprehensive
way. Instasd, it ermines the most obvious of the problems � the impact of oil
developxnent, and in particular, the Scottish experience on the potential disagreements
between thc txaditional fishing industry arxd the xequirements of offshore oil
ezpioitation. Much has already been said and written about this. Activities began in
the North Sea during the early 1960a with ~ernie pxetyacing, and 1964 brought the
fixst full-scale work We thus have over 20 years' ezpcxienoe in the area, and this
does seem a good time to consider just where wc stand.
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC CONCERNS

Before turning to the detailed discussion of the interaction of oil and fisheries, it
may be relevant to look. for a moment at the broader issues of North Sea oil
development, The background is that in recent years, half of the world's resources of
offshore equipment and manpower have been deployed in the North Sea, mostly in
UJC. waters. To deal with the oil we need a wide range of facilities � pipelines, land
fall terminals, processing plants, storage, distribution and export installations, all on a
massive scale. It was, of course, recognized that the discovery and development of oil
could produce social, economic and environmental conf licta On the socio-economic
side, a major concern was that the sudden expansion of activity would have
damaging effects particularly at the interface between land and sea where oil was
brought ashore,

This has not occurred, I believe, thanks to careful planning long before the oil
began to flow. After a study of the entire coastline of Scotland, specific conservation
zones were designated where oil developments would not be encouraged, and
preferred development zones were indicated where it was proposed that the oil
industry should seek to confine its onshore facilities  Fig. I!. Where the oil was led
into the coast in areas of relatively low population density, the policy was to isolate
the main oil-related activities in selected areas so that there was minimum
disturbance of the local population,

Thus, in the Orkney Islands one relatively small area was proposed for oil
operations, and, in fact, the oil reception terminal was located on an island close to
but well separated from the main tw'o  Johnston, 1981!. Further north, at the
Shetland Islands, with a normal population of approximately 17,000, the terminal
receiving most of the oil from the richest fields in the North Sea is built well away
from the capital, Lerwick  Fenwick, 19813. It is worth noting that this Shetland
terminal at Sullom Voe is the largest oil transit port in Europe, construcuxi for a
consortium of 30 ott companies, costing over f800 million and handling 1.4 million
barrels of oil per day fram ten separate oil fields, One potential problem arose from
the massive influx of immigrant labor for construction work. This labor force was
accommodated either in cruim ships tnoored in the vicinity or in specially built
villages, weII provided but temporary, which, now that the construction phase is
over, have been taken down and the land returned to its original use, The main
lasting impact at Shetland has turned out to be a significant improvement in
communications by air and road, in harbor facilities, and in education and social
activities, but the essential character of the community has not been damaged.

A siznilar favorable situation holds where oil was brought ashoze or handled on
the Scottish mainland near large towns. Here, careful planning and landscaping of
terminals and reception facilities has resulted in the minimum of impact along the
coasts. Thus the pipeline from the Forties field makes its landfall north of Aberdeen
and continues overland to Edinburgh, a. distance of more than 200km, with little
attention drawn to its presence, It joins a tank farm in the Edinburgh area which is
landscaped almost to invisibility from the public view, and the underwater pipeline
to the tanker terminal offshore means that no undue prominence is given to the
exportation of oII in the Firth itself.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

It seems reasonable to conclude then, after more than a decade of oil exploitation
in the North Sea, that the policies in relation to socio-econonuc aspects of offshore oil
have worked weII. The other aspect which initially was a potential cause for
concern was possible impact on the marine environment. The UJC. policy in this
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Figure I. The Scottish conservation and development zoncc for
oil huluatry activity. Chashorc oil facQities are encouraged in
development cones and discouraged in conservation nones.

field in the carly days was dear � to develop North Sca ail with the speed required by
the nation, but at the same time to harmonize ixMinstrial and cnvironrnenM interests.

This policy of environmental protection was and is applied through the whole
spcelxum af oil operations. On the purely pollutian ade, a formalized frsxncwork. of
1cgishtioa haa been developed which amtxois efflucnts  Johnston and Morris, 1980!,
and procedurec for dcaUxq~ with spilis and incidents. In a more general amtcxt, the
policy require careful specification of all equipment afnd tcchnical operations and
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rigorous inspection and enforcement of regulatioas. It has resulted in the
establishmeat of codes of practice tailored to individual areas, so that oil-related
activities are aII conducted in a way which minimizes impacts and interference with
f isheries.

The components of one of these codes of practice, applying to the inner part of a
large bay oa the Scottish east coast is shown in Table 1. It deals with everything
from the initial seismic surveys through to the clean-up of supply vessel routes aad
general good housekeeping practices. I would not suggest that this concern for
fisheries aad the marine environment oa the part of the oil companies would
necessarily be enthusiastically maintained without continuous surveillance and
pressure, but in the existiag circumstances the concern does exist aad it is effective.
This is partly achieved and focused by a consultative group of government officials,
oil industry representatives aad fishermen which meets at frequent intervals aad
examines common problems. A major part of the group's activities is to consider
immediate problems causing conflic between the oil aad fishing industries. The
meetiags serve both as a channel of communication and as a safety valve aad they do
lead to the making of executive decisions. In particular, there is the consideratioa of
loss or damage to fishing gear, and loss of fishing time attributed to oil-related
activities. A fishing skipper who feels he has losses due to offshore oil operations
may claim for compensation. Over the past tea years, the number of such claims has
been around 90 per year with aa overall annual compensation of about   904!!L
150,000.

Table 1

Components of Code of Practice Between
Fishing Organizations and the Oil Industry.

Appointment of coordinating officer
Notification of seismic surveys
Drilliag proposah
Drilling in progress
Settlement of claims
Post-drilling requirements
Suspended welLs
Bu.oys
Supply vessels
Cleaniag up of supply routes
Safety zones
Good housekeeping practices

A number of other items seemed, in the early days, likely to cause problems. The
flaring of excess gas, for example, was much ia the headlines. The control of this
was, of course, a major policy issue, since it represeatoi a significant loss of energy,
but it raised other issues ss well. Ashore at the terminals there was aa obvious
nuisance, in the form of sooty deposits, to local residents if the flare was not burned
properly, while on the platforms at sea it was thought to do great damage to
populations of migrating birds. But studies showed that concern for the latter was
unfounded and careful management of flare conditions oa. shore removed the soot
problem. Also, it was felt that the greatly Increased traffic ia supply boats to aad
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from the offshore installations would so disrupt the harbors that fishirrg would be
affectecL Again, this fear has proved to be exaggerated, and it has been possible to
develop harbors to accomraodate all needs. Indeed, it is interesting that the changing
pattern of fishing activities in recent years resulting largely from the establishment
of 200-mile EEZs, has led to a northward shift in the center of fisheries in the UX..
so that now the major ports are in Scotland. Indeed Peterhead. one of the smaller
towns north of Aberdeen, has aot only thrived as a result of oil-related activities, but
has also so extended its fisheries that it has become the top port in Europe.

It is of interest that whea exploitation of oil started, it was felt by many that a
significant early conflict with fisheries would develop in terms of marine pollution.
Now, many years later, it is clear that this has not so far materialized and it seems
unliltely to do so Since driving started there has been one rnapr weHhead blow-out
 in the Ekofisk field! when some 30 thousand tons of oil were lost, and a large
number of minor spills have been recorded at sea and around terminals, but the
unpact has been negligible. Apart from direct pollution, the other major source of
conflict between the oil and fishing industries which I have already referred to, was
that of interference, since there is no doubt that fishermen are at a disadvantage from
oU rigs and pipelines disputing their use of the seabed, and from oil-related debris
disrupting their activities. This interferenoe, however, has not assumed the
proportions that were expected' and it now seems to be accepted by the fishing
industry that the various mechanisms which have been set up at the interface of oil
aad fisheries to ahem problems, to evaluate claims and to provide compensation are
effective.

It should be noted that the consultative group not only deals with current
problems but also looks ahead to identify future ~ One mspr matter that is at
prerent attarcting attention is the treatment of abandoned pipelines and offshore
instaUations at the ead of their effective life. International law, in the form of the
Geneva Canvention of 1958 and later, some provisions of the Law of the Sea, require
removal of abandoned installations to prevent unjustifiable interference with
navigation, fishing or other raruriae users or to avoid pollution. Studies underway at
present suggest that all ahaHow-water platforms will aced to be; totaUy removed to
insure safety of navigation. It will probaMy be cheaper to remove deep-water
concrete platforms entirely, but deep-water steel platforms could be partially
removed by cutting and dismantling. However. there is the pasnbility that
abandoned insrtaUations may attract and concentrate fish and shellfish and studies are
underway to exarrune the advantages of maintaining selected units. Pipelines, of
which there are more than 180 ia the North Sea extending to over 3000km, would be
either totally removed or trenched and buried 'Ae crete of platform removal are
cahuhted to be aboLtt the same as instaHatioa costa, while- mnoving pipelines would
run to one-half to two-thirds of their cost of installation, so substantial financial
consicleraQoas are involved. progress to~ Lgreemeat on removal polÃles weal be
another measure of the srao~ of the oonsultatioa.

As a result of these interactions, the tension that originally existed between the
fishing and oil industries hss been replaced by a mtrtual respect and by cooperation to
solve problemL WMe there has so far been ao mapr confrontation, the price of this
satisfactory condition, as already noted in the context of interferea~ is men as
constant attentioa. 'Hm situation is a dynamic one. Novel approaches and techniques
are always being introduced, aad as the wells mature, the nature and volume of their
efflueats change, so that new problems emerge. It may be instructive to look in
detail at one of the current issues aad how it is being resolved-the use of drilling
mudrL
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DRILLING h4UDS

Drilling muds serve several functions in oil exploitation � they provide cooling,
lubrication, and hydraulic power, their weight helps to control reservoir pressure and
the rock cuttings axe brought to the surface in the mudf low, When muds along with
cuttings are returned to the platform, they are subjected to various treatments to
separate the valuable muds from the cuttings, The muds can then be re-used and the
cuttings from water-based mud operations returned to the sea, along with any
residual mud. The environmental effects of this disposal have been documented in
eazlier studies in California and the Gulf of Mexico which show that large quantities
of mud and cuttings disposed of around rigs have an immediate smothering effect on
the bottom fauna but that piles oF the material eventually become colonized by
burrowing and encrusting org~ and constitute a viable habitat, More studies, on
the east coast of the USA, confirmed this �Vlenzie er al 1980!, and in particular the
wOrk Of Maurer er al �981! on polychaete feeding guildS Suggested significant
adverse effects would not be expected'

In the early drilling in the North Sea, muds w'eze suspended in a water base, but
there axe several circumstances in which an oil-based mud offers substantial
advantages over a water-based xnud. For example, some xock types can absorb water
and swell, causing instability in the bore hole. Oil-based muds combat this and also
provide better lubrication and speed up the dxilling operation, particularly in cases
where deviational rathez than vertical drilling is required, and especially in deep
water. For these reasons, there has been an increasing pxefexence for oil-based rather
than water-based muds, It became obvious in the North Sea that while rigorous
controls were exerted on the concentrations and amounts of oil discharges in water
effluents, much larger quantities of oil were getting into the environment via the
disposal of muds  Fig, 2!. Thus the final washed cuttings ready for discharge may
contain 6-17 percent weight of diesel oil  Blackman er al 1982!. In 1983, of 223
wells drilled on the UX. shelf, 65 used oil-based muds so that about 18,000 tons of
oil were discharged associated with the cuttings  Device er al 1984!.

Studies in the North Sea show that the biological effects of oil-based muds depend
on the hydrography of the axes and on the way in which disposal had been operated.
In general, effects detected were on the benthic maczofauna with the elimination or
severe reduction of animal close to the discharge and a clear gradient of effect away
from the center,

The conclusion from detailed studies in a range of North Sea fields is that the
first 500m around a rig discharging oil-based mud shows a strongly affected benthos
with oil in sediments at 1000 times the background level; 200-2000m is a transitional
zone, and beyond that there is no observed effect, although out to about 4mm
hydrocarbon levels may get up to ten times the background level. We are thus
de@+ting an effect on benthos in the 2km zone round these rigs.

As a result of this work it became clear that the existing regulations to control
oily discharges required revision. In November 1984 the UJC. Department of Energy,
the government department responsible for the offshore contxol of rigs, brought into
operation an amendment to the prevention of Oil Pollution Act 1971, so that it is
now an offense to discharge any oil used in oil-based drilling muds on the UX,
Continental Shelf without an exemption from that department. Thc conditions under
which an exemption will be issued prohibit the discharge of whole muds, requixe the
use of efficient solids control equipment For low toxicity muds, and specif y
additional treatment equipment where diesel-based muds are used. Analyses of the
oil content of discharged cuttings are required, and an approved toxicity test must be
conducted on both the whole mud snd the base oil before a low toxicity mud is
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TOTAL APPROX 44,000 TONNES PER ANNUM

 based upon Royal Cornrnission 8th Report!

Figure X Estimated Annual OQ Input to the North Sea  rlO' tonnes!.

acceptable. Further, a defined seabed sampling pro~paxn must be approved and
undertaken befoxe ail-based muds can be used in all but single exploratory well+

PROBLEM SOLVIMO

'IMs approach to the cantml of oil pollution from driHiag muds in the North Sea
is new and we have yet to arserN how effective it will be. ever, in the oontext
af our discusLians this morning, l think the interestin feature is the

new regu tions were developed. First government ~tists rec~initM in
the incroraing use of oil-based muds a potential source of pollution. A group of
scientists from ywerruerent and industry then worked together to pmduce an
objective asrersrment of the problem. A xegulation that would minimize damage to
the marine environment but would permit the use of non-water-based muds w'here
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necessary was established, thus producing a reasonable solution and minimizing
conflict between different interests.

In conclusion, I would say that thmugh constant attention to detail by all
concerned and the maintenance of open channels of communication, it has been
possible to permit the oil industry to establish itself in the North Sea and to develop
without major impact on traditional activities.
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Professor Kaah has very interestingly suggested that offshore leasing should be
carried out in two separate stagerc exploration leasing and production leasing. This
has been a common procedure with petroleum concessions abroad but might have
some problems in application to the US. offshore. I hope that in his written paper
professor Kash will indicate more specifically the mechanisms he would proprsre
under such a procedure for: �! the competitive award both of exploration leases and
production leases; �! for providing the winners of exploration leases with sufficient
assurance of production rights to give them an adequate incentive to spend the huge
sums necerrsary for exploration; and �! satisfying the customary desires af the
government  and the public! for large initial bonus payments even before granting
only exploration ~





PABT TWO

InternatiomQ Boundaries:

Impacts on Shelf Management

The subject of this session concerns the impact of international boundary
delimitation on the management of Continental Shelf resources-ieracs that are critical
to oux continuoi successful development of the shelf's mineral vrealth. These
questions udge on their importance for one rather straightforward reafxon. lf we axe
to develop effective, if not comprehensive, management strategies for the Continea,tal
Shelf and its resources, it is necessary to be able to characterize the nature of those
~xa What are the xesources, where axe the boundary, and to whom do the
resound belong? Since substantial. xeaatrccs are located in axeas of bcsnu~r dispute,
it is easily argued that a determination of such boundary is a prerequisite to the
raticnal eVallxatiOn Of xnanagexnent strategieL

However, thee are not issues with the pxomise af easy or early xesoludoa. They
raise campier and difficult questions of legal interpretation, his@eric use, and
xntexrLational politica Farther, given the number of unxoelved boundary dispu.tes,
the axnbiguity of the shelf provisions in the United Nations Convention on the Mw
of the Sea, and the set of rather intxiguing rulings handed down recently by the
International Court of Justice, it is also clear that thee issues wiII xexnain for our
consideration for some time to coxxM.

To discuss these issues, we have a most distinguished paneL

ROBERT BOWER

EnvfronmentaL Sonance Program
University o f Massactuaexxs

Baston Harbor Campus
%eton, Nassachuxsxxs





Delhniting Continental Shelf Boundaries
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The law' of Continental Shelf boundary delimitation ia entering a new phase in
its evolution. For the first time, there are court decisions affecting not only she1f
boundaries beyond territorial limits but boundaries in the water column as weiL ln
both the Guinea/Guinea Bissau and the UMCanada Gulf of Maine Cases, the courts
were asked to consider maritune bOundariiSt fOr all purpma, and in each case th.e
oppoaing parties, in their argumimts, drew On previous practice relating to shelf
clairnL During this session we shall learn of what transpired during thee two
deliberations, but first l would like to consider briefly what the international law of
Continental Shelf boundaries appears to ha,ve been at the conclumon of th.e
Tunisia/Libya Case and just. prior to the decisions on maritune, boundaries for all
puxpcaoL

THE INTF3itNATIONAL LAW' QF CX>NTINKNTAL SHELF 8OUNDARIK!l

The three bases for the establishment of Continental Shelf boundary law seem to
be  l! convention law, �! judicial decisions, and �! State pxactice. The first
dehmitation of a Continental Shelf bcenciary occurred in 1942 in the Gulf of Paria,
thxough an arrangement between Venezuela and the United Kingdom acting for its
then territory, TrinsdacL The boundary was based on agreement axLd did not fallow
the equidistamm principle.

Three years later, in the Tm.xmtn Proclamation, asserting US. jurisdiction ancl
control over the natural resources of its contiguous Continental Shelf, it was stated
that the boundaries of the US. Continental Shelf with its neighbors would be
determined in accordance with equitable principles"-a term which ~ as now,
appears subject to various interpretations. The fixst Continental Shelf boundary
actually based an equidistance was delimited between Norway and the United
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The 1958 Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf � to which the U8. is a
party � states, in article 6, that the Continental Shelf boundaries between opposite and
adjacent States shall be determined by agreement "In thc absence of agreement, and
unless another boundary line is justified by special circumstances, the boundary is the
median line.. " Note that this provision makes no reference to equitable principles as
a factor in thc delimitation process.

During the ensuing 27 years since the Continental Shelf Convention was adopted,
there have been three important Court decisions af fecting Continental Shelf
boundaries, scores of bilateral agreements, and a new Law of thc Sea Convention text.
The 1982 Law of the Sea Convention, which treats the boundaries of both
continental shelves and exclusive economic zones, states in article 83, "The
delimitation of the Continental Shelf between States with opposite or adjacent coasts
shall be effected by agreement on the basis of international law, as referred to in
article 38 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice, in order to achieve an
equitable solution." Gone is any reference to the median line, and in the place of
"special circumstances" we now have a call for an "equitable solution." The reference
to article 38 of the International Court of Justice UCJ! Statute offers few, if any,
useful guidelines for procedures to be followed in the delimitation process.

proporttonattty. "A final factor to be taken account of" the
Court wrote, "is the element of a reasonable degree of
proportionality which a delimitation effected according to
equitable principles ought to bring about between the extent
of the continental shelf appertaining to the States concerned,
and the lengths of their respective cosstlmes,"

naturaI prolongatfotL The decision states delimitation should
be effected "in such a way as to leave as much as possible to
each Party all thats parts of the continental shelf that
constitute a natural prolongation of its land territory into and
under the sea, without encroachment on the natural
proiongation of the land territory of the others."

cottft8ttratton of the coast. Ihe land dominates thc sca; it is
consequently norms to examine claLly the geographical
configuration of the coastline of countries whcse continental
shelves are to be delimited-.what is unacceptablc in this
instance is that a State should enjoy continental shelf rights

2!

3!

Of thc Court decisions, the first, chronologically, was thc 1969 North Ses
Continental Shelf Case; this probably was the most important of the three in
establishing criteria for Continental Shelf deLimitations. In this case, the Court found
that delimitation should be cffccted "by Agreement in accordance with equitable
principles, and taking account of all the relevant circumstances." The Truman
proclamation's "equitable principles" are thus revived, and the "special circumstances"
of a decade earlier, are now "relevant circumstances." While it is difficult when
reading the decision to distinguish between what the Court felt were "relevant
circumstances" as compared with "equitable principles," the decision did identify
certain "considerations," applicable to this area of thc North Sea, which, the Court
believed, mitigated against the mandatory use of an equidistance line. These
considerations have been cited as arguments in subsequent third-party settlements.
They are, briefly:
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considerably different from those of its neighbors simply
because in thc onc case the ccuLstline is markedly convex in
form and in the other it is markedly concave, although the
coastlines are comparable in length."

4! unity of Chposfrs. "Q!t freciucntly occurs," the Court opined,
"that thc same deposit  of thc natural resources of the seabed
and subsoil! lies on both sides of the line dividing the
continental shelf between two States, and since it is possible
to exploit such a deposit from either side, it is reasonable to
take  this factor! into consideration in the coun+ of
negotiations for a delimitation."

Thc Court did not feel that these factors were thc only ones to be taken into
accoun.t in shelf dclimitations. Rather, it wrote WT!here is no legal limit to the
considerations which States ms,y take account of for the purpose of making sure that
they apply aquitable procedures, and more often than not it is thc balancing-up of all
such considerations that will produce this result rather than reliance on one to the
exclusion of all otherL The problem of rclativc weight to bc accceded to different
considerations naturally varies with the circujnstance of the case."

To the list of "considerations" developed in the North Sea ~ several others
have been added through later decisionL ln the 1977 Anglo-French Arbitration
Award, the Court dispensed with the dichotomy which seemingly had existed earlier
between equidistance and other methods of delimitation by adopting an
"equidistance-special circumstances rule" which had the object of delimiting a
boundary in accordance with equitable principles, without arguing whether or not an
oquidisbance line could, under certain conditions, be in itself equitable. Beyond this, a
principal consideration adopted was that af giving half effect to basepoints which
might otherwise exert a disproportionate effect on the location of an eciuidistance line.

Off Britain's Cornwall coast, the Scilly Islands form, together w'ith the French
island of Ushant, to the southeast. the final besepoints for any equidistamm line
delimited seaward from the western end of the English Choax. The Court noted
that thc Scillies project considerably further a~vmd than does Ushant, and that
the United Kingdom and France abut on the same Continental Shelf with coasts of
roughly similar length in relation to the shelf. Moreover, the ScHlies are a group of

with little land territory and a population af less than 3,000. Conscciuently.
the Court held that the additional projection of the Scilly Islands into the Atlantic
constituted an element of distortion material enough to justify a boundary other than
that of equidistance.

ln the TunisuLMbya Case, the Court identified another corumferatim which
might be taken into account, namely the ~ front concept. Borrowing from the
1969 decision's statement that "the land dominates the sea," the 1982 Cou.rt found
" the factor of perpendicu1erity to thc coast and the concept af prolongation to the
general direction of the land boundary ~levant criteria to bc taken ~t of in
selecting a linc of delimitation calculated to ensure an equitable solution."

Two other considerations that the Court alluded to in the Tunisiallibya Case are
the conduct of the parties, and economic considerations. Conduct of the parties was
seen here as indicia of the line or lines which the Parties themselves may have

red equitable or acted upon as such � if only as an interim solution affecting
part only of the area to bc delimited."

The reference to economic cctnsMerations had to do with the gael:Dce of oil wells
in an area to be delimiteL Such presence may depending on the fecta, be an element
to be taken account of in the process of weighing all relevant factors to achieve an
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equitable result " This obviously is not a reference to the relative economic
dependence of coastal communitics on the resources of the area in question.

At this point in time, three questions accrued to pose thexnselves; and these
questions could also pertain to maritime boundaries for all purpose+ First, is each
Continental Shelf boundary case unique, or can some principles of equity be
developed which would be relevant for a series of situations? In the Tunisia/Libya
judgment, the Court wrote "Clearly each continental shelf case in dispute should be
considered and judged on its own merits, having regard to its peculiar circumstances;
therefore, no attempt should be made here to overconceptualizc the application of the
principles and rules relating to the continental shelf." In other words, it is unwise to
develop a "shopping list" of equitable principles from which a Party can pick and
choose in order to bolster its argument. Yet, despite this, the 1982 Court did indeed
rely on principles laid down in earlier ICJ decisions.

A second question is that of fairness, In their decisions the courts repeatedly
argued against equal divisions of areas or of shelf resources. Nor were they concerned
with distributive justice, but rather with the norms of international law. Yct, when
reading these and subsequent judgments of the courts, one cannot help but wonder
what the underlying motives for some of the courts' reasonings may have been.

Third, is the apparent dichotomy between equitable principles and an equitable
solution, Have courts reached a point where, in maritime boundary delimitations,
they "pronounce the application of the law to thc facts produced by the line they
selected, after which they offer post hoc justifications?" In the Tunisia/Libya
judgment, the Court expressly stated that the result, not the means, should dominate
thc decision. In its decision, the Court wrote;

Since the Court considers that it is bound to decide the case on
the basis of equitable principles, it must first cxaminc what
such principles entaIl The result of the application of
equitable principles must be equitable.&t Is the result which
is predominant; the principles axe subordinate to the
goal  Thus! the term "equitable principles" cannot be
interpreted in the abstract; it refers back to the principles and
rules which may be appropriate in order to achieve an
equitable result.

State Practfce

A third source of law is State practice. Two questions are important here: �!
ha.ve States, in their bilateral agxeements, supported the considerations which the
courts held to be xelevant to the estabhshment of equitable solutions?; and �3 are
there any new principles which have evolved from State practice which the courts
did not identify?

There are relatively few examples of bilateral agreements supporting the court's
considerations. One notable exception is the French/Spanish agreement on their
common boundary in the Bay of Biscay. In this case, the delixnitation is based on
pxoportionality between the lengths of thc artificial coastlines decided upon by the
two parties and the respective axeas of Continental Shelf allotted to each country in
the Bay of Biscay.

Partial effect was given to islands in the iran/Saudi Arabia, and Italy/Greece
maritime boundary agreements; and in several South American arrangements, lines
were drawn roughly perpendicular to the general direction of the coast. But in none
of thc bilateral settlements has a non-equidistance line been drawn on the basis of
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natural prolongation, concavity or convexity of one of the countries' coasts, or of
unity of shelf deposits.

NEW IOUNDARY DELQAITATION PRINCIPLES

So far as new principles are concerned, the important ones seem ta bc, fixst, the
use of jotnt economic dcvclopmcnt zones, as between Japan and the Republic of Korea;
and second, deciding upon different boundaries for thc shelf and the water column, as
was done between Australia and Papua New Guinea. A number of what might be
termed "technicaL adjustments" have been made in bilateral agreementL Among these
are creating artificial @malines from which to measure the boundary, shifting
slightly the turning points of a line, exchanging small areas within the boundary
zone, and "smoothing out" an otherwisc circuitous line. Another technique is to
describe arcs of cixclea about islands located clam to an equidistance boundary, the
breadth af thc axe being equal to the State's claimed territorial ma The island is
othexwiae ignored in the delimitation.

WHAT APPLIES To ALI PURPOSE BOUNDMHRX?

Whexu did all of this leave us in the summer of 1984. just before thc first
decisions were handed down by ICJ panels on boundaries for all purposes? For one
thing, it might have seemed that parties to all-purpose boundary adjudicationa felt
that thc shelf arguments stiH prevailed and that to these could be added new
considerations affecting the water column. In the USJCanuLda Case. for example, the
United States, in its Memorial, alluded to proportionality, natural pxolongaUon,
configuration of the coast, unity of deposits, the ~ front concept, and the
conduct of thc partioL The Caewdians, arguing for an equidistance line, invoked the
disproportionate effect amaH land featuxes  Cape Cad and Nantucket! would have on
an equidistant lmc, as well as econoxnic consideratioea In its judgxnent, the Court
cocsidered only the factor of proportionality. as modified by granting half effect to a
small P~&m coastal islaxML

The International Court of Justice clearly has its task cut out for it in seeking to
xnoid the law of Continental Shelf boundary delixnitations into thc larger framework
of delimiting boundaries for aH purposca Persons interested in these matters must
await the first decision to bc hmded down by the full Couxt on aH-gaarpaa: maritime
bxendaxiea, in order to determine how much of the Continental Shelf judIpnents are
still xelevant within the new legal fnunetaerk.
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It is a pleasure for me to be with you today to share with you some thoughts on
UX Boundary Delimitation in practice and discuss the significant xnainhmd boundary
problems with our neighbors in light of that practim.

K2H'ENDED JURISDICHONAL ZONES

Establishment of extended zonca of jurisdiction over otff~ areas by coastal
nations has become accepted international practice in the past decade. Fishery zones
or exclusive econcanic zones  KEZa! of 200 nautical xniles bxeadth have bccn
pxoclalzned by approximately 100 coastal nations. Within these mace, they asrert
exclusive fights to resources � both living and non-living-found in thc water column
and oa or under the seabed. Additionally, contemporary international law nsocgnizes
the asertian by omtal States of jurisdiction over the full extent of ita Continental
Shelf  ss Opposed to water column!. This jurisdiction is not necessarily limited to a
breadth of 200 mileL

'Ihe extensic«L seaward of cosset State resouxce jurisdiction reflects, among other
things, growing interest in offshore minerals, particu1arly hydrocarbons. This interest
is s product of increased detnand for domestic «upply of such xescsrxcea and
technological advances permitting rescue+ activities at increasingly greater water
depth~

Orderly and rational offshore resouxce development-pnrticu1arly with reaIcct to
the Outer Continental Shelf-xecluires that there be precise definition of the areas in
which such development may occur. Uncertainty over omrnership or title can bc a
major deterrent to reseaxce exploration and development. Whexe the continental
shelves or other maritime jurisdictions of neigh4ming States overlap, delimitation of
tnaritime RKNlluhtxies between these zones is required in order to estabMah the precision
and certainty neceestxy fox xrmrine xtsasuxce uae and ezercire nf other maritime
«ctivitics ss welL It has been. estixnated that establishment of 200-mile zonea creates
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the need to deterznine more than 300 such boundary situations  including U,S.
territories and possessions!.

Delimitation of maritime boundaries is required between coun. tries where
~es are adjacent or oppcsite, that is to say, where the pertnissible extent of their
exclusive economic zones or continental shelves overlap. To cite examples involving
the United States, the coastlines of the Unitel States and Mexico are adjacent on the
Pacific coast, while the coastlines of the United States and Cuba are opposite. There
are boundary situations which include both oplxmite and adjacent elements, as is the
case in the Gulf of Mexico between the US. and Mexico.

U.S. POLICY AND PRACTICE

Under international law, the basic obligation with respect to delimitation of
unsettled maritime boundaries is that the boundary be f'ixed by agreement between
the nations involved. It is UK policy that its maritime boundaries be established by
agreement in accordance with equitable principles. The means by which equitable
results may be achieved varies according to the particular maritime boundary in
question, The negotiation of agreed maritime boundaries in cases where such
boundaries are unsettled, therefore, is detailed and complex involving a wide range of
legal, political, economic, historical, geological and geographic factors. The aim,
however, is to achieve mutually agreed boundaries.

In examining in detail what constitutes current US. policy and practice in
"establishing its maritime boundaries by agreement in accordance with equitable
principles," I shall make a few general statements and follow up by an examination
of selected aspects of the Gulf of Maine Case. This examination, in focusing on what
constituted the major elements of the US. position submitted to the Special Chamber,
will reveal what the UA, considered to be "relevant circumstances" or "special
circumstances" to lead to an equitable result. Unfortunately, the Chamber did not see
fit to endorse them, Although granted that the elements were selected to apply to a
particular set of  to the US. appealing! circumstances, I still believe them revealing as
to how the UK might approach other bilateral boundary issues in the future. In
light of recent discussions with the Dominican Republic regarding the U8. Puerto
Rico/Dominican boundary delimitatlon, I will also hazard the belief that future
boundary bilaterals shall be multi-use and multi-faceted, reserving, as it were,
usufructs in perpetuity notwithstanding resolving a boundary otherwise sovereign
for all purposes.

First, I believe the United States, as a general policy principle, will prefer to
establish a single boundary in common ocean space frontiers to be dispositive foz all
purposes eg Continental Shelf and EEZ jurisdiction. Although granted that,
academically speaking, arguments may be made militating for different re.suits in
each category, as a practical matter it is not a feasible real-world result. How can the
United States tell a fishing vessel the boundary for fishing for coastal species is Line
A, while telling perhaps the same vessel that when trawling for sedentary species the
boundary is Line B7 Such a scenario will lead to wretched enforcement problems and
tniserable evidentiary ones. Any boundary resolution should ideally be based on a
well-reasoned functional approach.

Second, given the difficulty inherent in distinguishing for practical purposes
between thc resource jurisdictional aspects of the EEZ and shelf regimes in the LOS
Convention, it is unreasonable to distinguish between those regimes by tneans of
independent boundaries. This is particulazly true within 200 miles of the coasts,
where of course the vast majority of offshore comtnercial activity will take place.

A trend toward this result can be seen in the comprostfs of the Parties in the
Gulf of Maine case, wherein both asked the Court to determine a "single maritime
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boundary," valid for all purposeL This case therefore is diffexent in a significant
aspect from ail cases decided by the International Court of Justice QCg before,
including the recent judgxnent in the Libya/Malta case, in that all cases heretofore
deterxnined the Continental Shelf boundary without prejudice to the KKL The case is
significant, given the trexnendous amount of EEZ practice which has recently become
custoxnary law. The Special Chamber in a case of first impression could have gone
fa.r in promoting the rational development of ERZ practice and boundary
delimitation, particularly insofar as it could favorably influence continental margin
delimitation, especially in adjacency situations, which, with the exception of our
USSR boundary in thc Bering and Chukchi Seas, constitute the buHc of our boundary
disputeL Unfortunately thc Special Chaxnber chase not to do so but rested on sterile
ground, reiterating without clarification or guidance geographic facts leading to
equitable resultL

Befoxe easxnining the UX position in the case iruufar as it reflects the tangible
coatcxnporary US. approach to equitable delimitation, let me mention a second UK
policy in large part deriving fxoxn the failure of the Chamber to heed us. The United
States will in all probability not agree again to arbitration in advance in boundary
delimitation disputes, particularly insofar as a single boundary will dispose of all
sovereign and jurisdictional rights. Where this was the txend before the Gulf of
Maine Case it has in my view been reinforced.

ICJ DILM1TA'EON CMTX3tLK

On the eve of the Gulf of Maine Case, JCJ Continental Shelf delimitation
judgments had been based oxL 03 Article 6 of the 1958 Shelf Convention stressing
the need for agreement, and equidistance�unless another bouxubLry is justified by

cixcuxDstancoc �! the 1969 North Sea Continental Shelf Case judgrnemt,
stressing natu.ral prolongation as thc applicable criterion; �! the 1975 Anglo-French
Chanel ~ Award, providing for no lixnitation in the number oi' special
cixcuxnstancss which could bc taken into consideration which might xcquixe deviation
from an otherwise purely equidistance solution; �! article 83 9 of the 1982 LOS
Convention, somewhat reversing the 1958 article 6 order of priority, requiring that
delimitation be effected by agreement on the basis of international law to achieve an
equitable solution; and �! the Tunisia&bya judgment, stating there to be no lixnit on
relevant circumstances which nxay be taken into consideration in oxder to apply
equitable principles.

As l interpret the decision, in the Gulf of Maine Case the United States
su.bmuuon cam be ccesidered an example of what we considexed to be the relevant
circuaNCllmxa to be taken into ccsxsideratiom in any application of equitable principles.
h. that this was to be a single boundary valid for all purposes, both EEZ and shelf,
the V8, believed that concepts which gave risc to thc KEZ as a juridical phenomenon
should be taken into consideration in thc delimitation. First, the United States
developed as a relevant circumsnuxce the unity of deposit of resounds on Georges

'nxe ICJ had already referred to the unity of resource deposits as a special
circumstance to be taken into account in its 1969 North Sea Continental Shelf Case
judgment. The US. posited in furtherance of this circumstance that resouxce and
managetnent conservation would be pxoxnoted were the unity of the xescnuum on
Georges Bank preserved. As a second relevant cia.-umstance the UK underscored the
desirability ef avoiding international disputes. The third special circumstaxum
prop~ by the United States was the meed to protect the envirxuxment.

These three pxoposdtions, funxhunental to UK thinking, were successively rejected
by thc Special Chamber. Rather, the Chamber primarily relied on purely surface
geographic facts, configuration and other criteria in its AwaxxL lt ignored the
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interrelationship between the EEZ and Continental Shelf regimes, particularly
resource intexdependencieL The Special Chamber xejected the need to minimize the
potential for international disputes, in that there was no rule of law that a boundary
should make it possible to insure optimum conservation and xnanagexnent of living
resources and at the same time reduce the potential for international disputexL It also
found it "unrewarding" to look to general international law to provide a ready-made
set of rules that can be used for solving any delimitation problems that arise.

This unimaginative, unresponsive and unconstructive approach has in my mind
made it extremely unlikely that the United States shall again resort to binding
arbitration. In effect all UA. policy and practice developed during the past yeaxs was
politely, albeit summarily, rejected, Agreement on unitary boundaries in the future
will almost surely bc worked out between the Parties. The recent June 3, 1985
Libya/Malta Continental Shelf Award of the full Court, pxovides little solace. To
my mind it results in yet another unpredictable xesult. Although the Court
elaborated five familiar principles as governing criteria, its application of them leads
to a result I think we would be unhappy with were it to apply to U5. boundaries.

CREATIVE SOLUTIONS

Given the above track record, I beReve in the future we shall reach agreement
bilaterally in moxc creative, and in a certain sense, less traditional approaches. A case
in point is the recent U5IDominican Republic maritime boundary negotiations. In
view of the traditional division in which all attributes of sovereignity and
jurisdiction of a State fall on one side of a line, the negotiations delimiting the
maritixne boundary between the Dominican Republic and Puerto Rico take into
account shelf and EEZ aspects, weighing competing interests and rexgnizing use
confhcts satisfactorily while at the same time establishing a single maritime
boundary.

Basically, under the 1983 draft, the United States would secure permanent, access
for US. recreational and small scale fishermen to the parts of the Dominican Republic
EEZ that are of greatest interest to U8, fishermen, In addition, the United States
would receive about one-half of the disputed area as well as areas north and south of
Mons Passage which it previously had not claimed. The principal quid pro quo for
the Dominican Republic would be jurisdiction over all of Cabo Engano, 20 square
nautical miles of which we currently claim.

Such a creative "reservation of use" or usufructary approach has as a precedent
the more embracing innovative approach adopted by Australia and Papua New Guinea
in the Torres Strait Treaty. In an area marked with special geographic features,
interdependent life styles of the local inhabitants who are ethnically distant, and
presence of islands belonging to Australia which are in instances well within three
miles of the Papua New Guinea coast, an carly attempt to arrive at a single maritime
boundary did not result in a workable or jurisdictional situation  both sides, it is
interesting to note, considered � but rejected � referring the dispute to the ICJ!. Rather,
a Protected Zone was established in a defined area of the Strait, the principal purpose
of which was "to protect the traditional way of life and livelihood of the inhabitants
including their txaditional fishing and free movement." In the aftermath of the U8.
position in the Gulf of Maine Case, it is instructive to note that another purpose of
the Protected Zone was to preserve the marine environment A Joint Advisory
Council was established to insure the effective working of the Zone. Lines
delineating seabed jurisdiction differ from those establishing fisheries jurisdiction. As
to pollution and marine science research jurisdiction, xeferred to as "residual
jurisdiction," each Party exercises full jurisdiction with the concurrencc of the other
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Party and both consult with a view to reaching agreement on the most effective
method of application of meesureL

The Treaty is highly provocative and may well prove a litmus for a future US.
approach with its neighbors on delimitation ismee.

Assertion of a 2 &nautical-mile xesourte jurisdiction by the United States-first
in esteblishxnent of the Fishery Comervation Zone of March 1, l977, and later in
President Reagan's Ezclusive Economic Zone Proclamation of March 10, 1983-has, as
noted, created approximately 30 potential maritime bcatmdaries to be delimited by the
United States; 10 offshore of one or more of the 50 states and 20 offshore of US.
territorieL Technically speaking, this need first aree with the 1945 abortion cf UK
Continental Shelf jurisdiction. But until recently, activities ort the Gontinental Shelf
in mcst of these areas were not immediately contemplated. Today, of course, we face
a much different situation.

For the purposes of our dirs~ons today, I would like to concentrate upon those
boundary situations which bear upon the new five-year Outer Continental Shelf
 OCS! oil and ges leasing program It is impotent that UA maritime boundary
positions be reflected, ~here appropriate, throughout the five-year prcgzam. At this
stage. this matter relates- mrsrt specifically to the descriptions of potential plarUting
areas for the new program.

With this in mind, I would like to describe briefly where we stand with regard
to the delimitation of maritime boundaries between the United States and Canada, the
Soviet Union, Mezioo, and Cuba and the &dmxnss.

The United States and Gtnada share maritime bounthuies ia four aresrc the Gulf
of Maine region, between the New England states and the Canadian maritime
provinces; the Beaufort Sea off Alaska and the Yukon Territory; the area of the
Dizen Entrance, between Alaska and British Columbia; and off the Strait of Juan de
Puca, between Vfsshington and British Coluxnbia.

Cefj of Melee

The malrr emphasis with resfect to the Canadian boundaries has been upon the
boLandary in the Gulf of Maine and over Georges Bank  Fig. 1! which has been the
subject. of a two-year adjudication befme a special chamber of the Intezrratioaal Court
af Justice QCJ! in the Hague. On Octcker 12, 1984, the Court announced its decision.

At stake in the case, was maritime jurisdiction over an area betvreen 13@00 to
llg00 square nautical miles m size. At the center of the dispute was jurirsdsctioa
over the northeastern half of Georges Bank, containing rich fishing grounds and
hydrocslrbon potentiaL During the dispute, the Umted States maintained that it was
entitled to a bcstndary line that would retain all of Oeorges Bank under United States
jurisdiction, whereas Canada sought a bcamdary that would divide the Bank. in half,
leavinl all of the northouttern portion under Canadian juxiliiction. The Canadian
position was based on their version of where an equidistant line should be drawn.
We contended that as a matter of equity, the U8. wss entitled to the entire area crf
Geormes Bank because of the centum+old fishing activities of U5. fishermen
compaxed to the relatively recent activities there of Canadian fishermen.

The Cou.rt found that neither side's boundary ptsdtian was justifiNL It
established a line that crastes Gcxnles Bank caeatiaily midway between the clauns of



Figure 1. United. States-Catuula Gulf of Maine maritime boundary
determined by the International Court of Justice.

the two States. Although the United States did not prooeed with any reeou.rex
development activity in the disputed area, Canada had in fact issued some permits in
1964. w'hich of course, no longer have any validity in the US. area. The line is nor
in force. implementation of that new boundary hes talten place in the atmosphere af
cooperatioa that generally ctueacteriae US;Canadian relations. A rcrnair~
problem ie the Continental Shelf boundary beyond the 200-mile EEL The Court left
this to be negotiated between the UA and Canada.

The other three maritime bouaiariee with Canada await mttlement. To a large
degree, cooperation of these boundaries wae overshadowed by the Gulf of Maine
proceedings.

With respect to the Beaufort Sea in the Arctic, the United States and Canathi ha~
enunciated differing principles as the appropriate bash for the maritime boundary. In
1977 the United States. ln establishing the limits to which it would enforue its
200-nautical-mile fishery cotueervation zone and Continental Shelf, described ~
hits ae an aquidistant line  equidistant from the U8. and Canadian coLatjines!.
Canada. on the other hand, argued that the internatiom6 land boundary, which runs
along the 141O meridian of west longitude. should be the maritime boundary. This
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results in thc existence of an area in thc Beaufort Sca which each country believes to
be Lade? its jurisdiction. This is iUustratcd in Figure 2

In thc Dizon Entrance between British Columbia and Ataalra, a dispute ezists over
the status of the waters. Canada views the waters within the entrance to be entirely
Canadian, while the United States believes that a maritime boundary is required, In

Fitme X United. Sta~meda elaixned boundaries in the Beaufort Sea
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establishing the limit of its fisheries enforcement in this area, the U5. applied the
equidistance method.

The dispute in the Dixon Entrance relates to interpretation of the so-called A-B
Line, which was referred to in the Alaska Boundary Tribunal Award of 1903. As is
illustrated in Figure 3, the A-B Line runs from the mouth of the Portland Channel to
Capr. Mnzon, Alaska. Based on the 1903 award and earlier treaties, the United States
takes the view that the A-B Line is aot a maritime bounds.ry aad serves only to
determine sovereignty over land, Therefore, the United States is entitled to claim
maritime jurisdiction in the Entrance. Canada argues that the A-B Line is a maritime
boundary and that all waters south of it in Dixon Entrance are subject to Canadian
jurisdiction. With respect to the areas offshore of the Dixon Entrance, the United
States has indicated that the equidistance method should bc applied in determining the
maritime boundary.

Jrraa de Puca

With respect to the area seaward of the Strait of Juan de Fuca, both countries
have indicated that the equidistance priaciple should be applied in delimitiag the
maritime boundary. There are minor technical discrepancies in the methodology of
applying equidistance relating to charts and base point@ These differences are so
slight that they do not even show up on a page-sized map.

SOVKT UNIOR

The 200-nautical-mile zones of the Unius States and the Soviet Union overlap in
thrcc areas: thc North Pacific Ocean, the Bering Sca and the Chukchi Sea north of the
Bering Strait. The 1867 Convention ceding Alaska, established the maritime
boundary between the United States aad the Soviet Union. Figure 4 showa our
depiction of the l867 Convention Line. This is the longest maritime boundary in the
world, extending over l800 miles in length.

The advent of extended fisheries jurisdiction out to 200 nautical miles in l977
first brought out the nccd for clarity oa the maritime boundary in these areas, In
1977, the United States and the USSR confirmed that they intended to act with full
regard to treaties between them and would respect the 1867 Convention Line in
exercising their fisheries jurisdiction.  On March 10, 1983, President Reagan
prcclaimed a United States Exclusive Economic Zone, which utilizes the same
coordinates as the former 200-mile fishery zone, and on February 18, 1984, the Decree
of the President of the Supreme Soviet of the VASSAL on the Economic Zone was
Issued. Both countries presume their 1977 understanding to apply to their new
200-nautical-mile zonec!

Fisheries enforcement incidents in 1977 led the United' States to believe that the
USSR might be depicring the 1867 Convention Line in a different manner from the
US. depiction. While no chart was attached to the 1867 Convention, the United
States practice has been to depict the Convention Line by arcs of great circles  a
straight line on a globe!, a practice which it believes best effectuates the intentions of
the negotiators of the 1867 Convention and its purpose, the ceding of territory aad
dominion,  Such a depiction represents the shortest distance between two points on a
globe, something that would be natural to have been intended in such a cession.! The
Soviets were informed of this view in 1977.

In 1981, the first of four talks to date on the maritime boundary, the Soviet
Union informed the United States for the first time that it depicts the 1867
Convention Line as a rhumb line  a straight line on a mercator projection!. This
difference results in an wedge-shaped area which each country considers to be under
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its exclusive maritime ~urea ju.risdiction. Thee talks, the mast recent of which
teok place duang the auoumer of 1984 in Moscow; have focused on the correl
depiction of the line and interpretation of the 2867 Convention. As noted b'�r
President Reagan in September 1984, the United States haa proposed a fair ami
equitable resolution to the ice. Both ceuntriea have agreed in principle to continue
their talma, though it cannot ba pmlicted when they shall resolve their diffcrencen on
the 1867 Coavention Line. Gontinental Shelf tea!urcer, of course, are an important
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factor. At stake is part of the vast potential of the Navarin Basin and the Chukchi
Plateau.

At this point, I should note that the current US. OCS leasing pxogram in the
Bering and Beaufort Seas has taken into account differences over the relevant UX
maritime boundaries with the USSR and Canada. Three sale areas in the Bermg and
Chukchi seas potentially involve the 1867 Convention Line the Norton Basin, the
Navarin Basin and the Barrow Arch. Of these, only the Norton Basin and the
Navarin Basin are affected by differences in the xhumb line-great circle line
difference over the 1867 Convention Line. The March 1953 Norton Basin lease sale
was aot affected by the difference in the Convention Line. The area proposed for
Navarin Basin Sale $3 did include areas subject to the Soviet chum. on its side of the
rhuxnb line depiction of the 1867 Convention Line. In the Beaufort Sea, the Diapir
Fiehi Sale 87 includes areas bahama the United States claimed equidistant line and
Canada's claim of the 1414 w. longitude meridian.

After caxeful study and consultation with the Department of State, the
DepLrtment of Intexior, as stated in its March 16, 1984, final notice of sale for
Navaxin Basin Sale 83  April 17, 1984!, established special procedures for the tracts
being offered between. the two depictions which were clearly identified on
prckraction diagranuL Them procedures provide that the highest bidders on these
tracts meeting statutory criteria would be identified and the bid deposit placed in
~ sLxow. No bids will be accepted nor leases issued unless the United States determines
that it is in its best interests After the expiration of five years, if a hid has not been
accepted, the highest bidders may elect to withdraw the bid money by giving notice
within 60 days after such ezpiraxion. In all, highest bidders were identified for 17
tracts in the area of special procedurea

As noted above, in the Beaufort Sea, the affected OCS area is the Diapir PieicL As
t out in its final notice of sale of July 23, 1984. for purposes of Sale 87  August 22,

1984!, the Department of Interior, in consultation with the Department of State,
adopted similar proceduxea as in Navaxin Basin Sale 83. for the area between the
equidistant line and the Caxusiian claimed line contained iu the lease sale offering.

We believe that the proosdures aclopted in both the Navarin Basin and the
Beaufort Sea  Diapir Field! lease sales are fully consistent with United States rights
and obligations under international law. Further, our approach supports US, claims
to the areas in question, yet does not prejudice mutually acceptable resolutions. In
both instances, the USSR and Dmada wexe informed in advance of the sale
proccduxea The pxocedures axe specifically deaignoi to provide fleaibi}ity in
resolving the maritime boundary differences, while maintaining the US. position.
The United States is fully comxnitted to reaching a settlement with both the USSR
and GouLda and believes that the procedures it has tsdolxted serve well to manage the
issue effectively.

MFXlCO

Maritime boundaries between the Unitecl States and Mezico, in both the Pacific
and the Gulf of Mezioo, were delimited in a treaty signed in 1978 but not yet
ratified.  The 1978 Treaty incorIsxrated provisional lines agni@ to by the two
governments in 1976.! The boundaries, both in the Pacific ocean and the Gulf of
Mesioo, axe based upon the equidistance method, giving full effect to islands. At the
tixM of conclusion of the Treaty, it was agreed that the boundary would be delimited
in those marine axeas which axe within 200 nautical miles of both coasts Therefore.
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there is a gap of approximately 129 nautical miles between the two segments of the
boundary in the Gulf of Mexico. This area is beyond the 200-nautical-mile Exclusive
Economic Zone of each country and has not yet been delimited.

As I mentioned, the U5;Mexico Boundary Treaty has not received Senate advice
and consent to ratification. When the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations
received testimony on this treaty in June, l980, concerns were raised about the
proposed boundary in the Gulf of Mexico. These concerns focused on the seabed
resources of the Gulf and thc methods by which the maritime boundary was
developed, The suggestion was made that the method of boundary delimitation
should be the calculation of an equidistant line "between the base of continental slope
lines to the north and to the south." No effect would be given to any coastlines
including that of islands, As a result the boundary is pushed north~std in the
southern part of the Gulf off the Yucatan Peninsula, How'ever, the reverse is true in
the Pacific where the line sweeps significantly southward because of the proximity
of San Clemente Island,

While the Senate Foreign Relations Committee favorably reported the
US;Mexican agreement to the full Senate, enough concern was raised on the floor to
defer final decision on the treaty until there was additional information about the
potential of non-living resources in the boundary region. The pertinent area in the
rniddle of the Gulf consists of very deep water, with depths ranging from 1,800 to
2,000 fathoms �0,000 to 12,000 feet~bout two miles of water column. Some
believe that there is significant hydrocarbon resource potential in the central region of
thc Gulf of Mexico. However, relatively little is known with certainty about the
geological formations in this deep water region. The US. and Mexico have agreed
provisionally to apply the boundary line set out in their 1976 agreement pending
ratification of the treaty.

Lease sales in all three areas of the Gulf of Mexico, the eastern, central, and
western, take account of this provisional boundary. As noted, there is an area in the
central Gulf, beyond 200 nautical miles from both coasts, which remains to be
delimited,

Following extension of US, fisheries jurisdiction to 200 nautical miles in 1977,
technical discussions between the United States and Cuba werc held to delimit the
maritime boundary. These discussions were able to resolve quickly technical issues
relating to the correct cartographic positioning of the Cuban coastline. A mare
complex question arose in relation to the baselines from which to measure the
offshore jurisdiction of each country,

The United States measures its territorial sea and other maritime zones fram a
low-water line, as depicted on officially recognized charts. The Cuban government,
however, claims a straight baseline system around its coast. Under international law
and under appropriate geographical conditions, the United States recognizes the right
of coastal States to establish straight baselines. According to article 4 of the 1958
Convention on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone, a straight baseline system
is appropriate only "in localities where the coastline is deeply indented and cut into,
or if there is a fringe of islands along the coast." There are areas along the Cuban
coast where straight baselines meet the criteria in article 4, but the northern coastline
is neither indented nor fringed with islands. Use of the Cuban straight baselmes in
the final calculations of the boundary would have produced a line further to the
north�with, in our view, an inequitable division of the maritime area in question.

During the technical discussions, comparable artificial "construction lines" were
drawn along the southern Florida ~e. An equidistant line was then calculated
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by use of the Cuban straight baselincs and the artificial construction linc of thc
Untied StateL AJ10thCE equtdtstant linc Was calculated by usc of the relevant base
points on the low-water linc of the coasts of the two countries. A third line was
then created between thtwc two lines, which was not equidistant, but which divided
equally the area between them. Thc final boundary represented a negotiated
settlement based on equitable principles. The two countries signed a maritime
boundary agreemcnt on December 16, 1977. The treaty was submitted to the United
States Senate on January 19, 1978, and wss subsequently favorably reported out by
the Foreign Relations Committee in 1980. Full Senate action, howcvcr, has stalled
over questions rcla,ting to thc broader issue of US;Cuba relations. The treaty still
awaits action in the Senate, and pending such action, we are observing the boundary
linc on a provisional basis.

BAIiAMAS

Mere have been no formal negotiations between the United States and the
Bahamas regarding the maritime boundary. Twwhundred-nautical-mile zones from
both countries overlap in the Straits of Florida and in the region of the Blate Plateau,
ae. area of the Continental Shelf which enends off the southourtern mast of the
United Stares. Neither the US. nor the Bahunas have elaborated forrnal positions on
the location of thc tnaritime boundary. The delimitation of this btatndary, therefore,
awaits future action

Sales in the South Atlantic area need to reflect United States maritime boundary
intcxesta. 'Ihe area now under consideration for sale 90, to talte phd in 1986, docs
not include tracts affected by a potential boundary bCtween the United States and the
StlumtaL

CONCLUSION

Aa I noted at tbe beginning of my presentation. the 1982 Law of the Sea
Convention provisions concerning delimitation of boundaries do not contradict earlier
1958 Continental Shelf Convention provisions. Both article 76 and article 83 are
consistent and elaborate on the earlier Convention provisbms. The US. is comfortable
with this approach and is engaged in constructive discntstions where such issues arise
worMwide. Boundaries are essential for orderly and rational offshore resource
management. The US. is committed to this goaL
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INTRODUCTION

Oa February 14, 198S, three Judges of the World Court in the Hague haadef
down their decisioa ia the Guinea/Guinea Bissau Case. The case was noteworthy ia
mveral respects. It was the first case ever in which two sub'Salutran African States
hsd submitted a dispute of any kind to international arbitration or adjudicatioa. The
coxamltxneat to arbitrate survived major governnMntal changes ia both oountries,
including a military coup in Guinea. Finally, the case showed how an oil company
and a government. working together, can bring about the peaceful and expeditious
resolution of a. bound~ dispute, thereby perxaitting the parties to pm' with the
development of natural resoamxa

This case, like most contemporary boundary disputes, was triggered by oiL Now
that the case is over, Guiaea and Guinea Bissau have one of the oaly Is;ttlef maritixae
boundaries in Africa. From start to finish, the cue took less than two years, which
compares very favorably with other cases such as LibyaTunisia which took almost
sir years, Sharjah<lubai which took. five years, the xeoeatly decided Libya/Kata
Case which took seven years, aad the Beagle Channel Case which now appeaxs to be
over sane l4 years after the parties submitted it to arbitration.

We will review the Guinea/Guinea Bissau. Case from start to finish. Wc are
fortunate to have with us Mr. Frank Walsh, who wss the General Manager of the oil
operatioa in Guinea from the inception of the boundary dispute through its
conclusion. Mr. Walsh will descxibe how the dispute arcane and the events that led up
to the aigaiag of the agxeemeat to arbitrate � the "coxnpaamis d'arbitrage." I will then
describe the preparation and presentation of the cthe and meatioa some of the
practical problems we encountered during the course of the arbitration. Thea Dr.
Nezander, who append as aa ezpert witness for Guinea, will say a few words
about the technical presentations made to the GNrt. FiaaQy, Myres S. McDougal,
Sterling Professor of Law Emeritus at Yale Law School, will describ the award aad
its implications for the law of maritixne bouadarieL Profawor McDougaI, who has
been iastruxaeatal in creating much of the international law that governs xaaxitirae
boundaries, presented Guinea's opening arguments during the oral procaxbags at the
Peac» ~.

ROIERT F. PIETROVTSKI, JIL ESQ.
BraceweQ k Patterson

W asMngton, DC.
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I.EADING To A "COIIIPROPIIS D'ARBITRAGE"

FRANK WAI.SH
General 3fanager
Sodere Gtdneenne Des IIydrocarbares
Coaakry
RepubIIc of Grdnea

First, I would like to give you my personal views oa certain aspects of the
boundary dispute betweea the Republic of Guinea and thc Republic of Guinea Bissau,
or to make it simple, Coaakry vs. Bissau � the names of the respective capitals. I will
set the savage and establish how the dispute developed and how I became involved in
it. Second, I will recite mrtain pertinent historical facts and talk about the evolution
of the dispute up to its arbitration phase. Third, I will derive a few remarks that
could be of general applicability,

BACKGROUND

For many years I have been involved in international business, mostly ia oil and
mostly in acquisition of oil permits. Most of my dealings have been in
French-speaking countries in Africa. I was on the periphery of four boundary cases
and I have been directly aad deeply involved in one, thc Conakry/Bissau affair. In
the late seventies and early eighties, iateraational oil exploration was bcoming.
Demand was high and the price of crude was high. In brief, it was a hot exploration
climate. Ia mid-1979, I was involved in the acquisition by Union Texas Petroleum
Corporation of a large permit offshore Guinea-Conakry.

As you might expect a thorough project evaluation was conducted. Among the
factors considered were the geological merits, of course, but also the economics of thc
play, the political and business environment, and the size aad precise limits of the
permit area. When you consider the amount of money that must be invesced in order
to find oil, you can appreciate that any project evaluation team dces a very thorough
job. The team also must "sell" that project to each level of management, all the way
to the final authority � not where the buck stops but where the buck comes from.

Eventually, a document setting forth the agreed-upon views of both parties was
negotiated, in Conakry, with the Ministry of Mines and Geology. This "convention"
was signed aad duly ratified by the National Assembly in early 1980.

Conventions and similar documeats such as concession agreements represent a
negotiated equilibrium between the desires of thc signatories. First of all, they grant
a specific permit arcs for a period of time, then address other factors such as work
obligations, taxation, distribution of profits, ways and means of conducting business,
etc.

SIGNIFICANT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GUINEA CONVENTION

A UrLfqae Jo4z Veatftsre

First, the Convention established a rather unique form of joiat-venture, a
Guinean Societe d'Economic-Mixtc between the Foreign ps.rtners and the Republic of
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Guinea in co-ownership. Thc Minister of Mines and Geology would be the Chairman
of the Adminisustive Council of that Societe, and a general manager, nsxned and
appointed and rcrnovable by the Foreign Partners, would execute the j>intly agreed-to
work programs financed solely by the Foreign partners.

The joint venture called for a symbiotic relationship between paxtnexs. Training
would be provided for the Guinean counterparts of earh American employee.
Learning would tak.e place through exposure. The constant flux of technology snd
oil ntanagement procedures would offset in part the isolation of Conakry from the
rest of the world.

Zxe second pertinent aspect of the Convention was the contractual work
obligation, which had two phaseL For the first two years, so many miles of marine
seismic and exploration work would be executed, followed by an option to relinquish
the permit, to withdraw or formaU.y declare the intent to drill an exploratory well
within the next two years.

During the summer of 19&0, Union Texas planned and directed a seismic
reconnaissance campaign which was duly executed. In the course of it, an innocuous
incident took place that was to have dire consequences,

The Ministcx of Mines and Geology of Conaltry in an action entirely separate
fxotn our joint venture, had contracted with a non-American aerial xeoonnaisnance
firm to conduct an aerial survey of the entire country, both onshore and offshore.
The non-American local manager of that firm took it upon himself to go to Bissau to
res}nest authorization to implant a navigation station on the Island of Orangio. Bissau
adopted a hosstQe pcsstuxe, clsuming that the water in which unsaid firm wss to
conduct its survey was theirs, theirs alone and that no one was to conduct a survey
of any kind in those offshore areas. Theze were news media reports of mobilization
of thc Armed Forces, of a march onto the land boundary � of the Air Force being
pieced on alert, etc�and I, personally, and the Axnerican Oil Genpany, were of course
erroneously accused by Bissau of having precipitated a boundary dispute.

Meanwhile, the seismic campaign having been completed, I returned to the home
office irs Houston and discussed the situation with management. There was little or
no recourse against the aerial firm. We had great confidence in our project
evaluation. Further, we felt protected and secure under the provisions af the
convention, which guaranteed the limits of the permit axot. But the vitupcrations of
Bissau had been picked up by the State Depsxtsrsntt. The UA Axnbaassdors to both
Eissau and Conakry had repccte4 the happeninls.

ln csssence, the issue now was that a disputed axes had been created by Bissau; snd
Union 'Texas Petroleuxn, an American aorporation, held petxnleuxn rights in that
disputed area. The State Deyaetnlnt, as it logically and diplomatically does in all
s'unilar cases, hsd but one xssxstrse which was to inform Union Texas that thexc was
a bouxsdary dispute; there were three,ts and mertatxsc prceection could not bc given to
American nationais or American interests; ergo cease all activities in the disputed area
until the dispute is settled. For illustrative purposes note that in 1983, as Petro
~ moved a rig onto their Senegal permit, Bissau which also claimed that area
eat in their last two MIGs to scare away the platform-it worked On the way back
to the airport both MIGs crashed, out of fuel.

That position of the State Delstrtment was not, of course, an endorsement nor a
gment on the merits of the dispute, nor should it have been. But it did create a

conflict for us in that we could no longer execute our full contxssctuai obligations
under the convention,
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DEVELOPMENT OF A POSITION

To support the veracity of our position and shnultaneously to develop negotiation
arguments for our joint venture partner in Conakry, ie, the government, a legal
opinion was sought from outside counseL As mentioned previoudy, I had been on the
periphery of other boundary disputes in other parts of the world and in that
connection had become acquainted w'ith Mr. Pietrowski. Mr. Pietrowski and his firm
were subsequently retained by Union Texas ta prepare an opinion on the boundary
which would assist the government in its efforts to reach a negotiated settlement of
the dispute. That legal opinion was delivered to the Administrative Council of the
Societe m March 1981. The ccst thereaf was treated as an additional
acquisition/exploration cost with, of course, many regrets as to its necessity. I was
deeply involved in the research, translation, analysis and compilation of that
document. Mr. Pietrowski and I unearthed archives from Paris to London, Lisbon and
Washington.

During the years 1981, 1982, and 1983, several negotiation sessions took place
between the two sovereign governments, The legal opinion was, in the main, the oil
company's prinrs.ry contribution. Hawever, the chief negotiator for Conakry was
Isrnael Tours. He was also the Minister of Mines and Geology, and the Chairman of
the joint venture, so by the convention: "my boss."

Increasingly, he sought my advice an the boundary matter. My foremost concern,
of caurse, was the proper execution of the contractuaL obligations under the
convention and the preservation of the permit in its original dimensions. I tried to
remain highly sensitive to the fine line between meddling in sovereign matters and
my fiduciary obligations under the convention. I explained to Minister Tours that
arbitration was not merely three wise men sitting around a coffee pot and settling a
family quarrel but rather an event grave in political implications and loaded with
economic consequences, not only in oil but in any other commercial ventures in
which Guinea was then or could become involved.

In the summer of 1981 we executed a second seismic campaign, planned and
ordained in Houston, to detail the results of the previous year. There was no overlap
between the zone which we considered to be of interest and thc alleged disputed area.
The execution of the campaign was quite peaceful.

ln late spring 1982, Union Texas farmed out a large percentage of its interests
under the convention to Superior Oil Company. I continuml on as general manager of
the joint-venture in Conakry.

That summer, in August 1982, at a meeting of the Administrative Council in
Conakry, the Foreign Partners Liftml the drilling option and officially declared their
intention to drill a well during calendar year 1983, after the completion and
interpretation of a short highly detailed seisrmc program to be executed immediately
and completion of the logistical support base then in full construction.

Again, we executed what had been planned by Houston. Notwithstanding the
most extreme claim of Bissau, the site of the seismic activity was still quite a distance
from the alleged contested area. Nonetheless I was invited to come to the U5.
Embassy where the Ambassador informed me of "rumblings" in Bissau, as reportei by
his colleague there. Maps in hand, I showed that we had heeded thc request of
Washingtan.

TWO CRITICAL HAPPENINGS

The responsible Minister of Bissau, Cruz Pinto, came to Houston on or about
December 8, 1982, to offer his petroleum prospects to the industry. While he was in
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town, he wss told that the companies operating in Guinea had planned no activity
north of the 225' demarcation line claixned by Guinea Bissau as the true boundary."

Secondly, perhs,ps with a causal relationship. on December 29, while! was in
Houston, Conakxy's MinbMr of Mines and Geology, Isxnsel Touxe, signed a document
with Cruz Pinto, in Bissau, whereby the two Guineas agreed to subroit the boundary
dispute to arbitration. The negotiations hsd failed to resolve the dispute and both
governxnents had chaexx to refer the matter to an international arbitration tribunal.

The decision to go to arbitration was not without disadvantages. By going to
arbitration, Guinea clearly jaopardized the limits of the permit area that were
guaranteed by the convention. In fact, we now had a non-perxnit permit. If you
keep in mind that size alone ia an important element in the evaluation of the
econoxnic parameter of a play, you can understand that this document signed in
Bissau inherently upset the baLance between petroleum risks and eventual economic
benefits; that very balance which had been so carefully negotiated and agreed to at
the time of the convention. Also, that document was executed without ~tation
or cooxdination with the Foreign Partnexs and woxst of all without benefit of proper
legal counseL We, the Foreign Partners, could no longer fulfill oux obligations
vis-a-vis the Guinean Partner. We negotiated a suspension of the drilling obhgation
antil final settlement of the dispute and a document. to that effect was signed st a
meedng of the Administrative Council in August 1983.

THE ARBIT3bkTION

The agreexnent to arbitrate. the precise questions to be decided, and certain
procedural aspects of the arbitration were set forth in a document, the "Compeymh
O'Arbitxage," signed in Bissau on February 18, 1983. The arbitratoxs rendered thei~
deciskrn on February 14, 1985, three days short of two years. perhaps setting a xecoxd
for such action.

The two superbly-qualified lawyers of this panel who participated in the
arbitration will address the legal happenings of these two years. I have merely set
the stagL

OHIKR TBAELY WANTS

f should perhaps also note several other events that occurred during them
challenging times. There were changes of government in each of the two countries
involved, both brought about by pxactically bloodless coup d' Etat. The worMwide
petroleuxn ezploxstion clixnate went fxom hot to cool as a. result of the econoxnics
evolutioL.

All of this started in 1979 with one oil company negotiating on friendly business
terms with one sovereign governxxunxt. Amt's two entitiea. Then came a catalyst, the
aerial surveying acrobat; his visit to Bissau precipitating a very haxsh White Paper
and a bona fide boundary dispute-that's number three and four. Then came the State
Department; that's number five.

Then the legal opinion, that's six. 'Ihe Compmxnis, the legal ~ the Nd hoc
tribunal, the judges, the friendly meddlers, the press, that's seven, eight, nine entities,

Each. and every one nibbled at the contxol of the permit area, obxtructed, in many
ways, the execution of the mark obligations, and destabilired the negotiated.
equilibrium of the convention.

Meanwhile, as the yeaxs wexe going by, money was invested in normal
exploration activities and logistical preparation for the first well, the exploration
clixnate turned cold, the play that had begun in euphoria beatxne a bit of a headache,
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the good beuum less attractive, the unattractive bad and the bad objectionable.
Today, 5 I/2 years after signature of the convention, thc obligation to drill a well is
still unfulfilled.

RESULTS

So fax, nothing has been lost but time, some money, and some opportunities.
After the failure of the inter-governmental negotiations, arbitration was a far better
solution than whatever was in second or third place. Peace has prevaiIed, the
neighbors have remained friendly, and their respective struggle for development goes
on. The joint-venture did work, snd the Foreign partners have done their part, The
Guinean Partner has officially stated its happiness with the outcome of the
arbitration.

In concluding, I would like to Identify a few suggestions related to the subject
matter of this case study. While these suggestions were inspired by this affair, they
were not all forseeably a part of it.

When faced with a boundary dispute, a decision to act or not
to act must be made as early as possible � the earlier, the
cheaper and perhaps the better. Regrettably, that decision
must be based on value judgments and not on binary facts
that can be cycled through a computer. This is a bit tougher
than it seems; many uncontrollable factors will Impact on the
future; and the economic equilibrium may be affected.

If you decide to act positively, to stay on, do your utmost to
bring in competent legal counsel as early as possible. Even the
meet developed countries, including the U8 avail themselves
of the services of the handful of international legal experts on
boundary matters, Be cautious as to the selection of the
judges who will sit on the Tribunah Pay close attention to
the educational aspects of arbitrating the dispute. These
disputes are arbitrated in a legal and procedural context
seemingly known by all but, in fact, mastered by very few.

Should it be necessary, depending on your part of the world,
you may consider providing some or all logistical and
coordination support, such as: research, geography, carto-
graphy, history, translations, typing, reproduction, aerial and
satellite photography and interpretation thereof; and coor-
dins.tion of the legal and teclmical teams � most oil companies
have such in-house capability, and providing that service wiU
give you some control.

Treat a boundary problem as you would any other problem
that impacts negatively on your permit � a dry hole, a
blowout, a windfall profit tax, imposed changes in price or
production rate, nationalization~ you work international oil,
you should go at it with your eyes open.

Accept that today 75 percent of the world maritime
boundaries are not finally settled by treaties and that the 25
percent that are may not be much better off. Think of
Euxope as mapped before World War I, after it, and as it is
today.
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Thc dispute will eventually be resolved Your beha.vior, your
contributiona, will be remembered by the host country and
may affect the nature and duration of your relationship. It is
desirable to take a position and to stick with it,

If you have a contract or convention with one country, and
another country disputes your pertnit area, don't ever, ever
talk with the other country. First, you'd be tneddling directly
in relations between two sovereign nations, and second, you
will be caught at it. Whatever you say will bc used. by the
disputing party if they sce some gain out of it.

7.

LEGAL PEAS'PZCTIVE ON THE
GUINEA/GUINEA BISSAU DISPVTE

ROBERT F. PIETR0%'SKI, JR RSQ.
Bracewdl 4 Patterson

Was7dagtoe, Dl..

In January of 1983, I was in Manila when I received an urgent telex from Mr.
WaJsh saying that Guinea and Guinea Bissau were about to sign an agreexnent to
arbitrate atsd asking that I return to the United States at once to diacua the xnatter.
Accordingly, I flew back to Washington, where I met with Mr. Welsh and members
of thc oil company's legal dcpartxttcnt. Because the aontenta of an agreement to
arbitrate can have grave ~uenccs for the ultimate outcome of the arbitration, we
prepared a mensorandum cxplainung what ahouM be in the aipeexnent, as well as
what should not be in it. Mr. W'sjsh then took this memorandum and returned to
Gmakry, arriving there on the evening of February 18. Hc got thcxe about six hours
too Jate. Early the saxne day, the Governments of Guinea and Guinea Bissau had
signed an agreement, submitting their boundary dispute to arbitration.

As it stands today, the dispute between the xwo Guineas is over. I%ere is a
young, pragmatic, well-disposed new government in Conakry. Union Texas which
begat Superior which begat Mobil is or are the highly capable and coxnpctcnt Foreign
partners in the yint venture. The permit is now a little bit smaQer, perhaps, but
there is security of tenure, which morc than xuakcs up for thc lost area.

Recently Mr. Murray, President of Mobil, expressed his views in Tbsp Magazine
saying, and I paraphrase: now that oil supplies are plentiful, this is the time to look
for more oil in this favorable exploration climate, so as to prepare for the future

So perhaps everything is going to be for the best. I am thrilled to have been a.ble
to share in that adventure. I wish all concerned the best of luclr.
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THE TRIBUNAL

The arbitration agreement itself did not name the judges who would decide the
case, but instead allowed 30 days for the parties to agrcc on two judges, and for those
judges to select a third judge to act as president of the tribunaL

As it tumed out, it took several months for the tribunal to be constituted.
Guinea nominated Judge M'Baye, who had recently been elected to the World Court
from Senegal. This choice was acceptable to Bissau. Bissau nominated Mohammed
Bedjaoui, Algeria's Judge on the World Court, and this was agreed to by Guinea.
Judges M'Baye and Bedjaoui then selectei Manfred Lacha, Poland's Judge on the
World Court, to be President of the tribunal. The tribunal was thus constituted on
October 14, 1983.

THE LEGAL ~ AND STAFF

During the time that the tribunal was being constituted, the legal delegations of
Guinea and Guinea Bissau were being assembled. I was asked to come to Conakry by
Ahmed Sekou Toure, the President of Guinea. After discussing the case with the
President and his advisors, we began to put together the team that would present
Guinea's case. That team would eventually include lawyers from France,
Switzerland and the United States � including Professor McDougal and his colleague
from Yale Law School, Michael Reisman. We also brought in several geographers,
including Dr. Alexander, who did much of Guinea's cartographical work and also
appeared as an expert witness in the oral proceedings. And we werc very fortunate
to have the services of Stan Aquarone, who actei as a procedural and administrative
consultant when we set up offices in the Hague. Stan had been the Registrar of the
World Court for many years, and his advice on procedure and matters relating to the
internal politics of the tribunal proved invaluable, Finally, because the case was
being conducted in three languages, we retained transistors, interpreters, and a special
multilingual secretarial pooL

PREPARING THE CASE

Coordinating the work. of various lawyers and experts who are scattered over
four countries is obviously not the easiest of jobs. Fortunately, most of us, including
Professor McDougal and Dr. Alexander, had worked together on other cases in the
past. This fact contributed greatly to the overall efficiency of Guinea's preparation
of the case. And, as it turned out, efficiency became critical because of the very short
time periods established by the agreement to arbitrate. Under the terms of tha.t
agreement, the parties had a maximum of four months from the date on which the
tribunal was established to file and exchange memorials and a maximum of three
months from thc date the memorials were exchanged to file countermemorials.

Guinea started the case with one major advantage: Guinea's lawyers, working for
the joint venture in 1980, had cornplcted much of the necessary research a.nd
preparation of arguments long before the case was formally submitted to arbitration.
When France and Portugal pulled out of Conakry and Bissau, respectively, they left
little behind in the way of documents. Consequently, virtually all of the colonial
documents relating to the disputed offshore area were located in national libraries and
government archives in Paris, Lisbon, London and Washington, Copies of all of these
documents were obtained while we were preparing the opinion for the joint venture
in 1980. Thus, a great deal of time was saved when we began preparation of the
memoriaL Also, ironically, some of the documents which were obtained in 1980
would have been unavailable after the dispute was formally submitted to arbitration.
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This wss due to the sensitivity in the French and Poxtuguexe foreign offices to the
political implications of thc case, after the case was submitted to arbitration.

Guinea also started the case with two major disadvantages. First. its claim, on
the surface, was somewhat ixnplausible for several reasons. Whereas Bissau's claun
was based on equidistance � the mast frequ.ently employed xnethod of maritime
boundary delimitation-Guinea's ciaim was based on a 19th century oalonial treaty
between France and Portugal. This treaty established the land boundaries between
Portugucsc Guinea snd the surxounding French colonies, including French Guinea. It
also referred to a lin» running out to sea for a distance of slmast 90 miles along the
parallel of 10' 40' north latitude. It wss this line which Guinea clauned es its
maritine boundary with Guinea Bissau. There was no precedent in the contemporary
law of the sea for such a boundary.

The plain language of the treaty clearly could be construed to mesxx that the line
described therein was intended to be a maritixne boundary. But that bmguage could
also be construed ta the effect that the line wss not intended to be s boundary, but
simply a line of reference for purposes of allocating islands. Unfortunately, the
records af the treaty negotiations and the subsequent conduct of France and Portugal
shed little light on the intended purpasc af thc line in question. None of the other
l9th ocntury treaties by which the European powers carved up Africa puxpaated to
establish a maritime boundary of any kind. Compounding the problem was the fact
that Guinea itself did not claim the treaty line as a maritime boundary until 1980.
Indeed, from 1964 until 19SO, Guinea claimed an entirely different line as its
maritime boundary.

The other major disadvantage confronting Guinea st the outset of arbitratian
umcerncd the oil concession. Boundary cases by their very nature invite the tribunal
to compromise the overlapping claixns, Yet Guinea did not claim beyond the northern
limit of its oU concession. The concession. wss bounded on the narth by the hne
described in the 1886 treaty and clsixned by Guinea as its maritime boundary, Thus,
to the extent that Guinea's claim would be compromised by thc tribe@ Guinea wes
always certain to lac part of its concession. Our job ss Guinea's lawyers was to
suggest to the tribunal a compromise that would do minunum hsrxn to the concession,
and would keep the arcs of interest within the ju,risdiction of Guinea.

Guinea had appointed ss its agent in the case its Minister of Justice, Dr. Sekhe
Gunaxa. As agent, Dx. Camara hsd overall responsibility for the cae. However, Dr.
Gemara had participated in neither the negotiation of the arbitration agreement nor
the boundary scttlexxlnt negotiatioaa Nor had the government of Guinea ever been
Involved in an international arbitration of this type before. Thcxefore, in addition to
pxepaxing the case, we had to devote considerable time to educating the government
about the arbitration fmxesx and what to expect in terms of a result

Thc parties exchanged menxorials in the Hague in January of 1984 and
immediately began working on the countermemorials. Theo, at about six o' clock the
morning af March 26, I received a phone call from Michael Reismaa wha had just
heard an the news that Guinea's President, Ahmed Sckou Toure, had died in the
Cleveland Clinic af a heart attack. Telephone cxsxxmunication between Washington
and Gsnakry is virtualiy nonexistent, and even telex communication is pxoblexnatic.
We were able to contact the US. AmbssssLdor in Conakxy through the State
Department and leaxxld that Prime Minister Beavogui had assumed the role of Chief
of Goverxxxxumt, and that Ismael Touxe, thc President's half-brother, continued to serve
as Minister of MixMs 4 Geology.
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Since Ismael had negotiated both the agrcernent to arbitrate and the oil
convention, we assumed that the government would continue to honor its
commitment to arbitrate, and we continued with our preparation of the case. But
then on April 3, there was a coup in Conakry. The military had seized power. The
country's borders were closed, the international airport in Conakry was closed, and
all telex and telephone communications were suspended,

When news began to come out of Conakry, we learned that representatives of the
new government had stated to the UK and French Ambassadors in Conakry that all
international commitments made by the previous government would be honored.
And as soon as the telex lines were opened, I received a cable asking us to come to
Guinea to brief the new government on the arbitration. I phoned Manfred Lachs, the
President of the tribuaal, and told birn that it appeared the new government would
continue with the arbitration, but that certain delays could be expected as a result of
the coup.

When I arrived in Coaakry, I found that the new government had put the
Attorney General, Mamadi Diawara, in charge of thc case. After discussiag the case
with Mr. Diawara aad his staff, Mr. Welsh and I briefed the Prime ~r aad
other members of the Military Council on the case. Once again, we had to go through
the process of explaining what arbitration entailed, thc problems inherent in Guinea's
case, aad how we planned to deal with them. Following this briefing, we received
instructions to continue with thc arbitration.

THE ARBITRATION PROCESS

I returned to Washington and we completel the countermcmorial, which was
filed at the Peace Palace in the Hague on June 8, 1984, The coup in Guinea had thus
caused a delay of only three weeks in the arbitration.

The oral proceedings were conducted in two scssionL The first session ran from
August 21-28, 1984, and the second session from September 10-15, 1984. During this
time, we set up offices at a local hotel ia the Hague. This arrangement permitted aa
around-the-clock operation.

Guinea presented its case in alteraative terms. First Guinea argued that the 1886
treaty established a maritime boundary. Guinea thea argued that the line described
ia that treaty � the parallel 10 4' north latitude � also conformed to contemporary
rules of law governing maritime boundary delimitations, in that it produced an
equitable result in light of all of the relevant circumstances. Realizing that the
tribunal would try aad reach a compromise decision satisfactory to both parties,
Guinea structured its arguments in a way which suggested a compromise that would
leave the important part of the concession intact.

Bissau'a lawyers ~ed � successfully, as it turned out � that the 1886 treaty was
intended only to establish a land boundary and that the raaritime limit described
therein was intended to be used solely as a reference for the allocation of the Bijagos
islands to Portuguese Guinea. As to the maritime boundary, Bissau argued that the
relevant rules of law required thc application of the equidistance methocL

Not surprisingly, the conduct of oil companies ia and near the disputed area
figured prominently in the case. We shipped boxes full of AAPG bulletins and
Petrocoasultants reports to the Hague for use in the oral proceedings, Maps showing
the location of seismic work done in the area were placed in evidence. We repeatedly
emp~ the investmcnt that had been made by Guinea aad the American oil
companies in the concession area. We wantei to imprest upon the tribunal that
Guinea's coactsstion was an accomplished fact which should not as a matter of policy
be undone by the tribunaL
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THE DECISION

The tribunal rendered its decision February 14, 1985. As anticipated, the decision
was a compromise. The tribunal rejected Guinea's argument that the 1886 treaty
established a maritime boundary. It also rejected Bissau's s.rguxnent that equidistance
was applicable. The tribunal delimitecl the boundary in two segments, From the
coast seaward to a distance af about 50 miles, the tribunal adopteI the line in the
1886 treaty, even though it had held that the treaty itself did not establish a
maritime boundary. The remainder of the boundary waa delimitei as a straight line
on an azimuth of 236', which the tribunal pexceived as being normal to the general
direction of the coast. This result gave Guinea about 60 percent of the axes in dispute
and Bissau about 40 percent Guinea retained about 80 percent of the disputed oil
concession, including the entixe area of interest

LEGAL REASOMNG AND EXPERT TESTIMONY

I am going ta ask Pxafesaar McDougal to comment on thc legal reasoning
employed by the tribunal, and the implications of the award for the solution of other
maritime boundary disputes. Before doing so, however, I would ask Dr. Alexander to
say a few words about the technical presentations made by the parties. Dr.
Alexander appeared as an expert witness for Guinea, testifying to the effect that
there was no precedent in State practice for the equidistance boundary claimed by
Bissau.

We survived efforux of opposing counsel to have him disqualified on the novel
theory that if he was on the payxall of Guinea's lawyers, he could not possibly be an
objective expert. His testimony was instrumental in establishing that equidistance did
not produce an equitable result when applied ta the geographical situation of Guinea
and Guinea Bissau.

TECIINICAL PRESE%TAT IONS

LEWIS hL ALEXANDER
Lhrector
Center for Ocean Irfanagernent Studies
Vnlverslty of Rhode Island
ICtngston, Rhode Island

MARITllm BOUNDARY MAPS

I would like ta emphasize three points associated with the maps we used in the
Guinea/Guinea Bissau case. First was the difficulty we encountered in finding an
adequate base map which would show in some detail the ~ features af Guinea
aud Guinea Bissau, particularly in the area where their land boundary reaches the
coast, and yet would aisa show the extension of the claimed maxitime boundaries out
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to 200 miles offshore, In the end we had to have a special map prepared by the
cartographers we were using in Washington.

A second problem was related to agreement with the cartographers serving with
the Guinea Bissau delegation as to the final map the Court would use in delimiting
the boundary amved at in the judgment. What ellipsoid would it be based on?
What projection should be used? What about the vertical datum? There are French,
British, Portuguese, and US. charts of the coastal area. Within the boundary area the
coast is low and marshy and the features are subject to periodic change as sedimen.t is
deposited in the shallow waters by the Geba, Compony and other rivers, and then
later is subjected to erosion, The exact location of coastal features, as shown on the
various charts, was of particular importance to Guinea Bissau, since some of the
features were used by them as basepoints in dctcrmining the equidistant type
boundary � which they favored,

The third point is that we had with us at The Hague what I felt was a
spectacular display of specially prepared maps, illustrating graphically the injustice
which would be wrought on the people of Guinea, should the Court rule in favor of
Guinea Bissau's boundary claim. Many of the maps were transparent overlays and I
personally believe that our cartographic materials, some of which we managed to
leave on display even after our presentations, may have helped our cause
considerably. Guinea Bissau, I might note, had no special maps whatever.

One final comment. Maps are by no means neutral. Different projections show
different perspectives of reality. Notions of concavity and convexity of a coastline
can be displayed through judicious selections of end points of a curving line, Certain
colors can carry a particular message. All this is part of what a geographer, many
years ago, referred to as "Cartohypnosis."

T11E EVOLUT1ON OP /rf AR1T11PCE BOVNDARY LAW

MXRE5 S. McDOUGAL
Sterling Professor of Law, Emerlhu
Yale Law School
New 11aven, Connecrkut

INTRODUCTION

My commitment to Professor Alexander for today was simply to respond to what
I might hear. I am grateful to Mr. Pietrowski and Mr. Walsh for having invited mc
into this Guinea/Guinea Bissau case. It was a fascinating case and to watch it unfold
was a tremendous pleasure for a teacher. My assignment is to locate this decision in
the larger context of all the different cases that were referred to this morning and to
make projections into the future. In order to do this I will, in some measure, have to
recount the same history that Professors Clingan and Alexander and Mr. Hoyle have
given you. I will, however, give a very different emphasis to some of these cases.

It is my thesis that this law on boundary delimitation is not nearly as
complicated or difficult as has been made to appear. The law has evolved in very
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s:nsible and reasonably clear patteras. The problem ia, however, an extraordinarily
important oae for the reasons we heard this morning. ie the probable future
~ty of oil and the importance of finding out as quickly as passible what
raeurces there are in the ocean+

Lct me ssy, preliminarily, that I can speak to you either as a hired gun or as a
mholar. Frankly, I have played both sides of the street and still have clients on both
sidea Hence, I think I caa present the problem in a fairly objective way.

THE DWrELOPMKNT OF BOUNDARY LA%

I w'ould begin some 20 years ago. I had a client that happened to have many
islands ci~ to the shore of another State. This client wanted to establish that the
boundary ran between these islands and the coast of the other State. We went into
the Irrecodcats and the prior decisions aad discovered that equidistance was
predoruinantly the rulc that was rexsnmcnded in mast damioas and in most
writinga. This recommendation cxtcadcd from thc seas even into internal waters, in
the ca@, 'of freshwater lakes and rivers. A mediaa line between States with opposite
coasts or an equidistance linc between States with adjacent coasts were the
reccsnnmded solutions. The reason given wss that this produced equality in the
disputed areas and hence a distribution that was equitable. You will find a lot of
authority for this in the pleadings in the Norwegian Fisherics case and elsewhere.

Pert@ Sae Cestgfnsatet Sled Case

Then along came the North Sea Continental Shelf case  the case much discussed
earlier by Profcaer Alexander aad Mr. Doyle!. That case demonstrated that
equidistance was not always equitable. There was a concavity ia the coasts that
would make the share &mnany would get completely disproportionate to what the
Netherlands aad Denmar]c. would get if thc equidistance principle was applied. Ia
this case the Court rejected the equidistanm principle, finding that it was not
customary international law. Thc holding of the Court was, further, that article 6 of
the Continental Shelf Convention had aot become customary international law as
against Germany. The Court reyeted equidistance because, if projections were raade
from the sides of the three States iavolved, the areas of overlap of Coatiaentsl Shelf
in aauud confrontation would produce a most inequitable result as far as Germany
was concerned.  Inequitable because of the size of Germany, the length of Germany's
coLst and many different features!. The Court did not perp~ to state all of the
factors that might affect equity. As professor lexander pointed out, it stated many
faccors but only as illustrative.

incidentally, if you are interested in this history in addition to what was said
this morning, Judge Grcsc in the Gulf of Maine case gave a ccecisc history of the
devant. I mention this because I mould differ with Judge Gros on his
urterpsetation of thc North Sca case, Judge Gros appears to say that the North Sea
case reaffirmed equidistance. It did nothing af the kind It explicitly rejected
equshataacc because of the concavity aad the ensuing inequity. This doctrine of the
case was that the decision ehouM be in mxerdance with equitable principlea Another
exposition of this history, if you are interested in raore detaU is given by Judge ada
in the Tunisia'Libya Case. That opinion has an exceQeat history of the devclopnents
I sm talking about. In aay event, there is in thc North Sea caw aa explicit rejection
of equidistance sad the promulgation of equitable principles as the customary law for
the delimitation of certain sea boundaries.
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UnIred 4'ladon/French Arblrrarfon

The next important case was the UK/French arbitration involving areas in the
English Channel. Again, there are certain points that require emphasis. Britain and
France had agreed upon the equidistance principle at both ends of an area that had
been undelimited. The Court had to delimit a segment between two segments where
the States had already agreed upon equidistance. They had other problems beyond the
first two or three segments involved, but I think thc British argued this case less
persuasively. They didn't argue, as some did 20 years ago, that the lines should be
drawn. between the island and the opposite coast. They agreed that the line should be
drawn behind the Channel Islands not between the Channel Islands and France, and
ao thc Court of course so held, Thc result of the decision was that the Channel
Islands got no Continental Shelf. They got 12 miles which they would have gotten
as underlying territorial sea. Hence this decision gave islands nothing in the way of
a Continental Shelf. This was the first important decision to minimize what islands
get.

Beyond the Channei itself, into the reaches of the Atlantic, thc tribunal variecL an
equidistance line, giving partial affect to certain islands on both sides of the line. But
the tribunal again said thc law was equidistance as modified by special circumstances.
This is a repetition of the provisions of article 6 of tbe 1958 Convention. Article 6
has separate provisions for adjacent States and opposite States, but if you parse out the
words of both provisions it comes down that equidistance is the rule with special
circumstaaces invoked to modify the line that equidistance indicates. I confess I made
the mistake ia studying this case for one client of saying, as the Court said in the
UK/French case, that it makes no difference whctbcr you say equitable principles or
whether you say equidistance as modified by special circumstances. In the
Guinea/Guinea Bissau case I discovered that there was a. difference and I would like
to share this understanding with you because I thiak it is important.

Zquftawe PrkacfpIes or Bqufdlsrance N'odifkd by Special CXrctonsronces

As Mr. Pietrowski indicated, Bissau argued equidistance with a vengeance. They
purported to accept equitable principles, but they told the tribunal that one has to
begin with equidistance. The tribunal has to draw an equidistant line, then go
through all the features of the context asking if this feature or that makes a
difference. Should the tribunaL alter thc equidistant line because of this feature?
They find that this feature does not alter the line. Then they go to the next feature
and ask should one alter the line because of this feature? Then they go to the third
feature, the fourth, and the fifth. The result of this approach is that the cumulative
impact of all factors upon equitableness is never examined in context.

ln contrast, what Guinea recommended was that the tribunal look at all the
features of the context that might affect equity and thea choose an appropriate
method to give effect to the line that the culmination of all the features would
suggest as equitable between the parties. We did not want the tribunal to begin with
an equidistant line and thea cut out every feature one by one as alone being
insufficient for requiring modification. The Court did accept Guinea's recommenda-
tion on this by not beginning with aa equidistant line and by evaluating many
factors.

There is one confusion about equidistance, repeated this morning, that I think I
should clear up. Equidistance is not a criterion of equity. It is a. method of drawing
a line. It may ia some cases indicate equality of division. In many cases, however, it
does not indicate equity, as it does not in a concave situation. There are many
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methods for drawing a linc. One method is thc perpendicular line as used partially
in the Tunima case. Another xnight be parallels of latitude or longitude.

The function of equitable principles is to point to those features of the oontext
that may affect an equitable solution. There was a good deal of confusion about this
in this morning's discussion. Equitable principles requixe thc tribunal to look to the
features that affect an equitable solution. Onc can refer to thee features ss crftsrfa
or as prtndpfes. It xnakes no difference. The cquitablc solution is what you come to
after looking at aII the features in theix total context. There is no confusion in this
language if you understand it. The confusion is in some measure introduced by the
courts themselves. Thus, thc courts keep repeating over snd over "the court cannot
alter nature." Of course "nature" has no meaxung exoept through human pcrceptioas
snd has no legal meaning except thxough legal concepts. Hence, a statement that
courts cannot alter nature is just onc of these noises that fill up opinicuxs. Sixnilarly,
courts often say that they cannot do equity in fact. They suggest that what they
seek are pxecisc rules which will automatically ixuxuxe equity. This again is a bunch
of lammas. It builds upon an old Auxdlnlan notion of law that gives judges litt?e
discreticxa in evaluating the features of a context. Tbis is a notion of law that mast
people have abandoned today. Most people know that rules axe always ambiguous,
incomplete. The function of equitable principles is ro point to features of the context
that xnay effect equity in fact.

There is no machine that can grind out axL equitable solution. What is an
equitable outcome has to be a human judgment. That human judgment is less
arbitrary if the tribunal systexnaticslly locks at all features in context and assesses
their importance to an equitable outcome than if it makes a misguided effort, an
illusory effort, ro worship rulcL Thc whole of thc law of thc ma is in fact based
upce reasonableness as determined in context. K A. Smith pointed this out years ago
snd. Burke and I built a 1,000 page book upon it. This probleru of boundaries is no
different from any other part of the law' of the ses. What E am trying to establish to
you is, even though courts may not always recognize or admit it, we do have today a
good law of the sea about boundaries built upon xelenahleness and genuine equity.

To continue with the development of this law, after the UK/French decision the
sext ixupcxrtant decision wss the Turd!uLCibya ~ The Tunisu~bya case took up
the prescription from the North Sea csee that equitable principles were to be applied
m achieve an equitable outcome. In the meantime this language hsd gotten into the
1982 Conventicm with respect to both the new economic zone and the Continental
Shelf,

En the Tunisia'Libya case the Court said to forget the questicsx of base hnes.
They did not care where the base lixxes were. The important lines wexe thcsxe in the
general direction of the ~ To xeach sn equitable outcome one needs to know
what sxea is to be divided. What are the mugh paxamcters of the area to be divided?
Even though some of the boundary lines had not been drawn with respect to Malta,
Italy smd others, what was the probable axes that the Court was asked. to divide
betwceu Tunisui and Libyan Vfhexe did projecticms from the coast in this area
overlaps The Court was not confxcmtcd with great concavity in this me. Hence it
first chew s line that was roughly perpendicular to the general directice of the coast.
It wmt out amxe distance following an old fishing line that the parties hsd observed.
It xegsxded the way the parties had behaved, ss a part of equity. As it got out a
little further it said this is getting just a Iitt1e too cicse to the coaK on the left, so we
will vary off of an equidistant line. It established a lixl that it thought produced a
relatively fair Axiom between Libya and Tunisia
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Another point in this case I wish to emphasize is that the Court gave only half
weight to the Kerkennah hlands. These are huge islands, much larger than the
Bijngos Islands, off the coast of Tunisia. The Court gave only half effect to such
islands in drawing its final equidistance line. The important point wns the emphasis,
all through the opinion, on equitable principles as pointing to features of the context
that might affect equity. In this case the Court stuck pretty much to physical
features,

Now we come to the Guinea/Guinea Bissau case. As counsel for Guinea, if I hnd
been asked to contest the case further, I would have concencrated on the first half of
the opinion where the tribunal dispcsed oF the 1886 hne. I think the tribunal did
mishandle itn interpretation of the 1886 line, The interpretation of international
agreements is not, however, one of the problems that this conference is primarily
concerned with and I will not linger on the point.

Let us turn to the second half of this opinion  which will I hope soon be made
available to you in Internaxioxxal Legal PIaxerkzls!. Here the tribunal sought to
establish a line in accordance with the international law of the sea. The tribunal did
follow the procedures for boundary delimitation that Guinea recommended rather
than thee recommended by Guinea Bissau. I have no desire to make invidious
comment upon either the decision or the opinion. Judge Lnchs, the President of the
Tribunal, a former President of the International Court of Justice, is one of the
world's greatest international lawyers. Judge M'Baye and Judge Bedjaoui are two of
our most distinguished and deeply dedicated scholars nnd statesmen. The opinion in
the case is highly sophisticated, exhibiting an extraordinary level of professional
craftsmanslup. I intend to criticize ic in certain aspects in a few moments, but I want
it known that I do tremendously respect the craf tsmanship and creative
statesmanship with whi~h it was done,

The tribunal began by preliminarily identifying the area that had to be divided,
and it focused upon the area that Guinea had recommended between certain paxallels
of latitude. The area selectel projects outward From the land boundary between
Senegal and Bissau in the north to that between Sierra Leone and Guinea in the south.
This was roughly the axes with which the tribunal had to concern itself.

The tribunal then considered what might be the relevant law, and ended up with
the content of the 1982 Convention � that is equitable principles to achieve an
equitable solution. It rejected equidistance as the relevant law and as the xelevant
beginning point. Its inquiry was not to begin and end with equidistance. It intended
to examine all the relevant features of the context.

The first features of the context the tribunal examined were the geographic or
physical. The coasts in question wexe of adjacency, not of opposite position. The
coasts exhibited a concavity, just as in the North Sea case. The only quarrel that I
might express is that the tribunal did not sufficiently emphasize this concavity. The
1886 Treaty line dropped down at least ten miles below the parallel of laticude that
would xun out fxom the land boundary between Guinea and Guinea Bissau. Counsel
for Guinea thought ten miles down for two hundred miles out was enough concession
to make for the pxesence of the Bijagos Islanda The tribunal, however, did not agree.
It ran the line out to the island of Alcatraz, because everyone bclicved chat island
belonged to Guinea It gave Alcatraz no territorial sea whatsoever to the north. The
1886 Treaty line was two miles north of Alcatxnz. The tribunal did say it would
give Alcatraz a 12-mile territorial sea to the west, Hence it ran its line for 12 miles
beyond Alcatraz on the course of the the 1886 Treaty line. The tribunal proceeded
then to drop a line roughly perpendicular to the general direction of the coast to
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complete the required distance, One of thc reasons the tribunal gave f' or dxawing the
line in this way was that any other line would encroach upon Bissau because Senegal
might get a line running in the same general direction, perpendicular to the crNst,

Bissau. Bissau was claiming a line on the parallel of latitude in the north, ss
Guinea was claiming in boch the north and south. The line aught by Guinea would
bs an encroachment only if the tribunal assumed that the line between Bissau and
Senegal wss going to be something other than the parallel of latitude. Thc tribunal
said chat though Guinea had announced that it would give the paxaQel of latitude to
Sierra leone, that announcemcnt might not necssxarily stand. Guinea might change.
and drop its line down in the same perpendicular to the direction of the coasL

It should be noted, thus, that the tribunal in coming to its decision as to what
wss aa equitable solution in this case presumed two lines that hsd not been
authoritatively drawn. I would criticize the tribunal's perceptions of equity both on
ics failure co give complctc effect to the tremendous concavity and for dropping this
cutoff line on the basis of the two presumed lines that right ultimately be drawn
very differently.

The tribunal came next to the criterion of proportionality. Guinea has a coast
line about 20 mules longer than that of Bissau. The tribunal came up with exactly
equal coast lines by measuring around the Bijagos Islands. This wss to give sn almost
coxnpleca effect to these islands, instead af minnsxizing them as islands wexe
xclinixnized in the Tunssia'Libya case, in the UK/French case, and in other cams. The
Biygas Islands were given ~ equality for determirUng pxcyortionality in leqph
of coastline.

Though I would disagree with the tribunal's evaluation of xnany features, I
wouM emphasize that it did employ the correcc appxcssch. It began without
pre-weighings, looking at sll the potentially relevant features of the context. h then
chose s meched of delimitation that it felt would give effect to thc significance of aQ
these featurcL What it mught was a genuinely equitable solution as between the
psrtieL

The Cuff of Nahae Gsss

This brings us co the Gulf of Maine case. I have for a variety of reasons
pxitx atty studied the opinion of Judge Gms and reed a number af articles. I have not
parsed the majority opinion as carefully as I will eventually attempt co. But
apparently thc Caurt did state the law to be the same that we have just been talking
about equitable principles to reach an equitable ouxnoxne. I have heard this case
dimmed by counsel on both sides at least twice. I was at The Hague on another case
 the Nicaraguan caw! at the time the decision on thc Gulf of Maine carne down. The
thing that astonishes me is that the ultimate line drawn was m nearly an equal
division between the last claims of the parties, The Court would appear to have
drawn the linc, as scsncone suggested eaxlier, to "split the baby. The various features
of the context could have been examined to justify this decision. This is the only
wsy esne cssuid account for taking inco account the Bay of Fundy for determining
pn~rticsaality of coastline. Proportionality is supposed to depend upon the length of
cessna that xnay overlap.

In terms of future law I do not think the Gulf of Maine case adds much of
Unpofcsnce. I think. amtrary to what was said earlier, this wiU not be a preceden.t
for future decdsionL It could bc che last cue whexc one gets a unified hearing for a
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Continental Shelf and a simpie fisheries zone. The Court was not purporting to
decide the ncw economic zone in the Gulf of Maine.

In the future the great run of cases may require consideration of unified
boundarieL It is a littte absurd to offer policies that treat differently resources in the
water, on the seabed, and beneath the seabed, even as in the language of the 1982
Convention. The features that will be relevant to equity, to achieving an equitable
solution with respect to the new economic zone will be somewhat different from
those relating to the Continental Shelf alone. The courts will have to include more
economic and social considerations. Thus far the courts have been very reluctant to
consider economic features. In the Tunisia/Libya case they explicitly rejected such
features, saying that these are too changeable. It can be expected that in the future,
States will demand a comprehensive and systematic examination of aQ the relevant
features of the context of any controversy.

CONCLUDINO REMARKS

Let me in conclusion say a few more general words about the future I do not
despair of the future law of the sca as do some of our speakers. I am not sure that
this 1982 Convention, as such, will ever become law, will ever be ratified by enough
States to make it the law. I have grave doubts whether the United States will ever
ratify. I happened to hear Senator pell's concluding remarks when we came in this
morning. I think he is abour. as fat from reality now as he was on the value of a
law of the sea conference 19 years ago, I think most of thc important provisions in
this 1982 Convention, apart from the deep seabed, are already customary
international law. When policies genuinely serve common interest they have a way
of becoming customary law and working themselves pure in terms of common
interest, through a process of reciprocity and retaliation in a continuous flow of
many different kinds of decisions and communications, I think that future boundary
delimitations will invoke the language of articles 74 and 83 of the 1982 Convention
that require the use of equitable principles to achieve an equitable solution. Equitable
principles will be made to refer not only to geographic features but to many
economic and social considerations. If States cannot agree among themselves on what
is an appropriate fusion of these features into an equitable outcome they will have no
alternative except to go to third party decision-mak.ers, such as the International
Court of Justice, or to a Chamber of the Court or to a epecialiy constituted tribunal.

Almost all law requires the judge to examine a complex set of circumstances, a
complex set of facts, and to come to a decision which is reasonable. There are no
rules that can compel these decisions. The rules merely point to facts and state
general policiea In a democratic community, cherishing pluralistic values, the rules
will always be complementary and they will always be incomplete and ambiguous.
A law is human judgment that seeks to clarify and secure the common interest of
the people in a community. I do not regard the search for common interest as a
defeatist enterprise. I think, however, that if I represented the United States in an
important boundary delimitation I probably would not go to the whole of the
international Court of Justice. Since the Nicaraguan decision I do not have quite as
much confidence as I once had in izs ability to come to a legal conclusion in common
interest. I think I would go to a panel of that Court or I would set up a special
tribunal where I could join in picking the judges, It ls important to have judges who
will look at every feature of the context and will try to clarify and secure the
common interests of all the parties to the litigation.
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Case Study in Jurisdictioml Zs,m.es

Now that we have heard a global pemgective on the ContixMntal Shelf in terms
of the defimtion oF the shelf, the resources, some ixxternational public policy issues
and Ixlternational shelf boundary concerns, we will be narrowing our perspective to
the United States Shelf. In this session we will addxess some particular issues that
arise from the history of regulatory power changes that have occurred between the
FedcxxU and State governments.

As Pxofeaer Clingan mentioned, prior to 1937 state ownership of adjacent tide
and subaxcxged lands, to a distance of three xniies fxon ahore, wss virtually
uaqucstionexL Even though title resided with the states, however, the Federal
gxvernznent maintained some limited powers in relation to national defense aud
coxxuncrue, The contmversy over ownexahip can bc traced back to 1937 with a bill,
promlxted by then-Interior Secretary kkes, declaring the marginal seabed within the
national domain. However, no legislation ar legal action was taken until the 1945
Truxnan Pxoclamation which seemed to be mostly instigated by a desire to control the
xesxuxees, xnainly ail and gas, located on or within the subsoil and «abed of the Shelf.

ia 1953, the passage of both the Submeqpd Lands Act and the Outer Continental
Shelf Lands Acts  Q~%! established a geographic dual federalism" � to use a phrase
coined by D. S. Miller. The CAB~i. soured slate authority out to three nUes and
federal authxmity beyond that on the outer abelf,

%he pendulum ~ in 1972 moxc towards the middle with the pelage of the
Coastal Zaac Management Act  CZMA! which promoted more oooperatioxx or a
colorative federalism"-again a term af Millehs-in OCS development. The 1976

CZb4A Ajmaximenxs and the 197$ OCSLA Amendments reaffirxned this cooperative
xcisteaahp and the greater state mle xn 05C devIJoprncnt.

Sj
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The l984 Supreme Court decision, in Secretary of the Interior v. California,
tha.t oil and gas lease sales are not subject to the consistency provisions in the CZMA�
may be interpreted as a return of the pendulum�reducing the State role in OCS
development.

The issues of CZMA re-authorization with its consistency requirements, and
revenue~aring either in the form of a legislatively-established fund or the division
of 8 g! monies, at least in part emanate from these shifts in regulatory power. A
more detailed jurisdictional history and the other particular issues mentioned will be
the subjects of this session.
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My presentation examines the domestic jurisdictional history as a raqense to
specific interests in the ocean. An overview of selected govexnxnexltal actions during
the periad 194G-1983 will serve as a basis for these observations. In essence I will
argue that we have a single-interest-based jurisdictional record which must confront
xnuitiyie and interconnected issues in thc oem'. Petroleum on the Continental Shelf,
a theme of this conference, is often at the center of these jurisdictional disputes.

MXZVANCE, DESERTION, AND KMKRGKNCK OF INTEXESTS

If jurisdictio is viewed as authority or cantxoI. often with a territorial
componea.t to it, one may reasonably sik what the relevance of interests might bc to
our discussion. The legal framework for donxestic ocean issues is an outgrowth of
interests and at the same time a mediator among interests, As far back as the
Rdailist papers, government in this country has recognized the roles of factions or
gxoulxI of ctuxexN uxutcd wxth ooxnxxum objectxveL' In the ocean settxng today these
gxoups include agnmexcial and recreational fishermen. oil developers, vessel operators,
and waste disposexs. among others. When conshhring an Interest gxou.p, the modifier
special" is often added, and the emphasis is on attempts by forxnaUy organized
private organizations to influcncc public policy. Thus, in jurisdictional. tcxxns the
xestxuxce or activity xcgulated, the geogxaphic axes. and the leveL or agency of
gmrerntneat involved are the results of the interplay of interests before the
LsguLIaxive and Erecutive branches of governxnent. Here I have adopted a procedural
api:mech and will examine the impact of intexcsts on the govexnxnental system.~
~ impacts are recorded in Legislative and Ezccutivc actions over the period
1940-1983,

Before mnaidexlng the recent xecoxd in soxne detail, l would like ta observe that
soxM of the ocean interests I have selected are virtLudly as old as the country. Three
of thexn  Table 1! axe xeflected in legislation enacted during the Late 18th century
within a few years of the founding of the country. They include shipping. security,
and cusuma. Each was focused on facilitating relatiomhips that this country had
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with its neighbors. In the 19th ceatury, fisheries and pollution issues emerged.
During the present century, wildlife, minerals and energy, and research have all been
added to the list of U5. ocean interestL The reflection of interests in the early laws
and executive actions of the VA. indicates the long history of some of these interests,
but it does not illuminate the more xecent periocL

Table 1

Interests and Date of First Appearance
in Federal Legislatioa

Shipping
Security
Customs
Fisheries
Pollution
Wildlife
Miaerals A Energy
Research

1789
1794
1799
1818
1888
1900
1945
1959

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS 1940-1983

This year marks the fortieth anniversary of the Truman Proclamation on the
Outer Continental Shelf. That document clahned subsoil and seabed resources of the
Continental Shelf of the United States. This assertion of jurisdiction had with it a
separate proclamation to establish fishery conservation zones on the high seas around
this country. The course of action initiated in 1945 reached a recent pls.teau thxough
the Reagan Exclusive Economic Zone Proclamation of March 1983. This slice of
history, for tabulatioa purposes considered to be 1940-1983, is the subject of the
paper.

To portray this period I have compiled the principal ocean related laws and/or
executive actions. Fixst, let me indicate my approach to this synopsis. Utilizing the
primary iaterests  ie�shippiag, security, customs, fisheries, pollution, wildlife,
minerals and energy, and research! for each decade, I have tabulatei significant laws
and executive actions that fall within the purview of each specific interest, Ocean
laws have been compiled a nuxnbcr of times aad this task is currently being done by
the Federal Coordinating Council on Science and Technology-Committee on
Atmosphere aad Oceans.s Sorting them by specific interests, xny objective, allows
additional interpretation. By compiling the legislative and executive actions per
decade and displaying them by decade  Fig. 1! one gains an appreciation for the
increasing magnitude of actions within the jurisdictional record of this time period,

Exammiag the historic record, it is apparent that total activity varies from decade
to decade. We can xef lect on the differences between the 1960s, which were called
fhc Decade of Ocean Rhetoric," and the 1970s which were considered "The Decade of

Creeping Ocean Action."' The former decade culminated with the Strattoa
Commhsdon Report and the latter produced the major elements of ocean legislation.
ln contrast, the current decade which is not over yet has produced little rhetoric or
action. However, if oae remains positive, it may become "The Decade of Ocean
Rationalization." Rationauzation, in the best sense of the word, will encompass
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Figure l. Total legislative actions by decade 1940-1983 From
1940 through 1%9 the government, influexaced by oceajx interests,
produced an increasing number of legislative and. executive actions
in each suocesaive decade.

adjuaeaxsnt af coxnpsting claixnL The legislative record or lsd' of it in thc 1980s may
wail be shaped by forces beyond the»e of an individual adxnbnistration Specifically,
if Legislation is viewed as verification of compnxmises among interest groulxx,5 then
the incrcaing nuxnbexs af cJaimants far a finite ocean could well lead m stalemate on
Capitol HiilL In such circumstances alternatives to legislation for mtcrgroup
nxgaciatioa becoxne important. Thc fiveycar pianxxing proces for offshore oil that
wc axe dining is an important forum for just that reason.

In addition to observing the total nuxnbcr of «ctioxxs, we can examine the aznouut
cf activity within specific interests by decade  Fig. 2!. ln exaxxrxce the number of
individual legislative action within a specific interest can be vievwd as an index of
the importance of that interest during the decade. The scale uu the left of thc figure
shows ths dcaules of 1940 to 1980. Thc vridth of the blocks for different decades
iUustxatca the magnitude of activity for the identified interest.

Let xsc xevtew soxnc ma jm clemente of this history. In the 1940a the stage was
act by ths Truxnan ProcIlamations on minerals and fisherics. In the succeeding xhmM
substantial ciexnents of current ~ oil and gas law were provided through the

Lands Acc ax@i OCS Lands Act. Fisheries dcsnlnated in tcxxns Qf
xx»gaitude in both the 1950e and 1960<, In xnx»t cases fisheries prtsnotious within
individual geographic axeas and/or, for specific speciea wcxe the subjects of the laws
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Figure 2. Selected actions by interest and decade 1940-1983.
The width of the blacks shown by the scale in the upper right
indicates the number of actions taken during the decade.

of the era. That piecemeal approach accounts for the great number of fisheries laws.
In the 1960s an interest in curbing ocean pollutian began to emerge, and this interest
dominated in the 1970s with new initiatives on ocean dumping, pipe discharges, and
oil pollution from ships. protection of endangered marine spa;ies, especially
mammals, dominated the wildlife record of the 1970s. Security, customs, minerals
and energy, and research are the least active areas for new iaitiatives as tabulated
here. For some interests, as illustrated, I was not able to find any significant action
within a given decade.

THE SINGLE INTEREST APPROACH

I will now turn to an interpretation of this single interest jurisdictional history
in terms of two concepuc expansion and separation. Expansion of a single interest
may take several forms. First, there is the well-known expansion in area. An
interest that extends three miles may subsequently expand to 12 miles, or more
recently to 200 miles. Geographical expansion has occurred as entities claim certain
rights aver what was formerly unclaimed. Ia addition, aad more commonly ln
recent years, different entities have made competiag claims over the same area.
Boundary disputes reflect this phenomenon, Another pocential example is the
question of state versus federal control of the three- to twelve-mile region around the
United States which may be expressed through expanded state sovereignty or through
revenue~ring.
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A second type of expansion is in the number of interests that effectively claim a
role in the oakum. In the compilation of first occurre~ minerals and energy as
well as research appeared in the 1940-1983 time periacL Continued xefinexxsmt, for
example comxnercial versus recreational fishing, and strengthening of interests may
lead to finer divisicsxs in future policy deliberations.

A third axea of expansion is in thc intensity of usc. Some, but not all, measures
of ~ of the occam show substantial gains in recent years. Beyond that, however,
even the perception of potential future gain through greater um of the oceans is often
sufficient to catalyze groups.

Expansion hss as a corollary thc potential for conflict. US. oil and gas resources
have baca a highly visible central theme in thee discussions. Conflicts over the
~ Zoae Management Act, revenue-sharing, and 8 g3 disbursements-aU topics of
this session � may bc traced to expansion of ocean interests that overlap with offshore
oil interesta My point here is to indicate the jurisdictional backgxound within which
these conflix~ might arise.

Separation, both geographically and functionaUy, is also an important part of this
juiadi~ history. Iu fact separation hes been important, at least in the past, as a
device to satisfy the gxowing number of constituexscieL In tcrnn of functions,
separation is a Iogicsd outcome of how interests are converted into laws and in many
instancsxx, subsequently into governmental pro@nuns. At the outset there is no clear
reaasx for fishermen and oil interests to confer on their ocean objectives. Nox should
aae expect that their objectives should indeed be mutuaL The result is fish Iaw and
txil Iaw as wcU as agencies that reflect thee different ocean interestL 5imiiarky,
Coalixeeional oomxnittees and executive departments seldom have strong incentives to
xatioMLIixc scree interests.

&acti:sutl separation may be bridged by embracing moxe than one interest ixx a
legislative or ~aistrative action. The OCS ~ds Act amendments ccntain such an
example. In preparing the five year plan for offshore oil and gas leasing the
Secretary of the Interior is requixed to cxauxine pxixn~r pxoductivity and
envixcemental sensitivity.' This information which reflects a fishery interest, among
others, ia to be considered along with the interest in oil and gas development.
However, to date this approach has not met its potential to mediate among demands
of diffexent constituencicL

Geographical separation, another attribute of this jurisdictional xtcor4 may be
natural ox man-inducexL In the first instance the highest quality xos~xs or uses
xoay not occupy the same area of the ocean. Fortunately, this is often the case. In
the second csLse, a subtle form of zoning occurs where different users proclaim if not
ex|elusive at least pxefcrxed use of certain parts of ocean space. For example, security
considerations have pxedudcd the ~ of large areas of the Outer Continexttal
Shelf for oil development and have also resulted in the delay and possible rejection of
pint fishing ventures that employ Russian vessels near US. coasnL

THE MUL'HPLE INTX3QST DKLKMI8A

So fax I have avoided confronting directly the multiple interest dilemma that is
integral to this jurisdictional history. Stated simply, this dilemma is recognition of
thc fact that xxMNt aman activities intertwine many intexestL The ocean environment
itself is parts~ly conducive to them interxelaticsxshipL The dilemma comes about
when one considers how the interests either axc or should be interrelated in thc

' anal xecorxL

One may bc either optimistic or pessimistic about resolving the multiple interest
dUemma in the oceans thxough revisions in the jurisdictional framework. The
paeixnish-those who believe systematic large-scale acoznnxodation is uaxeaii!rQc-
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observe that society does not have collectively agreed-upon objectives. Ocean interests
axe united only in some relationship to saltwater, not in any other way
Furthe~ as expansion continues and separation becomes less feasible,
divergence among intexests may become dearer. Stated alternatively, once the outer
limits of the ocean frontiers have been reached, attention wiH increasingly turret to
allocation within that realm. A second discouraging observation is that irrespe~ve
of the political issues, the complexity of the problexn exceeds our abilities
intellectually and adxninlstxatively. A commonly repeated theme allied to this is that
our scientific understanding, w'hile well developed, is inadequate to portray in detail
interactions within and among uses. Finally, there are the arguments that the carts
of adjusting this system will far outweigh the benefits.

comnunity � believe that the ocean may be used as a central focus for jurisdictional
and adxnuxistxative systems. The Stratton Commission advocated a single focus fox
the oceans in the government.' Since that time a variety of agency pn~m3s or
policy and ceordinating groups have appeaxetL The optinrists are supported first by
the interxelated natuxe of the ocean itself. Secondly, one can point to a variety of
stalemates i» government, aspects of oil and gas development being one, w'here the
overlap and conflict between existing policies axe unsatisfactory to aH parties.
Pueceiated with thi ~ is the feeling that present piecemeal solutions, often of a judicixLl
nature, sxe ixLadequate.

What are the realities and where are the xealista7 l believe many of the realists
axe here today. The prtxaxnt xeality is one of small and incremental chaageL One
need only look at the recent debates over reauthorixatioa of the Ccssxtal Ztmxe
Management Act or the balancing provisions of the OCS Lands Act Amendments to
see that the aocornmedatiotN among interests at the legislative level are becaxnixxg
increasingly difficult. An alternative approach, such as an Ezclusive Kazxaxxic Zone
ManaganLent Act, appears distant at best. However, interagency coordinating
committees, memoranda of understanding, and planning pcs~ such as the one that
will be discussed in subsequeat sections of this conference are in my opinion the
fabric of the current xeaUty.

The tash of resolving these conflicting interests is complex and one can orris
wonder whether the current "realistic" approach will indeed be adequate.

1n the Federalist No. 10, Madison describes a faction as "a number of citizens wha
axe united and actuated by some common impulse of passion, or of intense%,
adverm to the rights of other citixens, or to the pexxnanent and aggregate intereetxs
of the annmaxnity." New Fork Pocket November 23, 1787.

Sea James N. Rommu, 1980. The SctcxLtt ac ~y of EoreEgxx Pohcy pp253-283
far a dlmussiaa of the use of society's political priest as a means of identifying
predoxninant lnrexcshL

The xatiacah for the present compilation may be found in Natitxnal Ad;vino~
Committee on Oceans and Atmosphere, May 1984, The Zxcfasfvs Zc~sxafc- Zarae
of the United Statest Sosas Injxscdkrts Policy Issues, pp.93-100.

John Norton Moore..'icpteanber 1976, in an addxtssx entitled Oqyauzuxg for a
National Oceans Pxogxaxn" characterized the 1970s in this way and. referred. to
Senator Expert Holllngs' description of the 1960s.
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See for exantplc VJ3. Kcy Jr�1964, PoDtks, Partes, amf Prcssgrc Grips p.145.

Sects 18 aX2XG! of the OCS Lands Act as Amended. details the Department of
the 1ntcrior's obligations in this regard.

Sce the Rcport of the ConUnisuon on Marine Selene», Engineering and Resources,
1969, Our Aarfos cd rhc Sca, Chapter 7, Organizing a National Ocean Effort
gx227-249.

Aekt~~grntcass. l thank L M. Alexander for proposing a look at the
jursshctianal history af ocean issues and L Juda for conUncnts during preparation of
the. paper. This presentation wss supported by a grant from The Andrew %'. Mellon
Fcendatxm.
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Our country's need for coastal management hsa never been greater at any point in
history than today, Sixteen years ago, thc Commission on Marine Sciences,
Engineering and Resources, better known as the Stratton ConUnilrion, predicted that
man's use of and movement toward coastal areas would continue te inertiae. That
prediction came true beyond the Commimion's cxpectationa.'

Today, our oceans and Great Lakes are horne to more than one out of every toro
Americans. By the year 2000, nearly SO peasant of the US. population wUl h.ve
within sn hour's drive of a seashore or lakefront. In Florida alone, population experts
ctlculate that 5,000 people a week. are streaming to its shoreL And, on a single day,
nearly half a million people will visit California's beaches.

Shoreline construction-ranging from beach. resorts and vacation homes to
waterfront restoration and marines-ia bc@ming. South Carolina has men a 300
percent increase in coa:rtal permitting activities over the last four years. Moat of it is
attributed to a dramatic me in condominium and resort development. Likewise,
residential. and hotel development has expanded in neighboring North Carolina, where
permitting activities have increasll 400 pedant. 'The same is true in Delaware,
Maine, Massachusetts, Mississippi, Ncw HamptLhire, New York, the Pacific territories,
and thc Virgin laULnds. The rebirth of many urban waterfronts aa new centers of
commerce and tourism from New York City to Port Angeles, Washington has also
significantly added to thc use of thc coastal zone.

Support facilities for offshore oil and gas development, commercial fishing, port
and harbor operations, and other industrial uses of the coastal zone axe also escalating.
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Califoxtris alone is expecting $6-10 billion in construction of offshore and onshore ail
and gas facilities within the next decades

The burgeoning growth of ~ uses, although predicted years ago, hss brought
with it unprecedented pressures and demands from diverse, often competing interests.
Conflicts center primarily between water- and non-waterdependent uses of the
~ zone and the need to make trade-offs between protecting natural rerouxces or
expanding econoxnic development opportunitieL These onshore activities, important irr
their own right, axe paralleled by actual or prospective increasrs in offshore activities
such as largesse OCS oil and gas leasing, st-sea incineration of hazardous wastes,
and ocean xnining. Combined, these land-based and ocean-based activities present the
greatest challenge to ~ management yet.

Clearly, the predictions of the Stratton Commission have come true. Uses of the
~ xone are increLslng, Problems of coast management are moving seaward ss
well as tnlaud. flatus, the vrsronary reconUnendatrons of the Comrxu.'rston m 1969.
which called for a governmental framework. to effectively manage the nation's
coastal xone, axe as valid today as they were then.

The Cornreemon's xoxsnmendations became the law of the land in 1972, when
Congress rats~ized the urgent need for fedexai~te cooperation in efforts to

mixe increasing developxnent pressures on the nation's coasts and enacted the
Ctsurtal Zone Management Act  ClZW3.

The ~ rhxcirrxes that it is in the national interest to help rmttes pxemare.
protect, develop and, w here possible, restore ox enhance our nation's corurtrLI resources.
giving full consideration to ecological, cultural, historic, and ~tic values as well
as to needs for ecomlric development. In 1980, Congress unanimously reaffirjrred
that federal comxnitment for five yeaxs.

WHAT LlES MEKU! FOR THE C~QAA7

Despite overwhelming evidence of need snd support, the future of the na~
~ management program xemains uncertain. Most provisions of the D%VL,
unless xeauthorixed by Congress, will expixe on September 30, 1985. What m~
btsAsne of the national ~ management proiparn if Congress is unable to enact
legislation to xeauthorixe the CZMA7 What is the position of the Administration axrcl
the states regarding the extension of the CZMA7 These are certainly questums which
need to be addressed in any presentation on CZMA reauthorization.

lf Congresr is unable to xeauthorize the C;94A, funding authority for federaL
grants to states to maintain their federally~pproved coastal management grroglaxxss
will end. Man.y of the 28 federally-approved state and territorial CZM progntxns

be forced to shu.t dow'n completely. All will be forced to substantially retrace
their CZM effort, eventually leading to unwise, imbalanced, and irresponsi.hie use crf
coastal xtseume.

The ressrlt7 An overall curtailment of planning and regulatory activities dtxe to
lm of staff. Ctestal development permit pxocessring and federal conrristen~
determination reviews would be subject to lengthy delays and/or a lower rate oE
approval due to lack of time and resources to negetiatc or mitigate. litigation is m
likely result- Perxnit monitoxing and enforcement would aha be cut hack Man~
states would be forced to eliminate special management planning effortx, such asr
shore protection, urban watexfrtmt development, dredged material disiesal siting ami
mitigation, water quality irnpxovetnents, public access improvements, and aheUfisr1x
manallemeut. Publir. participaticst programs w'ould hs,ve to be reduced or elitnixratad.
altogether.

In many states, local governments are the recipients of a significant portion trf ~
federal grants money for coastal planning and xegulatory activities to help thesxr
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address resource and land use conflicts on the local level. If federal funds are
significantly reduced, states would no longer be able to share their grant money with
local governments. Without this funding source, local coastal planning efforts, which
arc kcy to state program initiatives, would be severely disrupted. Since coasxai
programs in the territories are funded almost entixely by the federal government, a
reduction or elixnination of federal grants would have an even more serious impact,
Without federal funding, coastal zone management in Guam and other territories
would come to a standstill, just as the island tourist industry and its related' coastal
development are rapidly expanding.

The likelihood of states being able to bear the entire cost of the na.tional coastal
management program � even if appropriate � are genezally not encouraging. This is
based on the projected year-end balances of many coastal state budgets and the
competition over state funds to mitigate anticipated federal budget cuts. Simply put,
if the CZMA is not reauthorized, it would be just a matter of months before the
national coastal management program would be reduced to a few state CZM
programs, operating individually with minimal attention to the national interest to
sustain their federal certification and consistency authority. Is this what we want to
have happen?

THE ADMINISTRATION'S REAUTHORIZATION PLANS

The Administzation supports a three-year extension of the estuarine sanctuary
grants and federal program management but opposes any further continuation of
CZM grants to states after September 30, 1985. To me, the Administration's position
is no better than killing the CZMA outright. The zcsults and impact upon the
national coastal management program would be just as devastating.

ln this year's budget analysis supporting the elimination of CZM grant funding to
states, the Administration attexnptoi to portray federal funding for state coastal
management as "seed" money that is no longer needed or appzopx~~. It contends that
the federal-state coastal management partnership embodied in law has been successful
and is complete, that the coastal management mechanism are fully and equally
implemented by a vast majority of ~ states, and that federal funding can be
withdrawn without undue harm to the partnership.

Nothing could be further from thc truth. In fact, when the Administration
testified before Congress this Spring on the CZMA reauthorization, it had no
information about the fiscal or programmatic impacts on the states in the event CZM
grants were eliminated.

In response to congressional inquiries on this point, NOAA conducted its own
survey of proposed budget cuts on ~ states. The result of this survey confirmed
what the Coastal States Organization already knew, which I have alxeady shared
with you.

THE COA.STAL STATE PERSPECTIVE

Coastal states support the enactment of a strong, multi-year CZMA reauthoriza-
tion. This action would reaffirm the federal government's commitment to states, its
promise to all Americans that the partnership undez the CZMA would continue and
that our nation's coastal resouxces would have the protection and management they so
richly deserve.

Thc resurgence of economic and environmental vitality in our nation's coastal
areas since passage of the CZMA 13 years ago is no coincidence. There have been
many success stories, which I am proud to say axe documented in a report recently
issued by the Coastal States Organization entitled, "America's Const+ Progress and
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Promise." The report describes a record of success achieved by the states to tailor the
CZMA to meet not only their unique resource needs but much broader national
objectives, We have seen the formation and expansion of capital investment in New
York City's waterfronts, the restoration of industrial corridors along the Detroit
River, the protection of 3 million acres of Louisiana wetlands, expanded beach access
in Rhode Island and in other states; the supporting actions to clean up Boston Harbor,
and reduced bureaucratic red tape and permit processing time for coastal projects in
Hawaii. Coastal state management means all this � and more � for the nation.

Over the past decade, Congress has appropriated roughly $1.87 million for the
development and implementation of 28 state CZM programs � an investment which
amounts to little morc than six cents for every man, woman and child in the United
States. It seems such a small price to pay for so much in return.

CONCLUSION

~ tnanagernent is at a craaroada On one hand, the use of our coast has
never been greater. The federal government, on thc other hand, is on the verge of
embarking upon many new ocean ventures which will certainly have far-reaching
impacts on coastal resource+ What can and must be done to face these challenges?

First, we must reauthorize the Coastal Zone Management Act to keep in place the
only comprehensive tool which allows federal, state, and local governments to
manage cooperatively the beaches, bays, wetlands, ports and harbors, estuaries, islands,
and fisheries of our nation's ~ areas.

Second, we must provide adequate funding for the national coastal management
program at both the federal and state levels to enable these governments to meet
fully their obligations under the CZMA.

Third, last year's Supreme Court ruling on the federal consistency provision
should not be allowed to drive a deeper wedge between the federal government and
the states over future uses of thc ocean. Resource management for the oceans, as well
as for the coastline, must be conducted as a federal~te cooperative effort.

It is imperative for Federal, state, and local governments and industry to try to
work together if wc are ever to realize thc potential oF our ocean and coastal
resources. The CZMA and the national coastal management program were founded
on principles of cooperation between government and the private sector. Its success
snd promise are clear, CZM is good government. It has potcntiaL It is the right
thing to do. So, let's get started.

NOTES

Our Nation and the Sea, A Report by the Commission on Marine Sciences,
Engineering and Resources, 1969.

CSO conducted a telephone survey in 19& of 28 states and territories
participating in thc federal ~ Zone Management Program on the impacts of
Federal budget cuts on state coastal programs.
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THE NOAA PERSPECTIVE

JAMES P. BLIZZARD
Depttty Dk.sctor
Offke of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management
Natfattal t'tcsenk and Atmospheric Adtninfstratfon
Vashfagton, DC.

I axn happy to bc herc today on behalf of Dr. Anthony Calio, Deputy
Administrator of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration  NOAA!.
Kahancing the ezchsnge of information on Outer Continental Shelf  OCS! activities is
a laudable goa4 and I connnend the Center for Ocean Management Studies in their
~ fforta,

While I have been asked to speak to you today conoerning the Federal Coastal
Zone Management Act  Ci9AQ I would like to first teH you about some of our
activities relating to thc OCS.

We represent thc Department of Commerce on thc Department
of thc Interior's  D09 OCS Policy Board as an ez-officio
Federal agency member.

We represent NOAA on DOPs two non-energy mineral task
forces-csM with the States of California and Oregon for
polymetallic Sulfides at Gorda Ridge snd one with the State
af Hawaii for Cobalt Crusts in the Pacific.

3. We coordinate OCS coxnxnents for NOAA, and

* Wc encourage», through the ate ~ prcgrazns, state
participation in OCS activities.

To facilitate these stated activities, it is our policy to allow Section 306  of the
CZIdA3 funds to be expended for OCS participation. Further, we, on Congressional
approval wiii be allocating some re~ning Section 308  of the CZMA! funds for
this purpose.

I believe thc answer to those two questions is yeL The CiBAA was enauxi in
1971 to encourage and assist states, territories and the Commonwealths in managing
increasing and competing demands on the um of the nation's coastal areas. Ihe act
established a national program to provide fltuLndal and technical aadsuuLe as well as
policy guidance to states for the establishment of comprehensive ~ zone
management planL Each state's participation is voluntary. The CZMA Amendments
of E976, 1978, and 1980 refined and strengthened the authority vested in the
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Secretary of Commerce to carry out the act's purpose and expanded thc range of
assistance available ta states for developing and implementing coastal zone
management plans.

CZM implementation during the past 11 years has been successfuL When the act
was reauthorized in 1980, 19 states had federally-approved programs. State
structures are now in place to deal with coastal issues and implement
federally-approved coastal management programs in 28 of the eligible 35 coastal
states and territories, covering over 90 percent of the 95,000 mile coastline of the
United States. Virginia has proposed the 29th program, which is currently being
reviewed.

The pragrams' accomplishments are due to the hard work and dedication of state
coastal program staffs, public support, and substantial contributions of time and
money from federal, state, and local governments. From FY 1974-1979, Section 305
program development funds totalling approximacely $70 million were provided to 35
states to develop management programs for federal approval. Of the 35 states
receiving thee funds, six voluntarily chase not to continue to seek federal approvaL
In 1979 Congrcm did not rcautharize Section 305 because thc states had developed or
were well on their way toward developing CZM plans. Similarly, we believe the
purpose of Section 306 program administration grants has been servctL Since FY
1974, 28 states have received over $180 million in administrative funds  Section 306!
from the Federal Government. Twenty-five states' programs have received funding
starting in or before 1980. Grants to 11 of these states began in 1978, and in thc case
of Washington and Oregon, in 1976 and 1977, respectively. We believe that this
ll-year, $250 million federal investment has achieved the goal of the establishment
and implementation of state caesura management programs.

WHERE COULD OR SHOULD THE CZMA BE
STRENGTHENED/WK&~7

The Administration does not want the Coasud Zone Management Act to be
weakcnecL On the contrary, we believe efFective implementation of the CZMA can
continue without the support of substantiaL funding from the Federal Government.

Secttan 306  Coastal Program Admtntstratlvs Grants!

As I mentioned earlier, we believe the purpose of Section 306 program
administrative grants has been served and should not be reauthorizcd. The
Administration's position not to reauthorize Section 306 grants should not come as a
surprise. During the 1980 rcauthorization hearings, the previous Administration
proposed an eight-year phasedown of federal funding. The Congress passed a
supplemental appropriatian at that time based on this phasedown approach.
Beginning in fiscal year 1981, this Administration has, each year, proposed no further
funding for these grants. As part of the grant application process in fiscal year 1982,
states were required to reconsider alternative sources of funding and staff levels
necessary to continue their CZM programs in the absence of federal funds.

State ~ programs have been instituti~ and state and local fiscal
capability to absorb these casts is stronger than that of the Federal Government. In
our opinion, the states have thc resources to continue their CZM programs without
federal funds. The National Governors' Association Report of February 1985 shows
that the states ended FY 1984 with a $5.8 billion budget surplus. Surpluses in coastal
states averaged $164 million. The same report estimates that 48 states will end fiscal
year 1985 with a total surplus exceeding $5 billian and indicates that a number of
states are banking money in "rainy day funding" funds to be used in the future as
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needecL While we commend their prudence, the Federal Government should not have
to borrow xnoney to support state programs when sufficient state funds are available.

On April 24, 1985 the House Subcommittee on Oceanography ~ a MI to
xeauthorize the CZJAA with phasedown funding for Section 306 gxants as follows:

$40,000,000
$38,000.000
$36,000,000
$35,000.000

1986
1987

1988

1989

Resource Managexnent Improvement Grants-achled to the act in 1980-provide
pants to be used for several purple � to acquire fee simple or other interests in land,
tc implement appropriate low-cost construction pxojccts, to xodevelop certain
deteriorating ox underutilized urban waterfronta and porta, and to provide access to
public beaJxcs and other public ~ areas. The Congress provided no funds for
this section until fiscal year 1985 when a combined appropriation of $34 million was
made available for both Sections 306 and 306A. The Ml proposed by the House
Su.boomxuittee on Oceanography proposes to authorize $16 million each year thxough
fiscal year 1989 for Section 306A. However, no funds are being roquested in the
Aimimistration's current bill in keeping with the goal of reducing federal spending.
Bcaidea, a number of states already support activities similar to those under Section
306A- For exaxnple: in the area of ~ the pennsylvania Fish Ccenxnission
provides boat launching areas. The South Carolina Coasbll Council has recexved
$500,000 of state funds for beach access projects RecxeationaL and coasts access bond

have been passed in Massachusetts, New Jexmy, and CaLifornia Other states
which support such activities are New York, with its scenic Hudson program, Maine's
rivers pxogaLxn, and Oregon's xnulti-agency coastal accon proIpun. The CZM program
should never be turned into a public works program.

Na SSS  ra N~~ a~~~ SmLctxsery tmgr !

Section 315 provides 50 percent matching grants to states for acquisition,
development and operation of national eettuccine sanctuaries. These sanctuary+
provide natural field laboratories to study and gather data concerning the natural and
human Processes occurring within coastal zone estuariea. Presently 15 national
esttueiae sanctuaries have been established. The Administration has proposed a
decrease of Slk5 million fram the current level of Q.93 xnillion to a level of $128
xnillion for the next three years. %e remaining funds are sufficient to provide for a
phased acciuisition of one new site per year, to support sanctuary operations, snd to
conduct research in these sanctuaries. ln contrast, the bill passed by the
Oceanography Subcommittee propceed $9 million each year for the next 4 years.
While the Administration supports Section 315 aUocadons. we doubt that this much
will anally be allocated.

Now' to arne unfunded sections of the CZh4A.
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Ssc¹oa Ã7   mLafetssacy!

The Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, as amended requires each federal
agency conducting or supporting activities directly affecting the coastal zone to
undertalte those activities in a manner which is, to the maximum extent practicable,
amistent with approved state management programs. The CZMA also requires
federally hceruld or permitted activities af fecting the ~ zone, including
activities described in detail in OCS exploration, development and production plans be
conducted in a manner ccsuleent with federally-approved state ccsastal management

Section 307|.d! of the CZMA requires that federal assistance be granted to
state and local governments for activities affecting the coastal xone only when such
activities are consistent with federally-approved ~ zone management pregrarna4
NOAA's current regulations interpreting Section 307 were promulgated in 1979. We
believe these oonsistency provisions, not money, to be the incentive-the carrot. if
will-for state participation in the CZMA program. The Administration does aot
support any chute to the CZMA's consistency provisions.

On January 11, 1984, the United States Supreme Court ~ its decisian ira
Secrersry af the Xraterfe' er aL v. California er aL The Court held that the sale of
OCS oil and gas leases is not an activity directly affecting" the ~ zone within
the nleaxung of Sectiora 307 col! of the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 asad,
therefore, a consistency determination is not required before such sale is made. We
uruiertaok a review of our regulations to deterrrune which may have to be revived
and what new aegulatitsLs should be promulgated as a result of the Supreme Court's
deciioar. Our proposeci final rule makes thee changes clearly necessitated by the
Supreme Court's decision. ~ Supreme Court's holding did not address whether
other federal activities landward or seaward of the ooemQ xone were subject to the
requimments of Section 307 cX1! of the Cir>IA. ~ final rule leaves the scope and
substance of the Section 307 cXl! requirements open for further interpretation.
Federal agencies must continue to review their activities on a case-by-case basis to
determine whether they "directly affect" the ~ zone within the rnea~g of
Section 307 cX1!. If a federal agency concludes that a proposed activity dixectly
affects the rsoastal xone, the federal agency must provide a consistency deterrmlnatiam
to the affected, state s! and must conduct the activity in a manner which is consisterat
to the maximum extent practicable with approved state ~ zone managenaent-
programs.

During the spring of 1984, the NOAA Administrator initiated a comprehensive
study of the experienors gained to date in applying the federal consirrtency proviskals
of the CZAR The Federal Consistency Study wss designed to ymvide infarction
useful in evaluating the federal consistency proces. NOAA will um the resultra to
consshx whether new apprcs eh% or improvements are needed to increase the
efficiency and effectiv~ of coastal zone nuuaagement and the federal cmsistea.cy
p1QC5%

The oh~van of this study are:

1. To dccument the exlerimces of state and federal adam~~ as
WeQ as affected patltiea, with the irnplernentation of the
federal consistency provisions of Section 307 of tbe C'.QA4
and

2. To identify any issues surrounding the implementation of the
federal consistency feocess and to document any areas of
conflict.
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NOAA provided for full public awareness and participation in the study. NOAA
published a notice announcing thc study in the Fafsral Regfsrer and mailed
announcexnents to state ~ management agencies and affected federal agencies; to
all individuals who attended hearings or provided testimony on thc proposed federal
consisusncy rulemaking, xo individuals. agencies and organizations known to be
interested in coach zone management issuexr, and to over 300 major busineaes,
indsxstries and trade organizations. In addition, NOAA held follow-up interviews and
xnectings with interested and affected parties.

NOAH' compiled statistical and desctiptive inforxnation. from agency files, from
state coasted management agency performance reports, from specific follow-up
qu~ons and interviews with state and. federal agencies, from the public comments
received in xesponse to NOAA's Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on Federal
Consistency, froxn testixnony presented to thc Congress during the spring of 1984 on
proposed legislation to axnend the CZAQ from misting studies and articles on the
consistency proccw, and from the legislative, regulatory and litigation histcey of the
federal consistency provisions.

'Ihe Draft Study  currently out for review! presents and exaxnines statlsti
inforxnation on the implementation of the Federal consistency procea. It describee the
hLws. xeguhttions, and policics which gtside the federal consistency proosss fxoxn the
~ arly stages through informal negotiations to reach agreements and, finally, the
forxnal mechanisms available to resolve clisputeL It also contains reports on comxnents
and concerns received by NOAA regarding the federal consistency prxscess and
provides case studies which illustrate both the problems and the suoosaxes encountered
in the federal ozlsistency proclaim

The Federal Consistency Statistical Data Base combines statistics information
provided by state coastal zone managexxsent agencies and by affected federal agencies
for activities conducted durmg the federal fiscal year 19$3  FY 83 includes October 1,
198?� thxough Scptexnber 30, 1953!. NOAA concluded that compiling inforxnation for
FY 83 would yield a representative sample based on the most recently available data,
waul provide an adequate sample size, would allow inclusion of states whose ~
management programs were approved ixs 1982, and would impose the least burden on
paxticipating state and federal agenciea However, fiscal year 83 was unique in one

In August 1982, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals required cxnsxixxtency
review for OCR lease sales under Section 307 cXI! In January 1984. the Su.preme
Court reversed this decision During fiscal year 83, while the caw was on appeal to
the Supreme Court, the Department of thc interior prepare consistency
detexminations for the lease sales scheduled during that time.

lxL order to ~re a broad review of the implementation of the federal
consistency process, NOAA examined specific cases and examples from the entire
history of the C49kA For example, becatue the total nuxnber of came involving the
Secretarial mediation and appeals proceeds under the CZMA is relatively smalL
NOAA douxxnented all cases.

The statistics collected include the xxumbers of concurnmces and nonconcurrences
on consistency detexxninations and certificatianL The statistics axe organized by state
and federal agency and by the appropriate Section 307 category for types of federal
actioxnL. 'Where available, the statistical information includes time periods for review,
location of the activity  ie in the cxsustxd xxxne, landward or seaward of the mssbd
roue, or on federally excluded lands within the mmeQ zone! and notes on cases in
%'hich initial state objections were resolved as a result of further negotiations,
litigation and/or project modifications. In the statistical summaries, there was neither
weighting of the statistical sumxtlrles, nor was thexe weighting of the statistic for
proJsct ~ sLxe of impact
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The statistical information in the study neither allows fax objective mathematical
analysis of the implementation of the federal consistency process, nor provides the
basis for a cumulative evaluation of the experiences of states, federal agencies or other
interested paxticL As a result, the raw statistical data offer little insight into how
the procem could be improved to increase efficiency and cffcctlvcness. The diverse
and unique character of the states' coastal zone management programs made the
gathering and comparison of information difficult. The information provided to
NOAA from states, federal agencies, and private individuals was unweighted and
often incomplete or incompatible. Therefore, subjective analysis is required to
intcrprct the available information.

The economic information available provided little insight into the costs and
benefits of thc federal consistency proces+ NOAA specifically requested information
on the economic impacts of the Federal consistency requirements. Spz:ific
inforxnation was pxovided only by a few oil compania Thus, the available
information on the economic impact of federal consistency is either case-spa;ific
information pxovided by industry or generic information inferred from research
efforts attempting to analyze the casts of compliance with various environmental
laws and regulations. The benefits of federal consistency, which also are
unquantified, derive from increased intergovernmental coordination and consultation
and from wise management of coastal resourceL

FUTURE OF THE COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

Wc believe ~ Zone Management urill continue to be lxnplemented
successfully but that the states and territories have the resources to continue their
programs without federal funda. The states are and will be receiving fiscal year 85
funds later this year. The Office of Ocean and ~ Resource Management
 OCR%0 will review closely the applications for these funds to insure that long-term
projects requiring extended federal funds are discouraged.

OCRM will continue in ita role of providing technical ~cc to states with
management programs on issues such as federal consistency, public information and
education, permitting, and specM area management planning. The Section 312
Program Evaluations will also continue and we are now seeking contacts and
interviews with a broader representation of individuals and groups during the
evaluation process in order to refine the objectivity of the evaluations. No doubt the
cooperation of some of you will bc vital to thc success of these evaluations.

With the elimination of federal funding for coast programs, the federal role in
coastal zone management will focus on technical ~ce and more refined, timely
program evaluations.
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Revenue-Sharing Legislation

THOMAS R. KITSOS

Ltgtslatlve Analyst
US. Hcesc of kcprcsentattves
Gmamfttee On Merchant Markae and Ebhcrfes
ÃasQegtoe, DC.

At approzimately 180 ~ an October 9, 1984, Senate Manity ader Howard
8aiter rtne from his desk on the floor of tbc Senate and addressed the presiding
officer.

Mr. PrcaMent, as I indicated earlier today, it is the intentim of
the leadership on this side to go to a privileged matter
temporarily laying aside the present pending business and the
pending question. Lct me hasten to ssy, however, that even
though the OCS jcvenucaharing conference report is privi-
leged and is available at this time, if we have not finished
that measure by later this afternoon, ssy 430 or SSG, it
would be the intention of the leadership on this side to aak
the Senate to return to considcratiem of the debt limit

with the anruranoc that we axe going back to the debt limit
scenctime today, I submit a report of the cammittc» of
conference on S. 2443 and ssk for its immediate consideration.
 Cangresskmal Reaord, October 9, 1984, p. S 13844!

Thus, after more than three years of intense Congressional deliberations and
Isunsgc on three different oocasbms by thc House of Representatives, the US. Senate
began its debate about a bill that would allocate a portion of the federal revenues
received from the sale of offshore oil and gas leases to ~ states for a variety of
purposes, including the admirustratinn of coastal zone management  CZhQ and ~
energy nnpact programL,

Yet, it was all over in less than twomo-n-half hours. Senator Robert Packwocd,
the Chairman of thc Ccsnmittee on Commeroc, was the floor manager for the
conference report. Despite hia efforts, the legislation was subyct to a "mini
fllibmee." 'Hme supporting the position of the Reagan Admizustration in opposition

201
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to OCS raven~ring held the floor and precluded the opportunity for a ve» on
final passage.

When the situation became obvious, Senator Baker returned to the Senate
chamber. After briefly conferring with Senator Packwood, the Majority ~
stated:

The situation that has developed here is not altogether
unexpected Vfe all hoped that this conference xeport, which
is privileged, Blight be disposed of. It appears, to say the least
unlikely

ln view of that, it would be the intention of the leadership on.
this side to ask the Senate to return to the consjderatioa of the
debt hmit resolution.  Congrcssioncd Record, October 9, 1984.
p. S 13889!

No objection was made to Senator Baker's unanjxnous consent motion and the OCS
revenue-sharing issue was deed for the 98th CongxesL Although the Majority
Leader's motion could have been challenged because a confexence committee report is
"privileged," there was ao enthuajasm on the part of the supporters of the bjjl to do
so in the face of a filibuster threat. The 98th Congress was already well beyond jts
self-imposed de»dljne for adjournment  it adjourned three days later! and elections
were approaching. The momentum to get out of Waahjngton in an ejection year is
fax stronger than that for puahing legislation which ia, as in the case of the ~
revenlus-sharing bill, the target of strong veto threats from the Administration
CZM affjcionahae had suffered what was perhaps their most significant setback jn a
decade of generally strong su.pport from the Congress.

The congressional debate in the 97th and 98th Congresses was simply the most
xo»nt in a long rich history af national consideration of this issue. lt is an issue
which can trace its genesis to the waters of Santa Barbara at the end of the last
century, to the Gulf of Mezico, to the hans of Congress and the 1952 prntjdentjal

to court rooms in Ussisjana and Tezas, and back again to the committee
rooms and floor of the United States Congxesa.

h BRIEF BL'iTORY

Tbe fust offshore oji and gas production occurred in 1896 when dev~~
drilled 400 wells to a depth of 600 feet from wooden piers off of Santa Bar~~
California. In 1938, developers undertook the first succcssxfui venture in open waters
jn the Qujf of Mezjon. ~ nezt year, the ~ssjsjana state legislature ~ a bjjl to
ezteod its bmadary 27 miles into the Gulf and, in 1945, the state granted an ojj lease
for land eztendjng 30 miles into the Gulf.

On Sejxtexnbex 8 &45, President Truxnan issuoi Proclamation 2667 in which he
declared. on behalf of the US, jurjsdictjon, contxol. »nd power of disposition over the
na«raj resources of the subsoil and seabed of the Continental Shelf.

In 1947, the first offshore operation not vjsible from land was carried out in 16
feet of water, 12 nules offshore in the Gulf of Mexico That same year, the Suprexne
Court ruled in U4. v. Qgtfornle �32 U~ 19! that the Federal Government
controlled the land mawaxd of the baseline, Based on CaQf ornfa, the kauijsisna clajxn
to a portion of the Outer Continental Shelf  OCS! was overturnoi   US. v. Lcssjsf~
339 US. 699 �950!!.
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The Truman Proclaxnation and the 1947 GdJfornfa decision led to efforts by
Governors to convince Congress to pass legislation. that would give states some control
over the resources off of their coastL

ln fact, at least one House Committee and the US. Supreme Court noted that state
abortions of jurisdiction to the edge of the OCS, prior to 1945, helped give support to
US. claixns under thc Truman Pxoclamation. The Home Judiciary Committee, in its
1953 report on KR. 5134, thc oxiginal Ch.ter Continental Shelf Lands Act, state>:

H3t, 5134 does not vest in the States the power to take or
dispae of the natural resources of the parts of the Continental
Shelf outside the original boundaries of the StateL The power
is vested by KR. 419 S  Subxnerged Lands Act! in the
Secretary of thc Interior even though some states have
eztendcd their boundaries as far as the outcr edge of thc shelf.
Section 9 a! of EUL 5134 asserts as against the other nations
of the world the claim of the United States to the natu.xai
xeeurces in the Continental Shelf. This Nation'a claim to the
natural resources was stxengthcned by the earlier action of
arne of the States in I~ and consequently bringing about
thc actual usc and occupancy of the Continental Shelf. Thc
benefits flowing to the United States fram such State action
was recognized by the Supreme Court in the Lmusiana case.
for it said:

So far as the issues presented here axe
concerned, Louisiana's enlaxgexncnt af hcr
boundary emphasizes the strength of the claim
of the United States to this part of thc ocean
and the resources of the soB under that area,

including oil.

lhlls were introduced in every session of thc Congress from 194$ thxough 1953 to
settle jurisdictional matters between the Federal Government and the states over
offshore territory. Many of these bills involved soxne type of financial settlement
between the two aides. For the fact of the matter is that a major dixnension of the

nal dispute among levels of governmnxt in the United States has involved,
and continues to involve, the question of money.

RESOURCE 9~3GKTION BERATE

At the very end of this conference, we are all going to be chastised by ray friend
and colleaIpua Jim Curlin. We will be told that we have reduced the national debate
aver offahore leash' to esoteric imucs such as the "alxnighty lease sale dollar" and
that we axe, in part, shaexefully focusing our attention on "scrapping over the
xevcnues from federal oil and gas leases" rather than looking at thc more global
eaergy picture. As usual, Jim is playing his devil's advocate role as the ocean
ccmxnuni~ thoughtful ma~nxoe and, as usual, Jim is largely right.

Yet, it xnust also be pointed out that under our system of governxnent the process
of political decision-making with respet to the allocation of xtaaxtxxces is as important
as the substantive policy outcome that results from that procoe. Ours is a federal
system of govcrnxnent which began ss a very loose cenfcdexation of indepcndent-
misdad states. A cursory review of portions of the Eafcralbr Papers reveals quite
clearly that, as we moved toward a Constitution to establish a stranger central
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government, the division of responsibility between such government and its
constituent units contained some inherent tension between the governmental levels.
We have a system of divided authority that, in part, evolved from our confederation
of states and, in part, w'as designed to protect the national interest. In other words,
we should not be surprised that the conflict over the allocation of revenues has
become part of the fabric of the OCS political debate.

Going back as far as 1920, wc can sec how political accommodations were
developed to address this tension with respect to resource development on
federally-owned land. The hfineral Lands Leaang Act, as originally enacted,
provided that 375 percent of the federal revenues received from the leasing of
federal lands within state borders would go back to the states directly.
Approximately ten years ago, this proportion was increased to $0 percent.
Additionally, other programs such as the National Forest Receipts Acts, the Taylor
Grazing Act, and various payment-in-lieu-of-taxes programs have resulted in
payments to states, primarily in thc West, of some $900 million per year.

In 1953, the most significant debate on the conference report establishing the
original Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act focused on a so-called "oil for education"
amendmcnt In the first passage of the OCS bill in thc Senate in 1953, Senator Lister
Hill of Alabama successfully offered an amendment to put OCS receipts into a special
account in the Treasury dedicated to federal grants to states for primary, secondary,
and higher educational purpose+ The Congress would have three years to pass
legislation to carry out the mandatee of the amendment. The Hill amendment was
passed by a vote 45 to 37.

However, in conference, the House conferees would not accept thc amendmcut
and it became the most contentious point in the meeting between the two chambers.
Over the vitriolic opposition of the congressional delegations from Louisiana and
Texas, the OCS Lands Act was agreed to and became law, without the Hill
amendment or any type of revenue-sharing provision.

Thereafter, a relatively quiet period followed in which OCS development
proceeded slowly in the Gulf of Mexico and, to a lesser extent off the coast of
southern California, but never reached signjficant heights of general public visibility,
Nevertheless, legislation was continually introduced in the Congress to tap OCS
revenues.

For example, 16 bilb were Introduced in the 90th Congress �967-1968! for
utilizing OCS revenues for different purposes. The most significant of these amended
the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act of 1965 with the provision that OCS
receipts be used as a source for this fund. Eventually, PJ ~1 authorized the use
of federal receipts from thc OCS program for an amount equal to the difference
between the existing revenues from outdoor recreation fees and a ceiling established
in the bill. In recent years, the OCS contribution to the fund has exceeded $800
million.

In 1969, as a result of the Santa Barbara blowout and the resulting etnergence of
the Nation's environmental consciousnas, a flurry of activity in the Congress led to
the 1972 Coastal Zone Management Act. After the Arab oil embargo of 1973-74, the
CZM was amended to establish the coastal energy impact program  CEIP! in 1976 and
the OCS Lands Act was substantially rewritten in 1978.

CEIp was a type of categorical impact grant program for coastsd states to address
the sociaL economic, and environmental consequences from OCS development. It is to
bc distinguished from pure OCS receipt-sharing legislation because it was not an
entitlement program, ie it was based on a congressionally established authorization
level, not on OCS revenues coming into the Federal Treasury.
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"REVENUKSHARING" ACTIVITIES

The pexiod between 1981-84 saw the most vigorous efforts to pass legislation
frequently, but inaccurately referred xo, as OCS revenue-sharing. To respond to
proposed budget cuts by the Reagan Administration, the Chairman of the Merchant
Marine and Fisheries Committee, Coagressxnan Walter IL Jones of North Carolina,
developed a bill that would draw a linkage between aa acceleratei OCS leasing
pxogram aad funding for coaxal management and energy impact efforts.

The intent of the Jones bill was to respond to the seemingly inconsistent policies
of the Administration, ig� the terminatioa of federal support for CZM, CEIP, and
othex ocean aad ~ p~ at the same time that the Interior Department was
initiating a major acceleration of offshore oil and gas leasing. Many interested part;es,,
both within aad outside the Congress, questioned the advisability of terminating
programs which provide the states with their primary vehicles for OCS participation
at a time when competing use conflicts could be expected to escalate.

A further premise of the legislation was that exisciag federal-state juxisdictioas
on thc OCS should not be alterecL Specifically, coastal states would not be granted
any power to tax OCS mineral production, in contrast to thc taxing authority aow
granted to states with respect to some onshore federal mineral leasing.

During the 97th Congress, Congressman Jones with some 60 cosponsoxs introduced
HW 5543. ln general, the bill provided that the Secretary of the Treasury would
pe.y into a fund the leas:r of $300 million or ten percent of the amount by which
rcvcnues from OCS oil and gas lease sales during each fiscal year exceeded revenues
deposited in 1982. The Secxetary of Commerce would be directed to use amounts
from the fund to provide each coastal state with ocean snd coastal resource
xnanagcment block grants.

Eligible uses for the block grants included activities of cossack states authorized
by the CZMA aad the CEIP and those required for the enhancement and management
of living marine and natural resouxccxt The formula by which the block grants were
to be allocated among all ~ states included equally weighted criteria iavolviag
actual OCS leasing activity, future OCS lease sales, coastal-xelated energy facilities
and, for those states with approved CZM p~ shoreline mileage, and coastal
county populatioxL In other words, only 40 pexcent of the state's allocation was based
on whether it participated in CZM-a significant departure from earlier impact aid
proposals like CEIP.

Oa September 22, 1982, the House of Representatives passed HK 5543 by a vote
of 260-134. Although three companion OCS revenue-sharing Mls were introduced in
the Senate, and the Commerce Coxnmittee conducted two days of hearings on the
issue, neither the Committee nor the full Senate acted. on any of the Senate bills or on
thc House-passed measure.

On the opening day of the 98th Congress, Chairman Jones with 117 cosponsors,
reiatroduced the OCS reveaueshaxiag bill as KR. 5. The House passed the bill on
September 14, 1983, by a xaargia of 301-93.

In the Senate, a companion bill was reported by thc Commerce Committee by a
15-1 vote. Howcvcr, because of strong Administration opposition, there was little
likelihood that a bill would be scheduled for Senate floor coasideratioa.

Consequently, after the House passed HJt. 5, staff representiag interested mcmbcrs
from both chambers tact to work out an acceptable compxomise bilL The strategy
was to hold an informal conference that would resolve the differences between the
House and Senate and thus facilitate the passage of the compromie bill by onc body
with final acceptance by the other. Thus, a formal conference committee could be
avoidecL
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Negotiations lasted for a number of weeks during the fall of 1983 and resulted in
a compromise OCS revenue-sharing bill that generally conformed to the structure of
the House legislation. One major change provided that four percent of all OCS
revenues averaged over the preceding thxce years would make up thc fund from
which state allocations would be made. The fund would initially be limited to $300
million but could increase by five percent in subsequent years if OCS revenues
increascxL

Some relatively technical changes werc made to the formula and to the eligible
use section. One of the more significant modifications was the establishment of a
"minimum floor" for states with approved CZM programs. Such states would receive
no less than 1.62 percent of the amount appropriated from the fund for the block
grantL A ceiling of 15 percent of the maximum allocation for any individual state
wss also added.

As the first session of the 98th Congress came to a close, Senator Stevens of
Alaska unsuccessfully attempted to add the compromise to legislation pending in the
Senate. Senator Stevens then met with the new Secretary of thc Interior, William
Clark in January, 1984. Secretary Clark indicated he would take the issue under
advisement, In May, the Secretary announced that he was urging the Administration
to "revisit" the OCS xevcnucaharing issue,

In the middle of June, the Secretary met with the President and others to discuss
OCS xevenue-sharing, The initial stories coming from that meeting noted the
possibility of the Administration reversing its earlier opposition, However, within a
matter of a few days subsequent activities indicated that the White House would
continue to oppose the bilL Although Secretary Clark reportedly had the backiag of
the Departments oF Commerce and Energy, his support for a new position on the
legislation was opposed by OMB, and the Treasury and Justice Departments.

Congress then decided to take further action on its own. On June 26, 1984, the
House amended a Senate fisheries bill with the text of HX. 5 and xcquested a
coaference. Two days later, the Senate took thc necessary action to agree to a
conference. Therefoxe, although the Senate had not taken up OCS revenueMaring
legislation as an individual bill, a formal conference on the subject was convened on
August 8. The conference committee approved the coxnpromise bill that had been
w'orked out the prior fall.

Some of the conferees, feeling that a White House reversal of position was still
possible, indicated their intention to delay signing the n~ papers until the
Administxation had additional time to submit any recommended amendmcnts that
would guarantee the President's signature. However, as the members were leaving
the conference committee session, they were handed a letter by an Interior
Department rcpresentativc that again reiterated the Administration's opposition to the
bill. The letter was signed by Secretary Clark, Secretary of Energy Hodel, Secretary
of thc Treasury Rcgan, and Director of OMB Stockman.

This action ultimately led all of the conferees to sign the report and the House
considered it on Septexnber 13. It passed the bill by a veto-override margin of 312-94.
After the House vote, Congressman Jones telephoned the President to discuss the
merits of the legislation, urging Mr. Reagan to support and sign the bill, The
President agreed to discutst it further with his cabinet but made no commitment to
the Congresstnan.

All that was necessary for final congressional action and transmittal to the
President was Senate approval of the conference report. As noted at thc beginning of
this paper, such approval was not forthcoming.

At the beginning of the 99th Congress, Congrecuaan Jones reintroduced HX. 5,
using essentially the text of the same bill that had passed the House in September,
1983. Senator Stevens reintroduced thc conference MII as S, 55, Presently, both bills
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sxe pending in the House Merchant Marine and Senate Comxxxerce Committees,
xespectively. Future progress on either bill is uncertain given the pzeent debate over
the budget remlution and continued opposition of the Adxniaistration.

Additionally, congressional consideration of general OCS revenue-sharing ia likely
to be subsumed by the debate over the release of OCS escrow funds pux3uant to
section 8 g! of the OCS Lands Act. Yet, it is likely that at some indeterxninate point
in the future, Congress will once again turn its attention to the issue of sharing some
OCS-related revenues with the coastal states. It is ixnpossible to predict the precise
natu.re or timing of that debate other than to indicate that it will happen.

NOT PURELY OCS REV%2AJE-SKMHNG

Finally, it is important to note that the OCS revenue-sharing legislation
oonsidered by the Congxess between 1981-1984 was xnisunderstood by some as pure
OCS revenue-sharing. The legislation that passed the House on three different
occasions wss an ooean and ~ block grant pxogxaxn. One of the kcy premises of
the legislation was that a modest portion of futuxe incxeases in federal xevenues from
the extraction of publicly-owned, non-renewable ocean energy resotxrces should be
allocated to ~ states for the continued sound management of renewable ocean
and cxwstal rosmram

Them was never a precise one-tonne nems between the use of ~ revenues and
OCS-related impactL Only some of the formula criteria and eligible use provisions in
the bill related specificaUy to ixnpacts froxn offshore development. Others ixxvolved
addrexsxing the effects of coal and other energy facilities in the ~ zone, with
particular reference to the Great Lakes. Additional ~ of the legislation also
addxsxsxed the population and competing uxor presxures on the coastal zone and state
pxograxnxnatic obligations under the CILIA.

The legislation wsa, in effect, an effort to find a balanced program that addressed
both ~impacts and CZM resource xnanagement obligations. It attempted to
recognize that the national interest of the United States would be enhaxxced by a
broad snd comprehensive program. for the continued sound management of our
nation's ocean and coasted xesources, based on funding from. of fshore energy
developxnent. It is an idea not likely to go away.
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The Dispute Over 8 g! Fttttds

SECTION 8 G!; YESTERDAY AND TODAY

1 POX LEGGKTTK~
Assfsrant Senhor
Of jshoI'e Mfncrals cvuf Inccrnarional Law
VS. Department of rhs lrttcrhr
Washington, D4.

Section 8 g! of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act  OCSLA! concerns the
division of revenues from certain leases on the Outer Continental Shelf  OCS!.
Disputes over dividing OCS revenues are alnMstt as old as disputes over the ownership
of the OCS. ln 1953, when signing the Submerged Lands Act, president Eisenhower
made clear his view that OCS lands "should be achninistered by the Federal
00vernmcnt and income therefrom should go into the Federal Treasury." His
oppN6tion to sharing revenues, and presumably other f~ prevented earlier
proposals to give cossttLI states 375 percent of OCS revenues fmm being reneweci in
the debate over the 1953 CCckJi.  See ag�KR. Rept. No. 2078, 81st Cong. 2d Sess.!
�950!  KR 8137!, I believe it fair to say that Congress regarded its quitclaim of
subtnerged lands to thee states as an appropriate substitute for revenueebaring. In
any even.t, the 1953 OCS ~da Act, in Section 9, quired that all lease revenues be
deposited in the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts." No revenues were to be shared.

Revenue-aheing became an issue again in the mid-1970s as Congress considered
amendments to the 1953 act. For example, in 1974 thc Senate Committee on Irtterior
and Insular Affairs reported favorab!y on thc proposed Energy Supply Act, which
would have establjshed a Ccststal States Fund" in thc Treitury. The fund was to be
funded by 10 percent of OCS revenues, not to exceed %200 million per year. The
Secrebtry was to award grants "to compensate impacted meed. states for the full cost
of any envirouunental effects and social and eccstomic impacts of offshore oil and gas
expioratiort, development, and productio "  S. Rept. Zo. 93-1140, 93rd Co g. 2d S

The views ezprtssod in this paper are thaw of the author and not necessarily the
official views of the Department of the Interior.
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119! �9743 But by 1976, the Congress decided not to use the OCS Lands Act as the
vehicle far helping states "deal with the impact of offshore development and
production." choosing instead to help them through amendments to the Goastal Zone
Management Act.  KR. Rept. Na. 94-I632, 94th Cong 2d Sess. 55-56! �976!  Conf-
Rept. an S. 521!.

At the same time, the Conference Committee reviewing the propcsed amm~ta
to the OCS Lands Act eramined a new provision, one applying only to federal tracts
within three miles of a state's submerged lands. That provision wo~ld have required
the Secretary to offer a Governor "the opportunity to jointly lease any area which he
concludes, in consultation with the Governor~y contain a field, geoloIjeLI
structure, or trap w'hich may be located within both Federal and State owned lands."
Qd. at 17.! If the Secretary and Governor could not agree, the Secretary wouM be
free to lease the federal tracts anyway, but would have to deposit lease revenues in
an escrow account until the Secretary and the Governor agreed on "the proper rate of
payments" to the State and Federal Treasuries. Old. at 17-18.!

DIIPU'IX RESOLUTION h PROBLEM

One intenstting point about this new pn~aai was that it provided no rnec2hRZIIlsm
for resolving disputes over how the money should be divideL This point was rtot
lost on Secretary of Interior Cecil Andrus in 1977. On May IO of that year he filed
a report with the House af Representatives on H3L 1614, a bill substantially the same
as the 1976 bilL The report explained his concern about the joint leasing schcsne; he
feared it wmxid undermine his authority under the act. So he proposed revised
htnguage eliminating any referent to joint leasing. In its place, the Secretary would
be retluired to offer the Governor an agreement for thc "fair and equitable division"
of lease revenues from tracts within three tnilea of state-submerged lands. IF the two
could not agree the So~y was to place the lease revenues in a special sax'.t
until they reached agreement, or until a federal district court determined the fair
and equitable" division of the money. With a fcw minor changes. Secretary Andrus
May 10 Ianituage was cna~ by Congress thc following year.
THE Kg! PROCXOURE

Ths details of the procedure Congress cna~ to resolve disputes under Section8 g! axe worth ornaidering. The first point to note is that Corymb tied the procedure
Department procedural steps in plating for a lease sale. ZlM. the

¹ep in the .g! procedure i ~ for the Secretary to send the Governor a mountain
ex iained
of infortnation %t the time af soliciting raminations for the leasin of Iandl "' Asg L«plained earlier, this soliciting of notrunations is what Interior does in its "call for

ormatioa" for a lease sake, and it occurs at the beiilttning of the lease sale proca~
~~ ~ 25623! Ntrxt, after reoeivkng nominations frotn industry and thepublic, the Secretary must tell the Governor whether be intends to consider including

any 8 g! tracts in the lease sale. If so, he must then consult with the Governor to see
whether any of the tracts "may contain one or mote oil and gas pools ar fields"underlying ¹ate and federal aabedL If the Secretary then decides to offer any Kg!
tracts contaming a pool or fieLd in common with the state's seabed, he must offer the

lease revenues fairly and equitably between thestate and Federal Government.s The Dalertrnent xaatea this offer at about the tisane
the Department publishes the proposed notice of sale.  See 30 CFOUL Section 25&293

Once the Secretary bas made the offer, the Governor has 90 days to accept or
reject it. If be accepts it, lease revenues will bc distributed in accordance with the
agreement. If he rejtcta it, the Secretary znay stQI leap the 5 g! tracts; but he must
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place the revenues "attributable to  coxnmon! oil and gas pools" in a separate account
ia. the Treasury where the xnoncy can earn intexest.

But the procedure does not necexnaxily cnd with the lease sale. Thc Secxctary and
the Governor can continue their discussions after the Lease sale and, upon agreexnent,
ean withdxaw the money from the special account. Or, either official can sue to have
a Federal District Court determine the "fair and equitable" division of the money.~

THE $ g! KXPKRlXKCE

The Departxnent's experience with section 8 g! has not been a happy one. A
summary of that experience may interest you. Section 8 g! took effect on Septexnber
l8, 1978, while Mr. Andrus was still in office. The first snd principal issue he faced
waa to detertninc what a "fair and equitable" division of revenues should be.

Secretary Andrus, of course, had no trouble resolving what the phrase "fair and
equitable" meant. for hc was its author. Hc had explained it to the Home in his May
10, 1977, letter.

Under existing law revenues from leasing the Ou,tcx
Continental Shelf must be paid into the Federal treasury.
However, there are instances in which a part of this revenue
may have been derived fxoxn oil and gas drained fram State
laxuL We believe any lars of resouxce or revenue by States in
such a situation should bc remcdioL A statutory provision
specifically covering this situation would enhance the
FedexaVState cocedination of development in adjacent axess in
addition to that provided elsewhere in the amendments.
Additionally, it would reduce the likelihood of matly
litigation.

%'c favor a provision which gives ~ States fair and
equitable compensation for oil and gas which is produced
through wells in the Federal areas adjacent to thexn, but
which is derived from State LantL  KR. Rept. No 9S-590,
95th Cang� 1st Sess. 219-20! �977!.

As Sccxetary Andrus saw it, the purpose of Section 8 g! was to protect thc coasted
states from drainage" that is, from having federal wells m conunon reservoirs
produce oil and gas from both sides of the botxndary line. The xexnedy for this
pxoblem was therefore quite simple. It called for the ua, of a legal procedure called
"unitization." Simply put, unitizatitwx is a proceduxe for making two or morc leases
into one Isaac.' As a part of this procedure, the parties agree on a formula for
dividing the oil and gaa to bc pxoducoL The formula makes sure that the ~te gets
the credit~ the money-for the oil and gas froxn its lands, even when it is brought
to the surface by a federal ~

So Sec+.taxy Andrus began the prractice of offering the Governors before each sale
an agxeexncnt to unitiae any coxnmon xcscrvoixs which tnay bc discovered on the
Federal tracts to bc Leased. It should be noted that under a unitization agreexoent the
Federal Governxnent would never pay the state anything directly. production would
first be divided among the ~ who would then pay royalties to the ~te and
Federal GovernxnentL The State of Alaska agreed to this as fair and equitable in the
first federal. sale in the Beaufort Sca in 1979. Six other states, and Alaska since 1979.
have declined to accept this offer. As a result, appxoxixnatcly $59 billion was in the

8 g! axount in the Treasury as of September 1, 1984.
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Two states, Texas and Louisiana, filed suits in Federal courts in July 1979 to
have judges determine what a fair and equitable division of revenues should be.
These states presented sn array of theories to justify their claims to a large share of
8 g! revenucL At the least, they said, they were entitled to compensation for
drainage of their oil and gas. But, in addition, they claimed a right to cotnpcnsation
for the onshore effects of OCS exploration and production. These effects were said to
include harm to thc environment and stress on the inf restructure of local
communitieL  Left unmentioned were the beneficial effects to the states of increase
employmcnt and taxes.! And, in addition, the states claimed a right to share in the
gains  and to be compensated for the losses! resulting from the independent leasing
programs of the state and Federal Governments,

This last point requires some elaboration. When leasing in the Gulf of Mexico,
Texas, Louisiana, and the United States historically have relied heavily on "bonus
bidding," Under bonus bidding, each bidder submits a sealed bid offering to pay a
"bonus" to get the rights to lease a given tract. The lease goes to the bidder offering
the highest bonus. What a bidder wlII pay as a bonus is influenced by many things,
but a bidder generally will not pay more than the present value of the lease to him.
Thc present value is influenced by the amount of oil and gas he expects to produce
and sell, by expected pries, interest rates, and costs, and by the probability that he
might not find any oil or gas on the given tract.

To assess this probability, the bidder gathers information about the geology of the
tract and of the region. Much of this information comes from wells drilled on
nearby leased tracts. If the information from the nearby wells suggests oil or ges
may be present, thc bidder may bid more. If it suggests little or no oil or gas, the
bidder won't bid.

Texas claimed that federal bidders used favorable information from wells on the
Texas aide of thc boundary when bidding on certain federal tracts, As a result, said
Texas, the bidders paid Interior more than they would have without information
from drilling on the Texas side of the boundary. Therefore, said Texas, the Federal
Government received a windfall by letting Texas lease its neighboring tracts first.
This windfall is called "bonus enhancement." Louisiana, on the other hand,
emp~ the opposite phenomenon. It complains that in certain areas Interior leased
first, but drilling showed that no oil or gas was present. Consequently, no one would
bid on the Louisiana tractsL Louisiana wants to be compensated for the money it
might have received if bidders had mistakenly believed oil ot' gas to be present. This
alleged loss is called "condexnnation." At this writing, it remains unclear whether
the Louisiana court will permit the State to present evidence of condemnation at trial.

THE DOI OFFER

Because of the importance of the OCS program to this nation's defense and
economic security, fortner Secretary Clark made the resolution of the 8 g! issue a top
priority in 1984. His staff briefed him on the states' legal theories, the litigation
risks, the burdens of further lawsuits, the rulings of the two district courts, and
other considerations. After weighing these matters, he decided to offer the states thc
following agreement as a compromise:s

The states would receive 16 2/3 percent of the bonuses and
rentals properly in the special account.

The states would share in royalties through unitlzation
agreements generally.
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This offer was made on August 8, 1984 in letters to the Governors cf the five
states not in litigation. On that day Former Solicitor Frank Richardson asked the
Justkco Departxnent to extend an identical offer to Texas and Louisiana.  Under
Federal isw the Attorney General hss final authority to settle litigation to which the
United States is a party.! Later that month the Solicitor met in Denver, Colorado,
with representatives of Alaska, Alabama, California, Florida, Louisiana, and Texas
�iisissippi did not attend! to answer their questions about the details of the offer.
On August 31, he sent them "the fine print:" a detailed, ten-page draft agrcemexLt far
resolving the $ g! dispute. Eventually, all five of these States not in litigation
rejected the offer.

TMr STATES' COUNTEROFFER

Eight months later, aftex considerable prodding by the Department, Governors of
six of the States � Gdifornia did not join them-finally made a countezpropasal for
dividing the amount in the 8 g! accent. Regrettably, they proposed that the states
receive 375 percent of bonuses, rents, royalties, and taxes, an amount far higher than
any of those statss could hope to receive in litigation. The Governors' letter wss
dated April 15, 1985, which apparently explains why taxes were on thar minds.

On May X4, Secretary Hodel outlined a nMthod of proceeding in futuxe discussions
in his roipcese to the Governors' April 15 letter. The Secretary was unable to ~
their counter-proposal, however. 1 am unaware af any response fzoxn any of the
GovernorL

THE RESULTING KfTUATION

Although the 8 g! ice hss remained unresolved for mven years, the end is not
fax sway, The basic legal issue is currently being considered by the Fifth Circuit
Court of Appeals in New Orleans, the Sscretsxy and the Governors are pmxeeding
wtth good faith negotiations, and a Congressional subctsnrnittee is corssidering a

tive solution. All three branches of the Federal Government-or. as one wag
put it. all thee rings of the Federal circus-axe involved With all this attention, the
problem must be nearing resolution. Neil. Spring is the mrna of hope, and we still
have three more days of Spring.

"�! At the time of soliciting nominations for the leasing of lands within three
miles of the seaward boundary of any ~ State, the Secretary shell provide
the Governor of such State-

 A! an identification and schedule of the areas and regions
propcsed to be offered for lousing,

 8! all information concerning the geographical, geological,
and ecological clueactexistbe of such xegiorsr,

 C! an Nttimate of the oil and gss reserves in the areas
proposed for leasing and

�! an identification of any field, geological structure, or trap
located within three znges of the seaward bouncy of
such coach State." 43 US@. Sec. 1337 gX1!.
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"After receipt of nominations for any area of the outer Continental Shelf within
three miles of the seaward boundary of any coastal State, the Secretary shall
inform the Governor of such coastal State of any such area which the Secretary
believes should be given further consideration for leasing. The Secretary, in
consultation with the Governor of the coastal State, shall then determine whether
any such area may contain one or more oil or gas pools or fields underlying both
the outer Continental Shelf and lands subject to the jurisdiction of such State. If,
with respect to such area, the Secretary selects a tract or tracts which may
contain one or more oil or gas pools or fields underlying both the outer
Continental Shelf and lands subject to the jurisdiction of such State, the Secretary
shall offer the Governor of such coastal State the opportunity to enter into an
agreement concerning the disposition of revenues which may be generated by a
Federal lease within such area in order to permit their fair and equitable division
between the State and Federal Government." 43 U8.G Sec. I337 gX2!.

"Within ninety days after the offer by the Secretary pursuant to paragraph �! of
this subsection, the Governor shall elect whether to enter into such agreement and
shall notify the Secretary of his decision. If the Governor accepts the offer, the
terms of any lease issued shall be consistent with the provisions of this
subchapter, with applicable regulations, and to the maximum extent practicable,
with the applicable laws of the coastal State. If the Governor declines thc ofFer,
or if the parties cannot agree to terms concerning the disposition of revenues from
such lease  by the time the Secretary determines to offer the area for lease!, the
Secretary may nevertheless proceed with the leasing of the area."

"Notwithstanding any other provision of this subchapter, the Secretary shall
deposit in a separate account in the Treasury of the United States all bonuses,
myalties, and other revenues attributable to oil and gas pools underlying both the
outer Continental Shelf and submerged lands subject to the jurisdiction of any
coastal State until such time as the Secretary and the Governor of such coastal
State agree on, or if the Secretary and the Governor of such coastal State cannot
agree, as a district court of the United States determines, the fair and equitable
disposition of such revenues and any interest which has accrued and the pmper
rate of payments to be deposited in the treasuries of the Federal Government and
such coastal state." 43 U8.C. Sec.1337 gX3! and �!.

" Vnitization' is an agreement between lessees  approved by the lessors! to treat
the area above a common reservoir as one lease, Ie as a 'unit.' The separaeely
owned lease interests are combined or consolidated for purposes of joint
exploration to share the cost and liabilities of production and to divide the oil and
gas they produce under the terms of a 'unit agreement.' By this arrangement the
lessees can limit the number of wells drilled, driH in the most efficient locations,
and control thc rate of extraction, so as to maximize production and minimize
umtL" Solicitor's Opinion M-36927, 87 Int Dec. 6I6, 6I8-19 �980!,

A reservoir is an accumulation of oil or gas within porous rack. It is like the
soda in a soda glass which can be drained by one or more straws put in the glass.

The Interior Department has not departed from Secretary Andrus' interpretation
of section 8 g!. This remains irs position in court. There is always a concern that
by offering to compromise a dispute, one will prejudice one's case in court. Under
Rule 408 of the Federal Rules of Evidence, however, "evidence of  I! furnishing
or offering~ valuable consideration in compromising or attempting to
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compronisc a clsixn which was disputed as to either validity or amourrt is not
sdxnilablc  in court! to prove liability for or invalidity of the claim or its
amount. Evidence of conduct or statements made in mrnpromisc negotiations is
likewise not eimisnble."

LOUISIANA'S POSlTION CONCENVIHG SZCTlON 8 G!

MARY KZL,KN LEEPER
As&taxxr Atr onaey General
Stats of LaaMane
Baton kaagc; Lodsikvux

In 1975, the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act, 43 USC Section 1331 cr scq was
ancndcd. Thcec amcndmcnta sought to address the many and varied concerns of xhe
coastaL states and were passed in response to the incxcllang Icshltsnce of such states to
the expanding and accelerated federal mineral leasing of thc Outer Continental Shelf.
Enacted together with a paclxage of federal legislative acts designed to addron, Wcr
aiba, ~ zone management and ~ offshore-development ixnpacts, the purpose
of the amcndxnents was to enoouragc thc cooperation of the coastal states in offshore
mineral leasing, through a variety of meehan.isms for state-federal interaction and
cpyartunity for state involvement during the federal leasing prod, «m.

One particuiar concern to ~ states wss the neaxshore leasing af federal Lands.
7& was a concern fxom an environxnental and geogxaphkal standpoint, and because
such ieasing could directly affect, and be affected by, development of the mineral
xcsaumsn underlying the subxnerged lands of the ~ states. In response to this Last
coaecrn. aactim Kg!  see Appendix! f43 USC Section 1337 g!! of xhe ameliments
provided for a "fair and equitable" distribution of all federal revenues derived fram
leasxs within three miles of a coae6 ~tc's seaward boundary. 'Hue section has lcd
% the present litigatiorL, between lauisiana and thc United States, and Texas and the
United States, and to disputes with the States of Alake, OLIifornia. Rorida,
ltHmlsxippi and. Alabama, over what constitutes a "fair axrd equitable" distribution of
these revenues. There is now in escrow, in the various disputes, in chic«e of $6
biilssr and claixns outstare for additional revenues which have not been placed in
CRAW.

The present Litigation in Lauisiana was initiated in 1979. Immediately following
caactxnent of the amendrncnts, the Dcpartxncxxt of the Interior  DOI! had scheduled
Sale No. 51, which sale included certain tracts Located within thxec miles of
Louisiana's seaward boundary. Louisiana protested thc inclusion of such tracts, on
aacount of DOI's failure to follow the provisions of cacti' 8 g!. As a result, thou:
tracts were withdrawn from Sale 51.

However, DOL determined that section 8 g! tracts which were to bc included in
the July, 1979, Sale No. 5$, would not bc so withdrawn, despite the fact that the
inforxnatian-sharing and ~tative xequirexncnts of section 8 g! had not been
follow@ Comequently, Lrausiana filed suit in July, 1979 to cnJMn Sale 58.
Although Iauiiiana was unsevmeful in obtaiu6ng action, the US. District Court
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ordered that all revenues from all tracts leal within three miles of Louisiana be
placed in escrow, pending a determination of the appropriate fair and equitable share
to be distributed to Louisiana. Since that time, for all subsequent federal lease sales,
the Department of the Interior has placed in escrow certain of the revenues derived
from federal leasing within the 8 g! area.

SYNOPSIS OF SECTION 8 g!

Section 8 gal! requires that, at the time of soliciting nominations for the leasing
of lands within three miles of the seaward boundary of a coastal state, the Governor
of that state be provided with certain detailed geographical, ecological and geological
inforxnation concerning the area sought to be leased. Section 8 g!�! requires that the
Seczetazy of Interior, in consultation with the Governor, shs.U then determine which
of such tracts may contain one or more oil or gas pooh and fields underlying both the
Outer Continental Shelf and lands subject to thc state's jurisdiction, and is to offer
the Governoz, pxior to leasing such tracts, an opportunity to enter an agreement
concerning the fair and equitable division of revenue which may be generated by a
federal lease in such area. Section 8 gX3! gives the Governor 90 days to respond to
that offer but allows the Secretary to proceed with leasing if the parties cannot agree
to the terms. Finally, Section 8 gX4! provides For escrow of all such revenues until a
U4. District Court determines their fair and equitable disposition.

THE NATURE OF THE CONTROVERSY

From the outset, the Department of Interior has contended that section 8 g! is a
provision concerned only with "drainage" of oil and gas fxom the state's subxnerged
lands which may occur after production is esxablished from the adjacent federal lease.
Consequently, the only "offers" made by the Secretary of the Interior to Louisiana
have been to account for such drainage out of royalties accrued. Louisiana, as well as
the other ~ states, has consistently rays:ted this position as overly narzow and,
fxom both a legal and technical perspective, nonresponsive to the plain language of
the Amendment,

"Drainage," as a technical matter, can only occur after production is estabIished
from a single reservoir or pool w'hich extends from property belonging to one pexson
to property belonging to another. It occurs as hydrocarbons are produced through a
wr,ll completed in the reservoir, causing migration within the reservoiz of additional
hydrocaxbons toward the well, which were formerly located beneath the adjacent
tract. This is a common problem in the oil industry and is normally addressed by
unitization, i~ defining the productive limits of the reservoir and allocating
production royalties pro rata to those owners who may be drained by the well s! in
that reservoir.

Therefore, from a technical standpoint, the federal position that "drainage" is the
sole criterion for a distribution of 8 g! zevenues is not reasonable, in that "drainage"
does not addxess the question of oil or gas fields  which may contain xnultiple
xeservoixs many of which are not subject to "drainage" ! nor does it provide a
mechanism for sharing any federal bonus, rental, royalties, or other revenues, it
merely being a method for allocating to the State what it already owns.

Froxn a legal standpoint as well, the suggestion that drainage is the sole criterion
is not an adequate interpretation of the statute. In Louisiana alone, the State and the
Department of the Interior have entexed into in excess of 100 unitization agreements
affecting production along the state's seaward boundary, since the 1950s. The federal
position that 8 g! addxesses only the problem of drainage effectively reads the section
out of the Amendments, since the mechanism to protect the States from drains.ge
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existed long prior to its enactment The coastal states have taken the position that,
not only are the Secretary's "offers" pursuant to section 8 gX2! inadequate in that
they have only offered protection from drainage, but they are not in compliance with
the Secretary's legal obligations, since there have been no attempts to comply with the
informationMaring requirements of section 8 gX1!, nor the consultative requirements
of 8 gX2!, prior to the submirnion of such "offers," which deficiency the UX District
Court Judge in the Louisiana litigation hss ztcognized.

The cosset states have continuously asserted that the proper interpretation of the
method for arriving at a "fair and equitable" share of revenues derived from the 8 g!
belt is to arrive at a percentage of all such revenues to be distributed to the adjacent
coastal state. Because mineral revenues derived from federal lands located onshore are
split, pursuant to the Mineral Leasing Act, on a fifty-fifty basis with the states
within which such lands are Iocatai, Louisiana asserts that Fairness and equity
mandate at least that same percentage be distzibutei to coastal states.  As to Alaska,
the Mineral Leasing Act allocates 90 percent of the revenues from leasing of federal
onshore lands to the State.!

Louisiana and the other ~ states have also urged a 50 percent division based
on the comparative equities involved, inasmuch as the 8 g! belt, in Louisiana's case,
represents only about three pczccnt of thc adjacent federal Outer Continental Shelf
lands available for leasing pipelinea, construction facilities and other support
industries must n~y be located within the confines of the coastal state to
service thc offshore; state mineral leasing offshore may be advcrscly affect+i by
adjacent federal leasing; the affected coastal wetlands, islands and beaches are
peculiarly susceptible to adverse impacts from mineral development; and federal
leasing activity and revenue income has been significantly enhanced by state
cooperation and state exploration in the offshore azeas.

Texas filed a similar suit to Louisiana's in 1979. In a partial trial on the merits
Texas was successful in being awarded 50 percent of that portion of the 8 g! bonuses
which was proven at trial to zcprcscnt the enhanced value of the federal leases,
which resulted from the availability to potential bidders on those leases of
information derived from exploration and development of adjacent state tracts. The
appropriate distribution of remaining revenues, based upon other state claims, has yct
to be resolved.

There are a number of subsidiary issues which have been raised in the Louisiana
and Texas litigation, as well as by the other coastal states. These include a number of
issues concerning the sufficiency of the escrow account; foz example, whether
Windfall profits and other taxes are "revenues" required to be shared  the Judges in
both suits have ruled that the States are entitled to offer evidence on this question!;
whether those rcvcnucs derived from these portions of 8 g! tracts lying seaward of
the 8 g! belt are subject to a fair and equitable distzibution to the adjacent state;
whether those revenues collected subsequent to passage of the 1978 Amendments, but
derived from leases in cxistcnce prior to that time, arc subject to distribution; whether
those revenues collected from leases awarded by the Federal Government under "area
wide" leasing represent fair market value foz these leases, and, if they do not,
whether the ~ states are entitled to a fair and equitable share of the market
value of three tracts.

Finally, there has been considerable disagreement between Louisiana and the
Department of the Interior over which of thc 8 g! tracts "may contain one or morc
oil or gas pools or fields underlying both the Outer Continental Shelf and lands
subject to the jurisdiction of" Louisiana  Section 8 gX2!!. This determination requires
detailed analysis of the geological and geophysical information by experts for the
paztML
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THE STATUS OF THE CONTROVERSY

The 8 g! controversy has been tried in the Texas litigation, in September, 1982.
An opia&on was rendered in that matter in 1984, State of Texas v. Secretary of tJrc
Intcrkr, ct aL, 580 FMpp. 1197  ED�Texas, 1984!. That rnatter is presently on
appeal to the United States Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit, Docket No 84-2422

The Louisiana suit is presently aet for trial in October, 1985. However, a number
of the legal issues raised by both parties were disposed of by the District Court by
Order dated July 3, 1984, in ruling on crtmn Motions for Surnrnary Judgment. State
of ~JarM, cX rcJ, WQlfam J. Gustc, Jr. v, James G. Watt, ct aL, US. District
Court, Eastern District of Louiahsna, CA. No. 79-2965-l�!. Interlocutory appeals
have been taken by both sideL The appeal by the Department of the Interior haa been
granted by the Fifth Circuit, and consolidated with the Texas apped State of
Laetsiarur v. Secretary af Interior, ct aL, Docket No. 85-3140, US.CApp�Fifth Cizc.

ba addition, an offer has been made by the Secretary of the interior to Alaska,
Florida, California, h4heimippi and Alabama, to share 16 2/3 percent of the presently
orczowed revenues with those States. A counter proposal, in which 4~isura and
Texas joined was made to interior, to accept 379 percent of the revenues whkh the
~ states cabmlate should have been placed in escrow. At present, however, there
has been no final agreement reached with any coarerl state on this matter.

Section 8 g! of the Outer Continental
Shelf Lande Act Amendznenta of 1978, 43 USC 1337 g!

Leasisrg of lands srithin three miles of seaward. borszrLkaries
af coastal States

 gXl! At the time of soliciting nominations for the leasing of lands within three
miles of the nrawazd boundaries of any coastal State, the Secretary shall provide the
Governor of such Sta.te-

 A! an identification and schedule of the areas and zegiorMs
pn~d to be offered for leasing;

 B! all information concerning the geographicaL, geologicaL, aa4
eeloy'cal characteristics of such regions;

 C! an estimate of the oil and gas rema~ in the azeas leopxed
for leasing and

 D! an identification of any field, geological structure, or trap
located within three miles of the ra+ward boundary af such
coastal State.

�! After receipt of nominations for any area of the Outer Corrtinentai Shelf
within three miles of the seaward boundary of any ~ State, the Secretary shaD
inform the Governor of such ~ State of any such area which the Secretary
believes should be given further consideration for leasing. The Secretary, ia.
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~tation with the Governor of the ~ State, shall then, determine whether
any such area may contain one or more oil or ges pools or fields underlying bath the
outer Continental Shelf and lands subject to the jurisdiction of such State. If, with
zoxpect to such szea, the Secxetary ILlects e tract or tracts which may contain one or
znore oil oz gas pools or fields underlying both the outer Continental Shelf and lands
subject to the jurisdiction of such State, the Secretary shall offer the Governor of
such ~ State the opportunity to entez into an agreement concerning the
diegmtion of revenues which znay be generated by a Federal lease within such area
in order to permit their fair and equitable division between the State and Federal
&oveznznenL

�! WithizL ninety days after the offer by the Secxetary pursuant to paragraph �!
of this subsection, the Governor shall elect whether to enter into such agreement and
shall notify the Seczetazy of his decision. If the Governor accepts the offer, the terzns
of any lease iamed shall be consistent with the provisions of this subchapter, with
applicable regulations, and, to the znaximum extent practicable, with the applicable
lxaws af the coasts State. If the Governor declines the offer, or if the partice cannot
agzee to tczzns zxzncerning the diapo6tion of revenues from such lease  by the time the
Secxetary determines to offer the area for leaxe!, the Secretary may nevertheless
proceed with the leasing of the area.

�! Notwithstanding any other provision of this subchapter, the Secretary shall
deposit in a operate account in the Treasury of the United States all bonuses,
royalties, and other xevenues attributable to oil and gas pools underlying both the
outer ContinentxLI Shelf and submerged lands subject to the jurisdiction of any ~
State until such time as the Secretary and the Governor of such coasted State agee on,
oz if the Secretary and the Governor of such coast Staxs cannot agree, ae a District
Court of the United States determines, the fair and equitable dispontion of such
revenues and any interest which has accrued and the pzepez rate of payments to be
deposited in the treasuries of the Federal Government and such oaastal State.
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The Building Blocks for the

Proposed Five-Veer Plan

ln the inUuediate aftermath of the 1973 Arab oil embargo, a principal policy
xesptuxse of the UW government was to propose significantly incxeaeung the pace of
leasing oa the Outer Continental Shelf  OCS! to speed the recovery of domestic oil
and gas reamxceL Sales were to be held more fxequentiy and were to take place ixl
areas othex than the Gulf of Mexico and southern California for the first time.

The OCS leasing prccess had been a relatively rejaxed one, with sales held
whenever it seemed appxopriate. Thus, the proposal for significantly increased leasing
raised concerns about the potential impacts of offahoxe oil operations and the ability
uf the DeIstrtment of Interior  DOE! to anticipate and mitigate any adverse effects.

A. prcemcted debate about xeforms to the OCS leasiag proces culzninated in the
l978 OCS Lands Act Amendments. A Itsy provision of these amendments was a
xeciuirement that the Department of the Interior prepare a five-year leasing schedule
and adhere to it in conducting saleL Congress also required that a detailed analysis oF
the ctarta and benefits of the options for scheduling sales be conducted. in the
pre!aration of the five-year OCS leasing progetm

The Depertment of Interior prepared the first five-year plan in 1980. A year
Later Qus plan waa revised under the new Secretary of the Interior, James Watt. The
I-'iepax~nt is now preparing its third five-year plan to cover the period %987-1991.

Fzom ita beginning, the five-year planning process has been one of the most
extensive, complex, and controversial portions of the OCS leasing procure. Indeed, the
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five-year OCS leaiing program is probably onc of the mtnt complex planniag efforts
in the Federal Government.

its extent and complexity derive from the scope of the problems which DOI
confronts in dcvclopiag thc 1caiing schedule snd frotn the requirements Corrgrew'
imposed on thc process for developing the plan. The five-year program must ideariFJ
which areas of the nearly 1-billion-acre Outer Continental Shelf are to be offered for
lease, in what arder, how soon, with what returns to thc public, and with what
potential asta. To do this, DOE must consider eight statutory requirements for its
analysis and must publish and receive comments on three drafts over two ~
before a final plan is put into effect.

The plans have been surrounded by controversy, as indicated by the fact that
each of the two previous plans have been litigated by various parties. Although DM
has Largely prevailed in these lawsuits, each plan is prepared with an cye ta thc
courts as weil as to the resources of the OCS.

The papers from this panel consider the major components of the analysis w'huch
DOI must perform: the question of how much oil and gas is potentially availaMe ~
be recovered. the social costs of recovering thoM. resources, the effects on the tnnzine
envircnment and the compilation of this information into a form readily acceaibje t0
the Secretary, the final decision maker,

with any effort of this scope, DQJ has been refining and. improving its
analytical techniques and conceptual approaches to the five-year planning pleoeaL
'Ibe methods used by DOl in this edition of the five-year plan are signif~
improvements in tnany ways over the earlier versions. Better data are ~
cotnbinsd with more sophisticated views of the lean; sale planning pr0blerrt to
produce a clearer and better reasoned analysis for thc Secretary.

The present five-year planning pmoee is still in its early stages. Two full drafts
~ nd three decision steps rema' before a final plan is ready for implementation.
too early, therefore, to bc sure what effect them improvements wiH have on the
decisi0ns, or the conuovcrsy, concerning the fivc-year OCS leasing prog~

cmumm s. coLGAN
1Xreeror, P'agcy

Narc State p~g Off ca
marte, hf edna
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INHtoOUCTION

Section 18 a! of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act �~9 required. the
Secretary of the Interior to pxepare a five-year leasing pros �.~ consisting of a
schedule of lease sales which considers, among other things, economic values of the
nonrenewable resources of the OCS. This paper discuaam the concepts, methods�and
results af that economic analysis.

Energy, including oil and gaa, has played a significant role in the growth of the
US. ecoauxuy from ita infancy to the present. Prior to thc intcrneuotual events of the
1970a, which ~ructed the worM's energy pictuxe, the growth of the UK
economy and its uac of energy grew in tendexn. When the steep price incxeaaca in
petroleum occurnK in the 1970s as a result of OPEC'a policiea, the UA economy
tmdevvent a structural change in ita energy uae which resulted in more efficient and
effective heating and uansyartation xnethodL Further, the hcavy dependence on
ixnporta fmn OPEC at that time has since changed to a more divexsified suppl.y of
imported oil and gaa. %Ms situation haa led to ixnprovements in energy security and
to a moxa stable commie envinmment.

'lb' near-term outlook over the mrt ten years sees our total energy rx:msuxnptIon
increasing by 21 percent from 1984 to 1995; our domestic production of oil and gas,
on the other hand, is projocted to decxetua: to 36 pexcent of our total energy
cxmauxnption compaxed to 49 penent today. The shortfall is pxogctcC to be mct by
ixxctesling ixrtporta; the DepsLrtnumt of Eneqpr haa forecast that the quantity of
imported oil will double froxn 1984 to 1995 and will grow from currently supplying
9 pensstt of total energy coxuxuxnption to 1$ percent by 1995.

In the face of declining dhsneatic proven hydmearhm reserves and in~
dependence oa foreign sources of oU, the hydrocxcrbon potential on the OCS represents
a significant domestic energy souxa In 1984. offahoxe oil aud gas pxoduction
represented 12 percent af total dorcestic oil production and 25 percent of total
dcanestic natural gas pxoduction. 'Hm axnount of unl~ umiisnvered economically
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recoverable oil and gas resources on the OCS that is expected to be worth searching
for in 1986 is estimated to be 15 billion barrels of oil equivalent  BBOE!; the present
value of these resources is estimated to be in excess of $95 billion in 1986 prices.

The OCS oil and gas resources are heterogeneous in their location, their size, and
their probabilities of being economic. An assessment of economicany recoverable
resources is dynamic over time based upon the influence of factors other than the
physical size and location of the resource. Changing economic conditions which are
reflected in price changes, cost changes, and technological development influence the
magnitude of our resource base in terms of its exploration and development potentiaL
Production of the resource ordinarily involves a time lag of five to fifteen years from
the time it is leased, indicating the need to address projections of oil and gas
requirements in the future in formulating a leasing program today,

PDKHNING A LEASING SCHEDULE - THE ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVE

In developing an OCS leasing program, the most important consideration is the
choice of a leasing schedule, ig� the order and frequency of sales to be held in
different planning areas. Accordingly, one objective of the economic analysis was ta
provide insights into how the lease schedule should be designed, drawing upon
relevant economic measures in each planning area.

If the Secretary were obliged to explore and develop OCS resources in an
economically optimal manner, he would tend ta focus interest first on the geological
prospects expected to be most valuable an a per barrel basis, i~� those prospects that
are least ccstly to find and produce, and/or those that are most likely to contain
commercial accumulations af hydrocarbons. This observation provides the main
conceptual link between the economic analysis of planning areas and thc design of
the five-year leasing program. Another reason for conducting the economic analysis
is to ensure that leasing occurs in specific locations only when the benefits to the
Ration excel the environmental ccats.

The initial step in developing economic values for each of the 25 planning areas
on the OCS was to estimate undiscovered economically developable resources  Table
I!. These estimates reflect the state of geological and geophysical knowledge and
expectations of relevant f'uture economic conditions. They are based on a mid-1986
starting point for thc next five-year program. The estimates were generaced using a
sophistical sitnulation computer model called PRESTO, an acronym for probabil-
istic resource estimates � CICS."' You will nate that Table 1 lists two categories af
resource estima~nditional and risked. Thc conditional resource estimates indicate
the potential amount of oil and gas that would be produced in a particular location
assuming that the arcs contains hydrocarbons. The conditional resource estimates are
used to assess the environmental consequences af leasing in specific areas, However,
in conducting the economic analysis for the five-year schedule, measures representing
the risked resource estimates were used since they incorporate the appropriate
likelihood of hydrocarbon occurrence,

Although these average values are the statistically "best" measures to use in the
analysis, it is important ta recognize their inherent uncertainty and variability, The
risked resource size associated with each planning arcs represents the average results
that would emerge if the exploration and development scenario were repeated 5,000
times in an area. Of course, in practice, only onc sequence of exploration a.nd
development activities will occur in each planning area. Hence, the actual results
could differ substantially from the expected results.

To obtain the risked levels of economically developablc oil and gas resources, a
planning area's mean conditional resource levels are multiplied by the chance that one
or more geological conditions exist, such that the planning area is considered to
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Table 1

Undisoovered Economically Developable Resources Unleased As Of '7/86

PLanning
Rank' Area'

1.00 5.41%29 1757

185 2123

229 1787

185 2123 1.00 5.32

139
0.78

0.72

OM

081

Ih5

0.83

3.16

2.81

120
027

025

I 330

0.70

1.10

OA3

0.16
0.16

Ohi

1.65
3.08

12.64

2.81
423

L10
X33

0.64
0.16

0.87

OW

OM
OA8

0.99

020

030

092

288
035

031

OW

0.10

IAO

2.12

1AI

15.10

7A�

OkS 036 0310.79oW

1.86

6.09

326

OkO

022

020

OA5

0.41

O.LS

025

0.17

0.04

OA2

0.77

0.18

1.12

134

Oh5

032

OAI

0.14

0.13
0.04

0.04

0.01

i igi
1 ig i
li gi
1 igi

0.05

OA�

082

001

negligible
negligible
negligible

neg

neg

neg

neg

020

0.08

0.12
OM

0.02

OA�

OX�

ble

bic

ble

ble

5.12
1.16

2.92

1.81

LA2

020

ligi
lrgr
ligi
ligi

0.10

0.10

0.05

0,03

0.01

0.01

negligible
b 1 e

b I e

b 1 e
ble

023

087

020

0.15

0.17

ODS

0.10

neg

neg

nag
neg

$~JJng based an risked BOE.
in the Beaufort and Chukchi Sea planning areas, 200-foot water depth is
txsrsMiensi to be the limit of current technology. Sued on current east/price
relationships and foreseeable technological advances, it is assumed that the
conditional mean gas resources estimated to exist in the Alaskan OCS Beaufort Sea
and Chukchi Sea P!anndng Areas are unecorMMnic.

contain a cornrnennal accumulation of hydrocarbons. This hkelihood is defined by
the tertn "marginal pmbability, its value for each planning area is shave in column
five af Table i. The resulting estimates of risked eotmomically developable oil and

1 Central Gulf
of Mexico

2 Western Gulf
of Mexico

3 Southern

California
4 Navarin Basin
5 South Atlantic
6 Mid-Atlantic
7 Beaufort Sea
8 Eastern Gulf

of Mezim
9 Chuischi Sea

10 North Atlantic
11 Central

California

12 Northern

California

13 St. George Basin
14 Washington-Oreg'
15 North Aleutian

Basin

16 0uif of Alaska
17 Norton Basin
18
19 Hope Basin
20 ShunLagin
2I Cook iniet
22 Aleutian Basin
23 Sower Basin
24 St, Matthew-Hall
25 Aleutian Arc

Cndl Cndl Risked Risked
Mean Mean Mean Mean Risked
Oil Gas Mphc Oil Gas BOE

 BBO!  TFCO!  BBO!  YCFG!  BBOE!
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gas resources are provided in columns six and seven. A single measure, called barrels
of oil equivalent  BOB!, is obtained by converting the risked gas to the Btu equivalent
of oil and then simply adding it to the risked oil figure. One barrel of oil contains
the heating content of about 5.62 thousand feet of gas. The units in Table 1 are
billions of barrels of oil and trillions of cubic feet of gas. Hence to obtain  risked!
equivalent barrels of oil, we divide thc gas amount in column 7 by 5.62 and add it to
the oil amount in column 6.

In many of the planning areas studied, hundreds of geologic prospects were
identified having some likelihood of containing hydrocarbon resources in axnouots
greater than that size necessary to encourage development, given that the fields have
been discovered. However, prior to exploration, many of these developable fields have
negative risked private values net of exploration costs. Thus, in considering the
potential fox oil and gas discovery, it is appropriate to recognize that discovery results
from investments in lease acquisition and exploratory dxilling. Under a given set of
economic conditions and geologic risk, some prospects are not worth acquiring and
drilling even though they would be profitable to develop if such investments had
alxeady been made and thc deposits found.

Lease acquisition. and exploration investments are based upon both the size and the
probability of the economic payoffs that can result The Minerals Management
Service  MMS! has estimated the risked economically developable oil and gas resources
and their net economic value for the identified pxospects that are worth investmcnts
in lease acquisition and exploration, ie� they are leasable even in the presence of the
perceived level of risk for the planning area. Table 2 shows the estimates of risked
resources and expected net economic value from the set of prospects in each OCS area
worth leasing and exploring.

The economic assuxnptions for these base case calculations include a FOB port of
export oil price of $28.65 in July 1984  rounded to $29 in the discussion!, a 1 percent
real oil and gas annual price increase, an 8 percent discount rate, and a 5 percent
inflation rate. The net economic values as of July 1986 have been calculated in
Table 2 for a representative 10 pexcent sample of 2,400 potential geologic fields, The
four lowest ranked planning areas in Table 1  Aleutian Basin, Bower Basin, St.
Matthew-Hall, and Aleutian Arc! are deleted from Table 2 and subsequent tables
because their resource magnitudes are estimated to be negligible.

The aggregate magnitude and value of leasable resources do not, however, pxovide
a complete picture of the resource and economic potential of an OCS planning area,
A substantial total net economic value may result from a moderate amount of
high-valued resouxces ox a very substantial amount of lower valued resources. Table
3 shows how the resource potential is distributed by net economic value in each area.
 The actual distribution of developable resources by net economic value is more
widely dispersed than that shown in Table 3 because the saxnplc size used in
evaluating fields within a planning area tends to truncate the lower and upper tails
of thc original distributions of field sizes. This, in turn, explains the absence of
resources in the lower net economic value categories of Table 3.!

The sensitivity of the distribution of leasable resources by net economic value to
alternative starting oil price assumptions has also been approxixnated. These changes
fxom the base case occur pxixnarily in thc lowest net economic value categories of the
distribution of leasable resources.

Table 4 evaluates the effects of alternative price assumptions on the amount of
developable resources that is on leasable prospects for each of the 20 planning areas.
This table shows that some areas, such as Gulf of Alaska and St. George Basin, have
much better leasing possibilities when the investment climate is more favorable than
specified in the base case. The seositivixy analysis on prices is extended to the
measures of net economic value as shown in Table 5.
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Table 4

Sensitivity of Leasable
Rcsou.rce Amounts to thc Starting Oil Price

 Millions of Equivalent Barrels!

Planning Area Starting Price: $24 Starting Price: $29 Starting Price: $34

4,846 5,416»

5/125+125,153

1,090
559

593

150

407

902

557

556
150

391

1,471»
794»

615
418

651

Starting Oil Price $29
Annual Oil Price Change 1 percent
Kliamunt Rate 8 percent
R~urccs Expressed in Minions of Equivalent Barrels  Mh63OE!

Estnnatcs of leasable resources in these planning axeas exceed economically
developable rcemrccs Qn the base case! beaLuse the price change lowers the
minimum economically developable field size and. tends to increae ultimate
recovery from a given field.

Central Gulf
of Mexico

Western Gulf
of Mexico

Southern

California

Navaria. Basin
South AGmtic
Mid-Atlantic
Beaufort Sea
Eastern Gulf

of Mexico
Chukchi Sea
North Atlantic
Central California
Northern California
St. George Basin
Waahuqrtoai3zegm
No. Aleutian Basin
Gulf of Alatlta
Norton Basin
Kq~
Hope Basin
Shuntay'n
Gxk Inlet

454

343

49

359

347

173

56

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

454

396

103

400

409

173

56
19
18

14

0 0 0 0

556

487

128
471»

417

359

56
25
3314 0 0 0 0
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Table 5

Sensitivity of Net Economic Value Estimates for
Leasable Resources to the Starting Price of Oil

Base Starting Price Less $5 Base Starting Price Plus $5

Net Economic Net Economic
Value per Net Economic Value Per Net Economic

Barrel Value  M! Barrel Value  M!Planning Area

$27,816 $9.62 $52,102$5.74

4.63
5.39
1,57
287
2.16
1.14

23,858
4,865

874
1,429

325
446

8.91
7.42
3,93
5.71
5.70
3.26

47,330
10,910
3,120
3+12
2,383
2,122

Assumptions: Base case with price sensitivity

Starting Oil Price: $29
Annual Oil Price Change: 1 percent
Discount Rate. 8 percent
Resources Expressed in Millions of Equivalent Barrels  MMBOE!

WHAT TO OFFER AND WHEN?

An important consideration in deciding when to offer the potential resources in a
given planning area for lease, or how to order the offering of all planning areas, is
thc cost of delaying the sale  and hence, presumably, exploration and development! of
leasable prospect+ In cases where the net economic value per barrel can be increased
in present worth from future rather than current offerings, such planning areas
should be timed for sale later  if at alD in the schedule.

Central Gulf of
Mexico

Western Gulf of
Mexico

Southern California
Navarin Basin
South Atlantic
Mid-Atlantic
Beaufort Sea
Eastern Gulf of

Mexico
Chukchi Sea
North Atlantic
Cenrral California
Northern California
St. George Basin
Washington-Oregon
North Aleutian
Gulf of Alaska
Norton Basin
Kodiak
Hope Basin
Shumagin
Cook Inlet

3.47
0.97
1.69
5.33
3.78
120
4.79
NA.
NA.
NA.
NA.
NA,
NA
NA.

1,575
333

82
1,912
1,312

208
268

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

7.35
3.01
5.29
7.32
8.08
448
9.47
2.64
231
3Z6
NA.
NA.
NA.
NA.

4,087
1,466

677
3,446
3,369
1,608

530
66
83
46

0 0 0 0
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Measures of the cost of delay for curren.tly  July 1986! leasable prospects in each
Planning area for the base caw are presented in Table 6. These average annual
measures were developed under both 1 and 2 percent real oil price inweave scenarios
over a multi-year delay intervaL The largest delay costs, equal to about 4 percent of
net ecoeotnic value per year of delay in the 1 percent pxicc growth scenario, are
incurvA Fuz the highest valued planning areas including the Gulf of Mezzo and
Pacific RegiozsL 'Ihc relative size of delay costs would be higher if no price increase
was ezpcctetL

Table 6

Simple Avexage Annual Change in Nct Economic Value
Per Barrel For Leasable Resources Fzozn a Delay in Lcasiag

Planning Axes

Starting Oil Pnoe $29
sazunt Rate: 8 pexcent

Resources Expressed in Millions of Equivalent BarzeJs
 MJ fBOE!

75 and 15-year delay intemraLa for 2 percent and 1 percent
annual zeal ail price growth amunptians, xespectively.

Negative change xncans cost xn delay.

Central Gulf of Mexico
Western Gulf of Mezico
Stsuthern Calif ornia
Na.varin Bain
South Atlantic

Mid-Atlantic

Beaufort Sea

Eastern Gulf of Mexico
Chukchi Sca
North Atlantic
Central California
Northern California
Stlksorge Basin
Washington oregon
Northern Aleutian Barin
GMlf of Alaska
Norton Basin

Ka4ak

Hope Basin
Shutnagin
Caak Inlet

Annual Resource Price Increase Per Barrel

1 Percent 2 Percent
S/bbl Sfbbl.

O30 -3.92 -0.36 -3,84
-027 -3.91 O35 -3.90
-026 -3 84 O28 -3.74
-0.09 -342 -0.13 -2.97
O.15 -3 73 O.18 -321

O.14 -3AiO O.03 -129
OX� -331 O.IO -2.76
O20 -3 77 -022
-0.07 -392 -OD9 -2.71
-0.12 -348 O.16 -3.05
O26 -441 O27 -3 79
O22 -3.75 OZ3 -3.93
O.10 -334 O.10 -234
O27 -3 79 O32 -359
-0.03 -227 O.04 -149
-OA� -2,18 -093 -120
O94 -229 -0.04 -128
NA. NA NA. NA.
NW NA. NA. NA.
NA. NA NA. NA.
NA. NA. NA. NA.
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Thc delay costs reflect changes in the size of the developable resource that occur
as prices increase, as well as increases in per barrel value due to these higher prices,
 Fields that may become leasable at higher prices through time at a given annual
price growth assumption are not included in the calculations.! Observe in Table 6
that all entries are negatively valued. This means essentially that within each of the
relevant planning areas, a delay in leasing, which results in postponement of the start
of exploration activities, will cause a reduction in the net economic value per barrel
of oil that would be produced if hydzccarbons were discovered on a typical leasable
field.

The net economic value of a barrel of oil and gas in the 2 percent growth case is
higher than in the 1 percent case. Moreover, the set of leasable prospects may differ
somewhat For each price scenario. Thus, for a given planning area, the delay costs per
barrel as presented in Table 6 axe not directly comparable between price scenarics. A
more appropriate comparison is between the annual percentage change in values pcr
original risked barrel, as shown in columns 3 and 5 of the table, since this comparison
normally the effects on absolute values due to the different price change
assumptions. Of course, for a given price change assumption, the dollar measuxes of
delay costs do suggest the proper ordering of leasing and investment among areas,

PLANNING AREAS BY POTENTIAL VALUE

Table 7 showa that the central and westexn Gulf of Mexico areas have by far the
greatest resource potential in the highest value category, nearly 5 billion barrels each,
These two axeas also have the greatest total net economic value and the greatest total
leasable resources. In addition, both areas have substantial resource potential at lower
net economic values.

Based on these indicators of the resource and economic potential of the central and
western Gulf of Mexico, it would be reasonable to schedule sales in these areas for
each year in the five-year program, This would continue the frequency of leasing
under the current program. The amount of leasing and the value of leases sold in
such annual sales would be expected to decrease unless prices increased suddenly or
significant new prospects were identified; however, annual leasing in these two areas
is warzanted until the unleased inventory is sufficiently depleted to fall more nearly
in line with that of other OCS areas.

Outside the central and western Gulf of Mexico, the eastern Gulf of Mexico and
the thxee California planning areas have by far the greatest amount of high-valued
Leasable resources. The southern California area has thc largest portion of this
high-valued resource in the top net economic value categories and almost ss many
leasable resources as the eastern Gulf of Mexico and the centxal and northern
California planning axeas combined. Moreover, the southern California area has a
greater potential gain in leasable resources from higher oil prices. The estimated cost
oi delaying investments in the leasable zesources  at the base case assumption oF 1
percent! is about the same for each of the four areas, and somewhat less than in the
central and western Gulf of Mexico areas. Thus, while the relatively high economic
vaLue of the resource potential in these areas makes it reasonable to schedule xnore
than one lease sale in each area during the five-year program, priority for earlier sales
should be given to the southern California area.

The Navmxn Basin and South Atlantic planning axeas have about the same
estimated leasablc resources with total net economic values of about $28 and $1,5
billion, xespectively. The South Atlantic. however, has xnoze resource potential in the
top economic value categories and about twice the cost of delaying investments as the
Navarin Basin. The Navazin Basin area would gaia more leasable resources from
higher prices. The estimates show that both azeas may warrant sales in the
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Table 7

Condensed Distribution of Risked Developable Resxu~
 Millions of Equivalent Barrels!

Net Economic Value per Barrel
Developable Category for lmsaMe Rearurces

but not
~ble Below $3.00 $3.00 to $6.00 $6.00 to $10.0Planning Area

126 4,720

4.690
661

0

0

0

0

463

261

80

375

72 0

159

168

479

218

78

407

Starting Oil Price $29
Annual Oil Price Change: 1 percent
Dsnsunt Rate: 8 percent
Resources Expressed in Millions of Equivalent Barrels  Ml4%6!

1986-1991 leasing pxogram, perhaps morc than one sale if exploration yields positive
rtlults. Consi tion af industry intexest and nonoxmomic factors must also be
weighed ia addition to the nct economic value basis for mheduling.

The next group of pnsspective areas in Table 7 are tbe Beaufort and Chukchi Seas.
Thee areas are simllrLr in both estimated leasable resources and nct econuxuic value,
but the Beaufort Sca shows a greater gain in leasable reaoum» from higher base prices
 see TaMc 8!.

Since the aetiruatcd nct economic value for each of these areas is in the $1 biUion
range, it iu realsnable to offer both of them at least once in the 1986-1991 f~pmn.

Central Gulf

of Mezz 564
Western Gulf

of Mexico 12
Southern California 296
Navarin Bain 217

South Atlantic 128
Mid-Atlantic 506
Beatxfoxt Sca 199
Eastern Gulf

of Mexico 105
Chukchi Sca 138
North Atlantic 378
Central California 56
Northern California 37
St. George Bain 238
Washington<!roon 96
North Aleutian Basin 84

Golf of Alasi~ 78
Norton Basin 34
Kodak 30
Hope Bssira 11
Shutnagin 8
Coat inlet 4

52

396
54

0

0
173

0

19

18

14

0

0

0

0

0

31
273

225
010 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

202
0

18
127

184

46

G 0 0 G 0 0 0
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Table 8

Change ln Base Case Leasable Resources Resulting From A
$5 Per Barrel Change ln The Starting Oil Price

 Millions Of Equivalent Barrels!

Base Starting Price
Less $5

Hase Starting Price
Plus $5Planning Area

Assumptiomc Base Case with oil price sensitivity

Starting Oil Price: $29
Annual Oil Price Change: 1 percent
Discount Rate 8 percent
Resources Expressed in Millions of Equivalent Barrels
 MMBOE!

Because the Beaufort Sea estimates show higher resource growth potential, a
somewhat earlier sale in the Beaufort Sea may be preferable.

The last fouz areas that currently have resources that appear to make worthwhile
acquisitions are mid-Atiantic, St. George Basin, North Atlantic, and Wsshington-
Ozegon, The estimated net economic value of leasable resources is in the neighborhood
of $08 billion for these areas. They have relatively Little resource potential in
high-valued prospects, but thc mid-Atlantic and St. George Basin could gain
substantially from a higher oil/gss price leveL Delay costs are moderate, except for
Washington-Oregon, which reflects the relatively high per barrel value of the limited
resources in that area. These findings make it worth offermg thc areas at least once
during the 1986-1991 period to allow firms the opportunity to invest in gathering
more seismic data and exploring thc unlcased prospects that are leasable.

Central Gulf of Mexico
Western Gulf of Mexico
Southern California
Navarin Basin
South Atlantic
Mid-Atlantic
Beaufort Sea
Eastern Gulf of Mexico
Chukchi Sea
North Atlantic
Central California
Northern California
StAseorge Basin
Washington-Oregon
Northern Aleutian Basin
Gulf of Alaska
Norton Basin
Kodiak.
Hope Basin
Shumagin
Cook Inlet

0
-159
-188

-2
-37

0
-16

0
-53
-52
-41
-62

0
0

-19
-18
-14

0
0
0
0

570
0

381
235

22
268
244
102
91
25
71

8
186

0
6

15
0
0
0
0
0
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Of the renuuning areas with resource potential, the Minerals Management Service
 MMS! estimates show three with some leasable resource potentiai  North Aleutian
Basin, Gulf of Alaalm, and Norton Basin! and four with none  Kcdiak, Hope Basin,
Shumagin, and Cook. Inlet!. Further, none of the last four show any resource gain
from the 85 per barrel higher oil price level. The other areas are marginal. To be
able to make these remaining areas available if new information should make them
more valuable, they might be scheduled for standard or tentative sales.

THE PROPOSED PROGRAM

On March 21, 1985, Secretary Hodel announced a draft proposed leasing program
for the 1986-1991 five-year period. The economic analysis just described was one of
the factors considered by the Secretary in deciding on the proposed program. In the
Gulf of Mexico, for example, annual sales are proposed to be continued in the two
highest valued, highest interest areas: the central and western Gulf of Mexico.
Triennial sales are proposed in 15 other areas. Areas identified with little or no
leasable potential � the Gulf of Alaska, Cook Inlet, Shumagin, Hope Basin, and
Kodiak.� are scheduled as frontier exploration sales with an additional Request for
Interest in these areas to help determine if the sale process should proceed, The
schedule provides for annual sales for a limited number of selected blocks in areas
other than the central and western Gulf of Mexico in order to minimize the costs of
delay associated with not offering the blocks for an additional three years, The draft
proposed program is currently under review by states, federal agencies, and the
public. Thc Proposed Final Program is slated for release in the spring of 1986,
Secretarial approval will follow appropriate consultation and a 60-day notification
period before Congress.

NOTE

The PRESTO methodology is designed to accommodate an analysis of hydrocarbon
resource potential for an area on both a horizon-by-horizon and a prospect-
by-prospect basis.
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Social Costs

THOMAS A. GRIGALUNAS
Pro f essor
Department o f Resource Economics
Unlverslty of Rhode Island
Kingston, Rhode Island

INTRODUVHON AND BACKGROUND

Section lg aX3! of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act  OCSLA! provides that
the titning and location of individual OCS lease sales be selected based on a
consideration of balancing the potential for environmental damage, for the discovery
of oil and gas, and for adverse impact on the coast zone. Hence, an analysis of
possible environmental dmnages and adverse coastal zone effects from proposed OCS
oil and gas leasing is essential in the development of the proposed five-year OCS oil
and gas leasing p~

This paper briefly summarizes an econonuc analysis of the potential social costs
of developing, producing and transporting the oil and gas resources of each OCS
planning area estimated to be leasable as of July 31, 1986, the current starting date
for the proposed five-year schedule. Readers interested in a detailed discussion of the
methodology, data�assumptions and results are referred to the study document  US,
Department of Interior, Draft proposed Five Year OCS Oil and Gas Leasing Schedule,
Appendix G, March, 1985!.

The advantage of developing cost estimates in economic terms is that comparisons
of social costs can be made across OCS planning areas usmg a common unit of
measurement � dollars. Also, the estimation oF social costs in dollar terms allows one
to rank OCS areas by then net social value  development benefits minus social costs!.
It is recognized, however, that a number of potential societal costs of OCS
development are not economic in nature  e.g�effects on subsistence community
lifestylcs of rapid OCS development! or cannot currently be quantified in economic
terms  e.g�possible effects of an oil spill on endangered species!. Therefore, in the
analysis of social costs attention was focused on those categories of costs for which
reasonable quantifiable information could be obtainetL Issues which cannot be
addressed in quantitative terms are addressed qualitatively in other documents
prepared in connection with the Five-Year ~,

Given the intent of the analysis, the economic study of social costs was carried
out on an aggregated, planning-area basis for each OCS area. The social cost analysis

137
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thus does not addrcm specific, intra-area resource management issues' such isa
emuninsd in Environmental Impact Statements preceding s lease sale ia

To pxovide a common basis for comparison among OCS phsnning areas socxxsl ts
estimates fox each area are based on the assumption that all of the leasable oU aad gsss
Iccsxrces for each area are leased on the same date, July 31, 1986. The diffezers<
flo'ws of sxssts over tixne for each OCS area are converted into their present dist~~
valuss, using a discount rate of 8 percent.

Qgagtifjcation of eccsxoxnjc damages from environmental incidents is a dif<icsxl
tsadertsJciag  see, ag Grigalunas et al�1985; U5. Departxnent of Commerce >9<3~.

level of the analysis, aad severe lixnitations in the state of the art for quantif~
eomoxnic damages make it ixnpassible to develop precise estimates of social costs or co
present confidence intervals for estimates of these costs. Pxe-ss& estixnxstes
hydrocarbon xesossrcea, their location aad composition  oil or naturals gas!,
conditkcss uader which any spills will occur aad the damages which will result mrs

Hence. in ccsLsidering the results which foHow, attention ahmM
focused more on the relative ranking of planning areas than on the precise nuxaerb~
result+

As a result of the snaay difficulties inherent in the messuxemeat of social ccsstss-
when judgment wss xoquixed concerning a cost estimate or aa assumption to be msacL
a ~itive, high-cast abroach was adopted, provided a reasonable hig~~

ta waa available. Specific examples of this conservative approach irxclMe=

Oil «pills predicted by the oil spill trajectory xnodel to reach
shore xaay not actuary strilte land because of prevention
sasasures  ag booxns ox at-sea recovery!;
Spills hing shore may not impose tourism and recreation.
losses, depessSng upon the season ia which spills occur and
the speed and thoroughness af cleanup operations;

Existing mitigating or regulatory meImuxes, such as pxecludiag
the alteration of wetiands by shoreside pipelincs ar reciuiring
a redncticss in potential air pollution emimions, can reduce or
elixxxinate many potential social cxssts  although orssta of
coxnpliaace axe not considered here because they are productioxs
costs w'hich axe part of the net economic benefits calculations~
and

Beneficial aspects of OCS oQ and gas development are ignored.
For example, platforms ia some OCS areas serve as artificial
reefs, Ixnpxovtng the quality of recreational fishing. Also,
offshore operators have provided emergency assistance to
fisherxsssn. Finally, additional OCS natural gas production to
some extent reduces the amount of imported oil and the
associated oil spilhr, and by substitutiag for coal and other
energy pxeducts, OCS natural gas production reduces air
pollution pnAlexns  or air pollution control costs! in eneqpr
oceamssing axesa None of these beneficial effects, however,
axe c si In this analysis because they are beyosxd. tbe
scope of the present effort.

Notwithstanding the ua of aaumptioas which provide a high estixnate txf smeial
costs, informol judgnsent sad simplifyiag assumptions ac+warily play izapcs~t



roles in this analysis. Every effort has been made to daaxmcnt data sources and tc
state explicitly the methodolqpr and asslxmptions employed to give the reader the
oplaMunity to judge the reasonableness of the results. Also, sensitivity analysis is
uSed tq examine hOw costs respOnd to variations in the estimatea Of uxut Crnta
employed in the analymL

THE OONCKPT OF COSTS USED IN THE ANALYSIS

Iatrtshectkm

The term "ccats" means different thinga to different peOple. To reduce Che
potential fOr COnfusioc, it is impOrtant tO define the COncept and categOries Of costs
which have been conxadered in L~IIenung the potential socull costs of the Draf t
Pn~sed Five- Year Poogxam.

Social costs measure the environmental and related casts to the Nation as a whole
resulting from the proposed oil and gas development in each OCS pixuming
specific ccsss considered in the analysis of social cost enccsxxpaxs market and
non-market asxts and include such oil spill and non-spill caste as cleanup and contxol
cltta, Ccmmexcial fiaheriea, tOurism and recreatiOn costa, ecOlogical ccats. Wetland
Losses and several other costL

Excluded from sociaL costs axe transfers, mxmdary  or "muLtiplier" ! effects and
purely private costa. Transfers are merely financial roNstributioos. For example, oil
spill~used lOssss in a community's tOurism induStry sales tax receipts Xnay be Offset
by increases in other communities' tax revenues. Because losses by one group tend to
be counterbalanced by gains to othexs, no net social cost is involvecL Sixnilarly, oil
spill damage compensation payments redistribute the burden of a spill but do noc
change its social cost; thus, compensation payments are not included as a cost for to do
so wouM count costs twice. Secondary effects usually are omitted from the
estixnation of social costs unlem it is unxtxtsonable to xusxume Ml employment and
xnoMe resources, such as in inflated commercial fishing communities. Finally, purely
private losses occur when, for example, a loss in profits by the tourist industry in one
Location is balanced by an increase in profits at substitute siteL Because the Lesxes in
one location usually are offset by gains at substitute sites, no social cost arises.

ln all cOSC-benefit studies, the standard Of COxnpariaXn far assesxirxg a pcliCy is
what would have happened in the absence of the policy, Fos this analysis, the
With-va-withOut COmpariSCXn is OCS oil and gas develnpcrumt VL the alternatiVe of
imported Oil. Hence, the social ccets of the Draft propcsed Five-Year Pxclpam are
measured net of the costs avoided because OCS oil development reduces the demand
for foreign oil and thexeby avoids damages from spills by foreign Canltexs.

The naticnal fOcus adopted far sxINsing SOCiaL Ctssts is Omristent With the
evaluation of the benefits of OCS developunent at the na~ leveL. Actual
measurement of the social costs of prodUccion in an QCS LTyL, however, reqlllxes Chat
consideration be given to the consecluences of that production for other OCS areas.
For example, oil produced in the Navaxin Baem on the Alakan OCS is expected to be
shipped neth to xefineries by tanlters, potentially resulting in oil spills off all wesC
coast OCS areas, thereby causing social costs in thee axesL The social oosts concerned,
however, are attributed to OCS oil production in the Navarin Basin since they would
not have occurred in the absence of the Navaxin Basin production. On the other hand
cil pxoduction in an OCS area reduces social cost3 in other axeas by bschng out

pOrted Oil and fOreign tantCr spiliS from these Other axeaa FOr example, oil
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produced in the central Gulf of Mexico replaces aa equivalent amount of imported. oO
dortiaed for refineries in the central Gulf of Mexico as well as other OCS aretsL Thc
reduction in imported oil means less oil will be spilled from foreign tankers in aB
areas cxatcerxaerL Just as costa imposed on other areas are attributable to the producing
OCS area, so too, the crwra avoided when imported oil and the associated oil spillage
are reduced also must be aligned to the producmg area if social costs are to be
xneasured corxectly from the viewpoint of the Nation as a whale.

bt addition to aa analysis of social costs to the entire Nation, the, GMLA dictates
that the distribution of the sachs costs of OCS oil and gas developnxent also be
ooasidexecL To emphaiize the important difference between the social cata to the
Nation as a whole aad the costs estixnated to be realized by residents of the producing
OCS area, a second category of costs ls estunated. These costs axe referred to as
regional ctsxtL However, this paper focuses on the analysis of social costa carried out
as part of the development of the Draf t proposed Five-Year program  DPP!. Reatiers
interested ia the definition and estimation of potential regional costs sheuM refer to
Appendix 0 of the DPP,

OVKRVIE% DF MR'.THODOMOY AND ANALYTICAL APPROACH

Lncrrdxscrlexa

To estixnate the present diaccatnted value of the costs of OCS oil and gas
developaxent for each plaxuxiag axes. the analysis proceeds through several steps

are illustrated in the accompanying simplified flaw chart  Fig. 1!, and
described in general terxns below. The two basi~ types of costs considered axe oil-spiU
crate aad non~ costa. An overview of the approaches used to estimate each txf
these categoriea of costs followL

A xnajor focus of the analysis is on the costs of oil spills. Particular atteatioa
given to the posi,Mity of Large oil spills � those over lQ6 barreh. Spills of this
from QCS production axe rare; no spills greater than 1,000 barxels have taken place
aiace 1981, and atxly three such spills have occurred from 1979 through 1984.
Nonetheless, Large spiLLs happen periodically, with potentially serious daxnagea.
especially if they strike sensitive resources or reach shore within a few days, before
natural weatheriag, of the oil can reduce its harmful effects.

Small spilis  those less than LAN barrels! also axe considered in the analysis of
social ate%. Although numerous. the total amount of oil historicaILy discharged iato
the marlins eavirtslxneat by axnaLL spills is relatively sraali compared to the axncaU1t
attributable to large spilla. To illustrate, 934 araaLL spills between 1 aad l~ barre1s
constitLsted over 99 perecat of all production platform aad pipeline incidents teamed
in the Gulf of Mexiao from 1974 to 1983. However, these spills accounted for only'
about 23 percent of the volume of oil spilled during the period. 'Axe average amount
disdutrled in these small spilis over the period cited was 9A barrels per spilL

For each OCS area, estimated ail spill ccsrnx are determined by eereral factorL The
principal factors include the scale of annual oil production; the estixnated nuxxxber
 rate! of large and small oil spllhr per unit of annual production.- the estimated
average aire of spilia; the chaace that spills which do occur will strike Iaad; and the
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marine resources and economic characteristitn and tbc cavixtxmncutal productivity and
mnsitivity of each OCR area.

Pstimatea af the remaiIning leasable resources ae Of July 31, H86, and the
devclopTncntftxaosportation scenario  time to initial, peak, and final production; xuode
of oil transport! provide the poirLt of departure for estimating each axes's oil spill
costa. Given this informatitm, obtained fram Interior Department amxcese annual oil
pxeductiafu was estimated fer each OCsi area. The eetimated XCmtxxass and the
devalapment/transpOrtatiau IKCnarim Vary Widely frtnn OCS axes to area;
coasetiuantly the eStimated time pattCrn of Oil production differs canaiderably amoxLg
OC5 aresL For esample, the time from a leace Sale to initial prcductioxL ranged from
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ss Little as three years in a mature OCS area Like the central Gulf of Mexico to
thirnsen years for OCS areas in the Arctic.

Using the estimated annual oil pmduction for each area, the number and size crf
Large and mnaLI spills are established  Table I!. The number of large spijls ~ter
than or erluai to 1@30 barrels! per billion barrels of oil for each source  pxoducticst
Platforms pipeiines snd tankers! is adopted from 4mfear and Amstutz �983!.

ted "tJJpical" spill size for large platform and pipeline spills also is adopted
from Lanfear and Amstutz �983!. For vessels the large spill size is estimated frtrrxx
the worMwide tanker sinll data file for the period 1974-1984 maintained by tlute
interior Department. Information for small spill sizes is based on the recoxd of srunli
spills in the Gulf of Mexico for 1974-1983.

Given the estimated total spillage for each area, the next step is to estimate the
amount of ~ oil expected to come ashore. This number is significant becaurse,
generaILy. the costs per barrel are considerably higher for spilled oil which comes
ashore than for oR which remains at sea. The former requires ccstly onshcse retral
operations snd impose a variety of additional costs uot amociated with spills
stay at sea

The estimated probability that a given spill will strike Land is an average cxf
many hundreds of oil spill trajectory runs made for each planning axes in ~pious
studies by the OCS oil spill modeling group in the Interior Deprrxtrneut.
probability figure used in this analysis can be regaxthxi as a weighted average
reflecting the overaU chance that a given spiIL will come ashore within thirty de~
Ebr example, the cham+ that s spill which occurs will strike laud within thirty days
ranges from 10 percent in the North Atlantic to 85 percent in the Gulf of ALrrsdca
~ estimated amount of spilLage to come ashore in each area plays a key role in the
«naiyis of costs  Table 1!.

Once GCS oil production and the axnount of oil spillage by year have been
estimated, estimates of annual social crxrts for each area are developecL Basically. total
costs are estimated by multiplying estimated unit costs per barrel spilled tUnes the
annual estimated spillage in each area. Constant marginal and average cosrts are
shoed, fox all aiE spill costs, over the range of spills considered. All coefficients are
expressed iu constrrnt 1986 dollsrL

Since non~ costs depend upon the scale of total OCS activity, the apprcsxch
used to estimate these oosts differs considerably from the approach followed to
estimate aH syill ccats. For example, coxnmercial fishing losses from gear asnfHeus
resulting from OCS ail and gas debris or bottom obeeuction or axes preemption caursecI
by the emplacesnent of OCS hydrocarbon facilities on fishing grounds can begin
during OCS exp4Ãatron and development~ten years before production begms PoT
these cosxs, losses are saumed to begin one year after a Lease sale, reach a msxtixxtttxn
coinciding with an axes's peak production and decline thereafter as field activity
diminishes and, eventually, facilitiss axe abandoned. Actual data fox these costs sLxe
obtaineti fram studies of commercial fishing axes preemption losses and reccrlt
experience with claims for damages to the Fishermen's Contingency Fund estaMshcd
by the OSCLA and operated by the Nathnsl Marine Fiaheries Service.

Possible wetland a~le losses were based on best estimates by Interior
Department experts. These estimates are axes-specific and include consideration af an
axes's oil and gas rcsourocs, existing pipeline facilities and the extent of wetlarads
potentially exposed to alteration because of OCS piprJiaee. Air tluality ccxncrmm f or
Nunc areas arim from both oil snd natural gas production; hence, possible air quality
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losers were related to total oil and gas production using the results of a prior anaiyaur
of possible air quality damages in southern California.

D&fEMPhKNT OF UNIT OIL SPILL AND NON-SPILL EST

l¹knQrrcfk¹a

The costxr examined include thae which could be incurred as a result of �! oil
spills in the marine environment, �! physical conflicts among competing xnarirre
resource usrs. and �! adverse ~ ixnpacta. The thixd category includes 4!

of wetlands,  b! possible deterioration in air rluality, and  c! subsistexxce
Space Iixnitationa xnan it impossible to explain in detail in this paper tIxe

xnethodology, asaxmptions and data used to generate each of the thirteen individrxal
cateysrim of costs used ia the study of social coats. Insteai of presenting an extenm~
4rL~rrt of each cast, an overview is given of the development of unit oil spill axxd

ln addition, for each of the taro categories of costs, one rnaj>t' cart is
reviewed in %xme detail in order to provide an example of the appxoacIx usecL to
estlxxLate important cart items. Again, those interested in the particulars of
analysis can oonadt the original study document.

For oil ayill-related oaexr, the unit cart coefficients developed in this starts
xneasnre the costs reasonably expected to be incurxed, by axea, per barrel of oil spioe~L
These coefficients are adapted from available case studies of oil spill costs, xnodified

orrnation from prior OCS lease sale HSs and other sources, The results af seven
case studies were used to develop unit oil spill ccst estimates  Table 2!.

These spills rangcsi over time fram the 1979 IXTOC I platform spill in which 5
million barrels were spilled to the 1967 supertanker 1URRKY CANYON spiE in
which 858 thcaurand barrels were lost. All costs wexe converted to catx-gtxrxea
corresponding to thase used in this study and aII values were inflated to 1986 dolla.rs.

'nre nine unit oil spill casts used in the social mats analysis are summarired in
TaMe 6. In generrd, the mst-per-barrel coefficients differ by: �! type of ocsrt
considered  ag ail spill oontxol and cleanup costs vs aommercial furhery losses!. '�!
by planxxinl area. xeAactinI the different xesorx~ marine uses, and environmental
sensitivity and productivity of each axes, and �! whether or not spilled oil aoxrxes
ashore of remains at ses.

Aa Bsslapta GNatref erNf l7es¹rrp Casts

'Am costs of interest bere include the erat of manpower. equipment, supplies xxnd
services used: �! to stem tbe less of oil from a tanker, pipeline, or offal cN.
facility. �! to recover the oil at sea or pxevent it from reaching shore, and �! to
remove and ream'er the oil, should the spiH coxrm ~ Control and cleannp casrta
typically xeprwcat the ainele largest market valued cxsrx of a spill, often accounting
for fifty percent or xnoxe of the total ant. Hence, this category of carts merits specxn?
attentiorL,

Several factors influence the per barrel cost af contxnliing and cleanixxg u.p a
particular spill  Table 2!. %%ether or rLot a spiU strikes shore is a very irxxportnnt
deterxninant of the per barrel acta af contn~g and cleaning up a spilL Boca~
there is a ma jxr difference in met per barreI between spills which do and which. do
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not hit land, considerable attention is given to the estimated chance that spills in sn
OCS planning area will or will not strike shore.

The geographic location of an oil spill will also influence control and cleanup
costs in arne cases because of relative cost differences among regions. To allow for
possible higher cteQ, Alaskan OCS cleanup and control arts are ssauned to be 45
percent greater than for "lower 48" OCS oil spiUs, based on the F.W. Dodge labor and
materials constructicsr costs index for Anchorage  L A. McMahon, 1983, p. XII!.

Control and cleanup costs also are affected by such considerations as the type of
shoreline struck  ag�sandy beach vs. rock.y shore! and by the ease of accessibility af
the resources employed in cleanup operations ro the spill area. However, sufficient
historic data do not exist to isolate the effect of rhese  end possibly other! factors on
control and cleanup corbL Moreover, at the level of aggregation necessarily used in

document, it is not feasible to predict precisely the specific sections of areas that
could be affected by spilla For these reasons the only distinctions made when
estimating cleanup and control costs for possible spills in the different OCS planning
areas are:  L! whether or not the spill is expected to come ashore, �! whether the
puree of the spiIt ie an OCS preduction platform, pipeline, or a tanker, and �!
whether the spill is on the lower 48 OCS or the Alaskan OCS. Using the available
cleanup and control cost data from several oil spills, the per barrel cost of contro~
and clesoring up oil spills used in the analysis of costs ranges from $318 for a egin
coming ashore from an Alaskan OCS platform to $21 per barrel for an OGS-related
tanker spill in the lower 48 which remains at sea  Table 3!.

Chen4sts oj H~pQ Casts

Four categories of non~ social costs were considered  Table 6! As indionted
earlier, estimates af these coats were based on total oil and gae development in each
OCS area, the unit cost results from prior studies, and analyses provided by the
interior Department.

Aa Bxcssyta PasAMe Nethnd Casts

Development of offshore oil and gas requires onshore support and tran~rt
facilities which can lead to wetlan.ds losses. Dredging of pipeline or navigation amuLie
can Mock or channeli2e water flows, thereby altering water circulation pattera«i
This ten result in changes in water tables, tidaL flows, and salinity levels, all of
which can be detrimental to wetland habitats. Construction activity can Lead to soil
compaction and subetsiuent lose in water holding capacity of the wetland's soiL
these sails are not reetcsed to preconstruction conditions, long-tenn changes ia. water
quality, gnmndwater levels, and vegetation can result. OCS oil and gas-related
activities have been cited ae one of the contributing factors to salinity changes and.
lac of v~umds. most notably in Louisiana, although the available results do not
indicate the ahare of amhuML alterations attributable to OCS oil and gss operationss vs.
oil and gaa operations in stare waters and other activities  Olds, f9841

Wetlands are recognized ss important nurseries and food production areas for
many spache of finfish, shellfish, and waterfowL Wetlands work as buffers for
flood waters and can reduce levels of eroion and subsequent eeiimeatatina. Also.
wetlands provide aesthetic benefits through provision of open space and may Play
important rules in purifying waters by remm~g ezcee nutrients and reoxygeaatiog
water. The cmcmtialiy irreversible nature of damages resulting from wetland laeres
and the relatively increasing value of these natural enw~nments  compazeti to
manufactured goods! bss been recognised in the economics literature  85c,
Shabtnan and llerteleon. 1979!,
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Table 3

Summary of Per Barrel Oil Spill Control and Cleanup Coats Used in
Analysis of OCS Planning Areas

Gest per Barrel
Alaskan OCS

�986!

Cost per Barrel
Lower 48

�986!

Preluction Platform

Hits shore

Relnains at ma

3219 b
1OO c

$318
145

Pipeline
Hits shore

Remains at sea 61d
313

89

Tanker
Hits shore

Remulins at sea 21 e
322

31

Unit cleanu.p and contxol cost3 for the Maskan OCS axe aatumed to be 45
percent greater than indicated costs for lower 48 OCS spills, based on F. W.
Dodge labor and materials construction cost index for Anchorage 0 A.
McMahon, 1984 Dodge Gunite to PuMc W'ops and marvy Constructkva
Costs, 1983, p. XIO.
Average of the ctsrt of the xelevant spiLls in Table 2.
Estimate based on average per barrel well contxol costs for two production
spills reported in Table 2  $79! plus the per barrel at~ control and
cleanup costs for the ARGO MERCHANT  $21!.
Average of platform and tanker costs.

4 ARGO MERC1-GAG' spiU.

While it is easy to enumexate benefits provided, quantification of econoxnic
daxnsles from wetland losses, particularly pxeservation value, is extremely difficult
bccauxn the flows of cervices provided by thee reources sxe not directly measurable
thxough the marltet. Psst soshes have employed the "life support" measaxe of
Gcsselink ct aI. �974!, largely because alternative mcasuxes which capture the
diversity of benefits from wetlands were unavailable. The life support approach
estimates total primary energy production within the wetland of interest and
mlLltlpiies this IGORruxe of energy by a unit value dctelmined by dividing GxoRR
National product by the National Energy Consumption index. However, this life
support measure of value has been severely criticized ss having no meaningful

p to st ~ ~~ ~ ~m  W~, 1974; Sh b and B m 1978;
Sbabxnan and Bertclsm, 1979!. ~ life support methxfalogy of Gossetinlt st aL may
vastly overstate wetland values.

Deslate severe empirical problems, several studmc have sought to estimate the
economic contribution of wethmds to particular fisheries  Batie and Wilson, 1979;
Lynne st al�1981!, as weil as the overall cconoxnic returns to commercial fisheries in
several estuary areas  Tihansky and ~ 1976! The value of wetlands for
%iMlife tnaxxagemcnt, flood contxol, and amenity benefits have been estimated  Gupta
and Poster, 1975!. Also, analysis has been used to isolate the effect of the amenity
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qualities of salt ponds on property values  Edwards and Anderson, 1984! Fmall
estimates are available for the value of a recreation fishing day  e.g Norton, Smith
and Strand, 1983!

Attempts to estimate the possible economic damages from wetlands changes
resulting from the expansion of OCS oil and gas operations in a planning area raust
re4te the anticipated increase in exploration. development, production
transportation to �! investment in pipelines and onshore support facilities, �! acres
of wetlands destroyed, and �! economic changeL Analysis of this issue is
compUcated because the investment in pipelines and other facilities needed to support

depends on the rate of utilization of existing facilities and. on
a host of highly area-specific siting issues which can be substantially influenced by
applicable state and federal rules and permitting requirements

Given these considerations, the wetlands acreage losses for
estimated using the best judgment of experts within Department of the lnternr
ares with negligible or zero estitnated resources, zero acreage lassies are auanned-
other areas acreage loses were allocated over time, assuming constant
damaged per year, starting from the lease date and culminating at the year Of peak
production M addition. camion is assumed to cause wetland losses to spread each year
at S percent until peak production is reached.

The value per acre of wetlands is constructed by summing the estimated value of
benefits for each region using the economic information described above-

The aesthetic and flood control benefits are taken from Gupta snd Faster �975!.
ply a capitalized value per acre of 311+43  in 1986 dollars! at an I

percent rate of interest.
WildMe values per acre of wetland are estimated using area specific information

on the range of per acre prices or ssscsesti values made by the U~ Fish and Wildlife
in acquiring wetlands acreage in each area. These per acre value ranges are

given in Table * This study employee the rnid-point of the range of values for each
regMm outside of Alaska as an estimate of wildlife values. Within Alaska. where
these figures are unavailable ml wildlife habitat is abundant, the lowest non-zero
figure of $50 per acre is used.

The value of wetlands as nurseries for recreational and cornmercuil fuiheries ~
calculated as followL Availability of wetlands is assumed to be a limiting factor for
all fiaheriss. The proportion of fisheries lanes is asnimed to be equal
proportion of wetlands dastroyeL Fisheriee losses are then calculated by multiplying
the total value of the fishery by the proportion of total available wetland which is
destroyed by onshore development. For example, the proportion of wetlands lost in
the western Gulf of Mexhm is calculated by dividing wetland acreage leases �30
acres. including ezoaha3 by total estuarine wetlands in the region �.715 million
acres! to calculate the proportion of wetlands which are destroyed. ~ total value
of a aommeraal fishery s catch is then multiplied by this figure to determine the lcsas
in comrnercM fisherieL Far tacreaUonal fisherics, the total number of recrea~
fishing days is obtained for each area  U8. Dept. of Commerce, National Marine
Fisheries Service, 1984, p. %!. This is multiplied by an estimate of the rxisrguM,l
value of a recreational fishing trip for striped bass from Norton, Smith atad Strand.
�963!. Norton sr oL give values ranging to a maximum of $12S3 for recreatirmsl
fishing days in various areas on the Atlantic coast. For this section, the highssit
marginal value per day is used. Adjusted to 1986 diAJars, this value is $15.03 per
day fished. ln the western Gulf, the annual vat.ue of an acre of wetlands for
recreational fishing is $15A�fday fished times 7372 million days fished divided by'
total acres of wetlands �.715 molioa! equals $6441. At an 8 percent interest rate.
this implies a capitalised value af $807. per acre. The value per acre for commercial
fisheries i ~ total val.ue of catch in 1986 doQars  @23.7 million! divided by 1.715
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Table 4

Wildlife Valuation Dollars Fer Acre

UX Fish and Wildlife Service Wildlife Value
Range per acre

The U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service did not provide ranges of values for
Alaaltan planning area+ The range 50-50 and wildlife value per acre 50
were Resumed

million total acrcagc equals $130. At an 8 peroent interest rate, this implies a
capitalized value of $1630. Hence, the value of an acre of wetlands in the wertcrn
Gulf as a nursery ground for comtncrcial and recreational fishing is $2438.

The total capitalized value of an acre of wetland in the m~ Gulf is the sum
of the aesthetic, wildlife, and flood control benefits  $11,718! plus the value as
nursery grounds for commercial and recreational fisheriea  $2438!, which equals
$14,l.58 per acre. Determining acreage damaged as described above, the total present
value  in 1986 dollars! of wetland losses in the western Gulf is $223 miUion.

'Qcse measures are expected to overstate fisheries losses since many ~ such
as tuna and sea scallops, are not highly dependent upon wctlanda 1n addition,
wetlands availability may not bc a linuting factor even for those species which do
depend upon wetlands. For example, Batie and Wilson �979! aod Lyme a aL
�981! both conclude that thc lass of a amaU amotsnt of wetlands would not likely
have much of an effect on particular wetlan~pendent fish populations. Fmally,
thee figures represent gross value of recreational and oosnnten~ fishing frvm which
otsss of fishing aimed be deducted to calculate net values,

Using the methodology described above, acres of wetlands lost, value per acre- of
wetland and total cotsmnic losses were estimated for each region  Table 5!. As
shown in the table, acres lost range from near zero to about 1013 acreL The net
present value of losses range across regions from near zero to about $5.84 million.

Western Gulf of Mexico
Central Gulf of Mexico
Southern California
South Atlantic

Navarin Basin~

Eastern Gulf of Mexico
Beaufort Sea~
Chukchi Seas

Central California

Northern CaUfornia
St George Basin~
Mid-Atlantic

North Atlantic

Oregon-Washington
North Aleutians

Gulf of Abets*

Norton Basin'

lMtnk~

Hope Basin~
Shumagin~

450 � 500

50 - 250

300 - 1000

50 � 100

50 - 50

0- 50

50 � 50

50- 50

300 - 1000

300 � 1000

50- 50

500 � 2000

600 � 1500

300 - 1000
50 - 50

50 � 50

50- 50

50-50

50 - 50

50 - 50

475

150

650

75

50

25

50
50

650

50
50

1250

1050
650

50
50
50

50

50
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Table 5

Estijnated Wetland Hosea for Each OCS Planning Area
Resulting frona the Production of All Leasable

Resources Unleased as of July 31, 1986.

Present Valve
Acres Lost Value Per Acre $!  $Miillort

8harrsaarp oj V'ah Coat 8sckeeCas

For convenience. the unit crsrt estimates derived in the preceding sections art:
aunmrarized below in TaMe 6. Thee results, all stated in 1986 dollars, provide the
central eolx&tnlc building Modts for the estimation of the cogs Qf Iclnrirt1r
planting areas.

lntrodtaction Using the approach outlined in the preceding sections, estimate
have been made of the social costs from producing all of the leasable hydracstrbcex
aamrcea unleased as of July 31, 1986 Only the aggregated oil spill and zroa-spiLl
cott results for each area are presented here. lt is emphasized that the resul~
described here are from the draft Appendix 0 report and are subject to revhiaa as,

Western Gulf of Mexico
Central Gulf of Mexico
Southern Cahfornia
South Atlantic
Navarin Bain

Eastern Gulf of Mexico
Ieattfort Sea
Chukchi Sea
Central California
Northern CMifornia
St. George Bain
Mid-Atlanta

North Atlantic

Oregon-Washington
North Aleutian
Gulf of Alaska
Norton Basin
Y~iak

Hope Baain
Shurnaipn
St. Matthew-HaQ
Aleutian Basin
Bowers Bain
Aleutian Are

408

1013

41
84

112

216
173

122

41
41

112
34
30

180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

14157

13767

30490

12550

11480

11850

11295

11294

20167

54563
11664
14143
36738

17031
11672
11551
11296

11432

11296

11410

223

5.84

057
084

OM
0.91
0.96

04?

OA4

1.19
047
026
041

0.16
ODO
O~

0~

0.00

OX@

0.00
OZA
OQO

0330

ODO
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Table 6

SumrnarJJ of Unit Cast Estimates Used in Analysis
of Casts of Propased OCS Five-Year Leasing Pragxam

Cast per indicated unit  $1986!

Oil Spill Casts
l. Cleanup and control costs

a. Production platform
 i! Oil comes ashore
 ii! Oil remains at sea

b. Pipeline
 i! Oil comes ashore
 ii! Oil rexnains at sea

c. Tanker

 i! Oil comes ashore
 ii! OLL renuxins at sea

2. Canxmercial fishing
 i! Direct LAxases
 ii! Seacsxdary  multiplier!

effects

3. Tourism industry k.
recreation lasxes

* Ecological Casts
5, Subsistence losses

$219-318 per bbl ashore
$100-145 per bbl spilled

$216-313 per bbl ashore
$61- 89 per bbl spilled

$222-322 per bbl ashore
$21- 31 per bbl spilled

$7-123 per bbl spilled
$87-266 per $100 lass in
coxnmercxal fxahing inaotne
S 40-120 per Pl spilled
readxing shore
$406-311 per bbl spilled
$26 per bbl spilIed for
Ahxskan ~
$32- 34 per bbl spilled o6. Value of lost oil

7. Other casts
a. iagaL-administrative carts
b. Research ctaxts

-$17' per bbl spilled
$8 per bbl spilled for
spills > 1,000 bMs

-$443 per bM spilled
reaching shore for
"lower 48"

-$5 per bbl spilled
rea9dag shore for Alaska

NanOil Spill Casts
1. Coxnnuecial f~

a. Area preemption $18 xnillion per BBOE
produced
$1.1 raillson per BHOE
produced.

- SAN2-O63 per bblh

-QXQ-D24 per MCFb

$11!94-54~3 per acre
lost

b See teM for a discusxlon of the derivation of the individual unit cost estimates.
The indicated range reflects the range of unit casts estimates used for different
OCS plannixxg axesa.
These ate 1986 hxse prxces whxch axe asmxxned to incream by 2 percent ux real
terms annually.
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resource estimates change, uew data becoxne available or as analytical refinernenta and
adjueumnts are carried out during the review procesL

Social Coat I.esulta for Each OCS Area Table 7 presents a summary of the
~ stixnated social oosts for each OCS area as a result of developing, producing and
transpc~ng all of the estimated leasable oil and gas resources unleased as of July 31,
1986 Using the western Gulf of Mexico as an example, the results in the able
should be interpreted as described below.

Table 7

Suxnrnary of the Present Discounted Value of SocIal Costs
For Each ~ Planning Area  millions of 1986 dollars!

�! �&3344!
�! {2! �WIM2! ~ Tom Net

Grcxsx Cost Avoided Kha~yvat-
Oil Spill Non Spill Social From Reduced ed Social

Costs Costs Costa Imports Costa

112L27.8619597.39IX29

25.81
13AG

X62
6.99

11.74

649
0.81

257

22.90
14A7

2.19

L29

3754

20.08

3A3

955

1444
5.61

IM
127

Social costs avoided to the nation as a w'hole from reduced needs for intyarted czi1.
saunung reduced imports  and ameiated oU spills! are distributed acrtxxs ~
planning areas in the mme propor1botL ss in xeoent years  see Table HL~5 1,
ApIendix G, Draft prepared Five-Year Oil and Gas Leasing Prograxxt!.

Western Gulf

of Meaioo

Central Gulf
of Mexico

Southern California
South Atlantic
Navarin Basin

Eastern Gulf
of Mexico

Beaufort Sea
Chukchi Sea
Central California

Northern California
St. Oeoxge Basin
Mid-Atiantic
North Atlantic

Oregon-Washington
North Aleutian
Gulf of Alaska

Norton Basin
K odist
Hope Basba
Shumagin
St. Matthew Baxan
Aleutian Ssaln

Bowers Basin
Aleutian Axe

386
3.90
3A5

341
251
1.19
052
02.9

027

0.14

N39

OA39
OAN

OAN
0.00

OAN

MN

OAN
OAN

136
1.37

0.97

0.93

147
084

0.46

040
024

0.02

OD2

OA32

0.00

0.00

0/30

OAN

OAN
OA30
OAN

5.22

528

4A2
454
4.18

203

0.98
0.89

051

0.16
0.11
0.12
OA30
0.00

OA30

OAN
OAN
OAN
OAN

1.30
2.14

1.79

1.99
128

087

026

0.10

0.10

OA36
0.03

084

OA30

OA30

0.00

OAN

0.00

0.00

OAN

3.92
313

Xk3
%55
279
i~

073
0.79
641

0.10
M!8

QD7

OA30

OAX!
OA30
OA30

OA30
OA30

OX30



The value of thc oil spill costs  $12.29 miHioa3 plus the Mn~ spill casts  p~
xnillion! for the western Gulf of Mexico is $1949 xniilion in 1986 dtallaza, This
figure represents the total, quantifiable social cc»ts resulting from the production and
transportation of all of thc area's xesourcea, However, the social et' estimate of
$19h9 Ntillion does not yct include xeccgnition of the social casts avoided beoaua: oil
from tbs western Gulf of Mexico will back out imports, thereby reducing foreign
tanker spills. Hence, the $1959 minion social astt figttxe at this paint xepresents
gross" social carta

The social costs avoided when western Gulf of Mexico oiI backs out imports is
$734 milan  Column 4 in Table 7!. These social met savings are distributed atnong
the diffetetat OCS areas based on thc xecent geographical pattern of crude oil imports
 xet indicated herc!. After thc social costs avoided axe subtxttcted. from gross social
caata. wc anive at nct social costs of $11.82 million for the western Gulf of Mexico
 Gxluxost 5!. In suxn:mary, the $11.82 million is estimated cast of developing all of
the western Gulf of Mexico leasable oil and gas resources unieiased as of July 31,
19& tl the Nation as a whole.

Estimated social casts range from $25.8 million for the central Gulf of Mexico to
Ieas than SL million. for thc north and mid-Atlantic axeas, for Oxelen and Watthington
and for several Aisakan OCS areaL Generally speaking, there is a dixect asrociation
between an area'a total social cost and the total lcasablc hydrocarbon xeNturces
~ stirnated to be contained in the area.

Total hydrocarbon xesouxces alone, however, do xtot determine total social costs.
The ail~ resource crxnposition, thc transportation mode, the estimated chance that
spills which occur will xeach shore, together with the characteristics of an area's
marine and ~ resources and environmental productivity and sensitivity, also
infiucxscc total social costa For example, the central Gulf of Mexico has roaatrces
which are 9 pexcent lower but social costa which axe moxc than douhle, thc
ctmeagtottdlng estimates for the western Gulf of Mexico. One ixnportant reason for
the large difference in social costw estixnates for the taro areas is ~t the central Gulf
af Mexico is expected to axntain considerably xnoxe oil than the western Guif, hence,
estimated apilixtge is greater for the former area. Other rcttnms for the difference in
the estatnated total social costs between the two axeas include the fact that the central
Gulf has more valuable commercial fisherics and a higher environmental productivity
and aestsitivity ranking and is potentially more susceptible to w~Lnd alteration than
the western Gttif of Mexico

The net effect of aH of the myriad of factors influencing social costs can be
essxoined by a~exing, the social coats pcr unit of proiuction � here measured aa the
social astts per biUion barrels of oil equivalent  BBON This information is presented
for each OCS axea in Table 8.

Social txxrt per BBOE xange fxom $1X50 milan for the Navazin to fL23 xniHion
for the wtsrtcxxt Gulf of hIexico and is not directly corxeJated with an area's total
leasable xesouxoeL The high social costs pcr BBOR far the Navaxin Resin ia explained
by the trantryortation scenario set out for this QGS area. Oil produced in the axea is
honed 'to be shxpped first by pipeline to a central colloctkolL Iroint axtd. thexL
txansportxrd down the west coast by tanya Hence, oil produced in this area is
subject te a double spill risk  for pipelines and for ~exs!. This double spiU risk
explains why the estimated number of large spills �.87! ia ao high relative to other
OCS areas, despite thc mcdest axnount of resources estimatoi tran be leasable in this area
 ec Table 1!.

As noted, the crit per MOB is determined by a number of factora One
important factor ia the estixnated ~ertation mode for oiL Since tankers xtsult in
considerably more estimated oil spillage �0941 barxcht per 880! than pig~as
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Table 8

Total And per BBOE Net Social Costs

Total Net
Social Costs

Net Costs
Per BBOE

These numbers appear to be anomalous and are being investigated. It is
unlikely that a recalculation would affect the relative ranking of the
planning area's total social costs.

�1,499 per BBO!, areas relying on tankers more than pipelines to transport oil can be
expected ta have higher social costs per BBO, other things being the same.

With respe;t to the composition of social ants, an important conclusion is that oil
spill costs exceed non-oil spill costs by a wide margin for most OCS areas. Though
small relative to total social costs, potential wetland lasses and/or air quality losses
could occur in several OCS areas, and could be a relatively substantial part of social
cost for the central and western Gulf of Mexico and southern California OCS areas.
It is important to stress, hawever, that by regulatory authority the MMS limits air
emissions from OCS operations  or employs offsets! ro avoid significantly affecting
onshore ambient air quality. Furthermore, states through their permitting authority
have considerable control aver wetland use. For these reasons, non-oil spill casts may
be overstated,

Social Cost Sensitivity Analysis A sensitivity analysis was used to
determine the magnitude of area social cost changes, if specific unit casts are
presumed ta be even higher than the conservative costs described in preceding sections
 see Table 6!. Wetlands, ecological and commercial fishing industry losses were
selected for the sensitivity analysis because these casts are potentially quantitatively
significant and inherently difficult to estimate. Thc sensitivity analysis cases
considered ranged from one set of results in which each of the individual costs was

Western Gulf of Mexico
Cenrral Gulf of Mexico
Southern California
South Atlantic
Navarin Basin
Eastern Gulf of Mexico
Beaufort Sea
Chukchi Sea
Central California
Northern California
St. George Basin
Mid-Atlantic
North Atlantic
Oregon-Washington
North Aleutian
Gulf of Alaska
Norton Basin
Kodiak
Hope Basin
Shumagin

11.82
25,81
13AO
2.62
6.99
3.92
3.13
2,63
2.55
2.79
1.66
0,73
0.79
0.77
0.10
0.08
0.07
0,00
0.00
0.00

2.23
5.33

11.88
4,42

12,50"
8,64
7.70
6.65
7A3
8,33
9,62
4.84
7.72

13.67'
5.39
4.22
5.24
0.00
0.00
0.00
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allowed to be 25 percent greater than the unit cost estimates presented in Table 6 to
an extreme case in which all of the three unit costs were assumed to be 50 percent
gxeater than the unit costs indicated in Table 6. In general, the sensitivity analysis
leads to a less than 30 percent increase in axial costs. This is because �! only a
subset of all costs is assumed to increase aad �! when individual oil spill costs
increase, the social ccst savlttgs from backing out imported oil also increase, thereby
modern.ting the net increase ia total social costs. Thc extrerac sensitivity analysis
xesults lead to only a small change in the xanking of OCS areas in terms of their
total social cosa,

SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING COMJtKNTS

The oil spill and non-spill costs reviewed in this paper provide a perspective on
the estimattsi poteatial social costs that could result f rom the exploration,
development, production and transportation of all of the leasable oil aad natural gas
resources unlcased as of July 31, 1986. The xesults described are those which appear
in the March, 1985, Draft Propated Five-Yeax Program. These results are subject to
zc.odification as a result of changes in resource estimates or tranportation scenarios or
in response to additional information or comments received during the Program
review procesL The estimated potential social costs for each OCS area provide an
important building block for the estimate of net social value  development benefits
minus social costs! described in a later chapter in this volume.
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INTRODU~ON

Section l8 aX2XG! of the Outer Continental Shelf  OCS! %ands Act, as axnended,
requires that the Secretary of the Interior consider the relative marine productivity
and environmental motivity of the various oil-and~bearing p>biographic regions
of the OCS in determining the timing and location of oil axtd gas activities. Analyses
af relative xnaxine productivity and environxnental mnsitivity were conducted in the
pmcese of developing the 1982 oil and gas prcgram of Secretary Watt. Those analyses
clearly demonstrated the complexity of collecting, interpreting. and analyzing
xientific information to satisfy the xequirexnenta of section 18 a!�XG!. In spite of
the difficulties described in the 1982 analysis, the approach used by the L'lepartsnent
af the Interior  DOI! waa upheld aa xeaaonable by the U5. ~ of Appeab for the
District of Columbia Circuit on July 5, 1983

Those xnexnbexs af the Minerals Management Service  MMS! staff who mere
involved in the 1985 analyses of relative marine productivity and environmental
mnsitivity used the 1982 analyses as a prototype. We estabHshed a goal of ixnproving
the analysis by �! ixnproving the data base for xnaking comparisons among the OCS
regions. and �! developing an analytical procedure that could be more easily
understood than that used in 1982.

In order to improve the data base, MMS contracted the University of Maryland
Eastern Shoxe  UMES! in 1983 to a!Hect, analyze. and archive environmental
infcrxnation oa all OCS planning arear' The MMS axdxed the UMES to ensure that the
final data used in the comparative analysis required by section 18 aX2XG! were
comparable in quality among the OCS planning areas. This waa not an easy tank.
The VMBS experienced difficulties resulting not only fram the cotnplexity af
available information but also the abundance af data in arne axess and the absent': af
data in others. As a result of thee difficulties, the UMES was not able to meet
several deuiiines established by the MMS. To cempensate for this, MMS staff engaged
in data marches and analyseL The UMES waa able, thxough considerable effort, to
provide the MMS arith drafts of several sections of data aMnpilatioxt. That

259
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ormation wes used in the Draft Propose Program which was released in Mare~
1985 and provided an outline for data analyses by thc MMS staff. Thc UMES stud3'

ed to provide information on one-balf of the equation to deterrnirte
environmental sensitivity, the distribution and abundance of environmental resostrcaL
The ~ half of the equation, the ef facts of oil on these resources, was surnnxazmed
by the MMS staff. The surnnutries prepared by the MMS staff appeared in the Draft
Proposed program as Appendix I-X. The information provided in these summarios ss
thc same as that in the 198' publication of thc National Academ.y of Sciences OQ >
tIss Sta: Impacts, Fates and Effects.

The second goal of our effort was to improve the analytical procedure irt
manner which increased its comprehensibility. Although we were interested

the technical quality of the analysis, we believed that it was equally. if
not tnore, important so have a procedure that could be discussed and understood by
most reviewers. As wc developed the analysis, this aspect berne increasing>3'

portant to ua Since the publication of thc 1982 analysis, thc DOI has received
advice and suyeeticem on improving its analysis of environmental sensitivi&-
Concepta for improving the analysis were discussed with the OCS Advisory Board
Policy Committee  October 1984! and Scientific Committee  April 198S! TIxe
analysis in the Draft Proposed Program incorporates much of the advice aod guidance
received. Sotne of the advice and suggestions werc more appropriate to ~
environmental analyses of the Five-Year Program which follow the present analysss-
Many of these suggestions wiQ bc considered during the preparation
envirottxnental impact statement  H$! on the proposed program and in sutsnqnent
salevsIecif ic KSa.

In the present analysis of rekative marine productivity, we chose to follow the
lead of tbe 1982 analysis and to address this topic through its strictest ecological
definition: that is, the production of plant material through phottstynthemtL ln
addition, we chose to focus ou the primary production of marine phytop~ton
because of the significance of their productivity through their numbers axLd
distributionL

Measurements of phytoplaakton productivity have been made in almost all af the
planning areas of the OCK The methods for measuring phytoplankton productivity
are rehatively suuu9axd and results are normally exprestcd in terros of the arntmat of
carbon fixed during photosynthesis pcr unit area of ocean surface during a fixed:
period of time. In the present analysis we selected one year as our fixed period of
time- As a result, our data are ex~ as yama of carbon fixed pcr tsiuare meter
per year  gC/mrfyr!. By selecting the period of one year for reporting pchmLry
productivity, we theoretically incorpsrate short persode of extremely Iow ar 16gh
productivity and place them in the appropriate perspective in terms of
contribution to the annual cycle. This may sound relatively straightfarunaxd. lmt as
both MMS and the UMES concluded, it is far fmn simpic. This is espe~y true
where primary prociuetivity is highly variable by season and rncasutetneata are
available for only one seasons.

As L nsatlt of the vRKk of the ULKS and arne additional literature research
thc MMS staff. the mal>inc phytoplankton productivity data used in 1982 ~
modified «s shown in Table l. This table is being revised for the Prop~i Pa>Mam.
Productivity data reviewed and analyxed by thc UMES I' or many of the Maaltstn
planning areas are being added. Referettces are being changed to the primLry aossrce.
The table will be footnoted to indicate that the UMES report compiled and analyze
these data
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Table 1

Marine Phytoplankton productivity by Planning Area.
Expressed as Gratns of Carbon Fixed pcr Stiuarc Meter per Year

Range of Values
Used in the 1982

Analysis More Recent Results
 gC/zn'/yr!'  gC/ma/yr! Reference

VmS Qn ~!
t~ 0 ~!

0 ~!
UMES 0
l.~ 0 ~!
bMES  in Presa!
UMES  in Prc !
FWS �981!
FWS �981!
MMS �938b!

230470
260-370

20-360

10-110

1&220
27c

18&360
150-300

150-300

3%360

20C~O

100-200

50-200

50-100

50-100

50-100

20C~6
200-400

2l30-4%

North AtLantic
Md-Athntic

South Atlantic

Eastern Gulf of Mexico
Central Gulf of Mezioo

Western &df of Mexico

Southern California
Central California

Northern California

Washington oregon
Gulf of MmQta

Cook inlet

Kodiak

Shurnagin.
Aleutian Arc

North Aleutian Basin
St. George Basin
Bowers Basin

Aleuuan Basin

St. Matthew-Hall

Navarln Basin

Norton Basin

Hope Basin
Qmirchi Sea

Beaufort Sea

2Q!-400

20C4KO

29~30

293-400

NOAA/OCKAP �984b!
NOAA/~Z.AP �9$4a!400-7300

400-7300

2C6-430

50-200
50-100

<50
c50

<50

18-28 NOAA/&WEAP �97$!
2-14 NOAA/OCSEM �978!

Data from Smith and Kaiber �974!
e Reported Annual Mean

One of the aust controversial results of our first analysis was the lowering of
the primary productivitics reported for thc St. George and North Aleutian Basins of
Alaska. The 1982 analysis placed thee two basins in a class by tbeuasclvea as a
result of thc data provided by Smith and Kalber �974! showing a productivity rate
of 7300 gCfrna/yr. Based upon mare recent information, we understand that such
rates may occur along thc sea-ice edge for very limited periods of time. However,
they arc not tepee;ntative of the annual average primary pmduction in these basins.
Based upon more current information, we lowered the average annual productivitics
for these two areas, but kept them in the high productivity group. Based c.pon ocr

our ranlting of the pbtnning areas by relative marine phytoplankton productivity
 TaMe 2!.
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Table 2

ReLative Phytoplankton Productivity of the OCS planning Areas
Exposed as Gratns of Carbon per Square Meter per Year

High Productivity Moderate Productivity Low Productivity
�00 to 500 gC/mr/yr! �0 to 200 gC/mr/yr!  Less than 50 gC/'I'/~!

Hope Basin
Chukchi Sea
Beaufort Sea

OTHKII hQMVUREI QF MARINE PRODUCTP~

The MMS has received mvcral comments from reviewers of the Draft PrCyc~d
program objecting to thc ua, of the literal definition of the term "productivity." ~
MMS has also been advised by some members of the OCS Advisory Board Scientific
Cornrnittee that the literal definition is appropriate. Critics of the Literal defini~
%'ould illts to imclude other biological components into this analymc fiab. hasdc
marine mammals, or benthie communitiea. Thee coraponents are censnmcrs, srot
producers. As such, they are qualitative, at best, measures of productivity.

In order to prepare an analyis of relative productivity among phag axens
using these nreassrres, MMS mould need equivalent data from most of the areas.
some instarees, such as fish, birds, and marine mammals, presently availrable
information appr this condition. In others, such as benthic communitlcs, ~
have mattered inforrrLation in different units of measurement and of diff~
quality, Even arith some of onr best data, assumptions are incorporated into the
analysis of marine productivity. Many of our critics appear to have overloolrcd %bat
point. We shall discuss this point further.

KNl~ONMZNTAI. SKHSHIVXTV

ThC KSKCpt Of CnvlrOKUnsntal ensitivity is even more cOmplcx than tbe cnracmpt
of amrinc prod~vity. 'He 1982 analysis clearly demonstrated this temyiexity.
The 19&2 analysis of rcLativc cnvirtrnnrcntal sensitivity ~ based, in Iarme yaxt an
an evaluation of the sensitivity of various coastal and marine habitat» and biotsa to
spic crude oiL Lhniting the analysis to spilled crude oil provided. the fallma~g
advantages:

1. Different OCS phLnning areas mere evaluated against a
occnmon factor. in this case, crude oi4

North Atlantic
Mid-AtLantic

North Aleutian Basin

St. George BsrL'n
Southern California

Central California

Northern California

Washington arsd Oregon
Gulf of Alaska
Cook Inlet
Kcdiak

Shuma.gin
St. Matthev-Eall

South Athntic

Navarin Basin

Eastern Gulf of Mexico

Central Gulf of Mexico

Western Gulf of Mexico

Norton Basjn

Bowers Basin

Aleutian Basin

Aleutian Arc
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? Effects fram "overlapping" factors wexe avoided; and

3 Oil spiUs, although rare, cause the most visible, and easily
measurable effects of OCS activities.

The present analysis of environxnental sensitivity also concentrates on the effects
of spilled oiL Some other factors were evaluated but were not used in the final
aoalysiL They include operational discharge noise; habitat alteration; and air
er?UI8lons

%e defined enviroxUmeatal sensitivity in the following terxnL.

1. The severity of dlnage resulting from contact of spilled oil
with various coastal and marine habitat' and biota  this was
designated as the persistence of oil in the 1982 analysts!; and

2. The time reciuixed for the habitat or population to recover
from the effects of contact with spilled oiL

llxe following assumptions were also included in the present analysis of xelative
envixcIRmeILtal sexuntivl~

1. Spilled oil has not weathered significantly when it ccxntaets
the habitat or population. ln some lixnited instances, where
weathexed oil may have significant effect. the weathered oil
was incorporated into the analysis; and

2. AQ of the biological populations in a planning area are
contacted by spilled oiL Migratory species, which may inhabit
the planning axea for only a short period of time, are aamxxxed
to be present and contacted by spilled oiL

Two variables weze used to asass zelative envimnxnental sensitivity:

Nsxrikcsdan of the Resource - linear or anal extent of the
habitat or abundance of biota. This information was provided
by the UMES and from MMS ElSs and other sources; and

Scnstt5vfty Coef f~ � based upon the definition above.
'Ada information wss provided in Appexafix 1-2 of the Draft
Fxoposed Pxogxaxo.

ln the present axLalysis, relative envircsrmental sensitivity was calcu&ted for
three eoxnponents of each planning area: coastal habitats; marine habitat@, and xnazine
biota.

For each subcomponent the distribution of the resouxce and its ansitivity to
apilhd aQ had to be aasssxecL An example of the method used to xnalce the caudation
is provided in Table 3 These aaemrnents are as xelative as available information
wcNM. permit.

A condition of the analysis was that initially we would not provide greater
ixxxpsxtance to one calnpanent over the othexs by the design af the ealculatioa. As a
result of this condition, the rmLxixnum possible scrubs for each of the thxee components
were ecluaL ln this case that nuxnber was 22$ points per ccMnponent. 'Hxie nuxnber
was cierived fxoxn the theoretical xnxL'ximum score for biota bum of the products of
the xelative abundaxKee times the sensitivity coefficients!. The ~ and marine
habits were analyzed using a unit" concept suggested by Dr. Don Breech of the
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Table 3

Relative Marine Productivity/EnvirorUncntal Sensitivity Analysis
Oil Spills

Overall Total Score: 290

Sensitivity
Cocf f icicnt

�! �!

Distribution

of Resource

�! �!

Miles

200

300

100

600

33 High 225 742.
50 Mw 45 225
17 Moderate 135 228'

100 119.7

Marhe Habitats
Submerged Vegetation
Submarine Canyons
Coral Reefs
Hami Bceorna

Shelf Break Zan@
Mud/Sand Bottom

TOTAL

5.3 Moderate 13S
0 Low 45
082 High 225
2k Low 45
37 Low 4S

882 Low 45
100

Biota
phytoplankton
fuvenile Fish/Shellfish
Adult Fish/Shellfish
Mud/Sand Benthos

Coastal Birda

Marine Birds

Marine Turtles

Marine Mammals

&tralee

1&VhL

Linear or areal extent of habitar abundance of biota
Pcmcntage of total amytal marine habitat in the planning area: abundance of
biota in plajuung area in relatzrn to abundance in all other OCS planing axecLs.
Rated as high 5, moderate 3, low-1, and none or neghgible4.
Adjective describing mnaitivity in terms of the ecvcrity of impact from api1?ed
oil and reaavcry time ae Mgh, moderate or low.
Numerical value amociatcd with the adjective under �! as high 225,
nuxhra~l 35 or low~ for coastal and marine habitata, and high 5,
moderate 3 or low~1 for bicsta. Thua, the mazimum paaaiblc total mere for each
ecological cocnpooent ie 22$.
Product of �! and �!.

�}
�!

�!

�!

�!

Acres
l200000

None

5000

&XC60

850000
2030i39X

22&55000

High
High
Moderate

Low
Moderate

High
None

Kigh
Moderate

Low

High
Moderate

Low

High
High
Low

High
High

1

5 3 1 5 5 1
5 5

7.1

02

0.0

1.1

1.6

39.6
49.7

5
25

9
1

I5

25
0

25
15

120
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OCi Advisory Board Scientific Committee. This concept involves calculating the
Imsitivity of an average unit of these habitats for each planning area. In effect, this
climiuatcs the effect of total size and permits the comparison of planning areas
puxely ou sensitivity. Several reviewers of the Draft proposed Program objected to
thsr concept.

As stated previously, the analysis of the environmental sensitivity of marine
biota xerluired arne assessment of the relative abundance of the various biotic groups
aaefg the OCS planning areas. The results of that assessment are generally
conaxvative. The estimated populations axe probably higher than the actual
populations, but the relative xrrnjcings are probably accurate. Thc sensitivity
coefficients may also be conservative, but we believe that their relative values are
genemlly accurate.

The results of our calculations are displayed in Table 4. The results indicate that
the nine most sensitive planning axeas are in Masks. The most sensitive plsnoixrg
area in the Lower 48 is the central Gulf of Mexico. The principaL deumnfurants of
eavixucmxentsL sensitivity werc the ~ habitata and marine biota We had
difficulties discriminating among the planning areas on the basis of ruarinc hsbitats.
This results from a general LacJt of information about the extent of various marine

Table 4

Relative hhrine Productivity and Kavironmcntal
Sensitivity of the OCS Planning Areas

St. Matthew-Hall

Norton Basin

i~

ShumaL~
Gulf of Alaska
St. George Basin
Aleutian Axc
North Aleutian Basin

Cook Inlet
Central Gulf of Mexiqo

North Atlantic

Central California

Northern California

Hope Basin
Southern California

Chukchi Sea
South Atlantic

Eastern Gulf nf Mexico

Waabington43xegon
Western Gulf of Mexico

h6d-Atlantic

Beaufort Sea
Navaxin Basin
Aleutian Basin
Smokers Basin

345

307

303

295

283
278
273
264

255
253

245

244

234

231

222

212

206
204

203
196

1 a5
183
131
107

97
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habitata and the large extent of habitats  such ae mud!sand bottoms! which are not
highly sensitive.

It is important to remember that the results of this analysis are not equivalent to
pte4c4arU of the amsoqucnces of OCS oil and gas activities. 'Axis analysis does not
incorporate the concepts of riaIt, vulnerability, or mitigation. In addition, it does not
account for specific ecological interactione between habitats and biota or between
various biotic groups These factors enter the planning process through the
progranematic and sale-specific environmental impact statements. The prograxnrnatic
HS initiates these analyses in the phased OCS leasing and lease-management process.
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The Iategration of Data for Policy
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This preaentatiOn will describe in su.mmILry farm the anal.yeis and decision
options developed for the Secretarial issue Document  SID! for the Draft Propased
Five-Year OLtter Continental Shelf  OCS! Oil and Gas ~g Peqmun �985!. Before
reviewing this mast recent effort, it is worthw'hile to present some of the backgrotind
which exerted a formative influence on it.

BACKGROUND

The legal mandate for preparing the new Five-Year OCS Oil and Gas Leasing
Program is found in section 18 of the OCS Lands Act. Prior to the passage af the
1978 Amendments to the Act which added section 18, the issuance of a leasing
pzugram Ives a diaczetiOnary act Of the Secretary Qf the l11te1103  hezcafter5 the
Seczctary!. Whiie Federal OCS lease sales date fzum the year after the passage of the
original OCS Lands Act of 1953, the Secretary had issued leasing pzcgzama since
ntid-1970.

18 ftemalizcd the process of developing OCS leasing progrttznL In
particular, it specified both a thought pmcee and a political process with thzee basic
aspect+ consultation; analysis; and decisionmaking. Section 23 of the OCS Lands
Act-also added by the 197$ Amcndznents-provides a fourth aspect the pracess for
litigation concerning a leasing pmlpam, beginning in the UX Court of A.ppcals for
the District of Columbia

'Khc first five-year program prepared pursuant to section 18 received final
sppzoval in 1980. A suit brought by a number of coastal States and other par&s led
tn a 1981 opinion by the U5. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia' which
validated znuch of the method followed by the Department, but called for a nuznber
af changes which it permitted to be implctncntcd in the preparation of the. next
five-year pmgram. The 198l opinion was distinguished by uphoMizlg the
Ek~meaA a@coach of quantifying the quantifiable and providing qualitative
descriptions of nonquantifiablc clementa The analytic basis for the 1982 pzograzn

z67
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was prepared with the benefit of the guidance provided by the court's 1981 opinion,
That benefit became manifest with the issuance of the court's 1983 opinion'
validating the 1982 program in terms of the requirements of section 18 and the
National Environmental Policy Act  NEPA!.

The nature of the decision to be made by thc Secretary does much to shape the
process of developing a new program, The form and standard for the decision to bc
made are mandated by section 18 a!, which provides that the Secretary establish a
five-year OCS Oil and Gas Leasing Program which

~ consist of a schedule of proposed lease sales indicating,
as precisely as possible, the size, timing, and location of leasing
activity which he determines will best meet national energy
needs for the five-year period following its approval or
reapprovaL

Section 18 aX2! requires the Secretary to consider a wide range of factors which
affect or are affected by OCS oil and gas activitieL On the basis of these
considerations, the Secretary is to

~lect the timing and location of leasing, to the maximum
cxtcat practicable, so as to obtain a proper balance between the
potential for environmental damage, the potential for the
discovery of oil and gas, and the potential for adverse impact
oa the ~ zone F18 aX3!l

It is important to note that the Federal OCS oil and gas leasing program
essentially only offers OCS oil and gas leases for purchase by private firms. In OCS
lease sales, qualified bidders are given the opportunity to bid on the clearly defined
and limited rights to explore, develop, and produce oil aad gas which are set forth in
thc lease, the applicablc stipulatioas, and the large body of applicable laws,
regulations, and operating orders.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE NEW FIVE-YEAR PROGRAM

The initiation of the current effort to develop a new program was timed so as to
provide for an overlap between the current program and the ncw one to ease the
transition. This timing also reflected the recognition that thc process of developing a
new schedule takes about two years.

The sohcitation of comments is one of the first steps in the development of a new
program, Comments were requested by means of letters to all coascal State Governors
and thc heads of affcctcd Federal agencies as well as a Federal Register notice of
July 11, 1984. Over 160 commeats were receivetL Those comments contributed to
both the analysis and the formulation of decision options for thc new program,

Thc Draft Proposed Program selected by the Secretary � consisting of a schedule of
proposed sales aad proposed policies � was submitted to Governors for review aad a
notice on it was published in the Eedera1 Regfsrer on March 22, 1985. Comments
were due on May 20, 1985. Over 300 comments werc received.

A Proposed Program will be issued around the beiuaning of 1986, based on a
consideration of updated analysis and comments. In particular, the Secretary is
required to respond in writing to comments by thc Governors of affected States.
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Comments will be solicited from the Attorney General, Congress, coastal State
Governors, localities, and individuah.

A Proposed Final Program wiII be issued in late 1986 or early 1987, based on a
considexation of a further updated analysis and comments on the Proposed Pxogram
stage, The Secretary must. indicate why any specific recommendation of the Attorney
General or a State or local government was not accepted. The Proposed Final Program
must be scut to Congress and the President at least 60 days prior to final approval by
the Secretary.

� Puncttons of the Conssdtatton Process

The consultation process prescribed by section 18 serves two basic functions
related to the analytic and decision-making aspects of section 18. First, it provides
additional information useful in the analysis. For example, the industxy interest
ranking of planning axeas  Table 1! provides a very useful check on MMS estimates
of resource potential  Table 2!.

Second, the consultation process provides a formal mechanism for participation by
affected parties: State and local government federal agencies other than the
Department of the Interior; oil and gas firmg fishing, tourism, and recreation
enterprilsc environmental groupst and individuals.

The ramifications of the participation of affected parties are manifold. Indeed,
such participation is a reflection of our democratic form of government and
illustrates its characteristic featureL

On the one hand, public comments can contxibute data and perspectives for its
interpretation that axe not always available to or identified by government analysts.
Public comments can also provide novel xecomxnendations of policy objectives and
specific means of reconciling and implementing them. On the other hand, OCS issues
are to a large extent both technical and capable of arousing strong emotions � a
situation in which the latter element can obscuxe the former.

A further benefit of the public participation procedures prescribed by section 18 is
that the parties involved are given a specific channel for expressing their views.
While satisfaction with the process is, of couxse, greater when thc paxty in question is
successful in getting its way � and failure to succeed is sometimes equated with not
being listened to � there is at least some potential for reconciling the various parties to
the results of a proces in which they had a say. It is clear from the legislative
history of the OCS Lands Act Amendments of 1978 that increased participation in
decision-making was intended to reduce litigation over OCS leasing. It is hs.xd to
assess the success of that intention, since we cannot know what lawsuits would have
been brought had the Amendxnents not been enactecL Nonetheless, it is clear that
there have been numerous suits against sales in the programs issued by the Secretaries
whose five-year programs wexe issued in aocoxdance with section 18 � and, in addition.,
suits challenging those five-year programs themselves.

Analysts

� Hattonol Energy Heeds

Section 18 a! provides that the Secretary establish a Five-Year OCS Oil and Gas
Leasing Program which

~ consist of a schedule of proposed lease sales indicating,
as precisely as possible, the size, timing, and location of leasing
activity which he determines will best meet national energy



needs for the five-year period following its approval or
reapproval.

In examining the way in which OCS oil and gas pnxluction can help meet
narional energy needs, the SID reviewed the following topics: the role of OCS oil and
gas in the United States economy; the current and projected United States demand for
energy in general and oil and gas in particular; the current and projected U.S. supply
of oil and gas; the prospect for continued dependence on oil imports; the domestic and
foreign policy implications of such continued dependence; and the role of OCS leasing
in reducing that dependence.

To summarize, the United States in 1984 consumed 73,73 quadrillion British
Thermal Units of energy. Oil and gas constituted about two-thirds of that amount.s
The Nation's production of oil and natural. gas liquids peaked in 1970 and natural gas

Table 1

Industry Interest in OCS Planning Areas Summer 1984
 Not all companies ranked all areas,!

Range of Companies' RankingsOveraIl Ranking

Rank order of mean  average! ranks of companies ranking the OCS
planning area on the basis of interest in exploration and development,

Reflects highest and lowest ranking by companies ranking the
particular OCS planning area on the basis of interest in exploration and
development.
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1 Central Gulf of Mexico
2 Western Gulf of Mexico
3 Beaufort Sea
4  tie! Southern California
4  tie! Central 8t Northern
6 Eastern Gulf of Mexico
7 Navarin Basin
8 North Aleutian Basin
9 St. George Basin

10 Chuk.chi Sea
11 North Atlantic
12 Norton Basin
13 Washington-Oregon
14 Mid-Atlantic
15 Hope Basin
16 Cook Inlet
17 Shumagin
18 South Atlantic
19 Gulf of Alaska
20 St. Matthew-Hall
21 Kodiak
22 Bowers Basin
23  tie! Aleutian Arc
23  tie! Aleutian Basin

1 to 5
I to 7
1 to 7
1 to 11
3 to 14
3 to 12
2 to 11
3 to 14
3 to 15
2 to 13
7 to 22
8 to 18
5 to 21
9 to 23

10 to 19
9 to 20

12 to 22
10 to 24
12 to 21
14 to 23
13 to 24
16 to 24
12 to 24
15 to 23



production peaked in 1973. nte United States is heavily dependent on oil imports
 Table 3!. Furthermore, the Department of Energy projects continued US. dependence
on oil ixnports for the foreseeable future.'

Leanng and exploratton of OCS oil and gas resources can make a substantial
contribution to limiting UK dependenoe on oil imports, The hydrocarbons ~u~
from the ~ in 1984 represented about 12 percent af domestic production of oil and
about 25 percent of domestic natural gas production- The h98S risked estimate of the

Table 2

Risked Oil and Gas Resouxce Esthmteaa
Unleased Undiscovered Resources Pxojtcted to be in

Leasable Pxcstpects  "Leamble Resources" ! aa of July 1956
 $29 per barrel 1984 ~g price!

Estimated Risked Oil and Gas
Resources  Millions of barrels

of oil equivalent  BOE!!Planning Axes

Neghgtble  estnnated to be less than 08 tntllaan BOE!,

Risked oil and gas xemuxtx estixnates axe obtained by
multiplying the conditional mean xtstouxce estimate by the
maqpnal probability af the presence of hydztxmxbaaa.
GLieulations exclude Beaufort Sea and Chukchi Sea natural
gas. See Marshall Rose's presentation, above in this volume.

Western Gulf of Mexico
Central Gulf of Mezico
Southern Cahfornia
South Atlantic
Navaxin Basin
Eastern Gulf of Mmico
Northern California

Beaufort Sea

Central California
Chukchi Sea
St. George Basin
Mid-Atlantic
North Atlantic

Washington&regret
North Aleutian Basin
Gulf of Alaska

Noxton Basin

Kodudt

Hope Basin
Khumagin
Cook inlet

Aleutian Basin

Bowers Basin
St, Matthew-HaQ
Aleutian Arc
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$312
4,846
lg90

593
559
454

409

4P

45

396
173

103

56
19
18
14
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Table 3

Imports of Petroleum and Selected Petroleum Products in 1984

Net quantity: 2.0 billion barrels

Value: $59.2 billion

Relation to Trade Balance: ~~~~nb - 48 perCent  apprOX.!-$123.3 billion

From table 6, Imporm of Petroleum and Selects Petroleum Products
into the U8. Customs Area and the US. Virgin Islands from Foreign
Countries, in "Summary of US. Export and Import Merchandise
Trade, December 1984", US. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, February 1, 1985  FI%%-84-12!, pp. 16-17.

From Table 1, UA, Exports, General Imports, and Merchandise Trade
Balances Rid p. 3.

unleased undiscovered "leasable" oil and gas resources on the OCS as of mid-1986 was
almost 15 billion barrels of oil equivalent.

- Katkmal Securtry Concerns Relevant ro OCS Leashtg

The overriding concern of our alhes to reduce their
dependency on imported oil has led to growing reliance on
natural gas from the Soviet Union, a new source of
vulnerability and concern to our collective energy security
and to fundamental United States national security interests.

The continuing dependence of the United States on oil imports for a substantieI
part of our consumption creates a number of national security concerns. First, the
potential for a supply disruption imposes political limits on the flexibility of our
foreign/national security policy, including our ability to respond to foreign security
threats.

Second, our dependence on foreign nations for so essentiaL a commodity as oil
creates the potential for the United States to be drawn into dangerous political and
military situations involving those nations,

Third, dependence on oil imports entails dependence on extended supply lines
 tanker routes! which present a target for attack and thus add to our defense burden.
This added defense burden involves both the deterrence of attacks as well as actual
defense in the event of an attack.

Fourth, many other nations, including our allies, are faced with the same set of
problems. The restraints on them indirectly but effectively pose further limits on
our own national security flexibility. Thus, any improvement in our ability to assist
them in meeting their energy needs in turn improves our ability to pursue ou.r own
foreign policy/national security goals. The 1983 National Energy Policy Plan
underlines this last point by noting that:
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In time of war, or when the President shall so prescribe, the
United States shall have the right of first refusal to purchase
at the market price all or any portion of any mineral
[including oil and gas] produced from the outer Continental
Shelf.

Analysts of Sectfon I8 a!�! Factors

The factors which section 18 aX2! requires the Secretary to consider and the
balancing which section 18 aX3! requixes the Secretary to perform are the legal bases
for thc technical analyses which appear in the SID. Section 18 aX2! specifies that the
following factors be considered by the Secretary in the course of reaching a decision
on the leasing program:

existing information concerning the geographical, geological,
and ecological characteristics of such regions;

an equitable sharing of developmental benefits and environ-
mental risks among the various regions;

 B!

 c! the location of such regions with respect to, and the relative
needs of, regional and national energy markets;

the location of such regions with respect to other uses of the
sea and seabed, including fisheries, navigation, existing or
pxoposed sealanes, potential sites of deepwater ports, and other
anticipated uses of the resources and space of the OCS;

 E! the interest of potential oil and gas producers in the
development of oil and gas resources as indicated by
exploration or nomination;

laws, goals, and policies of affected States which have been
specifically identified by the Governors of such States as
relevant matters for the Secretary's consideration;

 G! the relative environmental sensitivity and maxinc pro-
ductivity of diffexent areas of the OCS; and

 H! relevant environmental and predictive information for
diffexent areas of the OCS.

A comparative analysis by planning area with respect to the factors listed above
is presented in the SID. That analysis compares the information required by section
18 aX2! in quantitative terms where that is passible and in qualitative terms
otherwise.

Fifth, if there were a world oil shortfall, all of our suppliers, including
non-OPEC suppliers, might reduce oil shipments to us in order to honor all of their
export contracts equitably. Thus, our oil import vulnerability is not limited to our
reduced amount of OPEC imports.

Sixth, key weapons systems in the Nation's current axsenal and under
development for future use are designed to use liquid hydrocarbon fuel. In Fiscal
Year 1983, the armed forces used over 177 million barrels of oil, which was the
equivalent of over 58 percent of OCS oil production in that year, The xnost secure
sources of supply for such fuel are, clearly, domestic sources. This consideration is
reflected in section 12 b! of the original OCS Lands Act:
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%he quantitative balancing of risked benefits and costs is tucnmarized bp' tlacir
difference, termed net social value" in the SlD  see Table 4!. Me analysis of socsal
acta ls explaijed in Tom Grigalunas' presentation, above in this volume. Thc
analysis of marine productivity and environmental sensitivity, reflected in the socaal
cost analysis as ~ as presented on its own, is explained in Piet DeWitt's piece, slso
above in this volume.

Table 4

Ranking of Planning Areas by Estimated Net Social Value

Entitled Net Estimated Social

Economic Value Casts of

of Leasable Leasable

Resources Resources

 S 1986 Millions!  S 1986 Millions!

Estintated

Net Social

Value
 S 1986 Me-
 ~i. 1 -m 2!

426
12

13

3

4 3 3 7 3 3 1
2

Negligible  estimated tc be les than 0$ million $1986!.

~ R~mee for these, areas are estimated to be negligibl~  Sce Table 2!. thus zaa
production is expected, and social costs are estimated to be negligible.

Central Gulf of Mexice
Western Gulf of Mexico
Scattharn California

Central California
Eastern Gulf of Mexim
South Atlantic

Smhern CaUfornia
Navarln

Beaufort Sea
Chukchi Sea
Mid-Atlantic

St. George Basin
Washingbm43eegan
North Atlantic

North Aleutian Basin
Norton Basin
Gulf of Alaska

Kodiak

Hope Baan
Shumagin
Cook inlet
St. Matthew-Hall
Aleutian Basin
Bo~rs Basin

Aleutian Arc

$37820
35,965

7/56
2573
2,458
2,455
2,425
1+35

895

788

590
491
399
359

24
21

$37,194
35.953

7,443
2+70
2,454
2,452
2/22
1528

$92

785
589
489
399

358
24

24

21
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pfaxutt>g f or an UIKcrtakL p'tttul'c Wfth lilted In f oration

A theme of the SID for the Draft proposed Frogs  hkech l985! is the need to
xecngnire the inhexent and unavoidable hmits of the planning process for OCS leasing
and of the technical analyses in the SID. The decision-maker snd the public need to
be informed of limits on the analysis of two kind+ limits on the available data; and
Iixnits which cotne from assumptions made in order to facilitate the retluixed analysis
but which bring its results further from actuality.

The first LUnlt derives fxoxn the nature of the activity for which planning
undertaken. The offering of OCS leases for bids does not in itself cause bids to be
submitted or leases to be issued on blocks which are bid upon. ln fact, it is very
difficult to predict the patterns of bidding and leasing which will occur at a given,
leam sale. For oil and gas ezploxation, firms have alternatives to US. OCS oil and gas
].easing which include the onshore lease market in the US. and abroad as mell as the
state and international offshore leam markets. Additionally, the issuance af leases
does not necessarily lead to ezploratory drilling-nor does drilling nectsssarily lead to
discovery and production.

The precision with which future OCS oil and gas activities can be planned is
furthex limited by the kinds of considerations an which the five-year pxograxn is to
be based pursuant to section 18 as interpreted by the court. Notwithstanding the
technical ezpertise of the section 18 analysea, they are subject to several kinds of
Ijgnitation: the incoxnpieteness which so often charterizes even, the best available data;
the unavoidable uncertainty af predictions of future events; and the exercise of
judgment not reducible to technitiue.

The court addressed this ilate in CaQforrda v. Wart QLl in the fooowing termg;

It is important to understand what is being evalua~~
factual basis and the methodology used by the Secretary in
various aspects of the cart benefit snalyLfall within what
the court in Watt I described as the "frontiers nf scientific

knowledge," 'Ibe facts used by the Secretary in performing
the analysis axe largely predictive in natu xe, and the
xnethodology utilized was necesseily navel beoaum this type
of analysis has not been performed extensively in the past
Thus, aa the court in Watt I observed. a. great deference is
afforded to the Secretary in these areaL %Mre amming
methodology or research in a new area of xegulataon is
deficient, the agency necemuily en~ broad discxtetion to
attempt to formulate a solution to the best of its ability an
the basis of available information Therefox», although we
are obligated to review the f~ findings of the Secretary
in order to determine that they axe supported by substantial
evidence in the record, we realize that them finds must be
somewhat speculative. Further, we axe required to sustain the
methodology and assumptions made by the Secretary if they
are reasonable.a

- limits af the Tecbdcal Analyses

Geological and Geophysical Data Geological and geophysical data are
typically the beginning paint for amosdng the corsasiuencas of OCS oil and gas
leasing. A great amount of such data have been accuxnuiated and interpreted by the
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MMS and other parties. Nonetheless, the available data have been rated by MMS as
ranging from "excellent" in mature axeas to "very poor" in a number of frontier

Section 102 9! of the OCS Lands Act Amendments clearly recognizes the
incomplete nature of geologic knowledge in mandating that " the extent of oil and
natural gas resouxces of the Outer Continental Shelf [be] ~ st the earliest
practicable time." Drilling many wells is often necessary to determine whether oil
and gas are present in an area. Since the OCS Lands Act far the mast part ties the
right to drill to the acquisition of a lease, the OCS leasing program has to bc seen, at
least in part, as a pxogram that facilitates the acquistion of better geological data by
potential producers for use by them and by the Government. The leasing program
thus has a major influence on progress in resource assessment.

Economic Projections of Benefits The projection of the economic benefits of
OCS leasing also reflects the unavoidable limits on precision in OCS program
planning. Thc chief hmits here axe the uncertainties attendant on the prediction of
future ail prices and the selection of a discount xatc used in coxnputing the present
value af the resouxcxs within the various planning areas so that they can be
compared on the basis of a common standard.

Estimates of Social Casts Uke the analysis of economic benefits, the analysis
of social ccats also bears the buxden of predicting prices and selection of a discount
rate, The analysis of social costs has the additional burden of quantifying certain
potential costs of oil and gas development not valued by the market sa that the
overall net social value  net economic benefits minus social costs! can be computed for
ail and gas development in each planning axes. Net social value has ta be interpreted
in light of the fact that estimates of social casts which are not valued in the market
cannot be considered entirely comparable to estimates of net economic value.

Analysis of Relative Marine Productivity and Environmental Sensitivity
The analysis of the relative marine productivity and environmental sensitivity of
OCS planning areas caHed for by axxian 1$ has hmits comparable to those of the
analysis of social costs. Thc calculation of numerical and productivity and sensitivity
measures is subject to two kinds of limitations: the abstract nature af the measures
as contrasted to the factars which they represent and the unavoidable need for
prof essional judgxncnt not reducible to technique in the determination of the
sensitivity caefficientL In addition, the availability af marine pxaductivity and
sensitivity data is limited by the data base available as the result of past
investigations and by the ccstliness of acquiring new information. The efforts of the
MMS to acquire more data through its environmental studies program arc described in
the SID.

� Providing Perspecdve on the lkntts of the Technical Analyses

A variety of techniques werc employed in the SID to enable the decision-maker
both to use the data and analysis presented and to appreciate their inherent
limitations.

Evaluation of the Adequacy of the Data In order to provide a way of
evaluating the results of the various technical analyses, an mdication is given of the
adequacy of the data on which they are based. For example, the adequacy of the
geologic and geophysical data which s.re the basis of much of the analysis in this SID
ranges fxam "Excellent" fox some areas ta "Very Poor" in others,
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Analyzing the Sensitivity of the Analyses to Key Assumptions Where
reasonable changes in tcchnical assuruptions could produce significant changes in the
results of analyses, sensitivity analyses are provided. These analyses show the effects
of different assumptions on the results of the technical analyses. For example, the
analysis of net economic value includes a sensitivity test which shows the sensitivity
of leasable resource estimates to oil prices.

Providing Ranges of Data Given the uncertainties inherent in the data,
ranges of data are an informative supplement to the point estimates and the measures
of central tendency in the technical analyses. The ranges can present the high and
low values deccrmined by the sensitivity analyses, or values at probability levels of 5
percent and 95 percent.

Overestimation of Costs A cautious approach in formulating the technical
analyses is taken, erring on the side of understating economic benefits to the Nation
and overstating social costs to thc Nation, while still aiming at a reasonable estimation
of both.

Supplementing Government Analyses with Public Comments Pursuant to
section 18, consultation with and comments by parties outside the Federal
Government are used to provide additional information. The consideration of outside
comments is an important clement in the decision-making process, as discussecl above.

Providing Perspective on the Estimates of Costs and Benefits In making
comparisons between planning areas based on the cost-benefit analysis, thc relative
ranking of thc values calculated for OCS areas is accorded much more importance
than the absolute values themselves. Further, OCS areas with estimates within the
same general range of value are not considered to differ for purposes of program
formulation. Thus, for example, planning areas were formed into the following net
social value groups whose mcmbcrs were treated alike for the scheduling of sales, all
things being equal:

central Gulf of Mexico, western Gulf of Mexico.High

southern California, eastern Gulf of Mexico, Navarin
Basin, central California, northern California, South
Atlantic, Beaufort Sea, Chukchi Sca, mid-Atlantic, St.
George Basin, Washington-Oregon, North Atlantic,
Norton Basin, north Aleutian Basin, Gulf of Alaska.

Kodiak, Hope Basin, Shumagin, Cook Inlet, St.
Matthew-Hall, Aleutian Basin, Bowers Basin, Aleutian
Arc.

Highlighting the Role of Judgment in Interpreting the Technical
Analyses and. Formulating the Leasing Program The fact that the technical
analyses performed pursuant to section 18 have inherent and unavoidable Limits has
important implications both for the decision-making procem Leading to the new
five-year program and for the structure of that program In terms of the
decision-making process, the limits of the quantitative analyses make clear the
prudence of the court's opinion in Ca1lforrda v. W'art  II!. The court found that the
Secretary's decision on the leasing program is to be based on a consideration of
quantitative analyses rather than determined by the results of those analyses in a
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mcclanicstic way. Thus, there remains for the Secretary substantial scope for the
esercise of ~gment based on non-quantifiable considerations and lixnitations on the
quantitative analyses. These considerations and linutations are highlighted in the SK
and its appends»a

Llsdsfosa OJShas arut DsctAast,arsakkag

The formulation of the decision options-like the ultimate decision itself � has to
be based upon a consideration of the technical analyses but cannot be determined by
chem. For decssion option decisions � require an element of judgtnent which
cannot he supplied by the technical analyses alone.

Decision options reflect the alternative means of pursuing and reconciling the
va6ous objectives of the program. Thus, the formulation of decision options toquires
reflection on the objectives of the program prescribed in the OCS Lands Act and the
comments submitted by the public as well as the technical analyses
tcchnical analysns are only useful for any decision-maker insofar as they reElect The
range of purple of the prcgram specified by section 18: to formulate an ~

I pn~ "geo as to] best meet national energy needs;" and to the masintmn
cttent practicable, to obtain a proper balance between the ptstential far
envuonrnental damage, the potential for the discovery of oil and gas, cuad the
potentLal for adverse impact on the coastal zone." The point here is that the techt&M
analyses cannot be entirely "valale-free" because even the categories of anal~
once ~ are relevant to the variety of p~pmn goals, Of course, the analylaa need
to reKKILih objacttve Lh the ense of resisting preconceived nylons of Qtc Olltlxsnc

OFHONS FOR THE DRAFT PROPOSED PROGRAM

Pgsstsclag Ane BNsuflry Opcfcsas

The July 1984 J cderal Regfstcr notice announcing the development of the new
progracn had depicted the OCS as divided among 24 planning areas. The SID pmpcno9
chcuages in several of those areas, including the reconfiguration of the planning areas
offshore California from two to three and an option to create two separate planing
areas in the South Atlantic. The drawing of planning area boundaries invoklvea a
number of considexationa geohqpaLI and geophysical data; leasing, espioratiocs.
developcnent, acsd production hist~r, environmental data; coordination with coastal
governmental entitias; mapping considerationcc jurisdictional claims to the OCS aaci
the Exclusive 8xmmuc Zone; and administrative factors.

Pme oj i~kg Optloar

- Optfon L The Base Schafuls

Annual sales for both high net ax,ial value  NSV! areas  the central and secs~
Gulf of Melicoj ~ proleeed because the high NSV indicates the pre»artcc of very
high ~e» potential in those areaL That indication is confirmed both by the higb.
ooat of delay of leasing for these areas and by industry interest. In addition, thext. ~
about l00 drainalle and development blocks per year in each of these two cncLtama

'Ihe scheduling af triennial sales in Intermediate NSV areas reflect»
suggeedons cnade by nucnenma commenters," including a number of states, far ~
than 2 yscus between salsa All Intermediate group areas have been ee~tod to bc:
capable of attracting bids leadling to production with a poaitive NSV. AQ of thecac
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areas are included in Option 1-except the Gulf of Alaska, based on lack of industry
tercet in that ares lt is intezesting to note that the Gulf of Alaska planning area

wss estixnated to have a NSV appmxirnately equal to that for the North Aleutian
Basin aud Norton Basin, which aze included in Option 1. However, industry
respondents to the July 1984 Federal Register notice xeciuesting oacaxnents on the
development of the new pxoipatn rated North Aleutian Basin eighth and Norton Basin
twelfth  in both cases higher than their elative rank by NSV!, whereas the Gulf of
Alaska was rated nineteenth  lower than its relative rank by NSV!. Thus, industry
interest was judged to confirm the inclusion of North Aleutian Basin and Norton
Basin in the base schedule, whereas it was judged to support the exclusion of the Gulf
of Alaska froxn the base schedule.

A single sale in Shuxnagin wss included in Option 1 as a carry-over fzoxn
1982 pxc~ confirmed by responses to a reciuest for industry interest in that sale.
Shumagin is the only low NSV area to be includeci in Option 1. ln additioe, MMS
has rated geological and geophysical data in Shumagin as Very Poor-which raises
both the question of the reliability of the rtsouzce estlxnate and the need for increased
data for that area, such as would coxne froxn exphratoxy drilling.

� Optkm 2: Bkxaxcfal Saks

Option 2 amended Option 1 by xnaking sales biennial in up to six higher-value,
higher-interest axeas. The six azess were southern California, central California,
northern CaMornia, eastern Gulf of Mexico Navarin Basin, and Beaufort Sea. The
axeas proposed for biennial sales were those with xelatively high NSV and high cost
of delay, with two exceptions based on industry interest: exclusion of the South
Atlantic azea, which was estixnated to have a NSV af about SXS billion  $19&63, but
was ranked 18th by industry in xespcem to the July 1984 notice; and inclusion of
Beaufort Sea, with a NSV estimated at about $0.9 billion  $1986!, but ranked 3xti by
industry.

SlsxdMLfty Optgcsts

Tle lixnitations on the technical analyses and on the projection of future
conditions also suggest the kind of leasing program appropriate to meet the obyetives
specified by Congress and the National Energr Policy Plan. The many uncertainties
which affect planning for OCS leasing nmke clear the value of flexibility in the OCS
leasing program. indeed, the in' in formulating a new pzcqmun is not whether to
provide for flexibility, but how. For example, the five-year schedule responds easily
in the dixection cxf less bidciing interest by industry or the deferral or cancellation of
saleL The five-year pxogram is characteristically rigid, however, with respect to
responding to circumstances which call for the additicxn of sales.

The developxnent of the new progxaxn poses the challenge of providing a stable
fzsxnewoxk for planning OCS lease sales while providing flexibility to respond to
changing circuxnstanco> which could make QCS areas much more prcsnising, The
Draft Proposed Pxcgnun SID provided two flexibility options:

- 0pxferx 3: Fronrfcr Zxpforaxfon Safes

Option 3 proposed up to five sales in Alaska frontier axeatc Gulf of Aixeska; Cook
inlet; Hope Basin; Ko~ and Shumagin. 'Ihaec five axeas all are estimated by MMS
to have developable" resources  zeeouxees which wtxuld be economic to develop, if
found!, although only the Gulf of Aixutiza is estimated to have leasable" resources
 teeuxces which would be economic to bid and explore for!.
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In these areas, the geological and geophysical data are incomplete. MMS hss rated
the «hquSCy af data in these areas as follows: "GOOd" in Kadiak and COok Inlet.
"Pair to Good" in thc Ou.lf of Alaska; "Fair" in Hope Basin; and "Very Paw" m-
Shumagin.

This option jecagnized that new geological and geophysical data or an oil prioc
irszeam could result in These areas being viewed more favorably by potential
produoera, ln addition, the consideration of eriuitable sharing of developmerrtal
benefits and envinmmental risks among regions has been interpreted by the court to
support the scheduling of frontier sales.

- OprforL 4. Sspy4cmsnral Safes

This option proposed an annual sale to offer selected blocks in areas other than
The oentral ami vrestern Gulf of Mexico: drainage and development blocks; and
blacks on which bids were rejected in the preceding year. This option pre~
reintroducing the concept af drainage sales on a basis compatible ~th
rerluirernents of action 1L Twelve drainage salas were held in thc Gulf of Mexico
between 1959 and 1978. The annual limited reoffering of blocks which received bi~Is
which were rejected in sales held in the prior year in these areas was designed to
diminish the delay cost amxiated with offering blocks in which industry intererrt hns
been dernctastrated.

Thlee basic presale approaches have been used for OCS general lease salen  x3
"tract salem'" �! thc initial areawide approach; snd �! the modified aron~
appr'osch. Historically, these different approaches represent Chstiaguiahablc
combinations af pohcy and procedures under different Secretaries of the Interi~.

iona of the effects of' different presale preerssas on sale size aumat be
performed with great pIecisi<m because the pressl e priest" is an abstraction whose
concrete implementation can lead to very different results in different planning nrnan-
The results of the presala process is likely to differ both between planning areas- and.
between salas in the same planning area because they depend on the follow
variable factors: {1! MMS and industry estimates of the amount and distribution cd'
undisosvered aR and gas reaxarces in an area; �! environmental and multiple-~
oxlsideratiaeg and �! the results of consultations with numerous parties, includirLg
coastaL State Governors, under mction 19 of the OCS Lands Act. All three f~ axe
subject to different perceptions by the various parties who participate in the aff~Bumc
leasing prmm. The third factor, depending as it does on a consultation prcsxss, dace
not lend itself to reliable getslictionL

For example, the implications for sale size of multiple-use considerations such aa
the LOCatian af Dapretzaent Of DCfenae  DQD! use areas are subject tO axemltatiCrCL. In
addition, different local attitudes toward oil and gas hsasing and other uses af c~
ocean can lead to very different outcomes of consultations between the Departrrrent cd
the interior and other parties such ss cauld State Governors under mctiorL 19 of 'tea
QCS ~ Act. Bath the Gulf of Mexico and pacific regions contain sigraitacnn.t
deposits of oorruncrciaHy recoverable hydrocarbons under ncarahare waters. ~e
difference betvteen the large sire of Gulf of Mexico areawide sales |.ranging up ta
more than 8,000 blocks! and the small siss of, for example, Sale 80 offshore arith~
California �57 tracts!, held under areawide" procedures, clearly illustrate <Ne
effects of factors whose implications for the size of a lcae sale are not clear.ly
grredictable.
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Furthermore, in considering the precision with which "leasing activity" can be
planned for under section 18 a! of the OCS Lands Act, it is also important to keep in
xmnd tbe wide gap between offering tracts and leasing them. In the mid-Atlantic
Sale 76, over 22 million sexes were offered, but under I percent of that area was
leased. In the eastern Gulf of Mexico Sale 79, over 50 million acres were offered, but
less than 2 percent of that area was leased. Even in thc OCS sale which leased the
largest number of tracts  Sale 72, central Gulf of Mexico!, the 623 tracts leased
represented just over 8 percent of the acreage offered.

Fafr Afarket Valxts Optfans

Section 18 aX4! requires that the program provide for the receipt of fair xnarket
value. The SID proposed consideration of varying the minimum bid by planning
area, given the differences axnong planning areas.

CONCLUSIONS

The conclusion of the decision-making process � the Secretary's choices for the
Draft Proposed Program � will be dcscribecl iu the first paper of the final session.
Pending that discussion, there are three conclusions which we can draw about the
development of a fiv~ycar OCS leasing program under section 18. First, the lixnits of
planning for an uncertain futuxe with limited information need to be recognized both
by thc analyst and by the decision-maker, Second, quantification needs to be seen
both as a tool of analysis and ss a limit on it. Third, the indispensible role of
judgment needs to be acknowledged � in interpreting the analysis and formulating
dmision options as well as in reaching decisions.

NOTES

Caltfornkx v. Watt, 668 F,2d 1290 [hereafter, Caltfornta v. Watt  I!], decided
October 6, 1981.

Call fornta v. Watt, 712 F2d 584 [hereafter, Calf fornla v. Watt  II!j, decided July
5, 1983.

UX Department of Energy, ~ Energy Review 1984, April 1985, Table 1.

UK Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy
Outtop 1984  January 1985!, p. 223.

CaJJfornta v. Watt  Io at 600,

This prcxentation is a revised version of the one delivered at the Conference on short
notice. ~ arc duc to thc many people at the Departxnent of the Interior who
contributed to the development of the Draft ~ Program and whose work is
ref lccted in the Secretarial Issue Document and relied upon here.
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length. It has a 96-page summary and 16 appendices. Some of those appendices are
the building blocks we have discussed. The scope, assumptions required, and
knowledge implied in reaching conclusions are indeed impressive, Whether the
document is thorough or cumbersome depends upon your viewpoint

Fortunately, this panel is well equipped to discuss matters of interpretation
related to the process and the results. As you know, the Sccrctary of the Interior
makes the ultimate decisions on this plan. There are, however, only a relatively few
experts for this complex, political, scientific, technical, and economic documenr. Bear
in mind as we move to the first presentation that bctwecn the panel of yesterday
afternoon and that of this morning you will have met many of them

R. H. BURROUGHS
Assistant Professor

Graduate Program tn 2lfartne Affairs
University of Rhode Island

Kingston, Rhode Island
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PAUL R. STAG
CMcf
Braech of Program Deva~ ~ P~
MfncraLs Managemeaz service
Department o f Iygerfor
Wgshtagtm, DQ.

IÃTRODUCFLON

Yesterday we talked about the building blocks the
Options that were bCfOre Secretary Hodcl fOr the five
we weal turn t d c S ret ~'s prcl a~ d . M ~ m ~ 1985 1 ~~d
like to emphaszze, Lf lt is not clear by now
Draft Proposed Program Q!pp!, ~ Dpp is the f~
We have to develop two znoze, and hc will make decisions en both of them. So we
are reaUy in the early, formative stages of the pzteae. It is an open pzotxsa, nothing
is locket in concrete. Ihe Secretary is appzoa~g the five-year program with
flezibility and an eye towards zeaching a consensuL Wc are trying to build
flezibility into the structure of the prqmun as welL

Secretary Hodel decided that we should move from 24 to 26 plaaxmg areas by
adding the Straits of Florida, which was formerly part of the South Atlantic region,
and by dividing California into three instead of the fozznez two planning areas.
Figures 1 and 2 show the layout of the planning areaL

SCIKDULING LEASE %~

Qmugerd Sefes

The leasing schedule itself was based to a large degree on the rank order of
phLnning areas by what we call net social value. As indicated eazlier. we divided the
listing of planning azeas by their net social va1ue into three groups high, medium.
and low. Tbesc cab~ries wcze used as a fundamental basis for the Secretary's
decision ln essence, the Secretary chose to provide for 33 standard sales in the next
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five-year program � 1987 through 1992. The preliminary decision is to have annual
sales in the western and central Gulf of Mexico because they were high on the list
and to have triennial or less frequent sales in all the other areas which in the
Minerals Management Service  MMS! estimates have developable resources  Table 1!.

Table 1

OCS Oil and Gas Resources Estimates as of July 1986

Millions of barrels
of oil equivalent  BOE!Planning Areas

Negligible  estimeted to be less than 09 million BOE!.

The Secretary scheduled no lease sales in thc four areas, Aleutian Basin, Bowers
Basin, Saint Matthew-Hall, and Aleutian Arc, which appear at the bottom of the nct
social value list  sce the last column in Table 2!, These areas have no estimates of
developable resources, the lowest estimates of net social value, and low industry
interest. Industry ranked three out of the four as the thrcc lowest and the other as
the fifth lowest of all planning areas  Table 3!. These areas show so little promise
that they ere not worth scheduling at this time as far as the Secretary is concerned.

Also, notice on the schedule  Figure 3! that there are no sales scheduled for the
Straits of Florida. That would have been inappropriate since the section 18 analysis
had not yet been completed for the Straits of Florida when the DPP was issued. The

Western Gulf of Mexico
Central Gulf of Mexico
Southern California
South Atlantic
Navarin Basin
Eastern Gulf of Mexico
Northern California
Beaufort Sea
Central Calif arnis
Chukchi Sea
St. George Basin
Mid-Atlantic
North Atlantic
Washington-Oregon
North Aleutian Basin
Gulf of Alaska
Norton Basin
Kodiak
Hope Basin
Shumagin
Cook inlet
Aleutian Basin
Bowers Basin
St. Matthew-HaU
Aleutian Arc

5,312
4,846
1,090

593
559
454
409
407
400
396
173
150
103
56
19
18
14
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Table 2

Ranking of OCS Planning Areas by Benefits and Costs
in Millions of 1986 Dollars

Nct Benefits
Costs  coL 1 - col. 2!BenefitsPlanning Areas

Negligible  estimated to be less than 0$ million $1986!.

~ Resources for these areas are estimated to be negligible  See Table 1!,
thus no production is expected, and social coen are estinu1ted to be
negligible.

decision on whether to propose a sale in the Straits of Florida will be made at the
upcoming Proposed Program stage.

Eleven of the 33 sales are carried-over from the current, ongoing five-year
program which was approved in 1982. These were carried over partly bemuse of
some overlap between the two programs and partly because some sales were delayed
for various reasons The 33 sales contrast with 40 standard sales in the current

program.

Central Gulf of Mexico
Western Gulf of Mexico
Southern California
Central California
Eastern Gulf of Mexico
South Atlantic
Northern California
Navarin Basin
Beaufort Sea
Chukchi Sea
Mid-Atlantic
St. George Basin
Washington-Oregon
North Atlantic
North Aleutian Basin
Norton Basin
Gulf of Alaska
Kodiak
Hope Basin
Shumagin
Cook. Inlet
St. Matthew-Hall
Aleutian Basin
Bowers Basin
Aleutian Arc

$37,220
35,965

7,456
2,573
2,458
2�55
2,425
1/35

895
788
590
491
399
359
24
24
21

$26
12
13
3

4 3 3 7 3 3 1
2 1

$37,194
35,953
7,443
2,570
2,454
2,452
2,422
1,528

892
785
589
489
399
358

24
24
21
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Table 3

Industry Interest in OCS Planning Areas
as of July 1984.

Overall Ranking

1 Central Gulf of Mexico
2 Western Gulf of Mexico
3 Beaufort Sea
4  tie! Southern California
4  tie! Central k Northern California
6 Fartern Gulf of Mexico
7 Navarin Basin

8 North Aleutian Basin
9 St. George Basin

10 Chukchi Sea
11 North Atlantic

l2 Norton Basin

13 Washington-Oregon
14 Mid-Atlantic

1S Hope Basin
16 Cook Inlet

17 Shumagin
15 South Atlantic,
19 Gulf of Alaska
20 St. Matthew-Hall

21 Kodiak

22 Botvers Basin

23  tie! Aleutian Axe
23  tie! Aleutian Basin

In addition tn these starward sales, the Secretary chose three flexibility provLaiaxsL
I wouM like to paum bere and discuss what we mean by flexibility and why i4 is
needed.

IJ~th 0 t C ti WSbm DCS!t d ~~ccafiv~y~ ~~ is
approved. sales cannot be added to it, but they can bc deleted from it. This pcssae an
interesting dilexnma. If you project the Nation'a future needs and future world ~~
for txil and gas and you make a judgment that a certain nuxnbcr af sake is
approi'eiatc, yau may have a problem if yota are «xong. lf you underestimate
cannot add any salsa. Ho«ever, if you ovcsestixnatc, you can aixnply csLncmi max'.
The potential problem is that you do not know when the decision is auutc whetter it
will be an overestimate or undcxcstixnate. Hence, to avoid the paetibiiity af xnsalcing
an underestimate there is a need to build flexibility into the p~vatn.

1' first flexibUity pxtnrision, the designation of five frontier exploration ea1ea,
xe4tes to planning areas which axc near tbs bosn af thc net social value ~ jvst
above these in which tbc Secretary scheduled no saiea Four of these axe K~~
Hope Basin, Shumagin, and Cook Inlet. These four planning areas are estixna~ to
have only negligible developable xeamrces.
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The Gulf of Alaska was also put in the category of frontier exploration saIes
because industry interest was low as was its net social value ranking. It is quite
possible that there will not be sufficient interest to hold all or some of the five sales
in these five planning areas. We have designed a special extra step very early in the
presale process to call out to industry and the public asking if there is interest in
going ahead with the sale,

The second flexibility provision is the designation of five supplemental sales, one
per year. The purpose of a supplemental sale is to take care of a very limited
number of special situations that could arise � the offering of rejected bid tracts and
drainage and developtnent tracts outside the central and western Gulf of Mexico. IF
bids on tracts are rejected as not meeting MMS acceptance criteria, this provision
would allow them to be reoffered the following year. If a discovery is made, there is
an economic advantage to the Nation to offer the surrounding tracts which are called
drainage or development tracts. The Federal Treasury can reap benefits from that
new information if MMS promptly offers for lease adjacent tracts. Otherwise, a
company could drain the adjacent tracts and/or the extent of the discovery could not
be delineated in a timely manner.

Unfortunately, the provhdon for supplemental sales has been incorrectly
categorized by some observers as a wholesale offering of tracts. In fact, we are
talking s.bout a very limited number of tracts. Based on past data, MMS Director
Bettenberg has estimated that in the range of 10 to 20 tracts would be in a
supplemental sale. That is about the best csthnate we have. We cannot tell what the
number of tracts in a supplemental sale will be until the future unfolds.

The thirci flexibility provision is the potential for acceleration of lease sales in
certain planning areas with high net social value and/or high industry interest.
There has been much debate within the Department and in the form of comments
from the public as to whether sales should continue to be held on a. biennial basis as
in the current five-year program or whether a triennial basis is more appropriate.
The acceleration provision is an attempt to create the best of both worlds. Triennial
or less frequent sales would be held in areas outside the western and central Gulf of
Mexico. Then, should conditions warrant in one or more of the high valued/high
interest areas, the sale or sales would be moved forward in time. Of course, a key
question is, What are those "conditions'0

The public has been asked in the March 1985 Federal Register notice announcing
the DPP for their views on such conditions, We need and will consider the public's
views because, quite Frankly, we have not predetermined precisely what those
conditions will be. We do have some ideas. For example, substantially higher
long-term oil price expectations might result from a serious oil supply disruption; or
new geologic data could come from a major new discovery. Once we have
determined draft criteria, we will publish them in the Proposed Program along with
a description of how this acceleration provision would operate. The acceleration
provision is necessary because of the constraint which I already mentioned. The
Department of the Interior  DOD cannot add, but only delete, sales once the five-year
schedule is approved. Under any of these three flexibility provisions there is no net
addition of sales to the schedule.

That ends our discussion of the scheduling of lease saleL Another decision the
Secretary has before him is the "size" of lease salea The court validated DOI's
interpretation of this OCS Lands Act term as the prcsale process of moving from a
whole planning area to the tracts actually offered for lease. In some cases, there is a
major change, and in other cases there may not be. It depends on the particular
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planning arcs. The Secretary's choice of a pressle process is one which focuses on
proxnising acreage. By that he means acreage reasonably determined to be likely to
lead to exploration and/or development of oil and gas resources. This judgment is not
strictly a geologic one. It is a way of minimizing conflicts early in the presale
process by deletion of lower potential/high conflict areas. While the presale process
consists of similar steps from planning area to planning area, the decisions are
determined on a case-by-case and a sale-by-sale basis. The focus will be on early
resolution oF conflicts in consultation with affected federal agencies, state and local
governments, the public, and potential bidders.

FAIR MARKET VALUE

Let us now turn to bid adequacy and fair market value. The Secretary has
chosen to continue in the DPP the bid adequacy procedures that were adopted in
February and Maxch of 1984. These proceiures incorporate knowledge gained from
arcs-wide leasing and tcchnical adjustments that werc made in July 1984. These
procedures help to continue to assure fair market value which is one of the
requirements of thc OCS Lands Act. In addition, the DPP contains a provision to
consider revisions to the minimum bid policies if it is found that fair xnarket value
requirements can be satisfied by lowering minimum bids and/or using different
minimum bids in different planning areas.

SUBARIW DELETIONS

I would like to wrap up with a brief discussion of subarea deletions. The
Secretary has called for the use oF special conditions or special considerations for parts
of planning areas. We have been getting noxninations and suggestions for a large
number of subarea deletions from a diversity of commenters." People are suggesting
that we not offer for lease major chunks of the OCS, Recommendations come from a
variety of sources: Governors, local governments, and others. If there is one general
theme of these requests, it is � "I do not want leasing off my shores."

If the Secretary were to take everyone's suggestions, the program would be cut
back severely and could be closed down in some areas. He has many difficult
decisions to make. Hc is weighing the suggestions carefully. He said he is not going
to clare the door on the issue. He has made a commitment to look carefully at the
issue and study it. The candidates for subarea deletion must be weighed with a
consideration of the views of the public, the geological potential of these areas, and
the environmental risks.

We expect the Proposed Program to be issued in late 1985 or early 1986 and the
Proposed Final Program in very late 1986 or very carly 1987. That is the current
estimate of timing.
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INTRODUCTION

Thc Department of the Interior  DOO employs a detailed methodology in
developing the Five-Year OCS Leasing Program. After an initial review of the draft
proposed program, and thinking back over my state's  Massachusetts! experiences with
proposed lease sales 52 and 82, I have some observations on the analysis used to
develop the program and some suggestions for improvements,

OBSERVATIONS

The usefulness of the program analysis is dependent on the availability of good
information regarding thc economics of thc market, industry interest, the
environmental sensitivity and marine productivity of the waters and seabed of the
Outer Continental Shelf  OCS!, and the estims.tes of oil and gas in the various
geologic prospects. Of these four, the market is perhaps the roost difficult to factor
into the analysis since price and demand are so unpredictable, industry interest is
also unpredictable, since it is so dependent on the resources estimates, the costs of
production and transportation, and the projected market price for oil and gas once the
field is in production.

However, we can and should obtain and better utilize information on the
environmental sensitivity and marine productivity of the various OCS regions. The
problem with the analysis in the draft proposed program is not the methodology used
to deterrninc sensitivity and productivity, but the lack of necessary information to
make the analysis useful, The habitat types and biological resources chosen for the
analysis are good, as they arc common to or comparable among the regions. The lack
of information, however, in the program analysis on thc cxtcnt of some habitat types
and the abundances of some of the resources makes the analysis useless, since the
sensitivity of the region cannot be established. From my perspective, the DOl has an
excellent environmental studies program m the North Atlantic. The research
conducted has contributed to the data base needed for the sensitivity/productivity
analysirk ln addition, the National Marine Fisheries Service  NMFS! has extensive

l9<
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information on the abundance of the region's biological resources. Unfortunately, this
int'ormation is not effectively used by DOI in the sensitivity/productivity analysis
and for sotne other OCS regions it is not even available.

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVF2vKKT

To improve its analysis, the DOI should establish more cooperative working
relatioaships with agencies such as NMFS and should focus the Environmental Studies
Program on closing the existing information gapa The Department of the Interior
should not consider leasiag OCS regions that lack the necessary caviroamcntaI
information for thc five-year program analysis.

The resource estimates used by DOI in dcvelopiag the five-year program and in
planning for individual lease sales are the subject of much controversy. Estimates
developed by the United States Geological Survey on specific oil and gas prospects are
adapted by the Minerals Management Service  MhfS! to generate the probable amount
of oil and gas to be found in an entire planning area. The oil industry believes the
estimates are too low for many OCS regions. The states aad others also question their
validity aad their usefulness in decision-making, since thc estimates se'.m to be poorly
correlated with the oil and gas potential of an entire planning area and the numbers
are changed so dramatically from time to time.

I believe that, if the DOL were to narrow the focus of its offshore leasing
program to thee portions of the OCS that are actually prospective, thc Secretary of
the Interior would find the states aad other concrrned parties more willing to
accommodate leasing in those discrete areas. All parties involved in the leasing
process need more reliable information on the resource potential and possible
development scenarios for particular sale areas, in order to assess their interests in and
concerns about a lease sale, I think we need to consider new ways of leasing smaller
areas which are more certain prospects For oil and gas. Initial drilling should be
limited to these wells necessary to determine if commercially significant quantities of
petroleum hydrocarbons arc present.

I suggest that thc DOI consider establishing a process for Limitei on-structure
drilling as a way of evaluating prospects prior to a lease sale. The oil industry
would cooperatively drill these exploratory wells as they presently do on Continental
Offshore Stratigraphic Test  COST! weUs in frontier areas. Interior's process would
include tract nominatioas by industry for on-structure CQSI' locations, aa MMS
evaluation of these nominatioas, and the establishment of a drilling area of less than
100 blocks. The Minerals Management Service would auction these drilling rights,
after conducting an appropriate environmental analysis. All the well data and
information would be made available to the public once thc last well was drilled.
The Minerals Management Service would evaluate these data and other geologic
information and decide whether a lease sale is merited. The maximum size of the
saic area would be limited to a discrete area closely associatef with the COST well
area. If MMS decided to go forward with a lease sale, they would prepare an
environmental impact statement aad the leasing process would be conducted as it is at
present,

My idea is a general one and many of the specifics would have to be determined.
There would need to be incentives established for industry to participate, agreemeat
among the affected parties regarding the size of the COST well area, and agreement
on the regulatioas that would govern the drilling program. I think this program
would improve the analysis used to develop the five-year p~ If the results of
the an-structure CORI' well program werc positive, there would be better
information available for use in preparing environmental impact scatcments, and for
developing more realistic transportation and production scenarios. If the results
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showed an area to be a poor hydrocarbon prospect, countless hours and dollars would
be saved. I'rn sure we would all like to avoid a repeat of Sale 82.
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The OB Industry Position

ROBERT E. HUNT
Zxphratkn Coordinator
Texaco USM
Hausxon, Texas

It goes w xthou't saying that mdustry supports
Pxogram Ls a plajUaing and budgeting
Interior  DOl! has done a v'cry
achieve thc difficult balance between the many intexesta involved in developing the
Draft Proposed. Progxaxn  DPP!.

Thc Nation dess~m a new schedule, one which wlII afford continued
opportunities to evaluate the resouxccs of all areas. Such timely evaluation can beat
bc achieved by continued reliance on a vigorous axes-wide offering system and a
balanced and predictable five-year leasing schedule. Companies xea~ that the
national interest requires an effective and efficient mechanism which will permit the
remaining pctrolcum xescaarcca of the Outer Continental Shelf  OCS! to bs identified
and developed in a timely manner while sunultanomaly preserving and protecting
thc valuable marine and other resources of our ocean and coastal xreeL That
continues to bc thc position of the petxoleuxn industry.

AREA WIDE LEASING

Industry continues to endone the axes-wide offering system snd the manner in
which the area-wide concept is cxnployed by the existing five-year leasing program,
The important aspects of area-wide leasing from an industry standpoint axe

Ability of a coxnpany to make a tract selection anywhere in
an area. %Ma docs not mean to select the entire area; and
The willinIpMss of DOI to include all noxr6natcd acreage in
the sale-excluding only acreage on which a mrious negative
noxninatian has been received.

Having said that, Iet me go on to point out that axes-wide leasing is achieving the
ve of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act Amendments  CCSL,&D to

«pedite exploration of the OGS in order to achieve national econoxnic and energy

l99
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policy goals, stature national tncurity. reduce dependence on foreign murces, and
maintain a favorable balance in world trade. Area-wide leasing fosters innovative
approaches to petroleum exploration. It allows companies to gcneratc exploration
ideas and then bring them to life through nominations on areas perhaps ignored by
others Over the long term, this technique will result in the location
development of far more hydrocarbon reserves than the tract selection system

%hen incorporated in a five-year leasing schedule, the area-wide ~pstem also
ensures that companies are able co follow promising leads throughout entire subaress,
since that acrcagc can be ncsninatcd at the next area sale. Frcquen.t sa3es and
streareLined procedures permit rapid foUow-up of promising exploration areas. The
larger ths number of opportunities, the greater the chance for significant net

VeriCs arum the mast Cfficient use Of capital aVailable for eXplOratiOn aetiVities
The disappointing results of recent exploration work in frontier areas emphaam»

the need tO oOntinue using the arCa-Wide Offering COneept. We estimate that lust
hep even with current levels of domestic production wc must find the equivalent of
L8 miUicst barrels of oil and morc than 50 billion cubic feet of natural gas each and
every day. I am convinced that industry stands a much better chance of meeting, or
approaching this objactive if it is allowed to pick its own plays and acreage in a
pltU111ing area, aa noted above. rather than being restricted to local areas selected. by
the Department of the Interior.

To maintain balance, ensure equal sharing of the rewards and benefits of OCS M
and gas expioratitm. development and production, and encourage the though
evaluation of all OCS plannhag areas, we believe that a sale schedule should provide
for the foUowing.

annual sales in both the western and central Gulf of Mexim

planning areas;

I imnial salas in those planeung areas identified by oil and gas
companies as having higher interest'higher value; and.

triettnial sales in those areas receiving lower interestflowcr
value ratiay from responding oil and gas companies.

2!

The program should also retain adequate procedural flexibility ao that it can be
to reflect mid-course changes in area prospectiveness, due to the infusion of

new exploratory csmegss or tecburiques, the result of future drilling activity, or
changes in ecnnosnie canditiana.

PilR-%~ PLANNQ413 PROCEL%

The Defnrtnent of the Interior's current proposed Outer Coatinental She%
FiVe-Year Pregram intraduce» an additinnal procedural step at the beginning Of the
planning process caHed "request for interest, scheduled four months prior to the cail
for information for OCS frontier saleL Industry ia not totaLly convinced. of the meed
for a new "retluort for interest" milestcme. The Minerals Management Service shoat'
receiVe infOrmatiOn at the cail fOr information mBestane Sufficient to make Che
decisson to proceed with the scheduled sale. The new mileage is an additiaaal
formai step not heren/ore a part of the Five-Year Leasing Program. It may prmre ta
be jurat another oplertunity for litigation and delay.
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These "frontier sales" should be. included as standard sales in the Draft Proposed
program, rather than being included as "tentative" sales. If the Secretary deterxnines
that these areas should be on the lease sale schedule  as hc apparently has
determined!, then the presumption should be that the sales wR go forward unless,
based on information xeceived during annual program review or pre-sale planning,
there is adequate reason to defer or cancel the sale. That is the way the program
should work � to reduce, nat increase, uncertainty.

Industry has ~ntiy urged that the FivwYear Leasing Program stress early
consultation, caardinatian and environmental assessments in order ta minimize the
withdrawal of acreage fxom propcscd lease sales, after completion of the Final
Environmental Impact Statexnent  FEIS!. Unfortunately, events of the past several
years show that very large withdrawals are made by Congress or by the Department
of the Interior after publication of the Final Environmental Impact Statement.

These large withdrawals nullify the clear advantages of the area-wide offering
approach, xspecially when the acreage withdrawn rcprcsents excellent prospects for
new discoveries. Industry urges that the Minerals Management Service continue the
pxesale consultation efforts under Section 19 of the OCSLAA but that decisions an
which acreage w'ill be included in, or excluded from a sale bc concluded by thc time
the Final Environmental Impact Statement is published.

That gives a general sense of where industry is coming from as ta the Outer
Continental Shelf Five- Year Leasing Program. But there are two other issues
intimately associated with the Outer Continental Shelf schedule and which are
controversial as welL These are fair xnarket value and resource cstixnatea.

FAIR MAR8~ VALUE

The argument over fair market value of Outcr Continental Shelf acreage rages
on � and nothing that will bc said today is likely to change that, The value accepted
by the Department of the Interior far a tract at a lcasc sale is, by definition, fair
market value. That is, the value involves a willing buyer, a willing seller, and na
coercion. Fair market value is in no way conceived to be real value, future value, or
maximum value For example, look at the Outer Continental Shelf leasing history.
As of the end of 1983:

Tracts Offered ~ 61,043
Tracts Leased - 7,317
Billion Bonus - $51

Each of these tracts was purchased at fair market value � regaxdless of the
individual bonus acceptecL Not all af these tracts ever pxoduced a barrel of oil ar a
million cubic feet  MCF! of natural gas, but at the end of 1983 thcrc was an all-tixne
high of producing leases offshore � a grand total of 1386 leases. For the sake of
argument, let's say an additional 50 leases have produced in thc past but are no longer
productive. That will give us a total of approximately 1,436 leases that are or were
productive. That's 1,436 of 7,317 tracts leased or about one fifth �9k percent, to be
exact!.

There is now a total of 3,772 tracts still held by industry. So 3,545 tracts have
been surrendered to the Departxnent of the Interior, The value of aII 3500 of these
tracts combined is sero, taday. But not necessarily foxever � as we will note later.
What about the 1,386 producing leases? Certainly some of thee will make a
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handsome profit for the lessee, but I would anticipate that the majority will not.
Some, although productive, will never show a profit

There is an important point to be made here. Industry's overall return for its
total offshore investment can come only from the pxofit realized from these few
profftobie Outer Continental Shelf Leases. The investment includes $51 billion spent
as lease bonus, the additional expenditures for aLL seismic, gravity, xnagaetic, sea floor,
archealogical and other surveys, the cost of all exploratory development and COST
hole driLLing, lease rentals and royalties, computers and computer processing, technical
personnel at all levels, transportation, offshore aad onshore facilities, ofFices and
overhead, taxes and services, ctc. All these costs must be xecovered from the profit
generated by the relatively few profitable leaseL

On the federal side, the bonus is only the beginning of the income stream from
offshore. One Department of the Interior official in 1982 testified that only 25
percent of Outer Continental Shelf revenue to the Department of the Interior comes
from bonuses, the other 75 percent from royalties and taxca All leases xequixe yearly
rental payments as long as the lease is held or until it is incapable of production. The
interim between discovery and production is covered by minimum rents, while
producing Leases are generating royalty. These and other incomes so far have brought
the federal lessor a total of about twenty billion dollars of additional revenue, and
annual income fxom these sources is growing each year.

At the end of 1983, the Department of the Interior had received 54 percent �8
billion! of the $126.6 billioa attributed to oil aad gas produced offshore. This is
before the income taxes industry must also pay on the oil and gas produced.

Yet another source oF revenue is the re-sale of leases once held and surrendered,
occasioned by aew ideas or better, more advanced technology. So, charges that the
government is not obtaining fair market value offshore are specious on xnany counts.

This is another area of current controversy, particularly in light of recent
Minerals Management Service reductions of earlier forecasts. What's the fuss about'?
No one believed the earlier figures anyhow.

Certainly there have been a number of disappointmcnts offshore in the last few
years or sa The outlook for some areas has changed for the worse. But let's not
panic. Neither the North Sea, aor Hibernia, offshore Canada, were discoverei with
the first fcw wells drilled ia the areas. The same is true in the greatest producing
province in the U~, Most of thc prolific discoveries on south Louisiana salt domes
were made only after repeated wildcats � sometimes dozens

But let's look at another offshore basin leased aad drilled before all this huffing
and puffing about reserve estimates. One of the most disappointing offshore areas for
the oil industry was the Gulf of Alaska. That area was leased in 1976 aad at the
time was probably number one on every oil company's list of promising offshore
areas. Two years later a series of unsuccessful wildcats were drilled. The basin now
is rata! number 19. But it still is on the list, and I will bet that no sexious offshore
operator has written the Gulf of Alaska off completely.

A new geologic concept may surface, or a new or improved geologic te:haiquc
may show industry where it made its mistakes in the 1970s. When and if this
happens � and it is constantly happening in other areas � then the Gulf of Alaska
might again be considered as one of our offshore's most promising basins, and the
second tixne industry may be right. My message is that we should remember that
reserve estimates are nothing more thea guesses based on what wc think we know
and what we think we see today.
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Wc should assume only onc thing about regional reserve estimates. Regardless of
who makes them and regardless of the system used, they will all ultimately be
proven wrong. Let's not overreact.

Two particularly interesting reports on the OCS program were presented
yesterday; namely social cost and social value, Both are very interesting studies but
not on the same statistical basis. One shows significant costs, the other even more
significant social value from the five-year program. But what I kept thinking about
during these presentations was 70+ billion dollars. That's the federal revenue or,
more accurately, the revenue to the American people from the Outer Continental
Shelf program through 1983. And the revenue wilI grow year by year in the future,

At the end of Section Four, we heard Jim Curlin define a successful
Environmental Impact Statement KIS! as one that could pass the scrutiny of the
courts. Let me propose that a successful five-year program is one that expedites
development of the Outer Continental Shelf � that carries out sales on schedule. Don' t
force industry to continually adjust its very expensive exploration and leasing
programs and budgets. That is not efficient.

Finally, there are rwo booklets pubiished by the National Ocean Industry
Association available for your reading: one on Area-Wide Leasing, and a second on
America's Five-Year Offshore Leasing Plan, These will give you more information
and rationale on industry's positions.
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I would like to start by saying a few words about the procese used to develop our
nation's offshore oil and gas leasing policy. l then will devote the majn portion of
my remarks to envircsnnental perspectives on 5¹~r Hodel'¹ Draft Prop~
Five-Year Outer Continental Shelf  OCS! letting Pmgrarrw

A very thorough pnsm now exists for dcveloIsreat of an OCS leasing pohcy.
As a result of the statutory criteria in Section 18 of the OCS Lands Act AaeeWcnts
and court decuaions interpreting that sation, the Elepadtment of the Interior  DOG
must be very explicit about the assumptions it makes and must provide a detailed
analysis buttresssng its ml¹~an of a leasing program. There are also several
opportunities for public review and comtnent. We think thm asp¹m of the process
are excellent.

Notwithstanding these points, there are major problems with the proccm. The
principal problem is the excessive flexibility and discretion that the Secretary hss in
utilizing the analysis that emerges from the pox' For example, the DOI can
conduct a very detailed quantitative and qualitative analysis of the benefits and costs
which form the basis of a schedule of lease saleL However, the Secretary may select
a single factor such as industry interest and usc ir. to completely rcv~ the schedule.
Who's anne level of discretion is dearly necessary, the broad discretion afforded the
Secretary under the statute allows him to continuaHy elevate industry interest over
environmental concernL

A ssccmd concern about the proem is that there is no action-forcing mechanism to
gct the Sacv~r to set aside oertain areas for environmental reasons. For other
natural resource programs, including the management of forest service lands or
Bureau of Land Management lands, the federal, agency ss part of its five-year or
ten-year planning pre~ sets aside certain areas to be protected. The Department af
the Interior under the OCS Lands Act hss no mandate ro do this and hss rtot done it.
.c think this is a scrlolN problem.The third point I wouM make about the problems with the proach concerns the
lack of a requirtnnent that stare r¹xsnmendatious bc given serious weight. Section 19
of the OCS Linda Act requires serious weighing of state comments at the lease, sale
and subsequent stageL %his provision, however, does not apply to the fiv~ycar OCS
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lease sale planning stage nor does any similar requirement. I think this is a
drawback.

SPECIFIC CONCERNS WITH THE DRAFT PROPOSED FIVE-YEAR
PROGRAIVI

I would now like to turn to specific concerns about Secretary Hodel's Draft
Proposed Five-Year Oil and Gas Leasing Program which was issued in March of 1985.
The Natural Resources DeFense Council submitted conunents on behalf of a number of
environmental groups in response to that pmgram in May.

Socps an4g Pace of Leasing

The new Draft Five-Year OCS Leasing Program �986-1991! has been portrayed
as slowing the pace of offshore oil and gas leasing. The facts indicate otherwise,

While the number of lease sales in each planning area outside the central and
western Gulf of Mexico has been reduced to one every three years, at least two new
planning areas are proposed for leasing. These are the entire Washington and Oregon
coast and Hope Basin in Alaska. The Draft Program proposes more lease sales than
the Five-Year Program adoptei by Secretary Watt: 43 sales vs. 41 sales, The
addition of two new planning areas also means that the acreage proposed for leasing
exceeds the 1 billion acres covered under the current program.

The recently released OTA study entitled 0II and Gas Technologies for the
Arctic and Deepwater �985! includes Minerals Management Service revised resource
estimates for the OCS. These revised estimates show a 55 percent drop for oil and 44
percent drop for gas since 1981.

If the estitnatcs are as low as Minerals Management Service  MMS! currently
believes, one important question is whether the OCS can play a major role in securing
our nation's energy future. In our view, these lower estimates suggest there is less of
a driving need to lease areas of high environmental sensitivity or marine productivity
that also are Iow in hydrocarbon potential. The environmental risk is simply not
worth thc small amount of oil or gas to be found.

B~ Analysis

Because, of the importance of the economic analysis underlying the DQPs Draft
Program, we asked two cconotnists to review the analysis, Dr, Joseph Stiglitz,
Professor of Economics at Princeton University and Dr. Michael Kavanaugh. Both
economists concluded that a proper economic analysis supports a more controlled rate
of OCS leasing than proposed in the Draft Progratn. They rejected the area-wide
leasing approach on the grounds that it leads to inefFicient resource development and
prevents attainmcnt of fair market value by the Federal Government.

Both economists reconuncnded that OCS planning areas be defined more narrowly
in light of the significant differences in the value of oil and gas resources within
planning areas. Such a narmwing of the planning areas would permit a more
accurate ~cnt of the costs and benefits of proceeding with leasing in these areas,
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A major concern we have about the Draft Program is the continuing conunitxnent
to offering huge areas of the OCS for lease at one time, Minerals Management Service
Director, Williaxn Bettenberg, recently stated at hearings held before the House
Interior Coxnmittee that the Department's current socailed "modified" area-wide
leasing approach was being carried over into the new program.

In our view, thc "modified" axes-wide leasing approach is hardly distinguishable
from the original area-wide approach. For example, this coming fall there aze three
sales scheduled, each of which involves massive lease offerings: Sale 111 off the
rnid-Atlantic, 20 million acrea Sale 89, in the St. George Basin off Alaska, 65 million
acres; Sale 94, eastern Gulf of Mexico, 50 million acrca If this is "modified"
area-wide leasing, we fail to see it.

We would Ilkc the Department to explain the continuing need for the modified
area-wide approach in light of the large inventory of leases industry will have
acquired under the current Five-Year Program. Many of these leases are of ten-year
terms. Will the offering of extensive acreage under the next Five-Year Prograxn
really result in rapid inventorying of our nation's oil and gas resources ox merely the
speculative acquisition of leases at bargain prices by oil coxnpanies?

Another major issue we have raised is thc Draft Proposed Program's "flexibility"
provision which would allow the Secretary of the Intexior to advance sales in several
areas based on changed economic or geologic conditions. We oppose this provision and
believe it should be deleted from the program.

First, we question whether this provision is consent with the statutory
requirexnent regarding revisions to the Five-Year Program. Section 18 e! of the OCS
Lands Act Amendments pxovides that the Secretary;

may revise and reapprove a program, at any time, and such
revision and reapproval, except in thc case of a revision which
is not significant, shall be in the same manner as originally
developed.

We believe the DOI may not use the flexibility provision to make significant changes
in the program without following the statute's directive.

The program lists eight planning areas for which the flexibility provision might
be utilized. The areas listed include areas along the California coast, the Florida Gulf
and four areas in Alaska which contain some of the world's richest fisheries.
Advancement of sales in these areas would affect planning by cowed comxnunities,
the states and the public and reduce the time available for gathering valuable
environmental information. Advancement of lease sales in these areas would in our
view constitute a significant revision of the program. If the sale dates in eight
significant planning areas can be advanced at the Secretary's broad discretion, doesn' t
this seriously undercut the value of the program as a planning document?

Dsfet4on of Smsfzibe Arear

A key issue of environmental concern ls the deletion of sensitive areaa We
believe that the DOI should be able to delete certain areas at the pxogram stage so that
the battle over inclusion of these areas does not have to be fought again and again for
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each lease sale. Ae statute provides a mechanism by which the prop<am xnay bc
revised to add such areas at a later date if it is necessary.

Under the current leasing program, there has been an accumulation of
information from leasing and erploration in most frontier areas of the OCS. Based on
this information, the Department should be able to asses areas of low' energy
potential and low industry interest within planning areas. Where these areas
coincide with areas of high environmental sensitivity or marine productivity, thc
Department should consider deleting these portions of planning areas from the
Five- Year Prqpam

tu conclusion, thc process utilized to develop thc OCS leasing program fails to
assure that environmental and cowed state concerns axe adequately addtcsaccL The
Draft proposed prr~ developed by Secretary Hodel has limited value as a plannijtg
tool and fruls to affect a proper balance between rapid resource exploitation and
cnvtranxneetal protection
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Have we � the ocean community � reduced the national debate over offshore leasing
to a subset of not-so-trivial, but nevertheless, esoteric issues? Have we lost the sense
of broader national concern and global importance in our self-centered debates focused
on state-federal coordination, state's rights, and the almighty lease-sale dollar? YesL
The current public debate is parochial, offers few new "facts" for consideration, and
fails to confront several major aspects affecting national interest, and economic and
military security,

Since 1937, the "tidelands" controversy between the Federal Government and the
states over control of the resources on the Continental Shelf hss dominated the issues
related to offshore petroleum development. A brace of Supreme Court decisions, two
Presidential Proclamations extending U8. jurisdiction seaward, a couple of
international Law of the Sea Conventions, and several Acts of Congress dealing with
offshore leasing and marine resources have only changed the emphasis � not the

f the debate over state and federal administration of the offshore leasing
progranl.

During the interim, the debate has been institutionalize. Washington offices
have opened to represent special interests on all sides of the issues. Labbyists are into
the second decade of "protecting" their client's interests; others have retired. The
public debate has become nearly "ritualistic," with points and counterpoints on any
issue wholly predictable on both sides. Political alliances have been f ormed;
sometimes among strange bedfellows. Some influence peddlers seem more interested
in "playing the game" than in "solving the problem." Adversaries have learned to
tolerate each other, but have communications really improved?

Hyperbole is not foreign to the debate, Overstatement has been contributed by all
sides. Projections of environmental "gloom and doom" are met by inflated claims of
"oil bonanzas" offshore that will ensure "national security." Questions about oil spill
cleanup are answered with self-assured assertions, but little proof of effectiveness.

209
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"Facts" becoxne "perceptions" and analysis gives way to legalistic pleading. Are we
any clcser to a "national consensus" on the conduct of offshore leasing now than at
the enactment of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act in 1953? More impoztxmtly,
is a consensus possible?

Few opponents of the OCS leasing program are unabashed enough to publicly
assert that they are uncompromisingly opposed to offshore oil and gas development.
?Iot a single coastal state, or a major national environmental organization has made
such claims, but restrictions pzopcsed by some would, for practical purposes, have
that effect. Industry pleads simply for "certainty" and "predictability" in the leasing
process, yet its lobbyists curry poRtical action to push overly ambitious offshore
leasing programs that invite lawsuits, public outrage, and ultimately congressional
leasing moratoria. Rhetoric for environmental protection has become inextricably
interwoven with the less-noble coastal states' quest for "revenue-sharing." Notice
how these issues were even joined in the program for this conference.

America's xesolve for protecting thc environment is unequivocal, but so is its
commitment to national security and a strong, competitive economy. Little in the
current debate over OCS oil and gas development addresses these issues. We have
shamefully reduced the national debate ovez the future of our offshore energy
resources to scrapping over the xevenues from federal oil and gas leases and to arguing
whether a federal bureaucrat or a state bureaucrat should regulate the industry, Is it
not time to redefine the questions, to update the debate in light of thc nation's future,
and to recognize that the position of the United States is changing in s. world
undergoing major economic and political transitions?

OUR NATIONAL ENERGY POLICY AND THE OCS CONTRIBUTION

If we are to advance the debate over federal offshore leasing, we must establish a
new foundation for discussing the ixnportant issues that is based on a broader concept
of "national need." Development of offshore petroleum resources must be debated as
a major coxnponent of an integrated national energy supply system, not piecemeal as
if OCS resources are the exclusive playtoys of "ocean groupies" or "industry
fundamentalists." There arc several aspects to the changing dimensions of offshore
oil and gas exploration and development that should be considered in reformulating
this debate:

The U¹Ired States' PetrlxIexa¹ Sraarxon Is Afore PrecarIrsss Than ~
Coneifrkms InsIIcare

Energy analysts generally agree that UK petroleum consumption will gradually
increase through the cnd of thc century, while domestic production will remain
steady oz slightly decrease, This trend suggests that imports of petroleum products
will likely increase, adding even more to the $52 billion paid to foreign supplicxs ln
1983. Lower gasoline prices have stimulanxi consumption, and if use-trends continue
upward, petroleum imports could contribute even more to thc trade deficit by the
year 2000.

The Department of Energy  DOE! projects that the UA. can continue to produce
about 8 million barrels per day through the year 2000 � it currently produces 8.9
million � but to do this perpetually, we must discovez and produce 2,9 billion barrels
of petroleum each year. Currently, only 4.6 billion barrels of oil are estimated to be
discovered and recoverable in all of the OCS after over 30 years of exploration and
production �4 billion barrels have already been pumped!-only 18 times more than
that which xnust be discovered each year from here on to keep the ledger even. Of
course, not all of the petroleum to be discovered is expected to come from the federal
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offshore, but the prospects for "giant" discoveries onshore � like the 12 billion barrel
Prudhoe Bay field � aze low outside Alaska.

Current excess world oil production has driven crude oil prices to less than 818
pcz barrel Low oil prices and a buyers market, particularly with the current
overvalued dollar, have led the public and the government into general complacency.
The supply bubble will not last forever, and when it bursts the economic
consequences tnay be severe. Inflation during the past four years was not "whipped"
as much by skillful economic strategies, as by greedy petroleum-producing countries
seeking hard currency in a worldwide recession by increasing oil production, thereby
depressing world energy prices.

Federal policy continues to respond only to crises, Because of low oil prices,
ample supplies, and budget considerations, thc Federal Government has relaxed its
emphasis on energy conservation, dismantled its forward-looking synthetic fuels
research, and is phasing down oil purchases for the Strategic Petroleum Reserve,
These actions promise to inczease prcssure for acccleratcd exploration in the 'QCS and
onshore in the future as a "cushion" in the event of an oil supply disruptlozL

The Pattehtton Indttstry Is fn The Precess of As B~ Slurkedonot

Mergers, leveraged buyouts, and hostile corporate takcovczs have plagued the once
stable petroleum industry in the last few yeazs. While the cause for mergers and
takeovers varies among transactions, much of the impetus has been attributed to the
pessimistic outlook for succesa and thc high cost of exploration to discover and
produce new oiL In a nutshell, it is cheaper and more certain to purchase existing
reserves than to take the financial risk of unsuccessful exploration. While such
corporate strategies may make business sense, they do not add a single new additional
drop of oil to the national reserve base,

Firms threatened with takeovers defend themselves with a number of corpozatc
maneuvertc stock buy backs, incrcasc debt to make them less attractive, write down
assets, dilute stocks, etc. A company which successfully takes over another often
mortgagcs its financial future in order to afford the buyout. The net result in either
case is generally the same � less money to invest in exploration and plant expansions,
and distraction of corporate management from exploration and development goals.
Merger-takeover trends, should they gct out of hand, could seriously jeopardize future
exploration.

Another industry trend that bears watching is the erosion of US. refining
capacity with increases in Imports of finished petroleum products, Oil-producing
countries are expanding refinery capacity to take advantage of the value-added by
exporting products instead of crude oiL United States production capacity is
shrinking as refineries close because an imported barrel of finished petroleum
products can currently be purchased for about the same price as a barrel of unrefined
crude oiL This trend parallels those of other US. basic industries that have collapsed:
steel, fcrzoalloys, copper. Once the capacity to process raw materials diminishes
significantly, options for mccting domestic demands are reduced and market strength
shifts to the exporter.

E~ Vncerratnrtes Tend To ChC l'ndustry Rbk-Takkag

World oil pzices peaked at about $35 pez barrel in 1981. They have since
declined to about $18 per barrel as a result of overproduction. Price instability makes
corporate managers cautious about the future. While the petroleum industry is
accustomed to gaging business risks from assumptions about future energy prices,
OPEC's pricing and produccion policies add another dimension of uncertainty. For
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example, ARCO's recent restructuring, which resulted in liquidation of its eastern U.S.
refining and retail Facilities, was based on the assumption that oil prices may dip as
low as $18 per barrel in thc near future, which has since occurred,

Price fo~g is a black art, but petroleutn economists expect that prices may
continue to dip between 1985 aad 1989 but after 1992 prices might rise significantly
zo $40-$45 per barrel by the end of the century. It is this anticipated rise in crude oil
prices 15 years hence that the offshore industry must bet its venture capital on to
undertake long-term, incredibly expensive projects in the Arctic.

It is estimated that after taxes and a 10 percent profit, the minimum price that
oil must bring from offshore California is $27 per barrel, Gulf of Mexico $2750 per
barxcL Harrison Bay  Beaufort Sea! $28 pez barrel, Norton Basin  Bering Sea! $2850
per barrel, and Navarin Basin  Bering Sca! $3080 pcr barreL Today's oB price of $18
pcr barrel is not profitable in the mature Gulf of Mexico and California regions, in
Harrison Bay and Norton Basin, and ia the Navaxin Basin. In the parlance of
drawpoker players, the industry is "betting on thc come."

Prospects For "tax simplification" intxoduce further uncertainties for investxncnt
decisions. Tax txeatmcat of exploration costs, equipmeat and resource depreciation,
investtnent credits, and windfall profits caa have a significant effect on the
profitability of investments in the frontier deepwater and Arctic regions.

Bxpectatfaes For Offshore OQ cmd Gas Resrstrces Have Bem Lowered

Reality has caught up with myth. The Arab oil embargo in 1973 provided the
offshore industry an opportunity to impress upon government decision makers the
important role that offshore petroleum resources could play in gaining "energy
independence." Thc industry did such a good job of convincing the Congress and the
executive branch of this, that the assumption that immense pools of oil and gas lie in
the OCS fox the taking became a majoz unspoken cornezstone in UA. energy policy.
la the effort to make a case for going slow on offshore development, eavironmental
interests played a similar game by speculating that thc development of these large
volumes of oil would have the potential for destroying the environment and
disrupting life in the ~ statcL

Petroleum geologists and engineers are by definition optimistL However, the
alchemy they rely on for predicting the possible existence of economically recoverable
petroleum resources is based as much on intuition as on science. There remains only
one way to determine whether petroleum exists a! any single location and that is to
drilL Iroaically, the offshore drilling pxogram in the frontier regions � those outside
the proven areas of the Gulf of Mexico aad southern California � has discovered little
oil. The industry's outlook has soured in the Atlantic region, the Gulf of Alaska and
lower Cook Inlet have all but been abandoned, and disappointments in the Beaufort
Sea and upper Bexing Sea have given the industry rcasoa for pause.

It now appears that the petroleum zesouxces of the OCS will not contribute as
substantially to thc nation's future energy supply as was once thought, ln 1983,
productioa from the OCS contributed about 10.7 percent of total domestic oil
production. The question remains, whethez the contribution from the OCS will ever
rise much above this figure?

In March 1985, the Minerals Management Service reasscsNd offshoxe oil and gas
potential based on exploration completed since 1981, additional geologic information.
that has been collected, and changes in economic recoverability. As a result, OCS oil
potential was reduced 55 percent aad natuzal gas 44 percent. Most of thc reductions
were in the Atlantic and Alaska frontiers, which vrexe once considered the best
prospects for very large discoverieL
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